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Abstract

The topic of this research is the state and the individual. I conducted one year’s
fieldwork by working as a graduate village official in a local government office in
southwest rural China, which enabled me to observe at close range the workings of
political power and official administration. After one year’s in-depth exploration, my
materials include the following: state propaganda publications, observations of
conversations among officials, interactions between subordinates and superiors,
economic administrative processes in the development, local residents’ petitions to
the office, and the case of Bo Xilai of CCP politburo. These data have helped me
think through the meaning of the workings of the state, power and bureaucracy,
social interactions, the operation of Guanxi, the role of economic agencies, and
Chinese individual politics.
My particular interest is individual politics. This politics differentiates itself from
state politics to emphasize personal motivations and the freedoms of current
individualization. Ideally, politics, economics and culture should work in harmony
and map the proper meanings of modernization into daily life. However, in China,
the stability of society lacks cohesiveness as a result of the overbearing power of the
state. Hence, my thesis considers how individuals conduct themselves in the
collective workplace during their interactions with others. The individual politics
underpins the ethnographic understandings of the field and constructed on-and-off
stages of official behaviours in front of both the collective state and personal
interests.
1

Theoretically, my study is contextualised within political anthropology and the
broader developments in China. Different from other Chinese studies on structure or
culture, my examination and analysis of the political authority of meanings will be
focused on individual interactions. When modem economic motivations confront the
ethical and interventionist roles of the state, individual behaviours in this
ethnographic research reveal a sense of insecurity on a social scale. This insecure
consciousness starts from a meaning vacuum to define individuals' ordinary life
economically.

2
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Chapter 1 Introduction

This introduction covers the theme, motivations and the theoretical framework of the
project. The essence of the thesis is the theoretical concept of ‘individual politics’.
In the first part of this chapter, 1 will explain the reasons for this focus, and explore
the layers of the idea. The second part of the chapter will set the work in the context
of a historical shift in which the various modes of collective politics which have
predominated in China’s past were challenged by a new form of individual politics.
Specifically the work will contrast the social totalitarianism of 1949-1980's China
with the collective state with modem characteristics which emerged after 1980. This
part of the chapter will shed light on the ways that individual politics emerged in the
context of Chinese modernity, grew amongst new socio-economic structures, and
developed individualisation whilst offering potential ways to contain deviant
individualities. The final part of the chapter will set out a theoretical framework in
which I understand modem China as a battlefield on which two fundamental social
structures clash — the contemporary collective state and the individual. These two
structures will be examined through literatures of political and economic
anthropology, Chinese studies, interaction theories and epistemology.
The Theme
On the evening of the Saturday before I left my home in China, my family threw a
dinner party to wish me farewell. As we began to eat, my cousin, who has worked
for the government for one year, received a telephone call from her superior ordering
her without warning to immediately attend another dinner in a faraway suburb. My
cousin was quite upset and phoned a colleague of similar rank to seek advice. Her
6

colleague told her that the dinner was to entertain their superior’s brother, who was
taking up an important position in another department. Their superior had organised
a sumptuous dinner in a five-star restaurant, and expected them to be the
‘background’. In this kind of ‘background’ role, the subordinate is expected to be
seen and not heard, listen attentively to the dignitaries’ speeches and drink and eat
only when instructed. Apart from the sacrifice of spare time and freedom, as my
cousin said, being ‘background’ at a dinner is a relatively easy job for any low
ranking government official.
After speaking to her colleague, my cousin called her superior back and politely
asked if she could be excused, as I was leaving the following day. Her superior
responded ‘it is up to you’ and hung up quickly. Knowing the implications of
snubbing a superior, my cousin was almost in tears. She lamented: ‘what right does
she have to order me like this!’ Her mother comforted her and reasoned: ‘my
generation would have welcomed the chance and you should appreciate your
superior for giving you the opportunity to get close to her', in the end my cousin left
to attend the banquet. As she explained her situation to me, she was new in post, had
to flatter her superior in the hope of a promotion and should show gratitude to be
included in the circle.
Such experiences were common amongst this young generation, who were moving
from university into junior work positions in various Chinese institutions.
Considering the perspectives of various individual actors, including my cousin, her
superior and her mother, I decided to make ‘individual politics’ the conceptual focus
of my research. Three layers of meaning are encompassed in the term ‘individual
politics’. The first is the individual politics of dominance or hegemony, in which
individuals can use power to suppress others. If politics is understood to mean the
7

exercise of control over people, the concept of individual politics underlines the
reality that, regardless of collective rhetoric, it is particular individuals who manage
organizations and even the country. A repressive regime may encompass individual
acts of corruption, abuse of power or despotic leadership. Mao Zedong, in the early
years of the People’s Republic of China, and Kim Jong-un in North Korea are
extreme examples of autocratic regimes which focused power in single individuals.
And the power in their hands, mostly, ‘is a capacity not the exercise of that capacity
(it may never be, and never need to be, exercised)’ (Lukes 2005: 12) My
ethnographic material shows, however, that such individual politics of dominance is
not limited to national leaders, but may operate at all levels of officialdom providing
superiors with personal power/authority, as in my cousin’s superior exercising
dominance over her subordinates in regard to her brother’s celebratory dinner.
The second level of individual politics stems from the fact that authority is
dynamically situated in persons in the context of power structures. Individual
politics, from this aspect, is a process of seeking, a procedure of standardising and a
progression of disciplining by which authority is conceptualised at a personal level.
Kurtz (2001) points out that power is not limited by relations within certain
organisations, but exists wherever authority and hierarchy constrain individuals
within societal structures. Kurtz’s point can be understood in the light of Aristotle’s
(2006) assertion that human beings, as political animals, are never content simply to
accept the status quo, but seek to uncover the laws that produce it. Similarly, Kurtz’s
emphasis on standardisation and disciplining can be related to the commonly used
Chinese word zuoren, meaning ‘to make oneself a person’ (Stafford 2006, Yan
2013).

The concept of zuoren encodes the assumption that one is not bom a full

person, but must ‘make oneself a person’ through a moral and normative process of
8

self-cultivation within society. Individuals and individual politics are thus
inseparable from social, cultural and organisational memberships within the society
of which they are a part. Relating to the notion of ‘habitus’ from Bourdieu, most
progression of such politics is to maintain ‘a model of learning without institutions:
if people have certain “dispositions” (e.g., to react or behave in particular ways) it is
because they have been inculcated with these dispositions.’ (Stafford 2006: 9) What
is more, ‘acquisition and maintenance of “habitus” appeal to the workings of power,
leading those subject to it to see their condition as “natural” and even to value it, and
to fail to recognize the sources of their desires and beliefs.’ (Lukes 2005: 13) In the
case of my cousin, she was willing, despite her distress, to make sense of the
unwritten rules of the organisation and to consent to the process of workplace
socialisation.
The third aspect of individual politics is an orientation towards personal ambition:
most of time, the accumulation of material and social benefits. Academic studies that
have viewed such orientations positively, in terms of ‘the right to happiness’, or
negatively, in terms of ‘being greedy’, all tend to see such pursuits as a form of
agency which is a part of human nature. In Harmon (2014), such ambition becomes a
notion of individualism, ‘a vision of agency in which the self sets and pursues its
own goals without interference from powerful other.’ (4) In Josephides (2014a: 28),
it develops to a hope that ‘people everywhere want to move forward, and in this they
can only start from their selves, as individuals who know and experience the world
from their own perspective.’ In the context of Chinese society, I differentiate this
kind of individual politics from the public politics of consensus to emphasise
personal motivations and individualised ideas of freedom. In short, it could be
described as the desire to better oneself. This stress on individual motivations can be
9

related to both Foucault’s (2002) conception of power as inspiration for human
action and to Bourdieu’s (1977) theorisation of varieties of capital. In addition to
material capital, comprising money, commodities and material means of production,
Bourdieu identifies other dimensions of capital, such as social, symbolic and political
capital, which, like material capital, can also be understood as being evoked by
individual desires produced by modernity. These different forms of capital often
overlap and work in

harmony in mutually reinforcing ways, but they can also

conflict at the level of individual behaviour. This study will show how conflicts
produced by the new socioeconomic environment are worked out at the level of the
individual.
The individual politics of bettering oneself can lead to both hope and anxiety
amongst Chinese toward the social structures they inhabit. As Josephides (2014a: 29)
points out in the Melanesian context,
'To see imagination as forward propelling is to follow a different route from
one that forces a choice (from either the ethnographer or the villager)
between past/tradition on the one hand and modemity/development on the
other. As I argued elsewhere, “what defines each modernizing strategy is not
whether it is an attempt to localize modernity or embrace it in an alienating
foreign form, but whether it is undertaken in the spirit of an active, bold selfextemalization, or a desperately anxious submission (Josephides 2005a: 12324).” ’
1 was intrigued by the ways that resentment at loss of societal cohesion and of the
overbearing power of the state could evoke desire for change. This thesis will
illuminate the ways that individuals negotiate the environment of ordinary life in
10

which they are routinely confronted with an increasingly complicated social
structure, a proliferation of the formats of power and capital, constant struggles
between the state and public demands for an open society, a bureaucratic system
forever seeking to extend its domination, the growing endeavours of economic
agencies to justify their roles in different fields, and the ‘offstage’ role of traditional
Guanxi (social networks).
In this work, the three aspects of individual politics are identified as follows:
‘individual politics of dominance’, ‘individual politics of structure’ and ‘individual
politics of desire’. There are clear boundaries between these forms of individual
politics, which sometimes co-exist and sometimes contradict each other. My cousin,
for example, who encountered unreasonable demands from a superior in her off-duty
time, both resented the imposition, and desired to be included in the circle which
might lead to promotion, whilst she was advised by her mother that she should be
grateful to be allowed dyadic intimacy with her superior. In this situation, all three
aspects of individual politics can be glimpsed. My cousin's superior abused her statemandated power, manifesting the individual politics of dominance. My cousin’s
mother revealed the attitudes of a generation that had experienced the Maoist period
(a historical structure of totalitarian collectivity)1 11whilst the individual politics of
structure was also visible in my cousin’s participation in socialisation into workplace
disciplines. Yet the individual politics of desire could also be glimpsed in my
cousin’s initial resistance to the oppressive demands of the hierarchy.
The politics on which I focus, then, is not the ‘high politics’ of political theorists, but
those grounded in the ordinary lives of ordinary people. The question with which this
thesis is concerned is not why particular policies are adopted by the highest strata of
1 See discussion of the ‘Historical Shift’ below, this chapter.
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leaders, but why particular desires and particular courses of action are evoked in
common people as responses to the situations in which they find themselves. It is in
the lives of common people that the co-existence or contradictions of different
aspects of individual politics may be rendered visible. The common people with
whom 1 am concerned, however, pursue their individual politics within the field of
the contemporary Chinese state — a field which also produced my own motivations
to embark upon this study. I will now turn to examine these motivations and the
context of the state in which they emerged.
Motivations
As an undergraduate student considering the Chinese community in which I grew up,
I was fascinated by politics, and particularly by the way the state had been
constructed as the source of power. I had learned that the state had been central to
Chinese life since Confucian theory had become the country’s dominant ideology,
with its stress on home as country and country as home. Subsequent philosophical
systems followed Confucius in emphasising the importance of central power for
everyone, the emperor of a country being seen as analogous to the father of a family.
For centuries, then, this central role of the state had penetrated into the Chinese
ordinary ideology. Precisely for this reason, as a Chinese person myself, 1 could not
separate myself from this social world in order to perceive it in its totality, for all my
own behaviours and perceptions were rooted in this cultural authority.
Nevertheless, as an enquiring anthropology student, it was apparent to me that in the
China 1 had experienced, there was an outstanding binary opposition between
modem individual existence and the political structure which governed it. This
antagonism was visible in the individual politics of the people around me, as
antagonisms were revealed around diverse aspects of a transforming society.
12

particularly in the clash of perspectives between different generations, in which
various sedimented ideologies of collectivism, from the imperial state, to the socialist
state, to the modem state, played a part.
Each of these historical periods produced

a different formulation of collective

politics interwoven with varying notions and extents of individuality." Today’s
China is still characterised by the ideology and reality of subordination to a single
dominant power-structure. Established in the Maoist period under the cultural
influence of older imperial models, this system continues to emphasise the
concentration of power in the hands of the state. At the same time, the policy of
‘Reform and Openness’ introduced in 1979, has opened the door to a form of
globalisation in which the traits of‘liquid modernity’ (Bauman 2000) seem to melt
away the apparent solidity of traditional custom. This consistency of‘liquefaction’ is
a product of a new discipline shaped by an unwavering focus on (capitalist)
economics. This release of individual choice from the totality of the collective body
is effecting a major historical transformation which is producing public anxiety, as
people increasingly encounter the characteristics of the ‘independent individual'
without necessarily having an ideological platform from which to negotiate the
meaning of such behaviours. In Bauman’s (2000:7) words, citizens’ lives, in their
most mundane aspects, are unavoidably challenged by the fact that ‘the liquidizing
powers have moved from the “system” to “society”, from “politics” to “life-policies”
— or have descended from the “macro” to the “micro” level of social cohabitation’.
The striking transformation identified by Bauman inspires my own conceptualisation
of the individual within the Chinese field through a focus on individual politics.

I will examine these historical periods more closely in the next section of this chapter, with a focus
on the historical shift from the socialist collective state established by Mao Zedong to the modem
state, officially characterised as ‘socialism with Chinese characteristics’.
13

In naming this thesis, the Individual and the State, I aim to situate the individual in a
universal binary opposition to collective authorities. There has been little exploration
of such topics within China, where the mainstream media serve a largely
propagandist role in which collective legitimacy is constantly reinforced as central to
moral being, and where coercive laws limit freedom of speech.3 Nevertheless, the
societal shift to modernity can manifest in a rising independence from official culture
at both civil and individual levels. In my own case, for example, my parents have
encouraged my interest in the individual and the state, in contrast to their much less
supportive attitude towards the gender studies with which I engaged during my
Master’s research. I sense that this change in attitude stemmed from the fact that my
parents had their own concerns about the future and social stability of the country.
They felt able to express doubts about the representations of official propaganda
because there was a space available, within the schemes of meaning presently
available to them, in which political authority, unlike male domination, was
reachable and challengeable. Whenever Chinese individuals feel able to discuss
politics and actively seek explanations beyond the official cliches, the individual
appears in opposition to the structure of the state.
The opportunity to study abroad gave me the broader perspective I needed to
approach this significant topic. With encouragement to ‘pursue the biggest puzzle in
your mind' from my PhD supervisor and academic colleagues, I identified the
individual in Chinese politics as the focus of my project. The further my fieldwork
progressed, however, the more contradictory the puzzle seemed to become. The
theoretical framework which I present here, therefore, is vital in making sense of my
fieldwork and presenting a meaningful ethnographic picture of modem China.

See Chapter 3, this work.
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Central to this framework are the two theoretical constructs of ‘the individual' and
‘the state collective’. These constructs will be central to my key arguments and will
structure the development of every chapter. First, however, as promised, I will
examine the historical shifts in Chinese society which have given birth to the
collective state, the modem individual, and the conflict between these two structures.
Historical Shifts in Chinese Society
Ancient China was geographically isolated from other parts of the world and its
civilisation developed separately from those in the west. The year 221BC may be
deemed the beginning of a continuous Chinese cultural system. In this year, China
was reunified after 400 years of division under the Qin: the first imperial dynasty.
The Qin unified and standardised the Chinese writing system, weights and measures,
the currency and the legal system, introducing the idea of equality before the law: ‘if
a prince violates the law, he must be punished like an ordinary person’.4 Later
dynasties criticised the Qin for the fact that their Legalism (Fa Jia) was founded on
an authoritarian demand for obedience on pain of strict punishment, suggesting that
such a system was dehumanising and lacking in sympathy. Such critics claimed that
a legal system which punished bad behaviour was insufficient: what was more
important was positive encouragement of good behaviour.
Therefore, Confucianism took the role of Legalism in later imperial periods.
Compared with the strict Legalism of Qin, the following Confucian dynasties sought
not only to punish people to discourage bad behaviour, but ‘provide’ access to
resources enabling people to do good things for others. Access to resources was
conceptualised as fulfilling obligations at every position in society to gain power and

4
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capital. It was called ‘ruling the country by ethics’ instead of by laws, as in Qin
Legalism. At the same time, Confucianism, I suggest, whilst distributing power and
resources, ultimately allows only the person at the summit of society, the ruler, to
determine what is good.
This may be seen as the first appearance of the individual politics of dominance.
The Han dynasty (206 BC-220 AD), which replaced the Qin dynasty 15 years after
the Qin had unified China, maintained the legal system, but set it in a secondary
context to Confucian philosophy, a bureaucratic system and a hierarchical
collectivist structure 1 identify as ‘domestic collectivism’, in which the emperor was
seen as an analogous to a father and the country to his kin. To assert its superiority
to Legalism, Confucian philosophy roots social commitments in collective
disciplines, setting precise hierarchized social positions — father superior to son,
husband superior to wife, bureaucracy superior to the masses, emperor superior to
the bureaucrats. The Confucian scheme is comparable to the ‘rational society’
described in Plato’s Republic, but in China, unlike Europe, these ideas became
deeply embedded in culture and practice over a long period of time.
The Han dynasty lasted 400 years, and its stability was widely attributed to its
embrace of Confucianism. Confucianism remained central to governmental systems
in almost all subsequent dynasties over the following 2000 years, and the
significance of Confucian hierarchical principles may be seen as equivalent to the
significance of the ‘rule of law’ in western civilisation, whilst loyalty to the monarch
in China may be seen as equivalent to faithfulness to God in the western Christian
tradition. The hierarchical nature of this system meant that agency was effectively

;

the Great Learning from the Book of Rites
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limited to the ruling class, so we can see the Confucian system as the root of the
individual politics of dominance, in which state power is individualised within
certain persons.
Fairbanks (1958) has pointed out that this system was not without practical
advantages even for those outside the ruling class. Social relationships were
rationally organised, and everyone understood their position in the group, giving
them a strong sense of security in their conduct of social relationships. Behaviour
standards derived from social status have proved extremely durable, and most
Chinese people’s behaviour remains structured by commitment to their social roles.
Within corporations and bureaucracies, for example, if college graduates, as social
newcomers, show great respect to superiors and more experienced colleagues, they
are seen as more mature and intelligent people. This hierarchical value system
enables structures such as companies and organisations to be effectively reproduced
over time, for ifjunior members do what is expected of them within this moral valuesystem, they will share in the benefits produced by the group and be rewarded by the
reciprocal actions of other members. The more deeply individuals identify with this
value-system, the better they are able to present themselves as moral actors, and the
more rewarding are their relationships within the society. By adopting these
standardised codes of behaviour, individuals may obtain trust and respect, and even
forms of social capital that may lead to upward mobility. Thus, in modem China, we
can still see the individual politics of structure operating within the ideological
setting of the traditional domestic-collective.
The domestic-collective mode of organisation, as the name suggests, was
inseparable, in its historical development, from the structures of kinship. Under the
Confucian system, the majority of Chinese people lived a settled farming way ot life
17

for thousands of years. Regional communities were stable, with little in the way of
migration or demographic shifts. As Fei (1953) and Pye (1968) have highllighted,
loyalty to kin was paramount in popular value systems.

Sharing and support at the

domestic level seems to have largely determined people’s identities and connections:
indeed, the notional individual only existed as a member of a family. Within the
domestic-collective state, kinship ideologies permeated from family to national level.
If the individual only existed as part of the family, and therefore family interests
were prior to individual development, the same rationale implied that the family only
existed as part of the state, and it was the state level of the domestic-collective
society whose interests overrode all others.

This domestic-collective value system,

solidified through generations of imperial rule, remains fundamental to Chinese
culture today.
Whilst the still-surviving domestic-collective system was the product of 2000 years
of imperial rule in China, it has been significantly modified by two recent thirty-year
periods of social transformation, the first, which I refer to as the Maoist period, from
1949 to 1980 and the second, which I refer to as the post-Maoist period which started
in 1981 and was ongoing as I conducted my fieldwork in 2011.6
The establishment of the Communist government in 1949 began a radical social
transformation which introduced a new form of collectiveness at the civil level:
‘socialist totalitarianism’. Power was individualised in the person of Chairman Mao,
whose autocratic rule was unchallenged, but from 1954 onward, he used this power
to transform the country in line with the Soviet model. With Soviet support, Mao
drove forward a campaign of policy and propaganda which aimed to emulate the
Whilst Chinese political modernisation started under the Kuomintang's Republic of China between
1911 and 1949, it had little impact on the ordinary lives of the vast majority of people compared to the
Communist period which followed. I do not, therefore, discuss the Kuomintang period further in this
work.
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Russian ‘big brother’. (Tiewes 2000:133). The totalising power of the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP) was deployed in support of the Stalinist aim of making state
and society a single entity. The party leadership were able to make decisions which
transformed all aspects of life in China in order to achieve the clearly stated
communist objective:
to bring about a seamless unity of the state’s official belief system, state
monopoly of political and military power, state prescribed social norms and
relations, state-defined culture, and, importantly, state ownership, control,
and management of the economy - in short, to bring into being a monolithic
totalitarian state: all-embracing and omnipotent, a oneness of state and
society'!Prybyla 2000: 188).
The system which was introduced was based on that which operated in the Soviet
collective farm studied by Humphrey (1983), in which the most minute details of life
in both public and private spheres could be regulated by state authority. Socio
economic redistribution in China was organised not by money, but by national
ration-tickets, which enabled people to obtain food from allocating departments.
Humphrey (1983:2) observes that in the Soviet example, the economic mode of
production ‘integrate(s) local cultures and rural economies at different stages of
development into one national political economy’. In China, this meant that the state
authority recruited individuals into differentiated hierarchical organisations for
agriculture, industry and other systems. Whilst agriculture remained the most
significant mode of production, land resources were moved into the hands of the
government, decentring the power of kinship through an assertion of central political
control (Li 2012). Moreover, individuals in both rural and urban areas were
assimilated into work teams in to order to accomplish collective production and
19

redistribution, shifting resource-sharing and communal support from the realm of the
family to that of organs of the state, ensuring that the traditional kin-based
collectivity was transformed into a state-based format.
Teiwes (2000:106), describing the reality of this new totalising control system,
observes that it was ‘one which may have fallen short of the idealized totalitarian
state, one which nevertheless achieved a remarkable degree of penetration of
society’. With the fundamental relations of production moved out of the domestic
domain, the state, and the communities it created, now steered new personal
identities and a new dominant culture. Yan notes that whilst the Confucian
perspective had stressed the pre-eminence of the domestic-collective, ‘the communist
ethical discourse went even further to deny the meaning and value of the self by
promoting new values of complete impartiality and selflessness’ (Yan 2011: 42).
Individuality was seen as an unacceptable defection from the community, and
individual agency in pursuit of personal benefit or development could never be
publicly expressed. The state insistence on the fundamental political discipline that
all Chinese should live for the sake of the party and the state was exemplified in the
widely used slogan, ‘sacrifice and work hard in every walk of life for socialist
businesses’.7 In the narratives of the Zhiqing generation, even the vow of marriage
was promised to the country, the Party or Chairman Mao.x The coercive socialist

7
This political slogan was recited by Ju, a former Zhiqing (see
below) that I interviewed, but even I, as a young Chinese of a later generation, was very familiar with
it. Generally, it was hard to gain answer from interviewees about origins of political slogans. This
particular slogan was widespread in TV, radio, newspapers, school books and occasional propagandist
schemes. Its familiarity made it a taken-for-granted formula of social common sense.
‘In 1966, under the influence of the Cultural Revolution, university entrance examinations were
suspended and until 1968, many students were unable to receive admittance into university or find
employment. Moreover, the chaos surrounding the Revolution from 1966 to 1968 caused the
Communist Party to realize that a way was needed to assign the youth to working positions, to avoid
losing control of the situation. On December 12, 1968, Chairman Mao directed the People's Daily to
publish a piece entitled ‘We too have two hands, let us not laze about in the city’, which quoted Mao
as saying. “The intellectual youth must go to the country, and will be educated from living in rural
poverty.” The large contingent of urban educated youth sent into the villages was called zhiqing,
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state sought to penetrate into the individual consciousness of citizens in order to
ensure total allegiance to the collectivity. Yet, when mistakes made by centralised
controllers resulted in the starvation and death of thousands during the ‘Great Leap
Forward’ (1958-60) and the‘Cultural Revolution’ (1966-76), they evoked widespread
public doubt and offstage resentment toward the totalitarian state.
In today’s China, after the historical shift of the past three decades, neither the
domestic-collectivity nor the totalitarian state dominate civil routines, yet the
ideology of collectivism still performs a crucial role within the political domain in
legitimising state power. This contradiction is fundamental to the state collectivism
to which 1 now turn. The conflict between collectivism and individualism at the civil
level has been a striking feature of modernity in China. The policy of Openness and
Reform, initiated in 1979, has opened the door to economic globalisation, free
markets and private ownership. These major politico-economic changes allowed
some individual farm-labourers to sell their labour to private farmers for wages,
others to abandon their hometown in search of salaried jobs in commercial sectors,
and ultimately resulted in massive numbers of migrants fleeing rural areas to seek
individual prosperity by participating in various ways in the urbanizing project. This
extraordinary social transformation has introduced individualist modes of conduct
into the everyday lives of thousands of people. In fact, this floating population has
little option but to create new forms of common culture and new schemes of value.
Their definition of a good life is different even from the generation of 30 years ago,
which witnessed the beginning of the transformation. In sharp contrast to the long
tradition of collective values, whether in the domestic form of the imperial eras or

literally, “intellectual youth”, or “rusticated youth” of China. In 1969 many youth were rusticated.
Middle school students were organized and assigned on a national level to the countryside.’ (Lu 2007:
114). The total population of Zhiqing from 1966 to 1978 reached 17,760,000.
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the state form of the Maoist period, the realisation of the individual is increasingly
prominent in the value-systems of the Chinese of today. Kdeinman et al (2011:20)
identifies the moral shift and new social relationships amongst Chinese as a product
of a highly mobile and open society, in which ‘most social interactions occur among
individuals who are not related to one another by any particularistic tie; in many
cases, people do not expect to interact with the other party again in the future’.
Customary commitments to kin, community, society and the socialist state have been
effectively dissolved. A marked generation gap can be observed between persons
such as my cousin and her mother, with younger people increasingly rejecting the
conformist collectivism of their parents in favour of an individualistic and libertarian
sense of independence. Yet, as this generation seeks individuation, one cultural value
seems to be shared — the pursuit of economic gain seems central to the new cultural
paradigm in China.
According to Beck (2001) and Yan (2009), the historical shift toward
individualisation

has

proceeded

by a

process

of ‘detraditionalization

or

disembedding': processes by which individuals are discharged from traditional
obligations by forms of liquid modernity.9 The confrontation between state
collectivity and the individual is central to the transformations. China is currently
undergoing, but whilst Rapport (1997) and Bauman (2000) note that the western
notion of the individual canies connotations of divine transcendentalism following
‘the death of God’, I suggest that in China the individual is detaching itself from the
underside of the political structure. Whilst this work’s focus on the civil workplace
suggests a dilution of traditional modes of collectivity, both domestic and
totalitarian, these collectivities can never be ignored in the study of China, where

3 See ‘The Individual’ below, this chapter.
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they remain a significant element of traditional culture that itself contributes to
structuring individual politics. In other words, Chinese traditional collectiveness can
be taken as an individual politics with structural qualities that proliferates authority
to the personal level. This dynamic will be explored in detail in my discussion of
social networks (Guanxi).10 During my fieldwork, the state-collectivity appeared
more prominent than the traditional domestic-collectivity from which it grew, but to
which it is sometimes opposed in social interaction. When speaking privately, people
paid more attention to the state, because their individual politics of desire led them to
focus on ways the changes they observed in the state might enable or limit their
personal opportunities. The binary opposition between the individual and the
collectivity, then, is largely played out on the terrain of the modem state, rather than
in the domestic sector or the totalitarian collectivity of an earlier period. Before
characterising the state, state collectivism and the essentials of the individual, I must
note that the relationship between state collectivism and the individual has
undergone historical changes, and is likely to undergo further transformations in the
future.
State Collectivism
The state is a primary focus of this anthropological research. My conception of the
state will be informed by Foucault, Gramsci and Mitchell, whose ideas I will both
draw upon and challenge. The state has been theorised as both a material entity and
as a conceptual construction, the former approach focusing upon diverse political
systems, and the latter on the symbolic attributes of this construction. Foucault
(1980a:72) suggests an ambiguity between the material and the symbolic, asserting
that ‘one cannot confine oneself to analysing the state apparatus alone if one wants to
10

See ‘The Individual’ and ‘Individualisation’ below, this chapter, and Chapter 5, this work.
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grasp the mechanisms of power in their detail and complexity....'. According to
Foucault, then, state power extends beyond the formal state apparatus. For this
reason, I concur with Mitchell (1999), that these two dimensions are different aspects
of the same process — the process of the state, and that the state therefore constitutes
a seamless entity. I stress the conception of the state as process. In examining the
ways these processes unfold in organisations and administrations, propaganda, media
control etc., my departure point is the individual. Contrary to Gramsci and Mitchell,
therefore, I will not conceptualise civil community or society as an ideological
counterpart to the state. Stemming from China’s extended history as a centralised,
bureaucratised political configuration, in which the sphere of the state was, to a large
extent, inseparable from the society (Wittfogel 1957), this research will deem the
individual, rather than the imagined collective group, to be the object directly
symmetrical to the state in the context of modernity in China. Understandings of the
state correspondingly ‘become incorporated in the thinking and actions of individual
citizens' (Nettle 1968:577). Conceptions of the state, therefore, can be understood
from the empirical actions of individual citizens in different systems. This work will
illuminate the interaction of the individual and the state through propaganda (Chapter
3), bureaucratic and administrative structure (Chapter 4), economic planning
(Chapter 6) and villagers’ petitions (Chapter 7).
Mitchell (1988, 1990) explained the characteristics of the modem state by focusing
upon individual politics within military and bureaucratic apparatuses. Contrasting the
individual soldiers or officials on one hand with the machine-like framework on the
other, Mitchell (1988:180) elicits ‘the binary world we inhabit, where reality seems
to take the two-dimensional form of individual versus apparatus, practice versus
institution, social life and its structure - or society versus state.' The interpenetration
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of the modem state with the economic system requires explanation in terms of
individualisation (Foucault, 1977; Poulantzas 1978; Bauman 2000). 11 In the
ethnographic context of China, I interpret Mitchell’s two-dimensional world as the
opposition of the individual politics of desire, on one hand, with the individual
politics of structure, on the other.
The confrontation between these two forms of individual politics may become
visible in struggles over the legitimacy of the state. The state may demand that every
individual ‘succeed in incorporating himself into the collective man’ and may apply
‘educative pressure ... to single individuals so as to obtain their consent and their
collaboration, turning necessity and coercion into “freedom”’ (Gramsci 1971:75-6).
Whilst Gramsci (1971) sees civil society as the target of the state’s penetration, I
prefer to specify that target as individual politics. We can see how individual politics
may actualize a potential disjuncture — what if individuals could not incorporate into
the collective man and provide their collaboration? Bauman (2000) asserts that
individualisation is one of the characteristics inevitably elicited by liquid modernity.
If people sense that they are not free, there will be an eagerness for change. If this
boundary to self-actualization is experienced through the state, then the processes of
the state such as image production, propagandist claims, legal and administrative
procedures and economic policies may all find their validity and legitimacy
challenged. State processes may impact upon individuals’ perception of their quality
of life at a conscious or subconscious level. If state processes produce feelings of
satisfaction, the individual politics of structure is likely to predominate leading to
experiences of ‘freedom’ and ‘inculcation’ (Stafford 2006). If state processes
produce feelings of dissatisfaction, the individual politics of desire for a ‘better life’
See ‘The Individual’ below, this chapter for an exploration of the impact of the modem economic
system on the Chinese state.
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is likely to manifest as resentment or resistance. It is the response that Josephides
(2014) underlined by imagination and hope of change. Thus, different aspects ot
individual politics may be distinguished in interaction with the state across
dimensions of time and space, in different occasions and systems. This is another
reason that the state must be conceptually separated from the individual, in order for
the connection of the state and the individual through individual politics to be
analysed.
What is of particular importance in Gramsci’s work, explained in his review of
Hallevy’s Decadence de la Liberte, is his conception of two roles of the state which
go above and beyond the liberal conception of the state as veillour de nuit (night
watchman). These are 'the ethical state’ and ‘the interventionist state’.
the concept of the ethical state is of philosophical and intellectual origin
(belonging to the intellectuals: Hegel), and in fact could be brought into
conjunction with the concept of state as veilleur de nuit; for it refers rather to
the autonomous, educative and moral activity of the secular state, by contrast
with the cosmopolitanism and the interference of the religious— ecclesiastical
organization as a mediaeval residue. The concept of the interventionist state
is of economic origin, and is connected on the one hand with tendencies
supporting protection and economic nationalism, and on the other with the
attempt to force particular state personnel, of landowning and feudal origin,
to take on the protection of the working classes against the excesses of
capitalism (e.g. policies of Bismarck and of Disraeli) (Gramsci 1971:80).
Based on Gramsci’s argument, it may be noted that the interventionist state accepts
the capitalist claim that markets best fulfils peoples’ ordinary needs, but that its
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willingness to intervene in those markets makes the state itself a fundamental part of
the economic system. In Chapter 3, we will examine the ethnography of legitimate
claims, which will illuminate the ways that the Chinese ruling party transformed its
theories to fulfil the requirements of a modem state, whilst in Chapter 6, we will
examine the interventionist state in action by considering the impact of the National
Economic Plan on local economic development.
Collectivism in modem China, I suggest, may be associated with Gramsci’s ‘ethical
state’, which has replaced the earlier totalitarian regime, which may be equated with
Gramsci’s religious-ecclesiastical state. The historical shift resulting from the policy
of Openness and Reform has seen China step away from totalitarianism toward the
modem collective state, but collectivism still prioritises group goals over individual
goals. Moreover, under state collectivism, the state monopolises the definition of
collective goals regardless of the desires of individuals. The Chinese ‘ethical state'
defines and directs ordinary ethics along the ladders of collectivism. Chinese state
collectivism can be seen as a ‘vertical collectivism’, in which the enforcement of
policy, including culture and morality, derives from a hierarchical power structure,
rather than a horizontal or egalitarian collectivism in which power is drawn from all
individuals (Triandis 2001).12
Shambaugh’s political studies shed further light on the construction of the collective
state during the modem transformation. Shambaugh notes that after 1980, the CCP
experienced both atrophy and adaptation:
has been in a state of progressive decline in terms of its control over various
aspects of the intellectual, social economic, and political life of the nation.

See Chapter 4, this work, for a deeper exploration of these issues.
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The CCP’s traditional instruments of control-propaganda, coercion, and
organization - have all atrophied and eroded considerably over time,
although they remain effective tools of party control. Globalization and
China’s multifaceted interactions with the outside world have further
undermined the party’s control over the society (2008:3-4).
Nevertheless, the communist ideological principle remains nominally in place, the
CCP remains the sole agency of the state and the government remains totally
oriented by the party. The CCP state still stands as the sacred redoubt of collectivism.
Consequently, the ethical state and the interventionist state are concretised in both
government and in civil modernity.
I argue, then, that whilst the totalitarian structure shifted, it maintained considerable
authority by sustaining the ideology of collectivism through taking on the mantle of
the ethical state - claiming to represent both all the people and ultimate morality.
Moreover, the regime sustained this vertical collective structure by continuing to
make moral claims upon the individual. A further paradox is that as the regime
moved away from totalitarianism, it centralised moral authority even more strongly
than before, with a hierarchical separation of the highest layers of the state, which
continued to embody collective moral principles, from the lower layers, tasked with
actually dealing on a day-to-day level with the contradictions of the transformation.
This separation was effected, in part, through the tax reform of the early 1990s,
which shifted the responsibility for the provision of public goods from central to
local government (Teets et al 2010:2). Whilst local government received more
power, more responsibility and more opportunities for corruption, central
government distanced itself from the everyday exercise of power in order to maintain
legitimacy as ‘the ethical state’, the representation of the collective. These
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manipulations mean that the authority of the central state now derives in large part
from subconscious representations of the state as a source of morality in the minds of
individuals. This is the ethical state identified by Gramsci. The power of such
representations is that popular criticism of the processes of the state is specifically
and deliberately targeted at the lower levels of the bureaucracy. The villagers’
petitions examined in Chapter 7, for instance, blamed officials at grassroots level for
their problems, rather that state and national governments. In fact, the coercive
power of the state as an institutional setting and as a process penetrates to all levels.
The villagers appeal for the lower levels of bureaucracy to live up to the ideals of
collectivism propagated by the ethical state.
Moreover, due to the state’s control over economic development, there is public
discontent resulting from the perception that state actors themselves are the biggest
winner from the process of social transformation. The state, for instance, is the
largest landlord, and the separation of ownership from land-use rights gives state
officials extensive power and opportunities for corruption. 1' In practice, the
contemporary Chinese state, then, has not only adopted an interventionist role to
stabilise the fundamentals of the economy, but in addition, state agents participate as
players, monopolising major resources and deriving massive benefits from them.
What has happened in the domain of land-use has also happened in the supposedly
free commodity markets. State-owned enterprises control most major resources
therefore, are able to out-compete private enterprises. Prybyla (2000:210) observes
that whilst such state-owned ‘firms are nominally governed by the plan...they
benefit from guaranteed flows of resources at below market equilibrium prices; there
output is purchased by the state at prices fixed by the state; they get loans from the
See Chapters 6 & 7, this work, which examine local real estate planning, and village petitions for
land compensation respectively.
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state banking system without going into debt, and subsidies that strain the state’s
budget’. Yet, whilst the state still claims to embody collective goals and ultimate
authority, both economic and moral, any individual who opposes the state finds
themselves cast as a deviant opposed to the greater good of society.
The Individual
In this study, I will theorise the individual from three aspects: possessive
individualism, practical individualisation and symbolic individuality. Macpherson’s
(1962) work is the starting point for my consideration of possessive individualism.
According to Macpherson’s (1962:264) summary: ‘since the individual is human
only in so far as free, and free only in so far as a proprietor of himself, human society
can only be a series of relations between sole proprietors, i.e. a series of market
relations’. The relevance of this definition results from the fact that it is in the
legitimisation of the open market that Chinese individuals have been able to find
some degree of freedom and prosperity outside the limits of collectivism and
totalitarianism. The possessive individualism that emerged during this transformation
is very much a product of possessive market relations.
Both possessive individualism and practical individualisation in China appeared with
what Bauman (2000:5) identifies as ‘the possessive scheme’ in which individual
activities are supposedly freed from the constraints of stultifying structures by
‘deregulation, liberalization and 'flexibilization' which is claimed to increase fluidity,
unbridle financial, real estate and labour markets, ease the tax burden, etc. Some
Chinese Studies scholars have made similar arguments. Yan (2009) associates
individualization

at

the

social

level

with

de-institutionalisation

and

de-

traditionalisation. Though Yan depicts a landscape of a society which, in practice, is
alienated from the past in many ways, this individualist model of behaviour still has
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to negotiate with some older, deeply ingrained ways of being, for example Guanxi —
the traditional practice of forming and maintaining social networks. Guanxi
continues to operate in everyday lives and relationships on territory which the
institutionalised state has abandoned.
Last, but not least, I argue that the conflict between different forms of individual
politics has opened Chinese people’s consciousness not only to the new possessive
individualism and practical individualization, but also to the two dominant collective
modes of being of the past, domestic collectivism and socialist collectivism. It is
through ‘the individual’s conscious and creative engagement with certain socio
cultural environments’ (Rapport 1997:1) that these different ways of being, and the
tensions and conflicts between them, are revealed. This anthropological research will
link discourses on individuality to Bloch’s (2005) perspectives on the essentially
symbolic quality of human nature, by showing how, in multiple ethnographic
encounters, individuals have struggled, in a seeming symbolic vacuum, to find
schemes of meaning with which to make sense of their lives. In the following
section, I will explicate the ways that the individual is produced, materially, in
practice and in schemes of meaning.
The Material Basis of Possessive Individualism

The material development through industrialisation and urbanisation which has been
central to modernity in China has fostered economic desires which globalisation
seems to offer a path to satisfy. Since the 1980s, the Openness and Reform policy
has transformed the Chinese political system from totalitarian socialism to so-called
‘socialism with Chinese characteristics’. The primary justification for this
transformation is the delivery of economic development. This social shift
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encompassed a major cultural aspect: access to both material subsistence and cultural
fulfilment now came not from the land, but through the market. Both livelihoods and
desires were marketised. More precisely, the interpenetration of financial systems
and private property with structural power led to the increasing cultural valorisation
of market-driven desires. Participants in my research present these political desires in
ways which resonate with Macpherson’s (1962) argument, which drew on theorists
such as Hobbes, Bentham and Harrington to claim that the accumulation of property
and wealth was becoming universally valued as a means of obtaining pleasure. It
appears that the Chinese, like the westerners of whom Macpherson (1962:268) wrote
half a century earlier, are being ‘brought under one general theory of possessive and
accumulative motivation’.
To interpret contemporary Chinese society, therefore, it is essential to acknowledge
the effects of the modem economic system, which is a monetary system. From the
beginning of the 1990s, money began to circulate, replacing ration-tickets as the
primary national redistribution system. The monetary system which now prevails in
China brings with it a completely different spirit of exchange to the ration-ticket
economy which preceded it.14 The availability of free choices through market
exchange rapidly eroded commitment to collectivism, and the accumulation of
money and property came to be seen as the rightful reward for labour (Macpherson
1978). Such attitudes are themselves an essential component of the modem financial
system.
The political empowerment of the open market delicately concealed the processes
through which the commitment to collectivism was eroded, as the government
‘from the 1950s to the beginning of the 1990s, people experienced almost 40 years of the “rationticket economy”. During this period, ration-tickets arranged the supply of all kinds of life necessities
according to plans and regulated people’s daily life in the time of the “economy of shortage”. ’ (Li
2012:183).
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sought to claim a new commitment from citizens, basing its legitimacy on its ability
to provide material goods. The combination of material goods supplied through the
market backed by ongoing centralised political power has proved effective in
revitalising economic and social structure within the lives of ordinary people. After
decades of poverty, a long historical record of obligatory collective sharing and rigid
political supervision of redistribution, the path now seemed to open to prosperity
through the rewards of personal labour. Money may have devastated collectivism,
but it has been explicitly welcomed by most Chinese people. The penetration of the
modem financial system and the legitimisation of private prosperity bring forth both
an individual politics of structure, and an individual politics of desire.
Another feature of the current transformation is a subtle stratification among social
classes basing on the accumulation of property, as China increasingly conforms to
The class nature of the society’ identified by Macpherson (1962:271) as a
characteristic of the possessive market. The Chinese state, due both to its internal
bureaucratic hierarchies and its communist ideology is in some respects inherently
antagonistic towards this new system of categorising people by private wealth.
Along with the right to a residual income, the scope of obligatory relationships with
family or state has been largely replaced by an unregulated domain of relationships
within the market. The open market, unlike the ration-ticket economy, generates
hierarchy along with economic capital: for those who have the money, there is no
restriction on what they can buy. The division between rich and poor, which
correlates with the division between the powerful and the powerless in traditional
Chinese society, thus flows naturally from the market edifice. The accumulation of
money (Kdeinman et al 2011) has become the essential basis for social stratification
and vice versa (Weber et al 1978). As modem economics has penetrated China,
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economic capital has gained power and parallels political capital in the individual
politics of desire.
A significant role of wealth in the new China, then, is that it provides a new path or
ladder to elevated social status, outside the centralised political systems of
institutionalised collectivism. Even in ancient China, such a path was hardly
available due to imperial controls on trade, whilst in Maoist China it was
unthinkable. The rising classes and newly dominant individuals who have taken this
path, whether businessmen, investors or other market actors, then seek to apply
influence in political territory to protect their privilege. Not content for their newly
acquired status to rest solely on economic capital, they seek cultural legitimacy
through the normative standardisation of the new hierarchical structure. Since the
legitimisation of private property is an essential component of this new order, public
support for this new ladder results practically in further individualisation of desire.
Practical Individualisation
To understand the new economics in China in anthropological terms, economics
cannot be taken as an independent institution separated from daily life. On the
contrary, it must be understood as embedded in social relations through the practices
of human behaviour. Exchange theories such as those of Mauss (1966) observe that
different forms of exchange create different bonds of emotion and responsibility.
Economics, understood as material exchanges, is one of the mechanisms through
which individuals are connected in to a society in the moment and through time.
Exchange theory rests upon the fundamental assumption of self-interested
calculation as a motivating force. Bourdieu (1977:178), for example, asserts that
people:
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extend economic calculation to all the goods, material and symbolic, without
distinction, that present themselves as rare and worthy of being sought after
in a particular social formation — which may be “fair words” or smiles,
handshakes or shrugs, compliments or attention, challenges or insults, honour
or honours, powers or pleasure, gossip or scientific information, distinction or
distinctions, etc.
Social individualisation in China, corresponding to the new economics, could be
related to the legitimatisation of self-interested calculation in human behaviours and
its through public practice. This transformation in cultural values and meanings can
only occur when material accumulation and money itself have been legalised.
For Van (2009: 274), an essential feature of the process of individualisation is:
the tensions between the increasing demands for individuality, choice, and
freedom both from and being imposed on individuals, on the one hand, and
the complex and unavoidable dependence of these same individuals on social
institutions, on the other hand.
My argument is that social disciplines in regard to individual behaviours are
declining as people increasingly detach themselves from traditional statist ways of
being. Such a dynamic is enacted in many thousands of individual decisions and
actions across China, which may be experienced as what Bauman (2000:7-8) refers
to as ‘emancipation’: the freeing of individual choices from the disciplines of the
collective body:
Ours is... an individualized, privatized version of modernity, with the burden
of pattern-weaving and the responsibility for failure falling primarily on the
individual's shoulders. It is the patterns of dependency and interaction whose
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turn to be liquefied has now come. They are now malleable to an extent
unexperienced by, and unimaginable for, past generations; but like all fluids
they do not keep their shape for long. Shaping them is easier than keeping
them in shape. Solids are cast once and for all. Keeping fluids in shape
requires a lot of attention, constant vigilance and perpetual effort — and even
then the success of the effort is anything but a foregone conclusion.
As a result of the historical shift described above, the patterns of Chinese life are, for
the first time, freed to express and enact desires antipathetic to kin or state based
collectivities (Yan 2009). State power, still legitimised by discourses of collectivism,
whilst still significant, is likely to be increasingly confined to limited domains, such
as official workplaces and propaganda systems. With declining institutional powers
to enforce collective behaviour patterns, the impact of the universal coercive state
upon the life of the individual is reducing. As a result, it has become increasingly
permissible to publicly express personhood at the individual level. Such expressions
are manifested in everyday life through the liberal marriage, nuclear families, the
rapid increase in numbers of private companies and the popularity of job-hopping —
all consequences of the decline in collectivism. In my interviews with young
graduates concerning their career plans, it was evident that self-interested calculation
need no longer be hidden, but was expressed in their narratives as the fundamental
motivation for their decisions.1^ A sharp contrast can be observed between these
narratives and those of the Zhiqing of the 1970s, who were compelled to take part in
national political activity and to express their loyalty to country and community.
The Zhiqing generation are very aware that the conceptualisation of well-being has
shifted from the national to the personal level. Ju, a former Zhiqing who I
See Chapter 2, this work.
Sandland region.

These interviews were carried out with graduate officials in the
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interviewed in Sandland, concluded by remarking that ‘you (the young generation)
have much more space than us at your age to follow your own wishes. It is not only
that you can get more material enjoyment, but also that you can think
independently’. In this generational shift, a weakening of the individual politics of
structure may be contrasted with a strengthening individual politics of desire
manifested in individualisation.
Echoing Bauman, I assert that independence and consequent responsibility are
consequences of individual emancipation from structure. With personal paths no
longer decided by collective decision-making bodies, individuals were isolated from
the collectivity. (Yan 2009) Rather, they take full responsibility for themselves and
seek to prosper within the apparently meritocratic disciplines of the market. Such a
compulsive and obligatory self-determination appears to harmonise with the needs of
a modernising state seeking to maintain social balance (Bauman 2000).
The reality is that China is far from social harmony. To most, resources appear to be
monopolised by the powerful and distributed according to their will. In the complex
development projects in which urbanisation, markets and politics intermesh, it is
apparent that competition for employment is far from fair, and social mobility
therefore far from equally distributed. As I discovered during my fieldwork with jobhunting graduates, most have to accept a high probability of failure in the jobmarket. Despite their efforts to improve themselves through years of education, the
most rewarding positions flow only to those with the greatest social capital or
political connections. A popular saying regarding the process of job-hunting is that
the competition is not amongst graduates, but amongst their fathers. Family
background, status and social networks, Guanxi, remain crucial for success. Thus,
the loosening of the iron discipline of state institutions has had the paradoxical effect
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that the powerful have gained more power and the weak have become more
vulnerable and defenceless. As Kleinman (2011, 15) observes, ‘most Chinese
individuals had to internalise the negative impacts of individualisation by assuming
more responsibilities, experiencing greater uncertainty and risk, and working
harder...’ to survive. What this experience demonstrates is that the decline of
institutional supervision and coercion has led to greater opportunities for the abuse of
power: an experience which is not unique to China, but which is extremely
conspicuous there.
The ethnography I carried out with job-hunters exposed the continuing traditional
networks of Guanxi, as a routine component of everyday lives. Social networks still
seem vital in China: nothing is more important than kowtowing to, or exchanging
with, those who make the rules. As Bourdieu (1990) points out, people embody
configurations of habits consciously or subconsciously, and it is in these, I suggest,
that we may find the individual politics of structure in contemporary China.
Contrary to established conceptions of detraditionalisation or disembedding, I stress
that some parts of tradition, like Guanxi, seem to be renascent as a consequence of
exchanges resulting from economic individualisation. Beneath the shifts in the
structures and discourses of the state collective, Guanxi appears as strong as ever in
binding individual to individual in conventional ways, strengthened, however, by
booming material and social resources. The Guanxi phenomenon as it operates in the
process of individualisation can be understood in the light of Bauman’s (2000)
assertion that aspects of tradition may become selective elements of liquid
modernity.
Within the overarching sphere of the modernising transformation in China, then,
individuals, under loosening collective disciplines are turning to develop the long38

established but less visible networks of Guanxi. As Bauman pointed out, in the
privatised version of modernity, it is difficult to keep fluids ‘in shape’ and Guanxi is
itself a liquid process which may avoid the constraints of state structures. Individuals
confined by structures, such as the state may fulfil their lives through Guanxi as an
effective way of responding to the contradictions of the social environment, whilst
on the other hand, individuals lacking capital to conduct Guanxi may make claims on
the state to remedy their situation.16 The structures of the state and the traditional
game of Guanxi constantly interact, competing with each other within the individual
and in the social world external to the individual. Whilst Guanxi, then, may manifest
as an individual politics of desire within selected traditional modes, the individual
politics of structure and the individual politics of domination are consequently, and
contradictorily, located close at hand. Precisely the same is true of the structures of
the state located within the other two layers of individual politics.
Individualisation is a complex process and people may find themselves ambivalent
regarding whether to accept the value of material personal gain, on one hand, or to
consent to the priority of collective goods on the other. In the last section of this
introduction, I will turn to the ideology of individuality.
The Ideology of Individuality
Individuality refers to the subjective individual as the originator of meanings.
Rapport (1997:7) suggests that individuality ‘as seat of consciousness, as well-spring
of creativity, as guarantor of meaning’. Ideological individuality focuses on the
individual quality of meaning pinpointed by Cassirer (1944) who asserts that human
beings as members of society manage their lives by symbolic forms within

See Chapter 5, this work.
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meaningful

acts.

Leaving

aside

evolutionism,

constructionism,

relativism,

functionalism etc., individuality requires no grand theory other than a human nature
of interactive social living. As Bloch (2005) remarks, people living in actual places
are a part of ecological life and members of societies within changing and limited
time and space. From social mammals, people have to emerge into a realm of
abstract meaning circulation to make contact with, and influence others within or
beyond the society or culture. When individuality is seen in this way, the process of
individualisation could never be concrete — rather it liquefies traditions through
flows of meaning which include tradition itself (Bauman 2000). Within the context
of contemporary China, meanings conflict and compete with each other in people’s
daily lives both in the domain of the state and in the territory of Guanxi. Standing on
the shoulders of Cassirer (1944), Bruner (1990), Rapport (1997), Bauman (2000) and
Bloch (2005), ! define my ethnographic field as a pool for the meaning circulation of
individuality, in the context of the material production of possessive individualism
and of practical individualisation through culture. This anthropological study takes a
meaning-centred approach to individual politics, which it sees as strategies through
which individuals seek to pursue their selected life projects with or without external
interference.
1 will explain the notion of meaning further by an analogy: there is a cup, as a
realistic relative existence, in front of me in this four-dimensional space. When 1
sense it, however, it is transformed into meaningful existence, with a name, function
and definition. I may put The cup' into my narrative in English, I may use it to carry
water for my friends, or I may investigate its material composition with experts. It
then becomes a symbolic, cultural existence as well as a subjective notion constituted
within human subjectivity and in the intersubjective domain. Meaningful procedures
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such as expression, enaction and interpretation may be seen as moments in the
circulation of meaning — a significant component of human nature which motivates
individual bodies to act and interact ecologically. This is what Cassirer (1944) means
when he asserts that people live in symbolic forms within meaningful acts. More
than just a symbolic system, which is composed by various individuals’ empirical
interpretations and changes spatially and historically, the circulation of meaning,
which constitutes culture and human nature, is eternally enacted and shared in group
existence. In this respect, it is like language, but in its phenomenological permanence
as a spatial-historical companion, it is like a city.
Meaning, then, circulates at both phenomenological and metaphysical levels.
Circulation of meaning embraces contacts and contracts in meaning-carrying
interactions which are carried forward through motivations, plans, verbalisations,
social practices and behaviours. Purely phenomenological approaches to the
circulation of meaning are insufficient, since humans have enormous personal
capacity for creativity within imaginary horizons (Crapanzano 2004) and, in practice,
all descriptions and interpretations are rooted in the particular meanings of previous
symbolic or ideological orders, whether in building upon them or rebelling against
them. Understanding the operation of circulation, therefore, which is a process of
balancing culture and self, society and individual, entails a search for a universal
human nature beyond culturally determined grand theory. The generation of meaning
in fluid social communication should be comprehended as a fundamentally human
quality in ecological life.
Ecological life as a natural human process is what I want to address in the field of
China, where public circulations of meaning are processing modernisation whilst still
colonised by state collectivism. According to Bauman's (2000:22) account of
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modernity, modem life is supposed to be characterised by freedom from tradition or
collective bodies since 'social institutions are only too willing to cede the worries of
definitions and identities to the individual initiative.' Whilst Bauman calls for the
protection of public interests within this liberation from collectivity, in China we
seem to have a special case, where even the continuing hegemony of the collective
state offers little protection against instability and loss of social cohesion in the lives
of ordinary people. In this thesis I will suggest that the state has effectively become a
dam which, in controlling the process of liquefaction, stifles the circulation of
meaning, provoking individuals to question its ethical authority and to experience
and express resentment against its hierarchical domination and suppressive
propaganda.
My key argument, then, is that as a result of continuing totalitarian state power,
Chinese modernity has a specific social characteristic, namely, individualisation in
the absence of meaningful commitments, and thus of ecological meaning
circulations, which I define epistemologically as a meaning vacuum.1

The conflict

between traditional collectivism and the new domain of the individual, for instance,
can be examined within the context of the meaning vacuum. Widespread social
anxiety and desire for structural stability is generated and guided by this 'seduction,
ever rising desires and volatile wishes' (Bauman 2000: 76). I emphasise that my
departure point remains practical individuals and their individual politics as
understood through ethnography, by which I will connect the social qualities of both
the state collective and the modem individual. Both the state and the individual
encompass the three aspects of individual politics I have identified: domination,
structure and desire. It is the binary opposition between the state’s emphasis on the

See Chapter 3, this work.
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structure of coercive collectivism, and economic motivations at the individual level.
which produces the disjuncture at the centre of Chinese modernity. In other words,
the inconsistency producing the meaning vacuum exists primarily between the
collective political rationale and individual economic desire. The former emanates
diverse discourses asserting the collective authority and legitimacy of the state,
whilst the latter is entirely focused on individual well-being conceived largely in
monetary terms.
Conclusion
Let us return to the individual to summarise this introduction. Compared to previous
historical epochs, material prosperity in contemporary China is outstanding.
Sufficiency, however, is far removed from prosperity. At the individual level, the
populace confront multiple issues and seek meaningful ways to integrate the values
of the new economic system into their lives by drawing upon archives of ecological
meaning circulation processed through the individuality of human nature. This
attempt at integration, however, is stymied by a lack of institutional and cultural
support that results in a meaning vacuum. China lacks the kind of western economic
and political traditions, such as theories of private property (Macpherson 1978:1)
which formed the structural basis for western capitalism. Macpherson’s examination
of property theory is worth closer examination: property, according to Macpherson
(1978:1) is both an institution and a concept, which over time influence each other.
Macpherson goes on to explain that:
any institution ... of property is always thought to need justification by some
more basic human or social purpose. . . (1978:11).
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The legal right must be grounded in a public belief that it is a moral right.
Property has always to be justified by something more basic; if it is not so
justified, it does not for long remain an enforceable claim. If it is not justified,
it does not remain property’ (1978:11 -12),
In China, however, because a coercive collectivism remains the mainstream political
ideology, the ‘ethical’ state, on the grounds of representing the collective interest,
can abrogate the justification of property on a moral and, therefore, legal basis. This
will be the departure point for Chapter 6, which will discuss local development, and
Chapter 7, which will consider civil petitions and the responses to them.
China, then, lacks the foundations of property theories (meanings) and institutions
(circulations of meaning) to support the practices of individualisation. Prybyla
(2000:212), comparing China to other post-communist countries, observes that ‘the
Chinese prescription has been gradual, less concerned with precise property
ingredients’. Focusing on land ownership, Prybyla (2012:213) notes that ‘property
structures have been diversified and quasi-pirivatized’ in that they are largely under
the control of bureaucrat capitalists. Prybyla (2012:213) goes on to assert that
‘Property laws remain for from adequate....the Chinese economic state thus exists as
an eclectic mixture of market and non-market institutions, prices, processes, and
mechanisms.’. This ‘eclectic mixture’ in practice produces the meaning vacuum in
the ethical domains of economic life. Van (2011:66), for example, argues that there
is a moral absence in the new social structure, noting that:
the flow of wealth is conspicuously visible among both individuals and
government agencies, as is the widening disparity between rich and poor.
How to deal with the sudden surge of wealth in particular and the irresistible
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trend of materialism in general poses another moral challenge to the Chinese
individual and society.
Yan draws on Schama’s (1987) study of the 17th century Netherlands to make a
comparison with contemporary China. Yan (2011:71) observes that unlike the Dutch,
most Chinese individuals are not equipped with a deeply rooted religion that
emphasises transcendent values. Nor do they reside in a world like modem
Europe where the increasingly liberal context of political and moral
philosophy has enabled the individual to enrich herself in both material and
spiritual ways.
Yan’s perspective supports my argument that China lacks relevant tools to negotiate
the

meanings

of new

material

realities

and

practices

associated

with

individualisation. Whilst the introduction of a monetary system results in rise of
modem individualisation, it also performs as an interface of value (Graeber 2001) by
causing people to question practically what is ultimately good and necessary in
ordinary lives. A platform of meanings from which to negotiate at both
phenomenological and metaphysical levels to generate interactive contacts and
contracts is demanded. A coherent symbolic or ideological order, which individuals
can either acquiesce to or rebel against, is simply lacking. As a result, meaning
circulation through social communication is significantly impoverished within
people’s ecological lives.
Individual politics, then, may be considered as a means of exploring conceptualised
values and meaningful symbolism through individual senses and actions. Diverse
forms of meaningful embodiment span the space between the structural authority of
the social apparatus (individual politics of structure) and motivations in the sphere of
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individual agency (individual politics of desire). As Graeber (2001) points out, the
exploration of value is ‘to bridge the gap: to bring together society and human
purposes, to move from meaning to desire.’
In their ordinary lives, Chinese people could sense a new material-value system
inseparable from the modem economic and social system. Whilst individualism is
increasingly manifested at a personal level, however, it is deprived of the economic
ground of possessive individualism, which remains confined by the coercive
collectivism of the state. As a result, the circulation of meanings supportive of
individual existence is frustrated by the state in its ethical and interventionist roles.
Because there is no clear privatisation of property, and no space for open
communication,18 there is no moral, legal or meaningful basis for the stance of
individualisation. Regardless of the extent to which individuals are oriented by the
magnetic force of material profit, the basis of such profit is always vulnerable to
undermining by political dominance. Whilst those in private-sector occupations in
the new middle-classes enjoy rapid economic development, their social status,
stemming from economic prosperity, is not culturally legitimised, leaving them with
feelings of dissatisfaction, insecurity and vulnerability. In contrast, those who work
in state agencies are considered comparatively high in prestige because their work is
done for others in the name of collectivism. No matter how much the new middle
class accumulate, they have much less access than officials to social authority and
consequent power.19 They are left in a vacuum, unable to find meanings by which to
appropriate individual agency.20

' Q

See Chapter 3, this work.
See Chapter 4, this work.
The vacuum of meanings will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 2, this work.
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The vacuum of meanings does not only affect those in private-sector businesses.
Psychological uncertainty and social insecurity resulting from a failure to appropriate
meanings also weighs on religious elites, academic elites and others working in areas
where individual desires, conscious or subconscious, are constrained by state
politics.

There

is

widespread

scepticism

toward

the

Chinese

economic

transformation. Meanwhile, whilst social stratification in public still largely follows
the vision of Maoist hierarchical collectivism,"1 social statuses based on the market
and other non-state categories are confined ‘offstage’. ‘Offstage’ will be a significant
perspective in my research and developed throughout this work. In the concluding
part of the thesis, I will summarise how individuals, especially officials, solve the
binary opposition between the state and the individual through a separation of
‘onstage’ activities and ‘offstage’ activities in ordinary life. This division implies that
different values, morality and other schemes of meaning may be expressed on the
politically determined path, now faded by time, and amongst the social interactions
of individuals. Under political restrictions, people are rethinking social commitments
and mapping meanings offstage in order to find fulfilment in life. Though they feel
insecure in struggling to appropriate meanings, just as they feel insecure in
appropriating property, they have never given up seeking to make sense of the social
transformation through struggles over ethics, values and other apparatuses of
meaning; whilst pursuing the quest for a better life through the ubiquitous individual
politics.

See Chapter 2, this work, for the case of the official examinations and Chapter 4, this work, for an
exploration of the political system.
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Chapter 2 Field Site, Methodology and
Research Questions

This chapter will introduce the field site and focus on methodology in order to clarify
the ways that theoretical frameworks map onto ethnographic foundations. My
environment, office daily life, the town colleagues and superiors, and villagers in
general, then, became the focus of my study. In this chapter, I will introduce the
main informants, one by one, in order to sketch out the progressive process of data
collection. Afterwards, I will give a detailed account of my methodology, including
access, participant-observation, interviewing and ethics.
In 2008, the Chinese central government introduced the Graduate Village Official
programme. The purpose of the programme was to overcome imbalances between
urban and rural employment, due to the desire of most officials to work in cities, and
to provide an alternative path to civil service employment for those who failed to
progress in the fiercely competitive Civil Service examination. I applied for
employment under this programme as a means of gaining access to the field.
Acceptance required passing a locally organised examination. In this chapter I will
set out the structure of the work with research questions.
Field Site
Ethnographic periods

In order to make the binary opposition between the state collectivity and the
individual more conspicuous, I decided to examine the discourses of individual
politics in the ordinary bureaucratic field. In the Chinese social transformation,
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government officials are in a crucial position, as agents of both state collectivism and
persona! individualisation. In line with the anthropological tradition of participantobservation, I therefore sought to experience being an official by working alongside
other village officials under the same conditions.
With the intention of approaching the political community and understanding the
Chinese bureaucratic workplace, I undertook two separate self-funded periods of
fieldwork. The first was participation in the political system in a local town for a 12
month period beginning in summer 2011. This period started with my application to
take the Graduate Village Official recruitment examination held by the Mountain
Province“ government on June 26th 2011. I submitted my enrolment applications
from Belfast UK, registering as a candidate through the website, submitting
documents via my friend in Lake City, and flying to China to take the exam. My
score was not high enough to be offered a job immediately and I was put on a
waiting list until a post became available. At the time of the 2012 Spring Festival, I
was finally offered a post in a village in western Mountain Province, Dapin. Before
that, in August 2011, with my parents’ help, I had obtained an internship in Sandland
Town Office. My parents’ contact, an official at a higher level of district
government, offered me a ‘grassroots’ official post.

23

The second period of my field work was during my holiday in August 2013, when
the trial of senior CCP official Bo Xilai was held, drawing international attention. I
carried out informal interviews of four high ranking official leaders concerning their
opinions in regard to Bo. These anonymous conversations aimed to explore the
attitudes and values of senior ruling individuals. The interviews developed insights

” Unless otherwise indicated,
23.
. all names have been changed.
See discussion of Guanxi in Chapter 5 of this work for a more detailed account of this process.
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into corruption as an individual politics of domination, and contributed to my
considerations regarding perceptions of the authority and legitimacy of the state in
the light of the revealed ‘offstage’ behaviours of its senior officials.
Daily routine
My main field site in China, Sandland
County covers 270 square km north of
Lake City, where I was bom. It is a
typical rural landscape, with its county
town and villages located in basins
amongst mountains

whose

average

height reaches 1860 meters, the highest
Picture 1 Sandland Town composed by three

being to the east. A river crosses the region from vi||ages
east to west. Agriculture is the main subsistence method and busy farmers can be
seen working throughout the four seasons, except during the Spring Festival. Local
government, however, is seeking to develop tourism as a core business. Located an
hour and halfs drive from the city, the clear rivers, caverns and hot springs are seen
as potential tourist attractions.
The 2006 governmental census recorded a population of 18168 in total. Of these,
8087, organised in 26 village working groups, are of Bai ethnicity, 10 working
groups are composed of Miao people and 2 groups are Yi people. A ‘working group’
is the unit through which government organises villagers and distributes farming
land to each household. The whole agricultural area is 12,436 Mu (a unit of area, 1
Mu = 0.0667 hectares), 0.75 Mu per person. The main food plants are paddy rice,
com, wheat and broad beans, whilst commercial crops include vegetables and
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tobacco. In the season l arrived, walnuts and chestnuts were sold in local street
markets and transported to urban supermarkets.
Sandland town is composed by three Bai administrative villages.24 It is characterised
by the typically white houses of the Bai people who have cultivated these basins for
400 years since the Ming Dynasty. Miao people migrated to Sandland at the end of
the Qing dynasty, whilst massive numbers of Han people entered in the 19th and
20th centuries. In the recent census, the Bai still account for 45% of the population,
while Han people are the second largest group more than 7000. Whilst Sandland
could be characterised as a multi-ethnic society, I found that ethnic identity and
recognition seemed of little relevance to social interactions in town offices. Although
Bai language was prevalent in the daily domestic life of my Bai host family, people
from different ethnicities were casually working together, and rarely discussed their
own cultural existences and particular lifeways. They were all, to a large extent,
influenced by the nationally dominant Han culture, and as a result of education, were
all fluent in Mandarin.
I avoid overplaying Bai as an distinct ethnicity, therefore, agreeing with Mueggler
(2001) that Bai could be taken neither as an exotic ‘other’ formed as a result of
classification initiated by ‘majority Han’, nor as an excluded group subject to “a long
historical process” of conversion to Han culture (Mueggler 2001: 19). It is necessary
to stress that Sandland is ‘an open and flexible field of cultural practices, fashioned
in the interaction of many different peoples’ (ibid) over long historical periods.
Bai people have interacted with other Chinese, including Han, for more than one
thousand years. In the late 10th century, the Bai seized power and established a

see Table2 below
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strong kingdom ruling a large area in today’s Mountain Province. The Sandland Bai
community is a small one which originally immigrated to this area as soldiers
protecting the boundary of their kingdom. In the early 13th century, the Mountain
Province was created by Mongolian invaders, while the area of the Bai kingdom was
later incorporated into China during the Yuan dynasty.
Some archival research has demonstrated that Bai created the ancient language
Bowen after the 7th century. The language was reformed into Latin characters in
1957 and revised in 1993 (Du 2009). According to my research, however, the Bai
Kingdom from the 10th-13th centuries used ancient mandarin characters from
China’s central plains in their official writing system. Sandland Bai people told me
that their written language was lost in history, at least, my informant, Hui, does not
know anyone who can write Bai words as they are orally pronounced. Due to the
Bai's long history of frequent inter-contact with other parts of China, many modem
word pronunciations, such as lamp and TV set, have been borrowed in to the Bai
language. During the process of learning local language, therefore, I found it was not
too difficult to comprehend dialects.
The integration of Bai culture into Chinese society is also reflected in other aspects
of life. My infonnants challenged the stereotype of ethnic minorities as isolated and
exotic groups. With the exception of a few old women, too poor to get new clothes,
people in my field site do not wear traditional Bai costume. Hui told me that, her
mother (my host) had traditional clothes but never wore them, whilst she and her
friends did not even possess such clothes. Similarly, the Bai celebrate the same
festivals that are common in most other parts of China, with the Spring Festival
being the most significant.
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My host family, Shi, is a household of Bai in Dong village in Town. Mr and Mrs Shi
are my uncle’s old friends and accepted my one year visit.

They were 54 years old

in 2011, having two daughters Hui and Mei. Hui is a nurse in the community
hospital, living with her parents"6, while Mei has married and moved to Lake City
two years ago. As the result, it was arranged that I stayed in Mei’s room and spent
most of my off-duty time in the company of Hui and her friends. The Shi family
house has two floors, it is made of bricks and concrete and is located on the side of
Sandland’s main road. Near their house, their 1 Mu flat land and 2 Mu mountainous
fields are used in summer for planting com to feed two pigs owned by Mrs Shi.
Picture 2 Shi Family

Though the office allocated me a dormitory room in town, I lived primarily with the
Shi family in order to gain a fuller ethnographic experience of the village. In that
respect, both the powerful official, and the family Shi were my gatekeepers.

2:1 This arrangement was part of reciprocal relations. At Hui’s marriage, my family gave Shi's family
a ‘Red Envelope’ (Hong Bao) with adequate money to covering my lodging.
26 Hui married a local man in 2013, when she was 21 years old.
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Normally, my weekly working days in Sandland started with a 10 minute walk at
8.30 am between the houses of Shi and the town office building. There was a little
kitchen in ground floor of the Town Office providing breakfast, lunch and supper. It
was a kitchen rather than a canteen because there were no tables or chairs to allow
staff to enjoy the meal. Staff queued with a container to carry dishes from food
basins, then stood or crouched in a comer of the yard to eat. It was an enjoyment in
winter because we were glad to leave the cold office rooms for sunshine, but not in
summer on account of strong ultraviolet sun of the highland. My female colleagues
normally would bring lunch back to the office, and go back to the kitchen to wash
their bowls. Work is over at 5.30 pm except when there is overtime duty. I had my
supper with the Shi family and then joined Hui’s evening activity to go swimming or
to a barbecue.
Field spot and informants
The Sandland Office, where I conduct my main research, is under the jurisdiction of
the Flower district government in Lake City. Sandland has 11 local administrative
villages27, the lowest level of Chinese government and functions as a grassroots local
administrative sector. I began official work from 4th September 2011 in the third
floor of the town office. I was classed as a Short Term Graduate Village Official
without payment, doing academic research on local development. In this five story
office building, there were more than one hundred officials divided into fourteen
departments.

The department I worked for was the Committee of the CCP,

including three rooms located close to the office of the Town Secretary — one of the
two most senior leaders in the town.

11 See table 2
See Chapter 4 for a more detailed account of local government.
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My colleagues, fifteen people, in the same department, were my first informant
group in this long period of immersion in the field. Other officials, Graduate Village
Officials living in town and leaders of other departments comprised my second and
third informant groups, who contributed to my research by means of daily or formal
interviews.
I shared an office with three females. The desk next to mine belonged to Dong ,
who was from the Bai ethnic group and gave me a few Bai language lessons. Her
parents lived in a local village, but she had married and moved to Lake City.
Speaking with non-Bai officials, including me, she used a local dialect of Mandarin,
whose idiosyncratic pronunciations could be learned within two weeks by Mandarin
speakers. When she chatted with other Bai colleagues, they communicated in Bai.
Because traders in Sandland portable market always take non-Bai speakers for
tourists and charge more, my colleagues joked that they would like to learn the Bai
language with me from Dong to get better prices.
My colleague Li had a two year old daughter, and often absented herself from the
office to take care of her daughter at home. Superiors and colleagues accepted this as
normal. Li had a good relationship with our director and seemed unconcerned about
any resentment at her absence by colleagues. Her husband was director of the middle
school in Changcou, the second largest concentration of population in Sandland.
Because his work was very demanding, Li lived with her parents in a nearby village
halfway between Sandland and the city. Her parents helped her take care of her
daughter when she and her husband went to work.

29

Unless otherwise indicated, all names have been changed.
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Jiang was director of the Worker’s Union and of Scientific Tasks. During September
and October, I was usually assigned to support her work by typing in data. Jiang had
graduated from the Law School of Mountain University. She had some personal
perspectives and strong opinions on social issues and even the fundamental structural
matters of Chinese society. Refusing to join the CCP, and with ten years’ experience
in the town office, she was the one who worked hardest. 1 always turned to her for
advice on workaday problems. Most of her money was invested in the stock market
which at the time of my research had been very low. Watching stock prices on the
internet in the office was time consuming and Jiang often seemed to feel stressed as a
result.
My immediate superior was Pan, director of the Committee of the CCP department.
She worked in the office next door to mine, with Vice Director He (also female) and
a female clerk, also named Pan. (Because their family names w'ere the same, 1 refer
to them as Director Pan and my colleague Pan.) Director Pan assigned tasks to all
clerks in the department, including me. Her husband was a middle school teacher in
Lake City and they had no children.
All of my colleagues under Director Pan’s supervision felt that she was highly
committed to her work. No matter where she was she would phone the offices to
assign tasks to everyone. The vice directors of the Committee of the CCP
department, He and Guo, were not directly involved in my work, but I still showed
them respect when we met. To junior officials such as myself they fell into the
category of ‘superiors’.
Another office of my department was occupied by four men, Chun, Tang, Dai, and
Yang. Chun’s work was mainly driving the official car between different villages to
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collect or distribute documents or transport clerks between departments. Tang was a
very quiet person, and I did not know his job precisely for he seemed always to be
idle. He lived alone in an official dormitory having no family members in the
province. Dai was a Bai who usually chatted with Dong in the Bai language in the
office. At the end of 2011 his wife suffered a long-term fever apparently resulting
from a pain in her leg. The hospital was unable to ascertain the cause, and Dai was
frequently unable to come to work due to caring for his wife. In October, Li told us
that Director Pan had asked we should all donate some money to Dai. Dong
commented that people were ‘not afraid of poverty, but really afraid of illness.’
On November 16th, all the clerks of my department, except Yang and me who were
assigned to stay in the offices, went to hospital to see Dai’s wife. And everyone,
including me, sent Dai an envelope containing two hundred Yuan (about 20 pounds)
as a traditional hospital gift, as we all agreed that staying in the hospital was very
expensive, and that rather than material gifts, money would be a more practical way
to represent our good wishes for Dai.
Most of those male officials were quiet people, except Yang, who had only recently
joined the department. As the most junior male, he was the one given the greatest
workload everyday by Director Pan. Yang spoke Mandarin and was always busy. I
could often hear his voice in my office and see him walk through different offices
several times a day. At the beginning of 2012, he was assigned a new job —
representing the government in order to help an economic developer dismantle local
houses and mollify aggrieved villagers in Tao Administrative Village. Yang
complained vociferously about this task, observing that: ‘Besides the work in the
town office, I have so much to do in Tao. I am still living in the town office,
transportation between them costs me a lot of time and is so inconvenient. I would
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like to quit this mission, but I do not know how to say so to director Pan.’ Jiang tried
to comfort him, commenting that ‘you are young and new, sooner or later you will
get through it.’
The second group of my informants were Graduate Village Officials. According to
the personnel records I listed in the table below, there were nine formal graduate
village officials in Sandland’s history. Only Wan Ge was male; Huang Jie was
married and Zhao Xiao got married in March 2012. I attended her wedding
ceremonies and met eight graduate village officials in total.
He Xiao, Tian Tian, Zhang Xiao, Hu Xiao and Zhao Xiao were the Graduate Village
Officials during the term of 2011, coming to Sandland around the same time as me,
Zheng Jie, Huang Jie, Guo Jie and Wang Ge, who came in 2010 and 2009, having
left their posts. Zheng Jie and Wang Ge had gained formal official positions through
the civil servant examinations and moved away from Sandland. As a result, their
occupational documents had also been moved away by other official departments.
Huang Jie and Guo Jie’s documents were still kept in Sandland, which meant they
may have found some other jobs in cities but they are no longer part of the official
system.
Administrative Village

Graduate Village Official Graduate Village Official

Office

(present)

(past)

He Xiao

Zheng Jie

Da village(in town)
Dong village(in town)

TianTian

Xing village) in town)

Zhang Xiao

Tao village

Hu Xiao
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Dou village

Huang Jie

Pulu village

Guo Jie

Longpin village

Zhao Xiao

Unknown
Figure

Wang Ge (only male)

1 Anonymised Graduate village officials in Sandland

The last group of significant informants was comprised of leaders both in Sandland
town and in other governmental offices in urban or provincial levels. Secretary Xia
and Director Chao, whose political behaviours underlie significant arguments in
Chapters 4 and 5, were the most senior leaders of town government. Their activities,
interactions and mutually responsive social relationship in the workplace were a
focus for much of my attentions in seeking to make sense of the political system and
power structure. I interviewed these two key leaders, and their subordinates in
various departments, regarding a range of issues, local economic development being
particularly significant.

In my focus on the case of Bo Xilai in Chapter 8, four

powerful leaders in higher levels of governments were interviewed. They were old
friends of my parents or were introduced to me by my friends. Such intimacy
allowed me to conduct interviews with confidence that they were giving me honest
perspectives. Interviews were carried out informally in their offices or homes, with
the agreement that anonymity would be preserved.

The necessity for anonymity in

these sensitive areas brings me to a discussion of ethics in this research.
Methodology and Ethics
Participant observation
Becoming a member of the community was the primary method of this qualitative
research. As one principal requirement of the ethnographic field, ‘participatory
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approaches generate in-depth and valid understandings of the phenomena being
studied, leading to shared interpretations and grounded practical interventions’
(Silver 2008:102). I immersed myself in the locality by playing an official role and
working with other officials eight hours a day, five days a week. Gaining detailed
practical knowledge of political procedure and shared experience enabled me to
obtain a broad vision and deep understanding of issues pertaining to the field site.
Every day on-the-spot conversations sometimes can function as unpremeditated
interviews, which fulfilled purposes of both ethnographical data gathering and my
own workplace socialisation. The conception of socialisation can be abstracted from
the ‘social network’ in Mitchell’s (1974) paper, and aims to ‘take up the slack
between a structural frame of analysis on the one hand and his (the ethnographer’s)
field observations on the other.’ (Mitchell 1974: 280) In this case, socialisation for
me can be exemplified by cultivating individual politics of structures, for instance,
learning behaviour patterns of political hierarchy and workplace Guanxi, at an
individual level within the system.
Another fieldwork technique is semi-structured interviews. I employed these to
engage with people within a limited time span, such as some Graduate Village
Officials from other villages, former Zhiqing and most importantly, leaders in higher
levels of the hierarchy. When possible, l used a tape recorder to ensure accuracy. In
some cases, however, especially in the interviews of senior officials relating to the
Bo Xilai case, permission to record was refused, and handwritten notes were the only
form of record. In both cases, I followed similar procedures: after asking for
permission to record, I described the purpose of my research and promised
confidentiality and anonymity as detailed in ASA and AAA codes. Informants’ real
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names, recognisable departments, locality and reference will not be revealed in this
work, therefore.
Translation and transcription were carried out in my off-duty time. The transcription
process was an enlightening experience before writing up in the final version.
Expressions of perspectives, value and feeling were examined to critically explore
layers of meaning. The process of analysis helped to make sense of the ideological
level of individual politics, as it responded to impacts from both state and individual
structures. The last step, writing retlexively is basing on an active method of inquiry
with a process of self-noticed speculation on diverse possibility.
Reflexivity
Eriksen (2001:26) notes that, ‘The expression “participant observation”...may serve
as a convenient blanket term to conceal both ethical and methodological
shortcomings in the actual research process’. To keep a comparative, relative and
reflexive standpoint to avoid ethical issues or cultural ‘homeblindness’ (Eriksen
2001), it is important to question myself throughout the whole process regarding
whether I am justified in what 1 am doing, and what my responsibilities are. As
Cooper (2008:18) observes, we need to maintain ‘A recognition that an adequate
conceptualisation of the social world has to include the activity of researching it; the
researcher is not simply observing from a position of detachment...’.
Hence, 1 needed to maintain a reflexive perspective on my own behaviour and
communication throughout the ethnographic process. Significantly, the role of
participant-observer entails a dual identity. Although my colleagues knew that 1 was
going to write about them from the time I entered the office — I was introduced by
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the leader as a researcher studying the local economic development ’0 and its
bureaucratic area - they were also taking me on as a novice who would gain working
experience in this internship. Maintaining a stance of self-awareness, 1 had to ensure
that my researcher role remained salient in the minds of community members during
daily data gathering but minimised influence on social structure such as challenging
their hierarchical statuses. The first mission on my first working day was to use the
door to crash a bag of fresh walnuts. Those walnuts were shared in three offices by
all colleagues, who even after my self-introduction did not realise I was a researcher
but thought I was a low status novice. Owing to the strict hierarchy, my senior
colleague intentionally ‘unsaw’ my ‘authoritative role’ in doing research on them.
It was difficult.

Since ‘the more one becomes a part of the setting, the more one

risks being drawn out of the role of observer and into that of participant’ (Pollner and
Emerson 1983 quoted in Lee 1993:140), informed consent was routinely double
checked to ensure that my informants knew that I was doing the exploration. For
instance, I always asked permission to write records when a conversation referred to
personal opinions; sometimes, my colleagues were requested to allow me to grab a
pen and notebook during the conversation, and I even would say ‘wait a minute to
allow me write it down’. Sometimes, they replied that ‘there is nothing worthwhile to
record,’ but usually they would repeat statements to support my writing. 1 sensed it
was a natural, modest and efficient way of getting consent and reminded them of my
role as a researcher studying them. Standing on an assumed sense of friendliness and
Chinese interactive habits, I have never received a straightforward refusal. In the
meantime, I avoided using a tape recorder in daily routines, especially when I was
30 At the beginning of my PhD studies I was interested in the politics of economic development, and
proposed to collect data of graduate village official roles in local programmes. But in the course of
study, my focus evolved in the direction of interactions inside and outside of the bureaucratic
community to speculate on the state and the individual.
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still new to people. If I interrupted their complaints of governments, jobs, salary,
welfare, superiors and social issues like Bo Xilai case, to ask permission to use a tape
recorder, the intimacy of a casual chat in an uninhibited atmosphere might have been
influenced.
Further trust was gained when my informants came to know that my family was in
the Lake City and when some Bai officials found they knew my host family in the
village. At the same time, my young colleagues in the office and the Graduate
Village Officials of the 2011 term quickly became friends as a result of shared
schooling experiences or ongoing activity - we all just left University, were new to
the workplace, and our work contents were similar. Among them, on one hand, my
education outside China credited me with symbolic representation of academic
power, but at the same time we were apprentices within the work environment
experiencing the same pressure. As a result, on account of my Chinese identity, 1 was
accepted as a member of the community and the hierarchical system from my first
working day. Those identifications made the trust, rapport and intimacy of building
relationships easier for me than for foreign researchers. At the same time they
allowed me to access private perspectives without concern about an outsider’s
cultural bias. They subconsciously did not postulate any cultural comparison from
me. Such sub-consciousness avoided a degree of meaning reproduction in
ethnographic investigation. It must be admitted that ‘Possessing a native identity is a
clear advantage in using participant-observation as a research technique’ (Chrisman
1976: 138).
Lastly, the choice of living in the village with both officials and villagers like the Shi
family provided different perspectives from the workplace I was studying. Off-duty
periods of interactions, communications and even interviews were casual and
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allowed me to focus on everyday perceptions. In chapter 6 (on Local Economic
Developments) and chapter 7 (on Petitions) 1 will elaborate on these different
ideological horizons through representations of the state and the individual in
behaviours.
Accountability
It is important that I register my deep appreciation of all of my colleagues and
friends, who were supportive or consented to be my informants. From the Graduate
Village Offical exam to daily office interactions, my fieldwork allowed me to harvest
much valuable data to address my research questions. Though unlike many foreign
ethnographers I am not visually different from those I study, in some ways, this
requires even greater ethical responsibility from me: the state of China is theirs and is
also mine.

We shared similar cultural backgrounds, ethnic identity and

understandings of the state propaganda system. Constructing a field counterpart to
the state as a forum for civil opinions about the state requires deep trust that can only
be based on individual relationships. Quantitative methods or questionnaires,
therefore, were quite unsuitable for the exploration of the individual domain, which
totally belonged to the private field within Chinese life. As Chrisman (1976:136)
notes, ‘access to private lifeways would require a different, and more delicate,
approach than that traditionally used by anthropologists in the field.’ Whilst I seek to
make this work as ethnographically authentic a reflection of reality as it can be, an
ethics of responsibility requires that self-censorship be exercised on some occasions.
1 also encountered problems common to many ethnographers. At the beginning of
my work, my colleagues were curious about the nature and extent of my project.
As set out in my research proposal, the ‘purpose(s), potential impacts, and source(s)
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of support’ for my project were open to informants in all respects (Code of Ethics of
the AAA, Part III). The AAA guidelines resonate with Silver’s (2008) assertion that
such transparency is an essential feature of ethical fieldwork. Therefore, I explained
my proposed plan of gaining experience of being a Graduate Village Official and
enquiring into my informants’ own experience. Moreover, I spoke frankly about the
fact that I was not sure about my writing destination or whether the work would be
published. Sometimes, I encountered suspicion about the kinds of information I was
gathering, seeming to imply fear that 1 was some kind of spy. This suspicion
decreased when I worked harder with those in the lowest hierarchical level of office
and frequently asked their permission to write down on my notes. As they became
familiar with me they gained confidence that the information I was gathering was
only for the purposes I had explained.
Anonymity for people and departments was also important in overcoming suspicion.
'Being open about and accountable for research processes to all partners is a key
element of participatory approaches and is necessary in order to maintain the
collaboration of those involved.’ (Silver 2008:117). Maintaining anonymity for the
purposes of protecting informants proved to be a crucial component of my
ethnography. Informants’ participation in my work and association with me were
based on trust that I would not identify them in public when I describe our private
communications. It was an obligation for me as a researcher to engage:
in partial self-censorship by deliberately choosing to omit specific items of
sensitive infonnation... Anonymity protects the privacy of those studied. It is
also assumed that where research participants cannot be identified them
cannot be harmed by information about them appearing in the public realm.
(Lee 1993:185-187)
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I renamed all informants, identifiable localities and recognisable local programmes
in later writing. Such protection, besides maintaining privacy for informants, also
sought to keep them away from state censorship. There was always the likelihood
that elements of my research, specifically where it focuses upon negative qualities of
officialdom, would not be well received by the government. Although the
investigation seeks to represent real life, in order to maintain a responsible
anthropological study, in which individuals come first, some of the archival data
resource could not be shared publicly.31
Despite being aware of state limitations on liberal free speech, my colleagues still
gave me informed consent. I sought to provide a private, civil and authentic forum
outside the structures of the state, and I felt that, just as my parents had encouraged
this line of study, my colleagues also welcomed the free expression that was possible
within this forum. They were as aware of the ‘meaning vacuum' as I was and
understood my motivation in pursuing such an investigation amongst them. The
opportunity to participate in the study allowed a previously ‘muted group' to speak
(Orbe 1998).
Methodological ethics thus required me to take the side of the individual level
slightly distant from the government (Armbruster al et. 2008). The ethnographic data
collection in ordinary life began from people’s awareness that they could represent
themselves rather than the agency of the state. I perceived that my ethical stance on
the side of the individual allowed participants to offer honest responses, rather than
the official cliches, which most of the time imply a refusal to allow you to enter their
real life.

My argument, then, can be built on the contradiction of the individual

31 See Chapter 3.
32 See Chapter 3.
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offstage and the state official onstage: concepts that will be explored in detail in later
chapters.
Whilst I defined offstage in terms of individual interactions in the field, the onstage
pattern of communication between person and the state is encoded in official
terminology. By means of propagandist transmission through the media and
examinations in schools or government, onstage communication is delivered only
from state to people, while communication the other way around, from people to the
state, such as civil appeals or petitions’ were seen as threatening to power and tend to
be suppressed1'. Onstage, individuals can only be accepters, subordinates, or cells of
the state collective organism, rather than agents in their own right. Within the
institution of a coercively managed state, hardly any challenging statement,
disagreement or expression of alienation could be accepted by the authorities.34
Focusing on this project which examines the ways the individual connects to the
state, 1 was aware of treading on dangerous ground, and felt a desire to maintain a
low profile, and ensure anonymity for my participants. This sense of insecurity is not
exclusive to me, but is widespread in Chinese society as individuals ponder their
living environments reflectively. As an accountable anthropologist, however, 1 felt a
responsibility to elucidate the reality which is hidden by official discourses.
Gender and family

Finally, it is necessary to refer to the issues of family and gender. These structures
are highly significant in the constitution of Chinese society. Although they are not
the focus of this investigation, some background knowledge is necessary. The
domestic system, which derives from and constitutes traditional Chinese collective
33 See Chapter 7.
34 See Chapter 7.
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culture, tends to sustain a primary ideological principle. People are relationally
recognised by their family background. For example, I gained more trust since
official colleagues knew my family. Officials, regardless of their bureaucratic
position, are assessed as much by family as by official activity. Feng (2010), for
example, ^ whose fieldwork consisted in becoming a Vice-Director studying
relatives inside town offices, presents a vivid picture of official power lines
interwoven with local kinship. It needs to be specified here that I keep my eye on the
workplace in preference to kinship. Nevertheless, it must be borne in mind that
family is the closest social tie in Chinese society, and is an influential social structure
encompassed into the individual unit in this study. Moreover, family relationships
are one mode by which Guanxi networks are constructed in daily social exchanges. ’6
Powers and benefits may circulate around the relatives of powerful individuals.
Gender is another social structure which, whilst not the focus of this work,
nevertheless to some degree constrained my field research as a result of Chinese
conspicuous sexual stratification. In the workplace, I was a female researcher,
sharing an office with female colleagues. Establishing familiarisation and
identification with female officials was much easier than with male colleagues. The
structural quality of gender was also apparent in that most leaders in town, with the
exception of the director of my department committee of the CCP, were males. I
have to echo Brown (1995) in asserting that in conventions of power, the
bureaucratic system can be identified as masculinising. Relating to cultural networks
in the form of Guanxi, arguments in Chapter 5 will also consider gendered aspects of
exchanges within officialdom touching on the abuse of power inside offices.
This reference is to Feng’s (2010) unpublished PhD thesis widely known in Chinese academia. I
acquired a PDF version from a friend in Beijing. Feng Junqi, 2010, Zhong County Cadre, Peking
University.
See Chapter 5.
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Access — Background of the Graduate Village Official Examination
It is necessary to outline two essential conditions that identify my field site: the issue
of graduate employment and the post of the civil servant. Both of these contribute to
the understanding of the status of Chinese bureaucrats as enjoying access to a ‘gold
bowl’. My own short-term employment as a graduate village official has been a key
aspect of my participant observation.

Employment and the State Posts of Civil Servant
‘Graduate’ refers to the college graduate with a bachelor degree. To understand this
role in contemporary Chinese society, it is useful to return to the 1960s Maoist
maxim: ‘the more you learn, the more you are against society’ . At that time,
universities were dismantled and young people were organised and assigned to the
countryside as ‘Zhiqing’. This continued until 1978, when Deng replaced Mao. The
College Entrance Examination was reinstated during a similar period to the
institution of the Openness and Reform policy. With the establishment of a free

http://www.ahtv.en/c/2013/l 124/00170328_all.html Accessed in December 2013
In Mandarin,
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labour market, degrees soon became essential to accessing career opportunities at all
but the lowest levels. The idea that education was the necessary precondition to
achieving a higher level in the social hierarchy became conventional knowledge. As
Stafford puts it, ‘education is often described as if it were a competitive field, or a
platform for success.’ (2006: 5) As a result, family investment in education increased
exponentially. Thirty years later, however, the number of relatively high salary jobs
for white collar workers with bachelor’s degrees was shrinking visibly, whilst those
bom during the small ‘baby boom’ (1980-1990) had grown up and finished their
education39. More significantly, expansion of university enrolment was undertaken in
1999 on the rationale that it might fuel Chinese upward social mobility and increase
the size of the middle classes. The number of people recruited to Master’s degrees
today is larger than the number of bachelor degrees on offer in 1978.
Due to the great numbers of graduates now coming into the job market every year
(see Table 1 below), jobs commensurate with the educational investment required to
acquire a degree are becoming increasingly difficult to find. When the competition
for some positions became so aggressive that university graduates were competing
with middle school graduates, it meant that investment in the bachelor’s degree had
failed. Even within the workplace, the cultural capital (Bourdieu 1986) that once
pertained to graduates within the system of cultural stratification (Weber 1946) has
also been lost. The status of most graduates situates them away from the powerful
elites (Mills 1956) within either academic circles or the wider society. Accordingly,
graduates I knew complained to me incessantly about the devalued bachelor degree
and the hardship of finding a satisfying job: one which was considered to be well
paid and in their own words, ‘at least, can get rewards for the time and money

39 They are children of Chinese first birth peak from 1962 to 1972
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invested in schooling’. The high level of unemployment appears to be an
unavoidable consequence of the urban structural imbalance of different levels of
education.
In the labour market, the most popular and competitive posts for graduates are in the
civil service. Through the examinations, enrolment of civil servants seems to offer a
comparatively equal chance for graduates to pursue individual development
regardless of their social and family background. From the census of the National
Statistical Bureau in the last six years, it can be seen that approximately one fifth of
graduates participated in the state civil service exams.
Year

Number of college
graduate

Number of
Number of official
candidates for the positions supplied
state civil servant by the state exam
exam

2009

6.11 million

1.44 million

9275

2010

6.31 million

1.41 million

9763

2011

6.71 million

1.30 million

10486

2012

6.80 million

1.52 million

12901

2013

6.99 million

1.50 million

10531

2014

7.00 million

1.52million

11729

Figure 2 From the National Statistical Bureau 40

In the 89 main cities of China, more than 2 million formal job positions are offered
annually in the labour market, only 0.8% of which are official civil service positions.
The extent of competitiveness for civil service positions is evident in that over one in
five university graduates applied to attend the official exam but only six to eight in
every thousand were recruited. The most attractive positions always attract more than

www.stats.gov.cn/tjsj/ndsj/
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two thousand applicants. The most popular position attracted 9470 graduates in 2012
and 7192 in 2014. My informants, the graduate village officials in Sandland, had all
taken the exam but failed. ‘Yes, I am one of that nine thousand’, had become a
popular ironic statement among graduates to describe the agony of competitive
situations and the hunger for this job. They told me that there were also provincial
and city level exams, which although not as attractive as state level employment,
were still very popular. If they could not pass one, they would attempt another or
prepare for it the next year.
Was the perception of equal opportunity the only reason for the massive popularity
of the official posts? No, it was not and had never been the main motivation. To
explain the attractiveness of the civil service over other jobs, I echo Bourdieu (1984)
in noting that official ranking of symbols and the form of dominant discourse are
largely decided by the ruling class in every society. With an acceptable salary, the
privileged status of being part of the state agency and continuing extensive political
powers, government officials in China occupy a socially symbolic position nearly
equivalent to an aristocracy. As a result, governmental positions were perceived as a
so-called ‘iron bowl’, meaning an occupation with guaranteed job security, steady
income and benefits. Now, many suggest that the ‘iron bowl’ has become a ‘gold
bowl’ as a result of its extensive potential. If the ‘iron bowl’ granted psychological
security to people working for the state, the ‘gold bowl’ referred to the power the
state delivered to its agents. For instance, in arranging public life, bureaucratic power
could be utilised to get psychological satisfaction through organising people and
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designing the ‘rules of the game’ (Bourdieu & Wacquant 1992), or exchanging

Moreover, the Chinese civil servant was always privileged, traditionally and
ideologically. During the long imperial period, government officials exclusively held
the highest status to organise the country for the emperor. In the Confucian agehierarchy, every man was destined to follow a path through the same stages.4’ At
‘ten (years old) he was “little”, starting to learn; at twenty was “becoming strong”
and could wear a hat; at thirty he was “strong”, and could have a wife and child; at
forty he had both “stability and strength”, and could become an official; at fifty he
was less robust, but could take power; at sixty he began getting old, and could order
others; at seventy he was old enough, to pass his experience to the young; eighty and

See Chapters 6 & 7, this work.
42 http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2009-02/05/content_10768456.htm Accessed in December 2013
Whilst traditionally gendered male, this path may now be applied to any Chinese person regardless
of gender.
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ninety were aged...and at one hundred he could enjoy life.’44 Accordingly, being a
bureaucrat was the traditional uttermost goal of individual life, especially for ancient
intellectuals. Intellectuals accessed the official posts by passing the lowest local
imperial examination. Even if they could not get a position, they would be salaried
by national grant and respected socially. Therefore, ‘Chinese education had of course
long been explicitly organised, institutionalised and centred on literacy. But
knowledge which had been restricted to the elite would now be given to the masses.’
(Stafford 2006: 13)
The current rate of official exam participation continues to support Hsu’s (1949: 6)
claim that ‘up to very recent times, the only important goal of life for the majority of
those who were gifted and motivated toward success was to attain a high place in the
bureaucracy.’ Culturally, there seems to have been little change in the Chinese
association of official position with fulfilment and happiness. Official position is still
seen as securing those things that really matter to Chinese people: positive
relationships with family, friends, colleagues, superiors and subordinates, and
symbolic capital such as recognition, status, and power, all of which can range from
temporary experiences to permanent characteristics of personal identity. In
contemporary China, it is widely accepted that official posts, in practice, offer the
possibility of power exchanges which may result in obtaining different forms of
capital.
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Here, I quote an informal conversation with my friend Zu, who, having passed the
State Civil Service examination was now working in a governmental department in
Beijing.
Zu: ‘People went crazy to be officials (in Beijing)
Interviewer: ‘That’s understandable — it’s a gold bowl.

Do you feel they were

acting ridiculously to try so hard to get a similar job to yours? Just like the wall
theory?’ 4:1
Zu: ‘No, it’s not the wall theory. There is not any sense that the other side of the wall
is unknown. Everyone knows it is decadent and rotten inside, but they still just try
harder to get into it.

What they are crazy about is privilege. People worship power.’

This worship of power manifests itself as a basic personal norm both by compliant
attitudes toward the structures of the political system and by desires for privileges or
upward mobility. It may be inferred that this aspiration to privilege and upward
mobility relates to the fact that those higher up the social hierarchy are able to use
their privilege to access greater resources than those lower down the social scale.
While the Civil Service examination is claimed to institutionalise equal access to
power, wealth and shares of capitals in society, those who achieved civil service
employment tended to be able to control more symbolic and material capital than
others. It is the widespread perception of this reality which leads to the ‘worship of
power’ spoken of by Zu.

The workings of official privilege will be explored in

detail through ethnography in Chapter 4.
Graduate Village Official
The wall theory, reminiscent of the English expression that the grass is always greener on the other
side, refers to the people inside the city wanting to go out of the city wall, while those outside wanted
to come in. The famous writer Qian Zhongshu (1910-1998) used it to describe marriage.
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The practical situation of being an official in government puzzled me when I saw
aggressive competitions for an official post. In order to understand the reality which
motivated the fierce competition for civil service posts, I entered civil service
employment at the level of Graduate Village Official. Graduate Village Official is an
entry level temporary civil service position, often pursued by those who have failed
the formal Civil Service exam. It is less prestigious than a permanent post, but seen
as a potential springboard to more secure government employment.
In the Chinese labour market, job positions can generally be separated into two
kinds: those with a relatively high stable income and effective social insurance, most
commonly in the cities, and those with low, unstable incomes and little or no social
insurance, largely in rural areas. Normally, graduates would pursue the first kind of
job. If they failed to secure such a position quickly, they might take a temporary job
during the processes of job-hunting. However, Zhang et al (2011) discuss how the
geographical gap between rural and urban areas made moving from one kind of job
to the other difficult. If graduates took rural jobs, they would incur increased costs of
returning to the urban labour market, and in most cases, would lose any practical
opportunity to achieve secure urban employment. As a result, most graduates utilised
all means possible to stay in the cities for as long as possible. According to Lai et al
(2008), only 22.6% of unemployed graduates would consider working in the
countryside. The Chinese government introduced the Graduate Village Official
programme in 2008 to overcome this disjuncture in the labour market and encourage
a flow of graduates to rural areas. Graduates were offered low level positions in rural
local government, with the assurance that, if they served in a rural area for over three
years, their path to more secure urban employment would be smoothed. Significant
numbers of graduates who passed the examination took up this offer, but, as I
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showed in the field site section46, their expectations of smooth advancement were not
always fulfilled.
Moreover, generational value clashes became evident in the difficulty many
graduates experienced in adapting to harsh rural living conditions. Rapid
modernisation had produced a younger generation whose values were profoundly
different from those of their parents. This difference was apparent in the different
perceptions and behavioural norms of my cousin and her mother discussed in the
previous chapter. To some extent, the values espoused by young people were resisted
by their elders, whilst the reverse was also true, especially in that young people
found it hard to accept hierarchical working environments. Perceptions of young
people as self-centred are evident in the discourses of the Chinese mass media,
which, as noticed by Rosen (2010), often characterised youth as the ‘me
generation’(wo shidai) and criticised young people for being ‘reliant and rebellious,
cynical and pragmatic, self-centered and equality-obsessed,’ as well as ‘China’s first
generation of couch potatoes, addicts of online games, patrons of fast food chains,
and loyal audiences of Hollywood movies.’ (ibid: 160) These comments demonstrate
not only that there is a cross-generational disjuncture in values, but also that the
dominant and authoritative values are still those of the older generations.
With the expectation that they would achieve great success someday as a result of
their parents’ substantial investment in their education, graduates normally
considered the tough countryside work as a short term sacrifice for their lifelong
vocation.47 1 heard and saw many differing comments about this group of village
officials, some of which were totally contradictory. On the one hand, I read in a

46 See informants: Graduate Village Officials
See section on field site for graduate village officials.
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newspaper that a certain Graduate Official had made great contributions to local
prosperity. On the other hand, Graduate Village Officials in my field site were
assigned the most menial jobs by more senior village officials, and they were
devalued as young and inexperienced. By carrying out participant-observation
amongst this group, within which the contradictions of modem Chinese power
structures are made visible, I sought to understand their lives at first hand, and to
gain deeper insights into the practical workings of individual politics within a
collective state.
Research Questions
In short, consistent with the ethnographic discipline, I undertook empirical fieldwork
as a graduate village official to observe and interview officials in southwest rural
China for more than one year. This thesis is correspondingly based on the productive
materials from people in different age groups and gender and status groups. In
addition to engagement with them to describe and depict their daily lives, I also draw
on archival references: Chinese policy documents, personal biographies and
historical narratives. The study rests on perceiving meaning in practices including
behaviours and ideological settings, through which I seek to explore Chinese
individual politics. It has to be stressed that the thesis pays attention primarily to
ordinary people, systems and individual politics, rather than to a universal sphere, to
yield a reflexive portrayal of the field site.
In viewing a certain community or society, distinctiveness among individuals is prior
to other characteristics. Individual variables limit the ability of the anthropologist to
generalise in regard to specific social groups, because variability is a constant
characteristic of the human nature we are studying. Rather, like Geertz, I see ‘the
person as a bounded unique, more or less integrated motivational and cognitive
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universe, a dynamic centre of awareness, emotion, judgement, and action, organized
into a distinctive whole and set contrastively against such other wholes and against a
social and natural background’ (Geertz 1974:31). It leads to the fact that the
individual tendency is inseparable integrated universes. For this reason, grouped
individuals can be observed during daily activities in certain ethnographic pictures of
particular time and space. In this investigation I will keep my eyes on such social
practices, people and events that I encountered in the field site with continual self
notice of reflexivity (Bourdieu 2004). Group activity, interactive communication and
informal interview were changing me as a participant and observer in the process of
knowing.
In all, the ethnography provided a means of exploring questions regarding individual
politics in relation to both the state and the individual. These research questions are
as follows:
Firstly, how did the state of China display itself in daily observation? Flere I use the
ethnography of the Graduate Village Official recruitment examination to examine
political theories. Ordinary lives as observed in the field will reveal that whilst
official propaganda in these exams claimed legitimacy for the state through the logic
of collectivism, ordinary individuals rarely shared these views.
Secondly, what role do government officials play in the interactions of different
kinds of individual politics? Interactions amongst officials existed on two levels in
the political system. For the purposes of state administration, town offices presented
an official face of ‘collective representations’, but ‘offstage’ their actions were
characterised by private dyadic relationships and networks (Guanxi).44 This point
See Chapter 3, this work.
See Chapters 4 & 5, this work.
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will bring in the work of neo-Marxists such as Gramsci (1971) and Scott (1990) to
speculate on the state and the individual (individualism from Macpherson 1962,
individualization from Yan 2009 and Individuality from Rapport 1997).
Third, how does desire for economic capital engender conflict between individuals
and the collective state, and between ‘onstage’ and ‘offstage’ actions and values?
This question is explored through the discourses and actions of two significant
groups of actors within the process of local development: the various agencies
involved in the development, on one hand,50 and the villagers who presented
petitions complaining about the effects of such development, on the other/1 This
work will show that whilst the official aim of economic development was given as
the improvement of prosperity in general. But regardless of the propaganda,
administrative procedures tended to benefit powerful groups and those who were
able to establish social networks with them. Local residents lacking other
opportunities were forced to participate in ‘development’ on disadvantaged terms.
Petitions by villagers for land compensation were ‘offstage’ responses, motivated by
material desires resulting from official ‘onstage’ structural initiatives.
Fourth, how does the gap between onstage and offstage discourses, actions, and
social realities, which permeates Chinese society at the grassroots, emerge and
impact at a national level? To analyse this question, this work will explore responses
to the internationally publicised trial of Bo Xilai, an extremely prominent CCP
official, through interviews with four senior officials.5In order to address the ethnographic reality of the political environment, the thesis
will deal with eight main themes. Chapter 1, ‘Introduction’ describes the modem
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See Chapter 6, this work.
See Chaper 7, this work.
See Chapter 8, this work.
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social context of transfonnation, focuses on politics at the individual level and
constructs a theoretical framework encompassing the state, the individual and
relationships between them. This second chapter sets out my methodology relating to
why, what, where, when and how I conducted the research. Chapter 3, ‘Political
Terminology and its Domain’, discusses the state process, propaganda, and civil
resistance through the content of the Graduate Village Officials recruitment
examination, and observations of participants in this examination including myself.
Chapter 4, ‘Town Offices’, depicts the governmental setting and its workings as an
effective and ‘legitimate’ authority, as well as the dyadic relationships within the
bureaucratic system which bring forth an offstage forum for personal interactions.
Chapter 5 focuses on Guanxi. This chapter further develops the dimensions of
individual politics within the workplace by paying attention to offstage operations
and activities. Cultural phenomena such as Guanxi and Quanzi (cliques or factions)
will be considered as motivating and binding social forces, which are, nonetheless,
insufficient for smoothing over all social antagonisms. The issues around a Local
Economic Development Programme are investigated in Chapter 6, which reveals
conflicting interest-motivated agencies of different groups. The chapter shows that
the interests and objectives of the state agency, on one hand, and the developers, on
the other, hardly appear to match each other as the plan assumed. Chapter 7,
‘Petitions’, focuses again on economic issues along with the development and makes
a detailed

ethnographic

examination

of relationships

between

the

local

administration and the villagers whose collective wellbeing they are supposed to
serve, revealing conflicts between the individual politics of the two groups.
Villagers are shown to be in a vulnerable position in the face of modem
development. Finally, Chapter 8 will explore social responses to the high profile Bo
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Xilai case in which the offstage machinations of the individual politics of
domination, structure and desire erupted onto the national stage. This case study will
serve as an exploration of officialdom in higher level of bureaucratic system than in
my initial field site of Sandland.
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Chapter 3 Political Terminology and its Domain

Now that I have discussed the Chinese social transformation and personal responses
to it in the form of individual politics, the groundwork has been laid for this chapter
to consider politics of the state in China. I will focus on social imbalances which
expose how the apparatus of power, in its role as the ‘ethical state’, dominates the
cultural field, and in its role as the ‘interventionist state’, dominates the economic
field. Through the analysis of political terminology and propaganda, I will illuminate
the antagonism between individual politics and the cultural hegemony of the state.
1 will begin by exploring three aspects of the Graduate Village Official examination
which reveal the ways in which the state’s authoritarian dominance is articulated.
Firstly, 1 will examine the ways the ongoing transformation of the state is legitimized
by claims that it is adapting to the current structure of society. Secondly, I will
consider how mechanisms of the state — such as propaganda and official language,
extend state hegemony into the realm of meanings and the moral basis of society.
Finally, I discuss the perspectives and practical responses of actual people who are
both subject to, and agents of state hegemony, and show how both compliance and
resistance emerge within the individual politics of village officials.
The Graduate Village Official Examination
I experienced the entire Graduate Village Official examination process as the initial
stage of my participant-observation, and a necessary condition of access to the field.
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The Announcement of Vacancies and the Conditions of Recruitment were presented
on an official government website. The basic requirements for every candidate were:
1. The applicant must be under 30 years of age (bom after 1 January 1981).
2. The applicant must hold a Bachelor’s degree.
3. The applicant must have a good quality of political ideology, must be
willing to go to a rural area; must have studied hard in school, must be
healthy; must have a strong sense of organization and discipline; must be
reliable and resilient in order to overcome problems in the rural area; and
must have organizing and coordinating capability.’ (Announcement of
Vacancies 201 C3) The application process was entirely online and required a
40 RMB fee. Positive discrimination operated in the case of several
categories of applicants including CCP members and members some minority
ethnic groups.
The written exam of Lake City was on 26 June, 2011. 18,781 candidates: three times
the number of candidates from the previous year were competing for about 2,800
positions in the villages of Mountain province. Applications had doubled not only in
this province, but also in Beijing, Jiangsu, Inner Mongolia, Hubei and Hunan. A
likely reason was apparent when, before the examination, a central government
official promised the candidates that after serving as a local village official for three
years, they would have access to attractive job opportunities in the urban official
system.
1 sat the exam together with 28 other graduates in classroom of Lake City College.
There was an exam paper booklet, which we were not allowed to keep after the
My translation. The web page expired from June 2011.
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exam. I tried to record some questions in the draft paper, but the time was very
limited to finish all 160 questions in 2 hours (2pm-4pm).
The content of the paper was divided into five sections.
Quantitative (mathematics)
Verbal and expression in Chinese (language)
Judgment and logic (IQ Questions)
Knowledge (Political terminology)
Data analysis (Writing)
Part 4, concerning ‘Knowledge’ is the significant element in my analysis.
‘Knowledge’ includes Chinese law, political concepts, Chinese economic concepts,
Chinese public administration, governmental settings and current political events in
China. The form of the examination was one or multiple choice questions requiring
candidates to ‘fill in the blank’ with one of the answers provided. My question
sample of this section of the exam is based on the official publication ‘The
Orientation of Mountain Province Village Official Exam in 2011’ (2010).'4
Through close consideration of the questions and answers, I will elucidate the main
theoretical constructions relating to claims of state legitimacy. I will show that there
has been a transformation in the nature of these claims coincident with the change of
generations of key leaders in central government. Here I lay out the examination
questions, answers and key analyses translated by me. Appendix 1 will be attached to
record exactly how they appear in the textbook:
Written Exam — Contents and Key Theories in the ‘Knowledge’
MARXIST PHILOSOPHICAL BACKGROUND'.
This is a study book which uses questions from previous years’ examinations to prepare students
for the current year’s exam.
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Question 1: ........ emerged at the foundation of Marxist philosophy. Choose one of
the answers below to fill in the blank.
A. the opposition between Historical Materialism and Historical Mentalism
B. the opposition between Dialectics and Metaphysics
C. the opposition between Materialism and Mentalism
D. the opposition between Knowability and Agnosticism
Correct Answer: A. the opposition between Historical Materialism and Historical
Mentalism.
Key Analysis: Historical Materialism
Question 2: The philosophical underpinning of ‘The Great Strategy of Developing
Western Regions’ is central to guiding overall policy planning. The philosophical
underpinning is that......

Choose one of the answers below to fill in the blank.

A. the two sides of the same contradiction are not balanced in their stations and
functions.
B. in the process of a complex event, different contradictions with respectively
different stations and functions are unbalanced.
C. contradictions are universal; all problems need to be seen as dichotomies.
D. everything is in process; issues should be looked at from a developmental
viewpoint
Correct Answer: B. in the process of a complex event, different contradictions with
respectively different stations and functions are unbalanced.
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Key Analysis: the theory of‘dialectics’
ECONOMIC ELEMENTS OF POLICY: DENG XIAOPING THEORY
Question 1: The reform of Chinese economic system began after the Third Plenary
Session of the 11th Central Committee. The core of the reform was .......

Choose

one of the answers below to fill in the blank.
A. reform of property of state-owned enterprises
B. reform of ownership and distribution
C. reform of the relationship between planning and rnarketization
D. reform of the development of the Public Sectors of the Economy and the NonPublic Sectors of the Economy
Correct Answer: C. reform of the relationship between planning and rnarketization
Key Analysis: the ‘socialist-market economy’ reforms and the Economic Reform
and Openness Policy
NEW POLITICAL THEORIES: a) The ‘Three Representations’
Question 1: Whether a social regime is advanced or not should be tested from the
aspect of........

Choose one of the answers below to fill in the blank.

A. whether it encourages the development of productivity
B. extent of public ownership
C. extent of rnarketization
D. quality of citizens
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Correct Answer: A. whether it encourages the development of productivity
Key Analysis: ‘Three Representations’ theory:
1.

The party should represent the advanced productive forces in society

2.

The party should represent advanced modem culture

3.

The party should represent the interests of the vast majority of the people

NEW POLITICAL THEORIES', b) Scientific Development Concept
Question 2: From the point of view of scientific talent, implementing.......was the
inevitable choice of our party and government in order to adapt to the tendency and
development of economic globalization and to cope with competition from
international talent. Choose one of the answers below to fill in the blank.
A. educational strategy
B. reform and openness project
C. developmental point view
D. the strategy of reinvigorating China through human resource development
Correct Answer: D. the strategy of reinvigorating China through human resource
development
Question 3: In October 2008, the third Plenum of the 17th Communist Party of China
Central Committee adopted the ‘Decision of the Central Committee of the CCP
concerning Many Significant Issues of Progressing Rural Reform and Development’
and pointed out that in the new circumstance, the fundamental requirement of
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progressing rural reform and development is ........

Choose one of the answers

below to fill in the blank.
A. the establishment of the Socialist new rural village
B. going through agricultural modernization with Chinese Characteristics
C. to accelerate the integrated development of urban and rural areas in economic and
social aspects
D. industry should feed sustenance back to agriculture, with urban areas supporting
rural areas, giving more, taking less and loosening control.
Correct Answer: C. to accelerate the integrated development of urban and rural areas
in economic and social aspects
Key Analysis: ‘harmonious society’. ^ ‘taking people as the basis’ 56 and
‘comprehensive development’.
NEW POLITICAL THEORIES', c)

the Socialist Harmonious Society:

Question 4: The keystone of constructing the socialist harmonious society is to........
Choose one of the answers below to fill in the blank.
A. provide the most caring, most straightforward and most practical solutions to the
problems of the masses.
B. create a common path to prosperity

The notion of a ‘harmonious society’ will be examined in more detail below, this chapter.
In Mandarin
In Mandarin
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C.impel the harmonizing development of social construction, economic construction,
political construction and cultural construction
□.develop social undertakings, accelerating social justice and constructing
harmonious culture.
Answer: A. Provide the most caring, most straightforward and most practical
solutions to the problems of the masses.
Question 5: The basic condition of social harmony is .......

Choose one of the

answers below to fill in the blank.
A. Development
B. Stability
C. Social fairness and j ustice
D. Humanism
Answer: C. Social fairness and justice
Key Analysis: CCP General Secretary Hu’s exposition of new socialist theory: ‘The
harmonious socialist society we want to build should be a society featuring
democracy, the rule of law, fairness, justice, sincerity, trustworthiness, amity, full
vitality, stability, orderliness, and harmony between mankind and nature.’
The Transformed Political Claim for the Legitimacy of Government
Before 1979, the justification for both the single party monopolizing power and its
supervision of the state were grounded on the Leninist claim. The Communist Partyserved as the ‘vanguard of the proletariat’ providing ideological leadership for the
rule of the working class. The essential purpose of all politics was to fulfill the
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revolutionary destiny and overcome oppression. The ruling regime, therefore, was
responsible for directing and controlling virtually all the institutions and aspects of
society. The whole country was subject to strict ideological discipline in accordance
with the doctrine of Marxism-Leninism. (Teiwes 2000)
Today, however, as can be seen from the questions in the Graduate Village Official
examination, political theories no longer promote the ultimate achievement of a
communist state as the final goal of politics. Most components of communist
ideology concerning the materialist interpretation of historical development and
social revolution were absent from the exam. The crucial theories and terminology of
socialism in the political-economic domain, such as social equality, social class, class
struggle, common ownership, surplus value, alienation, and communism, were deemphasised. Rather, there were tentative references to broader Marxist philosophy,
such as the theoretical understandings of historical materialism or conflict theory
which appeared in first two questions above. Insofar as Marxism was addressed in
the exam questions, it was used to justify current practices rather than to drive a
continuing socialist revolutionary agenda. Shambaugh (2009), has suggested that the
CCP is seeking to adapt to the new economic and social environment in modem
China. The CCP, however, is not just adapting to a new environment but playing a
significant role in both facilitating and interpreting the transformation.
The vital shift of the environment began in 1978, with the launch of Deng
Xiaoping’s Reform and Openness economic policy and ’Practice Is the Sole
Criterion of Truth’ political campaign. The programme of government was officially
renamed ‘Socialism with Chinese Characteristics’ in 1982. Since then, transformed
economic policies have been increasingly applied, and there has been widespread
private industrial development. When wealth was created, poverty was alleviated, the
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majority of the population achieved an adequate standard of living and market
transactions were normalized, resulting in the emergence of a new middle class
defined by their income.
Meanwhile, in the ideological sphere, Marxist principle and socialist totalitarianism
were encountering a crisis because they were not only unable to explain
contemporary situations, but were an impediment to explaining government policies.
The central government, after a period of political tension, was forced to craft new
concepts through which to claim legitimacy for the state and ruling party. New
leaders, therefore, admitted openly in 1993 that ‘we (the Chinese people) are at the
primary stage of socialism'^ in an effort to explain the national economic shift and
to silence public doubt and debates regarding private economic enterprises. Official
documents such as the Graduate Village Official examination seek to harness the
theoretical claims of Marx, Engels, Lenin and Mao to support entirely new economic
policies. Subsequently, the significant political theoretical narrative, the ‘Three
Representations’ theory was promulgated in 2000 by Jiang Zeming.^ The whiff of
utilitarianism (Bentham 1996) hangs around the statement that, rather than the
proletariat class, the Chinese Communist party now sought to represent the
‘advanced’ sectors of society, which it sees as advancing the interests or happiness
across the social scale. ‘Advanced productive forces’, ‘advanced culture’ and
‘interests of the vast majority of the people’ justify collective socio-economic
development by the interventionist state (Gramsci 2006). When the government

58 In mandarin, full version.

59 The Three Representations are as follows: 1. The party should represent the advanced productive
forces in society. 2. The party should represent advanced modem culture. 3. The party should
represent the interests of the vast majority of the people.
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loosened market controls, the CCP, as Shambaugh (2009) has observed, sought to
draw people from more social occupations, especially from the commercial sector
into the party community, in order to maintain legitimacy through the claim that only
the party can drive economic growth. The Three Representations theory, then,
supplied a new rationale to legitimize the regime of collective state in economics.
It was observable, however, that the meanings of commercial structures within civil
lives and the signification of private ownership were never officially defined or even
mentioned in the main statement of the theory; leaving them without official
validation. This omission may imply a fear amongst party leaders that economic
power in private hands would erode the power of collective governmental structures.
As a result, political control could still be exerted over any individual pursuit. As a
result of the meaning vacuum discussed in the Introduction, I assert that the cultural
meaning of private economic structures remains effectively undefined in China.
After covering the ‘Three Representations’, the questions in the Graduate Village
Offical exam go on to shift the claim for governmental legitimacy from the party to
the state. Along with the new theoretical terms put forward by the central leaders,
both ‘Scientific Development’ and ‘the Socialist Harmonious Society’ were
generated by Hu Jintao and his experts to concretize the new state image. These
concepts emphasize the crucial role of government in resolving social issues and
conflicts in two ways.

Firstly, in claims to legitimacy, the roles of state, central

government and CCP overlap in a generalised expression of collectivism. Rather
than taking ‘the party’ as the subject of official discourse, as in the Three
Representations theory, Hu’s narratives usually refer simply to ‘we’. Secondly, this
generation of central elites strongly asserts that the government has the
administrative power to settle social conflicts, whether by reducing peasant burdens
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through the reduction of taxes and fees, investing in economic development projects
in interior provinces to even income regional inequality, or conducting bureaucratic
reform to promote transparency, responsibility, and competition at the local official
level. These cases are all exemplars of a master narrative, asserting that government
action can enrich people and protect their property and safety. Conversely, it is
implied that if there is any national disunity or political resistance to the government,
long term peace and prosperity for all would be threatened. Citizens should,
therefore, oppose any political protest and any consideration of regime alteration.
Rather, they should behave ‘rationally’ and avoid rocking the boat.
We can see the ruling party utilizes public fear to assert that the rational behaviour
pattern is to accept its collective legitimacy, an approach which is not historically
new on the global scale. Moreover, this logic ethically frames any challenge to the
monopoly of central power as threatening to the public. As I will stress in the next
section of this chapter, any form of disagreement with the government can be
deemed as contrary to the public good. The ability of the state to influence human
behaviors by defining opposition as irrational and immoral is an essential component
of the collective state structure. By these means, the state guarantees its legitimacy
by placing political power at the centre of the dominant scheme of ethical meaning
guiding moral interactions. This is Gramsci’s ethical state in action. ‘The State... is a
spiritual and moral fact... it educates the citizens to civil virtue...’ (Gramsci 2006:
80; see chapter 1). In regard to individual politics, the state has structurally inserted
itself into the commitment between individual and society, which in Foucault’s
terms, could be comprehended as state constructivism. Nevertheless, in my
fieldwork, I found that such state constructivism did not go unchallenged, and
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sometimes failed to assert its hegemony effectively, even within its own bureaucratic
system.
Pervasive Propaganda and the Structuralized State in Theory and Practice
State propaganda and state utilization of political theories will be interwoven in my
argument below because meanings of political claims are mixed with state power as
a functional process. In other words, the state monopolizes explanations and
interpretation of the state. This coercive unit articulates individual ideological input
(The pervasive propaganda) and output (official language: see later sections) together
in different layers of perception in meaning circulation. The layers of perception here
underline the reality that political theories in the forms of rationales (Foucault 1988)
have been adopted into personal consciousness as authoritative meanings.611
According to Foucault’s constructivism, we can see official explanation has been
efficiently inserted and partially absorbed into civil logics in meaningful articulations
of the state domain through propaganda. Nevertheless, individual ways of living may
consciously challenge this authority in various fields with support from other
meaningful schemes, such as those of the personal-enterprise domain or the fields of
public culture. Thus, although it ‘is not at all necessary for subordinate classes to set
foot outside the confines of the ruling ideals in order to formulate a critique of
power’ (Scott 1985: 336), from the following data we can see that Chinese
propagandist terminology in acting to control compulsions can activate a
psychological inversion and resentment at the individual level. Furthermore, the
individual politics that emerge in such circumstances stand strikingly opposed to the
public face of politics. 1 will differentiate what Pieke (2009) identified as elite
culture, propagated in state cadre training, from the actual interactive agencies
60 Meanings, symbolic system, articulate commitments of social interactions in ecological
humanizing. See chapter introduction, meaning vacuum.
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among officials. The concepts of onstage performance and offstage communications
will be used to reveal that offstage interactions among individuals are the real locus
of connections within the bureaucratic forum.61 Offstage behaviours can produce a
real administration of official power and workplace culture. In order to explore this
reality, this research not only analyses the operation of political theories in official
sites, but also focuses upon utilizations of meanings within individual politics in
relation to topics ranging from the character of the party-state to economic
principles.
The Pervasive Propaganda
According to Weber, Foucault, Marx and neo-Marxists, political governance always
runs parallel with efforts to establish ideological dominance. Weber (1978: 213)
claims that “every...system of domination attempts to establish and to cultivate the
belief in its legitimacy.” Eisenstadt (1963:141 quoted in Alexander 2004:539) asserts
that
In all societies...the rulers attempted to portray themselves and the political
systems they established as the bearers of special cultural symbols and
missions. They tried to depict themselves as transmitting

distinct

civilizations... The rulers of these societies invariably tried to be perceived as
the propagators and upholders of [their] traditions [and they] desire[d] to
minimize any group's pretensions to having the right to judge and evaluate
the rulers or to sanction their legitimation.
It is true that various systems of domination deploy different logics of legitimacy, but
the most crucial method of all is propaganda. Through propaganda, official
See chapter 4 Bureaucratic System
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discourses and theories are coercively indoctrinated into the Chinese public. The
propaganda system inserts political slogans into all sorts of mass media and
systematic narratives into educational courses or political meetings for officials
across the country. Everywhere study guide books explain the political concepts for
citizens, many public activities require people to study ‘political awareness’
assiduously and political indoctrination continues as a matter of course across all
levels of children’s schooling. It is evident, therefore, that the central government
still believes the party needs a strongly unified ideological ground to legitimize its
ongoing rule through economic, political and organizational reforms.
The effect of this unified political theory and its universal distribution through
propaganda, effectively denied full freedom of expression to Chinese citizens and
controls the information and interpretation available to Chinese society. As
Shambaugh's (2009) translation of a definition from an official publication shows,
Newspaper offices, radio stations, television stations, publishing houses,
magazines, and other news and media departments; universities, middle
schools, primary schools, and other vocational education, specialized
education, cadre training, and other educational organs; musical troupes,
theatrical troupes, film production studios, film theaters, drama theaters,
clubs and other cultural organs, literature and art troupes, and cultural
amusement parks; cultural palaces, libraries, remembrance halls, exhibition
halls, museums, and other cultural facilities and commemoration exhibition
facilities 62

Dictionary of Constructing China Communist Party, 1992, 676, cited from and translated by
Shambaugh, 2009.
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are wholly included in the scope of propaganda and surveyed by national censorship
regulation in the purview of the Chinese Communist Party Propaganda Department.
In the present era, pervasive propaganda remains the most frequently used instrument
for the dissemination of Chinese government ideology, backed by social suppression
aimed at controlling the circulation of public opinion, especially concerning the
image of the state, the government and the CCP.h3 Within this cage of strict
information management, official discourses carried significant authority.
Indeed, in studies of political power, Marxist researchers (such as Gramsci) have
pointed out that political theories, when enacted through political beliefs and
behaviour, are transformed into authoritative claims of legitimacy through forms of
ideological manipulation including socio-economic control and cultural regulation
based on the assertion of a totalizing ethical scheme. In the contemporary Chinese
case, such a totalizing scheme is expressed in rational argumentation (e.g. Marxism),
moral advice (e.g. Communist collectivism), justifications of economic exploitation
(e.g. The Three Representations), or idealised portrayals of the social structure (e.g.
The Harmonious Society). No challenge or questioning of these discourses is
acceptable within official spaces.
Whilst government demands unquestioning obedience from citizens, the question
arises of why citizens may accept such demands. According to Foucault (1991) the
state’s ability to govern derives from strategic games of power cultivated into
ubiquitous human interactions to structuralize the possible fields of action alongside
the state. For Foucault,

63 See Chapter 7, in which I describe how petitioners demanded that officials in town offices play the
role of state representative according to images from state propaganda.
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The contact point, where the way individuals are driven by others is tied to
the way they conduct themselves, is what we can call, 1 think government.
Governing people, in the broad meaning of the word, governing people is not
a way to force people to do what the governor wants; it is always a versatile
equilibrium, with complementarity and conflicts between techniques which
assure coercion and processes through which the self is constructed or
modified by himself. (1993:203-4)
The ways that political theory, disseminated through propaganda, can work at an
individual level to block any questioning of the authority of state schemes of
meaning is exemplified by two common speech patterns in my workplace which both
derived from state ideology and played a role in structuralizing the state. The first of
these was ‘we are in the initial stage of socialism', which, as 1 have noted above, has
been used to explain and justify private economic development since the 1980’s.
This official expression is commonly heard in the daily life of officialdom to explain
any deficiency in administration. Town Secretary Xia, for instance, liked to start any
speeches in local development meetings with this phrase.64 Another commonly
heard expression draws upon shared common sense: ‘China is big’. When my
workmates were faced with situations where a town leader only promoted the most
sycophantic officials, or a city mayor demanded their presence during weekends,
without any explanation or extra pay, they might complain about the personality of
the individual leaders, but beyond this, they could find no better explanation for their
predicament than the propagadistic assertion that ‘China is big and diverse with the
largest population in the world, so these confrontations are unavoidable and should

64

See Chapter 6.
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be tolerated’. This phrase can be seen to be linked to the previous one, ‘we are in the
initial stage of socialism’ in official explanations of inequality.
These discourses can be seen to be derived from Premier Wen Jiabao’s (2007)
speech, ‘A Number of Issues Regarding the Historical Tasks in the Initial Stage of
Socialism and China’s Foreign Policy’. Individualist discourses demanding
democracy, reformed social institutions, legalism and even freedom were all
countered by the explanation that the primary stage of socialism would last at least
one hundred years: ‘China being a large and underdeveloped country with complex
conditions, the goal to build a rich, strong, democratic, civilized, and harmonious
modem socialist state in a big country with a population of over one billion is an
unprecedented creation in human history and is also a long term and arduous
historical task.’ (Wen 2007 translated by Shambaugh) These theories are
incorporated into official ideology by many means. I observed that my colleagues
often quote official explanations in private discussions, showing that the official
language of formal reports regarding local health care, environmental protection,
social welfare, education, and so on has been incorporated into their individual
consciousness. For instance, when local petitions were presented6\ the official
response was a focal pattern of communication which sought to limit villagers’
requests and enforce official authority. This pattern of logic has gone beyond the
responses to particular issues to become a shared understanding used to placate the
masses. In my analysis of individual ideology, the official political theoretical
constructions may be seen as ‘raw material’ in the sense used by Scott (1985:
336,338) when he asserts that ‘the very process of attempting to legitimate a social
order by idealizing it ... provides its subjects with the means, the symbolic tools, the

^ See Chapter 7.
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very ideas for a critique...’ Thus, in this case, the notion that China is ‘a large and
underdeveloped country with complex conditions’ is the ‘raw material’ which
people may use to criticize the current discourses without making any overt
challenge to the theoretical claims of governmental legitimacy. In short, the political
terminology and its meaning are appropriated within fields of struggle by both
political power holders and those who seek to resist them.
Consequently, we can see how political power restricts the emergence of forums for
new social commitments, or ways for governmental authority to be questioned at a
civil level. Official explanations seek to annihilate other meaning schemes through
the totalizing ideology which dominates the official and collective stage. Whilst this
horizon of ideological power propagates the influence of official language, it may
also separates official expression from private interaction. Outside the official
domain, in areas that political theory struggles to explain (such as private prosperity),
people operate other meaning schemes, such as the economic pursuit of income for
personal satisfaction. In order to draw out the two-dimensions of official language in
my workplace as an illustration of people’s attitude towards ideological domination,
I present an ethnographic report'1'1 on my own activities as an official.
(Ethnographical report: November 2011)
My work on official publicity was extensive... because my office, the committee
of the CCP, included the propaganda section. On Wednesday, a meeting of
leaders of different administrative villages and local companies, approximately
40 people, was held by my colleagues and the Town Secretary. Its aim was to
encourage local organizations to order copies of the 2012 issues of the Party
66 Ethnographic reports are summaries of field notes I sent to my supervisor every month when I was
in the field. My field notes are written in Chinese, reports are in English.
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Papers and/or Party Magazines. All organizations, both administrative offices
and companies of a certain size, were allocated their shares to buy. Another
propaganda project was called the ‘Electric Education Net’. We received notice
from higher level of government that every administrative village and town was
required to watch socialist theme films for 50 hours this month through the
official administrative web link. The Socialist themed films, known as Red
Movies, ranged from documentaries on communist history to movies seeking to
portray examples of ethical socialist life, for instance, a documentary on an
impressive comrade, Yang Shanzhou. Yang Shanzhou was a director in
Baoshang county, Yunnan province. After retiring from work, Yang, bought two
fields covering 38 sq. km. on a barren mountain and asked about ten local young
men to go with him to plant trees. As the agricultural land in Baoshang was very
dry; Yang’s purpose was to plant trees on the mountains to retain the water.
Yang did not have enough money to pay salaries, thus he organized people to
collect the tree seeds in the fruit market, then, stayed alone in the mountain more
than twenty years to plant and protect these trees. By the end of this period, their
forest was worth 300,000,000 Yuan (30,000,000 Pound) and as a result of the
forestation, the agricultural land around the mountain had water for irrigation.
In 2009, however, Yang donated his mountain to the nation. The local
government rewarded him with 200,000 Yuan, but he donated 100,000 Yuan to
the Baoshan county government and 100,000 to the forest field, which no longer
belonged to him. He died on 10th October 2010, at eighty-four years old; but left
nothing to his three daughters and wife. Through the Red Movie, the
government presented Yang as an ethical role model, in that he placed the
benefit of the nation above individual benefits. His story was firstly publicized in
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newspapers, then filmed for documentaries, movies and books, all funded by the
government. The central government, therefore, proclaimed a new political
theme and national activity entitled ‘Learning from Comrade Yang Shanzhou.’
Every colleague in local offices, like other officials in different levels of
governments, was ordered to write a personal report to discuss their feelings
after hearing the moving story of Yang Shanshou. All of us copied articles from
the internet and presented them as our own reports, and most of the articles
handed in were similarly taken from the internet. No one in the office showed
any concern about this blatant plagiarism or made any attempt to read the reports
seriously. Our concern was simply that the task set by higher government had
been completed.
When conflicts between state collectivism and individual pursuits emerge in material
form, state constructions of meaning may only penetrate to a very shallow level. We
can interpret the Red Movie featuring Yang Shanzhou as political propaganda which
seeks to set the state at the pinnacle of meanings representing the ultimate ‘good’.
The story was used by the state to justify state collectivism as the most moral stance,
and to denigrate the pursuit of individual property. Any symbolic good at the
personal level through individualization or self-development is neglected or
explicitly devalued. As Foucault (1994: 17) claimed, the ‘public good’ only
refers to a state of affairs where all the subjects without exception obey the
laws, accomplish the tasks expected of them, practice the trade to which they
are assigned, and respect the established order so far as this order conforms to
the laws imposed by God on nature and men: in other words, ‘the common
good’ means essentially obedience to the law, either that of their earthly
sovereign or that of God, the absolute sovereign.
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‘The public good’ as the source of authority allows the ‘sovereign’s’ phraseology to
penetrate into communal communications. Any new or renewed ethical discourses or
meanings wanting to survive under it have to recognize this authority, and adopt a
subordinate position below it. Thus, in China, the pinnacle of the meaning scheme is
monopolized by the political authorities. Because propagandist power penetrates far
beyond the bureaucratic organs, all other meanings — ranging from ethical
commitments to social knowledge of economics and culture — remain subordinate to
this totalizing scheme. Citizens accordingly, are required to pay respectful obeisance
to ideological mantras although this may be mere lip service. Their real meaningful
schemes and projects may be concealed offstage. In the next section, I will examine
the ideological utility of official language, before considering public resentment
towards this authority.
Official Language
In practice, the theoretical propaganda of the state is mediated through the
individuals of the current bureaucratic establishment to produce real-world official
discourses. In contrast to the idealized state conceptualized in propaganda (input)
there is another layer of official discourse in which official terminology is deployed
to serve the purposes of personal advancement. My experience in the official
examinations and interactions will explicate this face of bureaucratic terminology
(output). In this section, I will analyse three cases from my fieldwork to show the
role of political terminologies. These are, the official interviews of candidates (of
which I was one) for the Graduate Village Official exam, with applicants to join the
CCP, and with Town Director Chao.
a) Examination Interviews
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My interview after the written examination was on 1 August. I was told that 50
people who have passed the written examination would be competing for 24
positions. 17 people (about 60% female candidates and 40% male candidates) were
arranged in the same interview room with me. We were given eight minutes to
answer three questions orally. Before the interviewer spoke, the interviewee was
instructed to make a short introduction including their candidate number, their
personality, merits, hobbies and subject studied in university. Candidates were not
allowed to mention their name or family background. The interview started in the
morning, taking around 3 hours in total. I was asked the following questions:
1. What is your understanding of the role of the Village Official or Community
Official, and why did you apply for this position?
2. If your village or community office needs to handle Land Expropriation and
Housing Demolition for a local economic project, and local residents create
difficulties for you, what would you do?
3. If you got the post in the community and the director of your office held a
welcoming party for you, how would you present yourself in your speech?
Other questions, according to other interviewees, were:
How do you understand the government’s Graduate Village Official policy?
How would you progress your work as a village official, and how would you
bridge the gap between ideal and reality?
The interview part of the exam accounts for 40% of the total score. The use of
official expressions, such as ‘Three Representations,’ or ‘Scientific Development’
was essential to gain credits. Through the use of these official expressions, we were
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expected to establish our official consciousness and identity through imagining
occupying the role of Graduate Village Official. Thus, official discourses effectively
prescribed how one should use terminology, organize sentences in conformity with
political theories and even think in a way characteristic of ‘Socialism with Chinese
Characteristics’. Whilst I was not allowed to record the process, I remember that my
answers were full of those official expressions and terminologies, which, I became
aware, function to concretize a power of explanation for the public domain. 1 know
from conversing with other candidates that they were also deploying official
terminology to establish their credibility as potential officials.
b) CCP Candidates Interviews
On 17lh, December, I went to Longqin and Dou with my colleagues Dong and Vice
Director Guo. The mission for us was interviewing new members of the CCP,
signing their CCP certificates and congratulating them for becoming members of the
CCP. We reached the Longqin administrative village office around 11am. Our
interview room contained four chairs and a table. The candidates came in one by one,
and were asked three questions by Guo: ‘Why do you want to become a member of
the CCP?’ ‘What is your understanding of the CCP?’ and ‘Based on your work,
discuss the advance of the CCP.’ Dong and I recorded the conversation process.
It was apparent that the candidates had leamt their answers by rote, because they are
required to answer in an implicit format using as many theoretical political terms as
possible. For instance, in answer to the first question regarding why he wants to be a
party member, Wei, a bus driver, answered that ‘The members of the CCP were
advanced, scientific and sacred. From the members of the CCP around me, I can see
the brightness of being a member of the Party. They encouraged us to study hard.
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They instructed us and helped us to develop individual business’. In this answer, Wei
inadvertently revealed a common

‘offstage’ motivation for seeking party

membership, in individual development. By official standards, Wei, showed his
political immaturity, but this seemed of little concern to Guo. In the question about
his understanding of the CCP, Wei said that ‘the CCP led us to victory in the war
against the Japanese (referring to World War 2). They sacrificed a lot for national
development and current prosperity. The party encourages people to develop in good
directions and work hard for the nation's businesses. Otherwise, we may still live a
poor and materially low quality life that has not enough food and goods like today.’
Wei’s answer shows a grasp of the party’s claim to governmental legitimacy based in
both past struggles and current prosperity. Finally, in answer to the question relating
to his own job and the advance of the CCP, he responded: ‘members of the CCP
participate in serving others. They always finish the missions they are assigned by
higher departments in a wonderful way. They treat people authentically and are
delighted to help others.’ Again, Wei’s answer includes typical language from
official propaganda that associates the CCP with all kinds of common good.
In this process, we interviewed 11 people in two locations within two hours. All the
candidates were judged to be satisfactory. It felt to me that, as officials, we had just
been going through the motions. Our only concern was that ‘we had done it'. We
were not at all concerned with the quality of our work, and it appeared that no matter
how candidates expressed themselves, they could still pass the interviews.
Nevertheless, it was clear that candidates such as Wei were aware that they should
express themselves in the officially approved manner.
c)

Interview with Town Leader Chao, May 2012
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Chao, the director of Sandland, is a young official leader, and I interviewed him in
regard to the Sandland economic programme. For me, the interview was a frustrating
experience, because I wanted to relate Chao’s personal feelings to the actual situation
of local development. Chao, however, used official language skilfully to avoid
revealing any such feelings. The transcript of the interview contains a great deal of
official vocabulary and difficult to translate jargon. Some significant sections of the
interview transcript are here translated to exemplify the use of official language by
bureaucrats.
Interviewer: ‘Has the development programme been going smoothly recently?’
Chao: T should say, that according to plans and targets, it went smoothly in
methodical orderliness.’
Interviewer: ‘It seemed that the project meetings were fewer after the Spring
Festival?’
Chao: ‘In different stages of progress, every programme has its limitations and
changes in methods. Therefore, the work moves at different paces in different times,
but the project is going smoothly in methodical orderliness. Based on the present
situation, the basic framework will be decided this year, and the achievement will be
accomplished. At the present time, knowing basic investing direction, rooted in
current conditions, there will be a breakthrough and inauguration.’
The first two answers here are full of official terminology. Chao spoke very literally,
and it seemed in a style derived from political documents. I went on to ask:
Interviewer: ‘Could you give me a sample of the effort made on this project?’
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Chao: ‘Firstly, it is in shared ideology. In a place wanting to be developed, people
must be aware of the necessity of economic development. Through a great deal of
work on the ideology to create a united perspective in full cognition of the facts,
knowing the advantages and potentials, seeing the wonderful future, people assented
and regarded the prospects of the programme favorably. Secondly, in the operational
step, organizations of major projects, special support fund and (orientation of) certain
kinds of industrialization and projects will be drawn in. All these procedures are
needed. Thirdly, it is necessary to ‘pay attention’, which means leading the
organization and ensuring supply from the organization. This is significant because if
a place is without direction and help from the higher governmental management, the
place would only have weak support. From this point on, people seemed to attach
importance to Sandland development. No one could establish it alone, it needs to be
done through cooperation of a group.’
This reply is full of the characteristic terminology of Chinese political ideology.
Unifying participants’ perspectives in expression was always the primary theme. I
would term this, ‘giving meanings’ in meaning circulation. Finally, I asked:
Interviewer: ‘In your own opinion, do you feel the work was hard or of low
efficiency?’
Chao: ‘The project is a thing that has many things within it and each step has
different processes and procedures. It is impossible to accomplish at one stroke’
In this interview' question, as in other questions I asked him, I tried to elucidate
Chao’s own opinions. Chao avoided these questions with dexterity and never
revealed his personal thoughts.
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Although, I had explained to Chao that his anonymity would be assured, and
although he had known me from the day I arrived at the office, his attitude was
understandable. To be seen as a successful leader and mature official, he was
required to cultivate the habit of speaking cautiously in representing the state to the
public. Chao may have distrusted my academic background. For whatever reason, he
kept his private stance from me, choosing not to build Guanxi with me. I observed
that Chao used similar answers to reply to newspaper reporters, project investors and
official meetings. This is what I term onstage language, which is only used in
onstage interactions.
In practice, official terminologies were mainly used in two dimensions. Initially and
publicly, the elites of the CCP and the political candidates in the workplace, who ran
the bureaucratic apparatus and exercised supervision over subordinates and the
public, were supposed to be themselves restricted on political and ideological
grounds expressed in official terminology. Nationally, Chinese ruling cadres in the
party-state bodies, ranging from governmental departments to state-owned
companies, can justify themselves to the public by reference to theories of political
practice, as was done by the prospective village officials and the new CCP members
1 described above. Moreover, by appropriating official vocabularies, these officials
can confer the authority of the state upon themselves. Pieke’s (2009:15) ethnographic
work in the cadre training and party schools observed that:
the party-state creates a highly specific power cult that turns bureaucratic
administrators into an elite who embody the charisma of the party and its
ideology.

In the process, they have developed a specific cult of eliteness...

However, we shall also see that the ruling elites’ power cult and cult of eliteness,
in true Gramscian fashion, are only in part imposed by the central leadership of
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the party. The events, social networks, knowledge and habits that make up much
of the daily practices of governance are also a product of the accumulated
interactions of localized ruling elites, and formal training at party schools and
elsewhere plays an important roles in shaping these.
Indeed, through the unification if ideology in the state symbolic system, communist
cadres were supposed to control the state, economy and society through standardized
‘beliefs’ and ‘ethics’, and ensure the subordination of different levels to those beliefs
and ethics in order to operate the bureaucratic system. Standardized ideology and
terminology serves as a device of the central government in establishment of the
state. Thus, in the cases of official interviews with prospective Graduate Village
Officials and prospective CCP members, as well as in the variety of official reports
of my work in the offices, the higher levels of government see the use of official
language as an important criterion to reveal the ideological quality and loyalty of
individuals. To use an official expression, it is in keeping with the ‘advanced role’ of
bureaucrats that interpretative authority is in elite hands (Goody 1986).
There is more to official elite culture, however, than these onstage expressions. The
meaning system constructed by the state is a part of a specific cult of eliteness, but
may only play a utilitarian role when powerful individuals want to distinguish
themselves in interactions. There are significant offstage territories, within which
agencies among officials are engendered and practical fields of interactions
constructed. These acts or interactions tend to embody more personal goals, in which
the standard of elites (Mills 1956) is crafted at the individual level rather than
through any sense of the state. This is the terrain of individual politics.
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Therefore, the second dimension of political terminology is a refusal of individual
intimacy, which might lead to the construction of dyadic relationships. In the case of
my interview with Town Director Chao, the young leader never inserted the subject
T into official expression, while all his opinions were representing the government,
full of ideological rationales, and based on a unified official expression departing
from the state and the interests of collectivism. This expression can occupy the
summit of the meaningful authority symbolized by the sacred ethical state, value and
the ‘public good’ (Foucault 1991). In other words, political theories can become a
collective basis for opposition to personal aggrandizement, by projecting state based
ethics into individual interactions and rejecting the construction of personal
connections. For that reason, official expression allocated its usage to those in higher
positions with more ethical power, which, however, does not imply that agency has
been entirely kept away from individual pursuits. As I noted, the interview with
Chao was unsatisfactory for me because both participants, he and I, stayed in the
onstage mode of conversation. Chao distanced himself from me by the use of
political language, or I could say, he raised himself to a higher status to answer my
questions, which means he answered officially rather than honestly.

Both of us

implicitly knew that Leader Chao was communicating to me that he would not share
‘offstage’ interactions with me, perhaps because I was a subordinate, on perhaps
because I was a researcher from outside.
I do not define this superficial onstage interaction as a methodological failure in
ethnographic work because such interactions are normal in relationships between
superiors and subordinates or supplicants. At the same time, official language would
never be used when in interaction with a superior, or with a friend. In those
situations, no one would want to impress others with an inauthentic performance.
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The performance of political terminology can, in fact, be put on or off like a suit of
clothing. Guanxi as an offstage production of Chinese society is not built through
official terminology. Thus, it can be concluded that official language is the property
of the powerful within any interaction, and is normally used as an expression of
authority or a method of refusal. Rather than the demands of the structuralized state,
individual politics tends to be the crucial motivation for the deployment of official
terms in daily practice. When official language is used as a means of refusal to
interact with those of lower status, or to account honestly for state sponsored action,
however, the state meaning scheme has lost its ethical authority in its practical
realization.
The separation of onstage and offstage interaction is central to this work, and the
conception will be developed throughout the following chapters, culminating in
discussion in Chapter 8 of the Bo Xilai case. State language tends to be confined to
the public domain since dyadic relationships cannot be built upon its mystifications.
I would assert, therefore, that the official stance cannot concretize a cult or culture of
elites, but rather constitutes one side of the constant flitting between traditional
collectivism and individualism for personal justification. As 1 have narrated in the
preceding chapter, individual improvement has to struggle with the collective
dimension of value deriving from the state. Substantially, in private interactions,
Confucian and socialist collectivism have retreated as modemization and
globalization have advanced, but collectivism continues to monopolize onstage
interactions in Chinese political and public life.
Public Resentment

In China, where government propaganda and censorship is substantial, the state is
able to control the content of much information available to the public.(Shambaugh
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2008) My interviews showed that the young Graduate Village Officials were
prepared to express straightforward dissatisfaction with this condition. In this, they
may be representative of many more young people in China.
Graduate Village Official Xiao complained that:
‘I don’t think any other countries citizens have to remember all the political
slogans to pass the university exam as we did. I am not saying that the
slogans are wrong or that I don’t agree with them, but just that I don’t want to
spend my time trying to remember those useless terminologies for credits.
They are just some useless propagandistic cliches and irrelevant to my
subject.’
Based on interviews from other Graduate Village Officials, young people want to
quickly forget the official ideological theories after the exams. As they said, there is
too much coercive political education and it bores them. As a Chinese educated in
China from primary school to university, I have similar feelings that even though 1
expressed official terminology in interviews and exams, I could hardly relate them to
my work as an official. Resentment aroused is not only due to the necessity of
remembering official propaganda for the exam, but because Chinese educative
leaning and reading, whether through text-books, newspapers, academic journals or
documentary film are all under the same strict information censorship. From my
personal experience of schooling, I also knew that scholars in universities were all
organized to participate in political education, and the journalist faces ideological
exams (The Guardian 20 1 3)67. Many of the academics responded that the pervasive

67 http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/dec/19/chinese-ioumalists-ideology-exam-media access
December 2013
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censorship was wasting time, and placing harmful limitations on their academic
study and creative work.
Referring again to the Yang Shagnzhou reports, my colleagues handled ‘Review’
homework by downloading articles from the internet. Indeed, it is likely that many of
them submitted the same article. Their slightly higher-ranking superiors were
unconcerned by this obvious lack of genuine commitment, however, sharing a
widespread resentment towards the state’s requirement that people should show a
clear attitude of respect and support for official ideologies in public life. In onstage
interactions, only one means of expression — official terminology — could be used to
assert political requirements. Offstage, Yang Shanzhou was assessed differently,
seen as an impractical and old-fashioned person whose collectivist ideology is no
longer relevant in today’s more individualistic China. Despite the pervasiveness of
the official propaganda machine, its power has been much eroded and only
constrains the surface of social communication. Nevertheless, such theories are still
backed by a coercive administration. It is still necessary to pay lip service to official
discourses, at least in the public domain. Rather than fighting this coercion openly,
people simply express disinterest in private, and avoid such situations in so far as
they can.
There is a further significant reason for public resentment, in the observable
misbehaviour of officials and political leaders, most dramatically demonstrated in the
case of Bo Xilai, but much more widespread than this single case.

zo

As a result of

such cases, many people come to believe that the government always lies. Yan
(2011:62), for instance, documents the 2008 case of the contaminated milk product
in which:
See Chapters 4,5,6 & 8.
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the local government was informed of the health issues caused by the tainted
milk products in early August; yet, to insure the success of the Beijing
Olympics, the local government withhold the information for a month.
During this time, tons of contaminated baby formula were distributed and
sold to consumers nationwide.
People come to sense that the media limits the dissemination of unflattering stories
of corruption and governance failure. My colleague Jiang, commenting on CCTV’s
daily news, remarked, ‘thirty minutes of stories about Chinese people all living in
prosperity and happiness, while foreign people all live in fire and water. Nothing is
real.’ Resentment is caused not just by the inability to access real news, but by the
implication of the state in distributing disinformation to ordinary people.
Yet, while resistance is easy to find, the interior logics of legitimacy, backed with
political power, still succeed, to a large extent, in stabilizing authoritative meanings
to produce compliance. In this sense, people may embrace their state before they
break down the illusions of propaganda in economics, in the practical requirements
of stability, or the claims of collectivism to occupy the ethical summit. Such
processes may be seen as a struggle between the structuralized state and individual
desires, which ultimately proceeds within the ordinary individual.

As Alexander

(2004:531) observes: ‘Cultural extension must be accompanied by a process of
psychological identification.’ The coercion emanating from the structuralized state
elicits psychological reverses through turbulent meaning circulations. At the
moments that the government wins compliance through input and output
propaganda, other, more or less meaningful reservoirs still compete with the state’s
attempts to monopolise the meaning of modernity. Significantly, competition over
meaning largely occurs in the fields of ‘economics’ and ‘culture’ which have
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expanded with modernity. The internal logics of both free market economics (Smith
1770 The Wealth of Nations) and modem ‘culture’ (Bourdieu 1984 Distinction, 1993
The Field of Cultural Production, 1996 The Rules of Art) require considerable
freedom from government control of the circulation of meanings. Many Chinese,
therefore have found their pursuit of individualized identity, as well as personal and
social fulfilment, frustrated by state collectivism, which as a result of events such as
the milk scandal, no longer provides them even with a sense of personal security.
The ethnographic examples 1 have examined above show that my informants, who
have grown up with individualization under the social transformation, express
skeptical or even cynical attitudes towards what they are told by the state media
organs. I showed in the previous chapter that Graduate Village Officials who chose
to work in rural areas expressed their motivation entirely in terms of personal
advancement, contrasting with the narratives of Zhiqing of an earlier generation who
embraced the political power of the state. Like the Chinese youths studied by Rosen
(2009), the Graduate Village Officials have experienced the modem information
explosion. Competing media and frequent contradictory discourses are forging their
values daily. In the field of international politics, they are aware of both positive and
negative aspects of ‘east’ and ‘west’ through their access to many channels of
information. Rosen (2009) notes that the youths she studied hardly maintain a unified
belief and behaviour scheme, but that, contrary to communist ideology, they adopt a
dual emphasis on both materialism and patriotism.<ig
Connecting these ethnographic realities to the individual politics of structure, I would
assert that the human being cannot be conceived only as an independent actor, but
subsists within the relations and connections of being a social member. Those

69 See chapter 2, this work.
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relations and connections construct people by means of physical or symbolic systems
named as economics, culture, tradition, social structure etc. This process of
individual knowing emerges within dominant networks of discourse which McLuhan
(1964), Bateson (1972) and Foucault (1988) describe as ‘capillaries of power’. When
the resources of knowing become multiple, individuals are able to exercise a degree
of dynamic agency to choose their values. In the Chinese context, Kleinman (2011:
40) asserts that ‘the most important change in popular discourse and moral practice
has been a shift away from an authoritarian, collective ethics of responsibilities and
self-sacrifice toward new, optional, and individualistic ethics of rights and selfdevelopment’. Alexander (2004: 544) observes that in the context of modernity,
‘when society becomes more complex, culture more critical, and authority less
ascriptive, social spaces open up that originations must negotiate if they are to
succeed in getting their way.’ 1 argue that because Chinese state propaganda has
failed to engage effectively with these new and diverse social spaces, the state, whilst
retaining coercive power, has lost much of its authority.
The kind of modernity described by Alexander (2004: 544) requires forums in which
differing value systems can be debated and challenged: a place where freely
circulating meanings and symbols can be created, interpreted, negotiated or forgotten
through processes of conflict and transformation. The dual state tools of propaganda
and censorship prevent such an open forum emerging in China. The fact that state
doctrines, whilst having lost much of their authority, still dominate the public stage,
prevents the establishment of new forms of common knowledge in China and results
in profound disjunctures between onstage and offstage discourses in the areas of
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value, morality and social justice in contexts ranging from macro-economic policies
to dyadic relationships. In short, it results in the vacuum of meaning.70
In pragmatics, the state keeps public scepticism at bay by the prevention of free
speech. Pervasive propaganda structuralizes the state by continuing to propagate
ethical schemes and rationales which deny Chinese individuals any platform to
negotiate social commitments and achieve some stability in their lives. Because the
individual only has legitimate existence in relation to the state, all other potential
forums for the generation of judgements or evaluations regarding political,
economic, cultural and ecological issues are suppressed.
The profound transformation Chinese society is experiencing as a result of economic
reforms, however, generates intense desires in individuals to break political
restrictions in order to negotiate meaningful lives in these changing circumstances,
and provokes resentment against such controls which becomes evident in offstage
interactions, including the focus on personal improvement rather than collectivism
documented in the previous chapter. Since the economic reform, self-serving ideals
have largely replaced ideals of self-discipline. The lack of legitimacy for such selfserving ideals, and their material manifestations such as private property and the
individualization which is increasingly central to the culture of the middle-class,
creates deep insecurity resulting from awareness that the state could ethically, or
even legally, outlaw an individual politics of personal improvement.71
In opposition to the state, then, each individual seeks a public space in which to build
social commitments upon their material gain. The forms of anti-authoritarian
resistance to the official collective are rising in number. Even within the ranks of the
See Chapter 1 ‘Introduction’ and Chapter 9 ‘Conclusion’.
See Chapter’s 7,8 & 9.
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officials who embody the state, the private/offstage interactions of bureaucrats are
largely concerned with individual benefits, rejecting the logic of the ethical state
which they are supposed to serve.72 The gap between the official valuation of
collectivism and personal valuing of individualization is even wider in the domains
of business and the arts, and the gap is growing in both width and depth.7' It is in
this context that the social resentment towards the devaluation of the individual must
be understood. Whilst the authoritative meanings crafted by the structuralized state
are pervasive in all areas of life, the legitimacy of this propaganda is always subject
continuous practical contestation.
Conclusion
To summarize, this chapter has shown how individual politics is differentiated from
state politics. The theoretical education through which state indoctrination in
collectivist values takes place is simply insufficient to change behaviour in an
ordinary life which is lived largely within free market structures. In the ideologies of
Marxism and Maoism, and the theories of Deng or Hu, the state seeks to establish its
legitimacy by penetrating individual ideology with its authoritative discourses. The
coercive indoctrination of this powerful propagandist system, however, provokes
resentment when people see that the discourse of collectivism is not supported by
any practical action which benefits them.74 Furthermore, with increasing social
complexity and diversity, a meaning vacuum is engendered by the extensive state
power over the realms of culture and of market economics. Facing pressing
challenges of finding credible and satisfying meaning circulations in public onstage
and private offstage interactions, people gradually become aware that the summit of

See Chapter 4.
See Chapters 1 & 9.
See Chapters 4,6,7 & 8.
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meaning schemes in civil life is always occupied by state discourses. Because these
state discourses are largely disconnected from the reality of life in contemporary
China, the stability of public society is threatened by a lack of structural
cohesiveness in politics, economics and culture. Most fundamentally, there is little
sense of security in everyday life. When Chinese people confront themselves as
individuals, they realise that no institution can protect them from the state. Hence, it
is comprehensible that ordinary people realistically seek more functional and
effective social mechanisms through processes of individualization. In the next
chapter, I will show how this occurs within the bureaucratized political system itself.
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Chapter 4

The Town Offices

In this chapter, the bureaucratic system will be studied both from the aspect of the
collective state process and from the aspect of individual politics. 1 will stress that
although the Chinese government was based on socialist principles from its inception
in 1949, the current political structure is tied to the trajectory of the forms of capital
associated with modernity. As can be seen the activities of officialdom and internal
competition within the bureacracy, Chinese bureaucrats cannot be said, in practice, to
be the embodiment of the state. Rather than disciplining individual behaviours for
the sake of the collective as state ideology demands, they are instead largely
motivated by self-interest. At least within dyadic or offstage interactions, the earlier
dominance of collective ideology has given way to the pursuit of individual
betterment.
Ethnographic materials from the workplace are analysed in this chapter, which is
divided into four sections. The first details the settings of governmental
administration settings and its collectivist rationale, the second describes
bureaucratic conceptions and practices; a third analyses interactions within the
offices, the sources of leaders’ power and competition between leaders for power,
and the final section shows how the individualised politics of the elite culture
contrast with the official ideological construction of the role of civil servants. The
chapter will offer a glimpse of offstage interactions as a stepping-stone to the chapter
on Guanxi which follows.
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The Town Government and its Collective Setting
My field site was Sandland town government offices. Under the management of four
higher administrative levels, it belongs to the lowest section of the whole
governmental body.
The structure of Chinese administrative government consists of five levels illustrate
in Figure. 3. Sandland town is identified as one branch of Flower district government
in Lake city of Mountain province under the central government. Below the town
level offices, there are grassroots administrative villages and street offices, but
neither employs formal officials or is recognised as a formal government body.
Clerks in grassroots offices are all contracted workers. In the superordinate town
offices, official recruitment is either from retired soldiers or through official exam
selection, although some contracted workers may also be used. Graduate Village
Officials are deemed a special group for they were formally employed but only
contracted for three years. Enrolled by national examination and paid by town
offices. Graduate Village Officials were living in town accommodation and servicing
the village and town offices.
Each administrative office has two leaders, the Secretary and the Director, both of
which would usually be members of the CCP. The Secretary represents the party,
whilst the Director manages governmental administration. According to my
colleague Jiang, ‘the director should take charge of administrative work. The
secretary manages CCP affairs and cadre loyalty. But normally, the person who has
time handles things.’ Although in practice there is no officially specified division of
labour between the two roles, structural and practical arrangements are generally
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informed by Leninist principles that give the party higher status as the unchallenged
driving force. At the highest levels, therefore, Hu Jintao, as the Chinese President
and CCP General Secretary is higher in the hierarchy than Premier Wen Jiabao.
Similarly, at local level, Secretary Xia in my town office is considered superior to
Director Chao. Since power in the Chinese governmental regime is concentrated in
the party lacking clear division of legislative, executive and judicial power, all
authority lies with the Secretary and Director.
Within

this

power-centred,

hierarchical

structure,

leadership

posts

within

governmental departments, urban police offices, the judicial system, the revenue
section, the congresses, the propaganda office and so on are uniformly organised in
five vertical levels. They are, from high to low: ‘Premier’ (central government),
‘Directors of State Departments or Provinces’ (provincial), ‘Mayors of the cities and
Directors of Provincial Departments or Prefectures’ (city, prefecture or provincial
department), ‘Directors of Offices of Counties or Districts’ (urban departments or
counties or urban districts, such as Flower district) and ‘Directors of Urban Sections
or Towns’ (branch of urban department and town). There are no requirements of
special knowledge for these posts (Pieke 2011). Members of the CCP are freely
rotated from one department to another by personnel departments at higher levels.
In each sector, the Secretary and Director are accompanied by two or three ViceSecretaries and Vice-Directors. Thus, including the ‘vice’ posts, there are ten levels
of bureaucrats from high to low, all of which are deemed to fall within the category
of‘leaders’ by normal officials (see Figure 5).
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Figure 4 Post levels of all apparatuses (Yin 2010)
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Because Sandland area was formally pointed to be a tourist region of Mountain
province and waiting for further development planning, two key leadership posts in
the town were promoted from the level of ‘Town’ to ‘Vice-District’ officials in 2005.
Their direct subordinates, vice-secretaries, vice-directors and heads of each branch
department, all rose to ‘Director of Town’ level. Secretary Xia and Director Chao
were rotated into the posts in the Town Offices in August 2011, shortly before my
fieldwork began. Secretary Xia was rotated from a post at the same level as Director
of Environmental Protection Department in Flower district government, whilst
Director Chao was promoted from the City government where he had been a low
level clerk working as Assistant to the Vice-Mayor. Most of my colleagues believed
that this kind of rotation implied that both of them had prior connections with leaders
in higher levels and this was a popular topic of conversation at the time I arrived in
my town post.
Secretary Xia was 46 years old, and was in charge of the Committee of the CCP, for
which 1 was working. The Committee of the CCP is one of fourteen offices in the
town government. The others were the Administration Office (serving Town
Director Chao), the Supervisory Department (responsible for regulating official
corruption, the Economic Development and Investment Promotion Bureau, the
Finance Bureau, the Planning and Construction & Environmental Protection Bureau,
the Social Undertakings Bureau, the Agricultural Forest and Water Bureau, the
Military Department, the Village Financial Management Centre, the Law Bureau, the
Land Department, the Statistic Station and the Urban Administrators Departments.
During my attempts to find precise job descriptions, I was informed that the
Committee of the CCP is responsible for departments of the Association for Science
and Technology, the Women's Federation, the Federation of the Disabled, the Labour
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Union, the Old and Retired Cadres, the Social Stability unit, the Communist Youth
League, the United Front, the Religion unit, the Propaganda unit, the Development of
Socialist Culture and Ethics unit, and most importantly, the Organization and
Personnel unit. I was unable, however, to find any precise job descriptions for
different officials.
After couple of months working in the CCP Committee office, I became aware that
in general, Jiang took the duty of Association for Science and Technology and
Worker Union work, Li handled the affairs for the Old and Retired Cadres, Dong did
the work of the Religion unit and the United Front, both of which were oriented
towards issues of ethnicity. The Women's Federation was the concern of Vice
Department Director He whilst The Federation of the Disabled was handled by
Chun. The Communist Youth League was the task of Yang, and Social Stability the
duty of Dai. The most powerful section, the Organization, Personnel, Propaganda
and Development of Socialist Culture and Ethics unit was controlled by the leader of
the CCP Committee office — Director Pan and her assistant Pan.
It was Director Pan who orally allocated all of these tasks, and as an intern in the
office, it was also to her that I reported. 90% of the tasks in the office consisted of
writing reports to deadlines, and Director Pan had the discretion to allocate these
tasks as she saw fit. The use of this power, and the discourses regarding fairness in
the workplace that it provoked will be discussed below and in the following chapter.
An early research concern for me was to find precise job descriptions, but these were
notably absent. With the exception of a thin unofficial book in the market, ‘Basic
Social Management and Public Service Handbook’ (China Employment Centre
2010) generally full of official language and propaganda, the concept of ‘job
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description of official’ rarely presented itself as a component of social knowledge.
This lack may be explained by two practical factors: firstly, there was no universal
standard of official duties, which seemed to depend entirely upon the discretion of
superiors; and secondly, the power of officials has huge potential. Officials, like us,
were privileged to intervene in civil activities in the name of departments such as the
Association for Science and Technology, the Women's Federation, the Federation of
the Disabled and so on.
It should be noted that 1 am only talking here about the power of the Committee of
the CCP department: the three office rooms and 11 officials around me. The other
thirteen departments in the town offices were concerned with other aspects of society
and their primary roles were not merely to serve, but to manage through their own
initiatives. State apparatuses range extensively, deeply and ubiquitously. After 1949,
Soviet principles of totalitarian management were applied through the vertical
structures of the party, government and army and effectively controlled public
ideology and ran a total economy on Leninist principles, whilst party members
moved into leading roles in all sectors of society. Today, even if the ideals of state
collectivism have faded, the penetration of the state is still remarkable (Teiwes
2000).

To discuss the ways such political power monopolises social meanings, the concept
of ‘govemmentality’ (Foucault 2006), referring to systematized official activities in
terms of mentalities, rationalities and techniques through which subjects are
governed, was introduced in the last chapter, in which I related

Karl Wittfogel’s

(1957) conception of ‘oriental despotism’ to contemporary Chinese society.
Wittfogel saw the ‘Asian’ mode of society as being subject to a total political power
without effective constitutional or societal checks. Since, in Wittfogel’s conception,
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there was no independent centre of power separate from government, there were no
potential routes through which power could be scrutinised or challenged. Wittfogel
saw this mode of governance as a product of a long historical trend associated with
large-scale irrigation projects. He therefore termed it a ‘hydraulic’ regime.
Wittfogel’s conception of hydraulic regimes drew upon and developed Marx’s earlier
formulation of the ‘Asiatic mode of production’ which also characterised Asian
societies as single-centred and bureaucratic. The ruling class of such societies,
according to Wittfogel, exert power through a central bureaucracy which does not
permit the establishment of any competing structures. Wittfogel (1957:387) saw
Chinese socialism as another variety of despotic rule that privileged bureaucrats over
the rest of the population, observing that ‘as a member of a group that intended to
establish a total managerial and dictatorial state and was ready to use “despotic
measures” to achieve its socialist ends, Marx could scarcely help recognizing some
disturbing similarities between Oriental despotism and the state of his programme’.
Wittfogel went on to suggest that the civil war in China prior to 1949 could be seen
as a counter-revolution, in response to democratic revolution, leading to a return to
autocracy. In short, Wittfogel (1957:364) asserts that the Communist ruling class
operates through ‘a monopoly bureaucracy... [which] exerts not only total political
power, but total social and ideological control as well. It is a totalitarian monopoly
bureaucracy’.
In Chapter 3, I agreed that, at least on the public stage, contemporary China remains
constrained by a totalitarian bureaucracy, although thirty years of modernisation,
individualisation and the rise of material capital have significantly eroded its ability
to monopolise meaning. Material individualism, whilst not officially authenticated,
has constructed an offstage liberal lifestyle embedded in new socioeconomic
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structures. It is necessary to question, therefore, to what extent individualisation is
challenging the penetration of the totalitarian state into society, and to what extent
power relations in contemporary China still conform to Wittfogel’s model of an
‘Asiatic society’. 1 turn my attention, therefore, back to the bureaucratic system in
today’s town office, where the governmental relationship with the public seems to
have changed little over the past 60 years. Although the office advances strong
claims to be the representative and embodiment of the collective state, examination
of the actual stances of officials shows abundant evidence of material individualism,
practical individualization and ideological individuality.7'
Before examining the ethnographic evidence, let me reiterate the binary opposition,
set out in Introduction, between state collectivism and the individual. In state
collectivism, state goals are always seen as prior to individual goals. All within the
hierarchical system are required to work towards a common destiny which is
ultimately determined by a strong central power. In terms of the different modes of
collectivism identified by Triandis (2001), my field site is part of a vertical
hierarchy, rather than a horizontal/ egalitarian collectivism which equally embeds the
power of individuals. Pragmatically, state claims made through vertical collectivism
aim to ensure that ‘people focus on complying with authorities and on enhancing the
cohesion and status of their in-groups, even when that entails sacrificing their own
personal goals’ (Shavitt et al 2010:3-4). Collectivism and individualism, then, are
fundamentally opposed.
Regardless of the propagandist rationales of official statements, however, the
ethnographic evidence presented below will show that actual modes of behaviour
amongst officials display an extensive individualisation. Even though many western
75

See Chapter 1.
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scholars such as Hofstede (1980) have concluded that Chinese society shows a high
pattern of collectivism, the collective values and pursuit of the common good which
are the basis for governmental legitimacy are ephemeral and elusive in practice.
Shavitt et al (2010:3-4) observe that people ‘tend to be concerned with improving
their individual status and standing out - distinguishing themselves from others via
competition, achievement, and power’. Hence, the key argument of this chapter is
that, bureaucratic behaviour pattern in the town offices operates the authorised
verticality in onstage interactions, but that rather than doing so in pursuit of the
collective good, it is individual advancement that is the priority of officials.
Although the regime seems despotic, officials are not enforcing the will of the higher
power so much as using the power delegated to them to pursue their own individual
projects. Wong (2001) found similar dynamics at work in his study of Chinese
workplace management, which led him to emphasise the role of the individual rather
than the stereotype of collectivism.
Bureaucratic system

In both English and Chinese dictionaries, bureaucracy is defined as a system of
administration grounded on organisation into bureaus, division of labour, hierarchy
and authority. It consists of a group of officials tasked to implement the rules, laws,
ideas, and functions of the organisation. In China governmental officials are such a
strong and large community with more than 30,000,000 clerks in all and 7,000,000 to
8,000,000 formal civil servants exercising state power that it has become a central
subculture, which, to some extent, influences the political and cultural norms of the
whole nation.
The literal meaning of bureaucracy is unstable. Perspectives range from negative
denouncements of the inhumanity of the ‘iron cage’ (Weber 1991) to neutral and
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passive academic explanations. Primarily used to describe a sort of administration in
which political action is hampered by unnecessary official procedures, cumbersome
regulations and red tape, the term ‘bureaucracy’ in daily conversations is often a
critique of organisations. Frequently, such critiques emanated from those at the peak
of political power, who blamed bureaucrats for policy failures. Stalin, for example,
criticised officials who may ‘delay action, to make himself important, or to idle on
the job,’ be ‘incorrigible’ or a ‘chair warmer’ (Wittfogel 1957: 306). Secondly, in
academic terrain, Weber (1991) supplied a new image of bureaucracy, which by its
nature was measured to be an imperative mode of action with a technical division of
labour, an authoritative system of decision-making, and predictable processes to
resolve complex social and technological problem in personal and collective lives. In
Weber’s perspective, bureaucracy is a dehumanising scheme that presents an
authority relations based on rational legal principles; its central feature being the
unification of systems of power and control. Although Weber took little account of
interactions of private groupings and the effect of bureaucratic power struggles, he
conceived clearly that bureaucracies were an advanced structure characterised by
'technical' superiority, which would be effective enough to conduct decision-making,
control resources, protect workers and accomplish organizational goals. U (2007)
employed this notion to dissect Chinese workplace organisation in a Shanghai
secondary school during the Cultural Revolution. He concluded that Weber's
description of bureaucracy included standards such as a single hierarchy of offices, a
stress on technical capability, official behaviour administered by mles and written
records. These dimensions separated bureaucracy from the Leninist organisation that
U encountered, which favoured party-political authority, state appointment, tight
surveillance, and only limited consideration of technical capability. U (2007) labelled
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the educational apparatus in the early years of the People’s Republic of China as a
‘counter-bureaucracy’: a standpoint which resonates with my own findings and
which I will draw upon and broaden in my work. Here, then, I present three
ethnographic vignettes from my fieldwork in Sandland town government from 20112012, which shed light upon the actual behaviour patterns of bureaucrats in
contemporary China.
Task I: Annual Professional Qualification Examination for Civil Servants
At 0930 on Friday, 4 November 2011, I represented three leaders of my department:
Director Pan of the CCP Committee, Town Secretary Xia, and my colleague Dai, at
their annual professional qualification exam: the ‘2011 National Popularizing-Law
Education Examination’ held in the conference room of the Flower District
Government. The clerks were all required to complete the exam papers which were

then filed in the Town Office. The leaders, however, were supposed to go to an
examination room in the District Government to complete their examinations.
Director Pan assured me that there was no need for me to take my own exam
seriously and instead instructed me to represent the leaders in the examination room.
The previous evening, I was given three papers for each of the three leaders. Director
Pan implied that the more I wrote, the happier the leaders would be with me.
Afterwards, five hours of writing that evening, I understood why my colleagues were
keen to establish a good relationship with Director Pan in order to avoid such tasks.
The next morning at the exam room, I put the three leaders’ names on the respective
exam papers and handed them all in. There were approximately 500 subordinates
like me in the conference rooms taking the exam for their superiors and leaders. At
the same time, an unspoken understanding amongst leaders, subordinates, and
district government was clear — these papers would not be marked or even looked at
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by anyone after the exam; however, an acceptable score will be awarded to every
leader. The logic was ‘we have completed the task’ rather than ‘we have met the
standard required’. Only the most superficial appearance of participation was
required. Similar missions were assigned several times during my working term.
Clerks became accustomed to handling such tasks in this formalist way.
The content of the exam, on another hand, was surprisingly practical. Based on a
book called, ‘National Law Education’76, it contained five basic laws of clear
relevance to our work, such as. Insurance Law and Village Law. I found that this
knowledge could provide useful understandings of the laws and social regulations,
which might help to protect us in our roles within society. The clerks around me did
not regard it as serious knowledge, however, simply as a task set by superiors. This
education process was treated with the same indifferent attitude as any other socialist
political cliche from higher bureaucratic levels. ‘Just another unpleasant job arranged
for me’, my deskmate in the exam commented. ‘She/He (the superior) is annoying.’
The fact that the educative materials contained genuinely useful information, rather
than just political ideology, suggests that the Propaganda and Education department
has made a real attempt to improve the training of civil servants. Any potentially
positive effects, however, appear to have been counteracted by the way the
examination was administered. The fact that junior officials are coerced into taking
the examinations on behalf of their superiors discourages them from taking the
information provided seriously. Furthermore, when junior officials are able to
establish private relationships with leaders which allow them to avoid the more
burdensome exactions of management, political ideology becomes increasingly
irrelevant to them. Echoing the findings of the previous chapter regarding the
rf \ 2011, Law Publication and Urban Management Depending on Law Office
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distancing of onstage from offstage discourse, we can see from the widespread
neglect of political education, and the cynical attitudes displayed towards it both by
leaders, who require their subordinates to complete their exams, and the subordinates
forced to undertake this work, that the psychological motivations driving officials
appear to be the precise opposite of what the state ideology proclaims they should be.
Task 2: Supervision from Higher Levels of Government
The distance between the actual motivations and practices of officials and the official
ideology of collective good is even more apparent in the most significant supervision
of the town administration: the annual inspection.
Field Report: November 2011
During the month of November, the officials were all busy as the deadlines for end
of year reports and inspections approached. The town offices were located between
village offices and district government in the administrative hierarchy, thus village
offices had to submit their reports to the town offices, who would file their reports
for district government. On Friday, 11th November, Director Pan distributed a large
workload to every colleague in my department and every Graduate Village Official
in each administrative village. Their tasks were to collate the entire year’s reports.
Since my colleague Li had formed a close relationship with Director Pan, she was
excused this tedious duty, and instead, the task of collating reports from the Old and
Retired Cadres, for which she was usually responsible, was given to me. If any
reports were missing, incomplete, or there were simply not enough to fill a box, 1
was required to fabricate them.
In the following weeks, the data I handled filled twenty nine boxes, most of which
were conference records, (mainly featuring speeches by leaders), notices from higher
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government, procedures and notes of meetings and reports submitted by meeting
attendees. All of those documents had to be completed in the theoretical terminology
of politics. Dong told me ‘there are more document boxes this year than last year,
and last year’s documents filled a room 20 metres square’. ‘Most of those documents
are useless’, Jiang observed. ‘Nobody will see them. A few of them will join
thousands of others stored in the Official Documents Bureau as official data.
Although, the government is supposed to be moving towards digital filing, we still
waste a lot of paper’, Jiang added. ‘The leaders, especially elder superiors who were
not good with computers, wanted to see the concrete existence of paper to prove the
work had been done: work which was considered to be their personal achievement.’
Field Report: December 2011
This week, from December 5, 2011 to December 9, all my colleagues were busy in
their respective sections, preparing for the annual inspection by Flower District
Government on the following Monday. On the Monday morning, director Pan
announced the basic requirement that ‘all documents need to be scheduled,
numbered, inputted into the computer system, printed out, then put into the document
boxes series by series with each box clearly labelled’.
Director Pan had explained to us that:
‘in the early half year we had nothing to do and few reports. I mentioned to
Bao (a powerful official in Flower District Government) that we did not have
many reports, and that even those we had were probably fake. Bao had
replied, “Nevertheless, we need those parts of the work.” Thus, we have no
choice but just to manufacture something to satisfy the inspection next
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Monday. Flower District Government needs them in order to satisfy the
checks from the government level above them. So just make some up, guys.’
In this discourse. Director Pan was firstly trying to imply that she had no choice but
to force everyone to work harder for the inspection. Secondly, she was making it
clear that it did not matter whether the content of the documents was genuine: what
mattered was that the documents were materially present in report boxes.
Everyone in the CCP Committee was focused on the deadline. Some officials did not
even go home during the week due to the workload. Shortly before the deadline, the
inspectors phoned and changed the time of their inspection to 2pm on the
Wednesday. The time was then altered again to 4pm.
On Wednesday morning, colleagues discovered that as a result of the rotation of
posts, some leaders’ occupations were wrongly titled in 1500 documents. My
colleagues advised that ‘we just pretend that we did not find this mistake.’ Director
Pan, however, decided to reprint all of them, saying ‘the mistake is the occupations
of the leaders. It would affect our work’. Depression and frustration filled the office
as colleagues declared that they ‘very wanted to die’ — not only as a result of the new
workload, but because we now had to compete for the printing machine with other
departments in the Town Office. Finally, we decided to turn to outside help. Chun
took a flash—drive and drove fast to a printing shop in the city. The problem was
solved before 2pm after spending some money. Whilst the content of the documents
was not required to be accurate, the names of the leaders were.
The inspectors finally arrived at the town offices at 5.30pm, an hour and a half after
they were scheduled to be there. No reason was given for this delay and as a
subordinated department, nobody in the Town Offices asked. The inspectors spent
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about forty minutes in the conference room delivering a speech in official language
about encouraging clerks to work harder. Then, my colleagues brought their report
boxes into the conference room and piled them up, series by series. I counted 251
boxes. A few of the younger inspectors gave them an offhand check, sometimes not
even opening the boxes, and gave each pile a score.
The inspectors left about 7pm to have supper, hosted by the Town Office leaders.
Then, each inspector, now cast in the role of a guest, received a gift from the Town
Office. I asked Dong what the gifts were. T do not know either, but (I guess) those
must be some local agricultural products’ she replied. I expressed my curiosity about
whether the gifts were always necessary. She replied, "yes, it’s a subtle principle
every time in communication.’ She implied that the gift in the relationship between
the higher and lower levels of government were, in fact, an important element of
meetings such as inspection, because ‘if there was not any gift, the higher leaders
would feel that the officials of the town office would not have capability’. The
capability Dong was referring to was the ability to form vertical connections from
lower to higher inside the system. The gifts were the means by which superiors
judged personal ability to show respect in a ritualistic communication. Dong went on
to explain that ‘all the other offices in other areas have these kind of habits’. She
observed that because the gift prestation was between different groups within
government, this was not corruption.
There are obvious reasons why Dong’s last statement may appear problematic to
someone outside the system, but despite the fact that she knew I was a researcher, I
believe it was an honest assessment. From her perspective, the town officials saw gift
giving as a way of constructing a good impression of the town office, but it was not
done with the expectation of being awarded a better score. There were two reasons
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for giving gifts: firstly, other offices did so, and failure to match them could be seen
as a sign of inadequacy, and secondly both town leaders and their junior officials as a
group share the social capital that results from making a good impression. Because
this behaviour is seen as benefiting the whole department, not just the leaders, it is
not seen as corruption.77
If we consider the bureaucratic procedures of governmental supervision themselves,
it is clear that they are not, in practice, the rigorous examinations of efficiency they
claim to be. Although the annual inspection was the most significant of the year, the
inspectors spent no more than two hours checking two hundred and fifty one boxes
of documents, and did not consider the content of any of the reports in detail.
Furthermore, the leaders in Flower district, the director of the department and my
colleagues all openly or tacitly assented to the idea that the authenticity of the
documents was of little importance. It is procedure and quantity that are vital. It is
significant that the only concern which was stressed during the supervision process
was accuracy in regard to the names and posts of the leaders. We can understand the
significance of those official titles in the ritual of politics (Kertzer 1988). But the
unique stress on leaders’ roles reveals the internal motivations and criteria of the
administration process. Rather than a sense of duty or obligations towards the state,
leaders are focused upon their own aggrandizement, and whilst leaders may appear
to be the embodiment of the state, in fact it is not the bureaucratic structure or the
state itself which regulates and disciplines, but leaders as individuals and as an elite
group. The ethnographic cases described above suggest that Weber’s conception of
bureaucracy as a rational and efficient system administering the unified logic of the
state is not applicable in China. The bureaucratic system does not serve ‘the state’, as

See Chapter 5 'Guanxi' for further discussion of gift-giving.
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an abstract political entity, rationally or efficiently. Rather, the rationality and
efficiency of its operations can only be understood as directed towards enhancing the
career prospects of its members, and in particular, its leaders.
To interrogate the concept of ‘efficiency’ in Chinese officialdom further, some
additional ethnographic detail will be useful. I found that my colleagues lacked
awareness of precise job distributions. This frequently led to work being either
duplicated, or not produced at all. In part, this was a result of ‘empire building’ by
individual leaders, and its inevitablity was largely accepted by subordinates. The
ability to define jobs as they pleased considerably reinforced the power of leadership,
facilitating the individual politics of dominance. Some clerks saw no need for a
formal job description. ‘Our job is not so complicated or important that it is
necessary to write down what we should do’, one commented. ‘Your leader can tell
you.’ When Director Pan wished to engage a new informal clerk, her requirement
was communicated simply and orally: ‘choose someone with a driving licence.’
Graduate Village Officials in different villages were also unable to provide me with
documents specifying their precise duties. In semi—structured interviews, I asked:
‘what were your ideas about the position of Graduate Village Official before you
came here?

Their replies were vague, whilst when questioned regarding their

current work at the moment, most replied, ‘writing reports or documents as
instructed by superiors’.
Reports as Instruments of Power
Indeed, after a year’s work experience, if I was responsible for producing a
generalised job description for village officials, one word would suffice: reports. A
precise description of the unwritten rules of our vocation would be ‘serving leaders’.
It is hard to conclude to what extent the Chinese bureaucratic system is efficient.
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because it is the leader’s will which determines what must be done in most
situations. Although Ferguson (1994) claims that these reports are authorless
strategies whereby power is exercised, the power that is exercised through them is
usually not the power of ‘the state’ but the power of bureaucratic leaders.
Considering reports in more detail, there were three conditions when officials were
required to write a report. The first, reporting work handed down from higher level
of government, was the least frequent. In such cases, lower offices were required to
provide reports to prove that tasks had been done. In the CCP Committee office.
Director Pan would distribute the workload to Graduate Village Official and junior
officials, who lacked sufficient status to use a desk PC in the office, worked at shared
desks and were responsible for most of the document handling. In such cases, if we
had insufficient or deficient documentation, we would sometimes just make it up.
One of the largest such reports I was involved with was The Report of October 2011,
concerned with labour union data, on which I was tasked to help my colleague Jiang.
Report October 2011
Jiang and 1 were tasked to phone local companies to collect information on their
labour union, including name, size, type of company, number of workers, contact
method and address. We then collated this information and entered it in digital form
to the district Government. There were about 40 labour unions in Sandland and at
least one member of the leadership of each was a CCP member. I noticed that some
union leaders were company owners, who were recruited into the party only after the
new political orientation theory of the Three Representations was introduced by
President Jiang. We started by listing the names of real companies, but since many
did not respond to the phone call, in many cases we resorted to making up the sizes
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of the unions, work content of the unions and even the names and ages of union
leaders.
A similar procedure took place in 2012 in relation to economic development:
Report January 2012
Along with other officials, I was tasked to print 150 questionnaires regarding
villagers’ ideas concerning the local economic programme. We made the answers up
in the committee office with the guidance of Director Pan, and I have little doubt that
the conclusions were fabricated too. Generally speaking, the response to work
assigned by higher levels of government was just to go through the motions, unless
the local leader was involved and paid particular attention.
The second condition in which reports were required was when actual work was
being carried out under the auspices of the Town Office. These reports were usually
assigned by town leaders orally, in meetings, and in such cases, they expected
genuine information to be gathered. The most important governmental task during
my fieldwork was to develop the local economic programme. Offices were supposed
to play a central role in planning allocation of local land and other resources. I was
recruited into the team in November. All team members worked exclusively under
the instruction of the team-leader. Town Director Chao. This was a period of
intensive activity with frequent meetings and a large writing workload. Reports such
as ‘Forest, Field and Housing area Division Plan’, ‘Official Procedure of Registering
Land Property Report’ and similar documents had to be produced.

Because we

lacked specialist professional knowledge, our reports had to be rewritten several
times under pressure from the Team Leader. When Chao was still not satisfied with
78

See Chapter 7 for an account of the development programme and more details on these reports.
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them; a specialist company was invited to take on this work. Released from this
responsibility, the team was left idle. There was no daily routine and no work to do.
Some male colleagues played cards in the office until finally we were returned to our
previous offices and respective department leaders. Without official job descriptions,
our responsibilities, or lack of them, were entirely at the whim of our leaders.
The third condition for writing reports was the most frequent. The content of these
authorless reports focuses on daily activities. However, rather than meeting the needs
of the people, the focus of this report writing was to record the achievements of the
leader. This is significantly different from the situation in India (Gupta 1995), where
officials had to maintain a travel log concerning their tasks and their interactions
with citizens under strict supervision. Reports from my workplace were never
actually read, were full of official jargon and were checked only in terms of quantity.
Only when leaders were involved in interactions with citizens did the event became
worth recording. Leaders were the only named characters in such reports. The report
on the Dong Village blockade is an example in which named leaders are credited
with solving a problem:
‘Around 6 pm in 28th July 2011, villagers from the northern village group of
Dong blocked Main Street to stop the buses passing. They took no aggressive
action, and even brought water and lunch to the bus-drivers, but they called
for government help in solving the problems of mass transportation. After the
intervention of official leaders and community clerks, they agreed to let buses
pass. At the same time, they insisted and the officials promised that the
government would give a reply which would satisfy them within three
days.......
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CCP Vice-Secretary Li contacted the bus company leader the same day, and
arranged a meeting to negotiate including Town Office, community, and bus
company, designated Pan, director of the Party Committee, to handle this
task, and indicated that the mass work (qunzhong gongzuo) and public
request (gonggong suqiu) have to be addressed in the best way possible....
In the morning of 29lh July, the appointment was held in the meeting room of
the Town Offices, Director Pan, the leader of Dong Office, the Northern
Village Group head, the people’s representatives and the manager of the bus
company sat together to negotiate... ’
This official report, authorless, full of official expressions, is specified here because
it was produced to record how leaders took action to rectify villagers' grievances.
In similar cases of direct action by villagers, no record was made of events because

leaders were not involved. Regardless of whether events concerned petitions over
domestic violence, struggles between villagers and village leaders, or land
compensation, if leaders avoided involvement, events were not recorded.74 When we
consider the characteristics of Chinese bureaucracy in the light of this evidence, the
structural authority of the state seems to float on the power stream emanating from
individual leaders. When the organisation and operations of the state are concerned
merely with the appearance of performance, rather than its reality, it has drifted far
from Weber’s conception of a rational and efficient bureaucracy. In fact, people
around me were little concerned that political actions would be hampered by a
cumbersome bureaucracy constrained by official procedures, or subject to a
rationalised, efficiency-oriented modernity. Rather, their concern was to be seen to

79 See chapter 7 Petitions, this thesis
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serve their leaders, the lack of official job descriptions seeming to privilege
individual agency over bureaucratic discipline amongst both

leaders and

subordinates. In short then, Chinese bureaucracy inside the collective state may not
be characterised, in practice, by the principles of collectivism, but by a form of
hierarchical or vertical individualism (which may differ somewhat from western
individualism). In the following section, I will examine this hierarchical
individualism through a consideration of the power of leadership, dyadic relations in
the workplace, and competition between leaders, thus sketching out the ways in
which leaders are conceived by their subordinates.
Dyadic Relationships, Workplace Competition and Power
Three significant conceptions will be explored in this part of the work. They are the
leadership in town offices, workplace competition and dyadic relationships. I will
show how these three elements overlap to construct the power regime and delineate
the unwritten rules of being an official. I will start by examining the notion of power.
Power in the anthropological landscape, is empirically grounded in the practices of
human agency that develop, acquire, and use it in discourse, whether those are
discourses of sovereignty, knowledge, or nationalism. The abstract concept of
‘power’ can be analysed both from the outside - the ability to administer public
resources/0 and from the inside, as the ability to enforce one’s own will on others’
behaviour (Weber 1964)/' Inside the bureaucratic system, power is performed by
individuals from top to bottom in line with Weber’s definition. Logically, the
superior has the right to order subordinated officials to enforce his/her will in the
name of the state. It is the state that assigns privilege to certain individuals as a

See Chapters 6 & 7.
See also Chapter 5.
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function of the posts they occupy. Human beings, however, are not machines but
creatures of emotional motivation, psychological needs and significantly, indigenous
cultural disciplines. To govern, from Foucault’s (1994) standpoint, is to construct the
possible arena of action of others. Thus, during my fieldwork in the Chinese
workplace, power was extended beyond the strict limits of official duty, in ways
which were connected tightly with unwritten rules, such as those of age, gender and
Guanxi. Within these contexts, the great part of politics of human beings, ‘in which
individual’s goals are usually identified as public and are prosecuted in the service of
political constituencies and the public goal’ (Kurtz 2001: 10), will be surveyed
through observable individuals.
The first step of my analysis is to examine the legitimacy of leadership. Leadership is
not automatically enforced through the official power structure, especially when
there are two or more power holders of the similar rank within the political
community. In Sandland town, new Secretary and Director competed for power.
These two leaders strategised to accrue power and status in ways which illuminate
the dynamics that tend to operate throughout the bureaucratic system. A description
of the power dynamics within my workplace will be my point of departure for a
broader analysis of‘faction-fighting’ (Bailey 2001) within the Chinese bureaucracy.
There were two senior leaders in Sandland town — Secretary Xia and Director Chao,
both of whom were appointed to their posts shortly before I started work there. By
the time I left, one year later, Secretary Xia had established himself in a dominant
position and limited the power of Director Chao. The most visible sign of this
allocation of power was that more junior leaders — the heads of different
departments, usually reported to the Secretary’s office rather than to the Director’s.
At the same time, two junior officials patronised by Secretary Xia were promoted.
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As my colleagues described it, these two officials became ‘fellows of the Secretary’.
There were several reasons that power shifted toward the Secretary rather than the
Director. The first factor was age. At 46, Secretary Xia was seen as mature leader,
whilst Director Chao, who was only 27, found it harder to establish his authority over
department leaders, many of whom were over 35, and thus saw themselves as his
seniors. The cultural meanings associated with age in China worked to the Director’s
disadvantage.
The second factor was the fact that Secretary Xia was able to take advantage of the
slow progress of a development project initiated by Director Chao to take control of
the programme. Leadership posts in Sandland were in demand because the economic
development programme in the region offered leaders the opportunity to distinguish
themselves and gain further promotion. As a result, only those with connections to
leaders at higher levels of government could secure such posts.
Initially, Director Chao, who had been rotated from Lake City government to
Sandland, had been able to use his connections at city government level to take
control of the development programme, excluding Secretary Xia, who had been
moved from a less prestigious district government department. The Director had
distributed the work across three departments within the Town Offices: the Planning,
Construction & Environmental Protection Bureau, the Land Department and the
Economic Development and Investment Promotion Bureau. The programme had not
run smoothly, however, so Chao organised a special team (including myself) to take
over the programme under his surveillance. In 2011, there were meetings for team
members every week but these meetings ceased after the 2012 Spring Festival.
Leaders at higher levels seemed to lose interest in the project and demanded fewer
progress reports. In January, Director Bao of the Planning, Construction &
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Environmental Protection Bureau, who had been given considerable responsibility
for the project, but was unhappy about working under such a young director, secured
a new position at the same level in district government. The loss of this official was
seen as a symptom of power ebbing away from Director Chao, and appeared to
undermine his confidence.
During the same period, Secretary Xia built good relationships with the other
subordinated directors, including the Director of Agricultural, Forest and Water
Bureau, who had thirty years of work experience in Sandland and had built deep
connections with local villagers and officials in both village and town. The Director
of the Agricultural, Forest and Water Bureau helped Secretary Xia gain access to the
circles of power in Sandland. On one occasion, l accompanied them to check fire
protection of the forest. The Director of the Agricultural, Forest and Water Bureau
drove himself, rather than using the town secretary’s driver and introduced Secretary
Xia to local people in glowing terms. When our car arrived a local theme park, for
example, where many forest protection workers, park employees and the park owner
were gathered, the Director of the Agricultural Forest and Water Bureau announced
in official language: ‘this is the Town Secretary, the biggest leader of our area, come
to check the work himself. He has worked as hard as your guys to protect the forest,
thus, we should have confidence to do the work better.’ Thus, Secretary Xia became
increasingly recognised as a significant power-holder by officials and local residents.
After the Spring Festival in January, the Director of the Agricultural, Forest and
Water Bureau was promoted to Vice-Director of Town Offices, fragmenting the
power of Town Director Chao and contributing to Town Secretary Xia’s
establishment at the centre of the power circle.
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The third factor in Secretary Xia’s acquisition of greater power was his connections
in his former workplace: the district government which was directly superior to
Sandland Town. Much of the government apparatus in the town was under the
control of district government, and town leaders were subordinate to district leaders.
Secretary Xia’s close relationship with the district government enabled him to access
various resources or powers for town officials collectively or individually. By
contrast, Director Chao’s offstage support came from the Lake City Government,
which was rarely involved in our daily official practises.
The competition for the leading position in the Local Economic Development
Programme was a significant moment in the power struggle between Secretary and
Director. After district economic meetings in early 2012, Town Secretary Xia was
assigned to be Team Leader of Local Economic Development, and Director Chao
lost the opportunity to earn credit for local development alone. The power shift was
visible in interactions amongst leaders in annual meetings: most important district
leaders were familiar with Secretary Xia and engaged in intimate conversations with
him rather than with the Director. In the eyes of my colleagues, these conversations
implied that when we made requests to higher government, officially or personally,
being a member of Secretary Xia’s faction was more likely to result in positive
results than being aligned with Director Chao. The prestige and power that accrued
to Secretary Xia was not just the result of his individual performance in competition
with Director Chao. Competition also occurred between the political factions
connected to each individual, which ultimately resulted in one being allocated greater
power and resources than another.
Methodologically, most of the power dynamics set out above were not explicitly
observable in material or documentary form, and it is likely that there were other
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hidden struggles in which I did not participate. My understanding of these dynamics
derives from the social knowledge encoded in the behaviours and perspectives of my
colleagues and myself. When we discussed the rotation away from the Town Office
of the Director Bao, Dong commented ‘The Town Director is too young.’ implying
that Chao lacked the experience and sophistication to manage complex relationships.
Jiang replied that ‘Director Chao was skilled with excellent (official) language,
which can earn him points in conferences or reports but not in personal relationships
in official contexts’. Whilst the mastery of official language is a necessary skill in
officialdom, its superficiality renders it less functional in personal interactions where
real depth is required. It was the capability to construct ‘personal relationships in
official contexts’ as Jiang put it, which we all agreed was essential to advancement
within the bureaucracy.
In understanding the power struggle between Secretary Xia and Director Chao, we
need to consider how social structures deriving from long traditions within Chinese
society impact individual politics within the modem state. The departure of Director
Bao was a serious blow to Chao. This situation in which an older man was under the
authority of a younger, conflicted with long established cultural norms within the
bureaucracy and Chinese society more widely, making it difficult for Director Chao
to construct a credible image as a leader who could enforce his will, and this failure
of enforcement was apparent in the halting progress of the Local Economic
Development Project. It is apparent here that the functioning of the institutional
structures of the state are entirely dependent upon the personal characteristics and
practices of individual leaders. Not only age, but other power structures, such as
those of gender, education, family and, most commonly, social relationships
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interweave in struggles between groups and individuals within the bureaucratic
setting.
Although authority was continually built and implemented in political activities, the
behaviours of each individual were the product of a series of choices constrained by
a range of social structures. It is the individual, rather than the framework of
hierarchical posts, that is the driving force in creating official culture within the
bureaucracy.
To make sense of power competition between leaders, we have to ponder the crucial
construction of dyadic relations in activities. The Secretary’s promotion of two
officials in spring was part of a process of creating supporters. The fact that one of
them was promoted to be the new Vice-Director, thus encroaching upon the
Director’s power even within his personal domain of the Administration Office, was
deemed, by others in the offices, an excellent leadership strategy and a sign of
Secretary Xia’s success. Meanwhile, these two new supporters were recognised as
having strong local influences enabling them to build more ‘corporate political
followings’ (Barth 1965:4) in order to strengthen their circuits of power.
Manipulation of these two dyadic relations by the Secretary led to his increased
dominance and legitimacy. An unspoken exchange occurs in that promotion for the
junior officials is repaid by support of the Secretary’s faction. We can sense a subtle
commitment between Secretary Xia and his two supporters, understood in offstage
official slang as Guanxi. Although Bailey (2001:56) pointed out that an official
power structure should be ‘unspecialized, transactional, moral and bureaucratic’,
my observations demonstrated

that, in practice, power tends to conform to Barth’s

perspective: official allegiance was not understood as something given to groups, but
contained an implicit exchange between the superior and the subordinate. This may
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involve concrete rewards such as promotion, or just influence on the ways that
leaders make decisions or settle disputes. Compared to the Maoist period in which a
strong faith in communism and the state crystalized into group commitments, current
structures reveal a system of authority and alliances organised around exchanges
orchestrated by individual leaders.
Every official workplace was oversupplied with striving officials, eager to join in
such exchange. Leaders had the privilege of being able to choose those he considered
most trustworthy and capable of establishing further useful alliances. Furthermore,
the more a leader is able to consolidate his position, the less willing he will be to act
in terms of an impersonal Weber style bureaucracy, rather, giving personal
preference to those subordinates with whom he has established commitments.
Leaders have the power to ensure that their chosen followers benefit from their
decisions, and there is no effective surveillance of their daily practices. Leaders in
my workplace acted freely in a number of ways, preferentially allocating tasks, as
Director Pan did in the CCP Committee office, assisting someone to climb to a
higher position, as Secretary Xia secured promotion for his supporter, helping allies
in power struggles, as the Director of Agriculture, Forests and Ecological Protection
did for Secretary Hu, or distributing power or resources unequally. Most importantly,
leaders can determine whether subordinates work in a secure official atmosphere, for
as representatives of the ethical state, leaders have right to condemn and sentence
without constraint. Consequently, to survive and prosper within the bureaucratic
environment, officials have to commit themselves to a centralized apparatus around a
leader.
Such extensive power of leaders is understood by every subordinate official: leaders
have free choices to exercise power and good relationships with leaders can raise
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officials to positions of distinction. It leads to at least two results: firstly, rather than
proficiency, talent, effort, wealth or even bureaucratic principles and state power,
interactions with superiors are seen as the essential route to advancement.
Individual politics within officialdom is largely driven by the intent of entering into
trustworthy implicit contracts with key superiors. The dynamics of the power
structure are oriented towards satisfying leaders, rather than satisfying duties. The
official community magnifies individual ambition for aggrandisement by offering
those who rise within the hierarchy individualised power to discipline those below
them.
Secondly, a leader’s attitude towards the work of the office, and the mass of the
people, influenced subordinated officials’ attitudes. If the leader actively committed
himself to some achievement, such as the Local Economic Development Programme,
to enhance his reputation, lower officials would work hard to satisfy his
requirements. On the other hand, if the leader was more concerned with personal
services or enjoyment of material capital, the work would, to a large extent, be
disregarded and corruption was likely to emerge. I heard from my colleagues that the
former Town Secretary liked to play cards, and that some male officials with
promotion ambitions played cards with him day and night, sometimes, even in the
offices. During this process, lower officials strategically lost money to him, and then
earned benefits from his administration. In short, the leader has power to determine
the culture and working practices of the organisation.
There were times when I personally felt the constraints of the hierarchical power
system, that I saw the modes of behaviour around me as little different to a slave
culture, bringing to mind Wittfogel’s (1957) claims of despotic continuity in China.
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Wittfogel (1957) defines a despotic style bureaucracy as one in which political
offices functions as an organised and centralised entity representing a state-defined
collectivity. Consistent with authoritarian leaders, the behaviour pattern of junior
officials around me evinced a ‘total and ingenious servility.’ (Wittfogel 1957:364).
My observations differ from Wittfogel’s claims of the persistence of despotism
within Chinese socialism, however, in that the idiosyncrasies of the bureaucratic
mode seemed to determine the exercise of autocratic power as much as the reverse.
Detailed ethnographic examination of dyadic exchange indicates that a monopolistic
power structure is hard to perceive within the bureaucratic system, whilst despotic
efficiency is also little in evidence. Rather than a strong unitary authority, power in
the contemporary bureaucracy is contested between competing political cliques.
Varied factors match each other in competition for resources and power. Tensions
similar to those between Town Secretary and Director may be found at all levels of
government and may extend into civil life.

I see such individualised struggles for

power in contemporary China as manifestations of the individual politics of
dominance.
I understand the field of officialdom in China, therefore, less in terms of centralised
despotic power, than it terms of individualised characteristics and corresponding
beneficial factors. Sequences of individual choices outside the scope of the official
bureaucratic structures ultimately lead to the emergence of a new form of power
construction based on exchange commitments. Every leader is networked with her
inter-beneficial superiors and subordinates. To a large extent, political behaviours are
channelled by these cliques to direct resources and make collective decisions.
Although people show respect for the official collective norms in order to justify
82

See discussion of Quanzi in Chapters 5 & 7.
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their participation in the ethical state to the public, competition or even conflict
between individuals and factions is the offstage reality behind the bureaucratic
theatre. Pragmatically, official elites aligned themselves in power circles to access
power and resources. Their choices, to the largest degree, are derived from individual
interests. So that in the administrative setting justified by the ideology of state
collectivism, a superior’s orders may be ignored if he does not belong to the same
faction — the new Vice-Director of the Town Office, for example, would take
Secretary Xia’s orders as primary even though his post entailed assistance to Director
Chao, because his allegiance was to Xia’s, rather than Chao’s clique. By a similar
logic, a subordinate with tight connections to higher leaders will tend to rise up the
hierarchy, even if they provide no direct service to their superior. Whilst Chao, as a
young Town Director, was supposed to take cultural advice from Secretary Xia, his
connections in City Government gave him the confidence to compete directly for
power with the Secretary, although, ultimately, he lost.
The distribution of power to two equal ranking leaders is common in most key
departments. This could be seen as a ‘divide and rule’ strategy, inciting local
competition to secure central power. Wittfogel (1957:345), asserts that ‘the despot
establishes horizontal checks by giving equal authority to two or more officials... he
is able to counter the striving of his ranking officials for more influence...for more
freedom...for more wealth ...and for more group advantage...’ Charismatic
authority, as a result, only tends to emerge within small official communities without
the differentiation of secretary and director. The capable leader may build two
competitive lines as a leadership strategy to control the whole department,
encouraging further competition.
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Besides political competition between rival leaders within one department, I suggest
that cliques more frequently occur in higher rotation zones of the bureaucratic
system, such as the provincial and central levels. Because my ethnographic field only
penetrated to town level, the analysis in regard to higher sections has necessarily to
be general.
I understand officials to be separated into two kinds of post, career civil servants and
politician civil servants. Politician civil servants differ from career civil servants in
that they are work in leading posts, elected or officially appointed by higher level
People’s Congresses in higher level or their standing committees. Competition for
these significant posts is between large numbers of people from different political
cliques. Drawing a high-ranking leader who can vote in Congress into a clique is an
important strategy for securing such posts, and the competition for significant posts,
such as city mayors, may be fought out between several different alignments off the
stage. Generally, the longer a politician has been able to access power and influence,
the stronger their support group both in the higher and lower levels of the hierarchy.
In Mountain province, there was a famous political clique called D band. D is the
name of a prefecture from which some key leaders in provincial government were
promoted. These leaders helped each other against rivals and only promoted officials
from D prefecture. Officials from the D band who were rotated to Mountain
Provincial Government distanced themselves from other colleagues and only
followed those leaders who promoted them. Cliques such as the D band may remain
ascendant until new provincial and central leaders assume office. At the level of
Central Government, there are a small number of political bands which are
frequently the subject of gossip amongst Chinese citizens. The Princelings, for
I will provide more detailed evidence to support this argument when I discuss the Bo Xilai case in
Chapter 8.
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example, are rumoured to be the faction of President Xi. After Xi took power in
2013, the National Congress filled up with Princeling representatives, including the
granddaughter of Chairman Mao. Another well-known faction is the Communist
Youth League band associated with former President Hu, who was the head of the
Youth League before he became president. Some key posts in Central Government
during his term time were allocated to officials from Youth League. Other significant
factions are the Shanghai band, associated with former President Jiang, and the Red
Army band, formed from former or serving military officers. By aligning into
cliques, significant official leaders are able to access, monopolise and distribute
crucial power and resources.
If an official did not join a clique, their chances of promotion would be slim. In a
common Chinese political phrase, there would be ‘no light in the future’. At the same
time, the domination of the leading cliques is limited by the fixed time periods that
senior officials serve. The new clique taking power routinely struggle for access to
positions and resources with established bands. Power struggles between cliques may
last for long periods, but eventually there will be winners and losers. Therefore, there
are risks as well as rewards to clique membership. Those who enter the political
elites have to consider their route cautiously. Their choice of exchange contracts may
lead them to great power or drag them into hell, for in an autocratic regime, ‘the
official of an agrarian despotism who makes a crucial mistake while competing with
his fellows (in a bureaucratic or court intrigue) is likely to lose his honour, his
property, and his life. Where power is fragmented and balanced, punishment for a
crucial mistake is limited. Under conditions of total power, it is total.’ (Wittfogel
1957: 356).

In this society, in which the generation of meaning is constrained by

M The risks of political competition will be examined through the case of Bo Xilai in Chapter 8
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the state, power is concentrated in the hands of leaders, and the clash of social
structures means there is little social cohesion, a sense of insecurity is common
among officials. Impacted by political competition and conflicts within political
structures, the fragility of civil life is visible to every Chinese.
Conclusion
This chapter has shown an upsurge of individualisation in bureaucratic behaviours at
the expense of collectivism. I have related the ways that individuals manipulate and
use relationships to Barth’s (1965) assertion that different structures as frameworks
set limits to the ranges of choices available in individual behaviours. In this
particular Chinese case, the political system was inclined to be de-emphasised, not
by an ultimate authority, but by the construction of private relationships. As a result
of such cultural, economic and social frameworks, bureaucracy seems to have
contracted its power to individuals. Individual agency has replaced the general and
collective will of the state in motivating official behaviours, now largely performed
through a structure of exchange commitments. This dynamic in individual politics of
dominance was illustrated by the example of the Sandland Town Secretary’s
actuation of power based on his connections with a higher administrative level, his
management of dyadic relationships with key subordinates through exchange, and
his expulsion of the Town Director from circuits of power, as a result of the cultural
meaning of his age.
Leaving cultural limitations aside, dyadic interactions belong exclusively to the
offstage realm. The activities of exchange, Guanxi and clique formation, the
distribution of benefits and even competition and conflict cannot be part of the public
discourses which are discussed in later chapters. Nevertheless, people are aware that
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there are invisible stories and are alert to clues of such processes.

oc

At the same

time, 1 stress that the nature of life within the bureaucracy depends heavily upon
individual leaders and that even official routines are determined by powerful
superiors. This chapter showed that there are some conspicuous similarities between
the power dynamics in the contemporary bureaucratic system, and Wittfogel’s
descriptions of despotic societies. Nevertheless, I have also underlined that power
within

the

current

political

structure

is

inseparable

from

processes

of

individualisation. The cliques inside the bureaucratic system divide and individualise
unified state power in the name of the collective.

See examination of the case of Bo Xilai in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 5: Guanxi

Guanxi is a popular Chinese term used to describe dyadic relationships which result
in mutual benefit. Such relationships have been an element of Chinese culture since
the imperial era. Guanxi, therefore, may be seen as a cultural expression of
individual politics. In this chapter I will consider how Guanxi is meaningfully crafted
and functions in interactions which depart from both imperial and socialist
constructions of state collectivism. I will argue that this offstage instrument of
individualisation may be seen as a manifestation of the individual politics of
domination, that it contributes to the meaning vacuum I have previously identified,
and that, therefore, it has damaging effects on social cohesion in contemporary
China.
From my field observations and experiences, I identify two contrasting perspectives
on Guanxi amongst the people I was studying. On one hand, the interactions of
officialdom are routinely characterised by capital exchanges in the fonn of Guanxi.
Interviews with Graduate Village Officials and observable workplace interactions
clearly indicated that Chinese people consciously highlighted the cultural role of
Guanxi in daily life, implying that Guanxi, to a large extent, has become an accepted
form of capital within the social structure. On the other hand, people also sense that
Guanxi is an ‘offstage’ activity. In the state context, its legitimacy is always in doubt:
it may lead to abuse of power and deny equal circulation of social resources.
Therefore, a shared anxiety emerges around Guanxi, because Guanxi, with its
individualist and offstage characteristics, cannot fill the vacuum of meaningful
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commitments in civil life. Hence, this chapter will be divided into three parts: firstly,
examining Guanxi as a dilemma for the social newcomer, secondly, considering the
cultural definition and social utilisation of Guanxi, and thirdly exploring the negative
consequence of the offstage presence of Guanxi. Based on my ethnographic data, I
conclude that the people I am studying, and Chinese society more widely, experience
a meaning vacuum in the lack of a public forum to which power can be made
accountable.
Guanxi: A Dilemma for the Social Newcomer

Guanxi consists in substantive relationships which have become ubiquitous in China,
and are indispensable in successfully achieving diverse purposes in social life. This
is true of me, as a researcher, just as it is true of all other Chinese. I accessed my
fieldwork community through Guanxi. Before I entered the field, 1 arranged to meet
the official in charge of the postings of Graduate Village Officials in Flower District
Government. On the morning when we first met in his office, 1 engaged him in
casual chat and introduced myself to him by referring to my family, education and
working background, then, asked him whether we shared acquaintances through
friends and family members, invited him to visit the UK, where I would be his guide,
and asked whether his children needed an English tutor. Although still inexperienced
in these types of interaction, I sought to create an image of myself that demonstrated
that I had the potential to enter into a mutually beneficial exchange relationship.
Having become familiar with each other, I went on explain my problem, and the help
I was seeking. Having limited time to conduct fieldwork, I requested his help in
entering work immediately, rather than waiting until a post became available. He
arranged for me to start work immediately, under the name of an ‘internship’. This
was achieved not through any formal organisational scheme, but through a process of
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building Guanxi. In our communication, we subtly communicated that this was a
private favour as part of the establishment of a personal relationship, and that the
whole process was unrelated to any official procedure. It was assumed that at some
point, I would return the favour, and I had already communicated to him the ways
that I might be able to do that. In this way, an offstage ‘friendship’ or ‘commitment’
was established. Guanxi studies have shown that, typically, Guanxi exchanges
require private familiarity but only a superficial emotional connection. Primarily,
they are a way of establishing reciprocal social obligations. Guanxi is ‘based
implicitly rather than explicitly on mutual interest and benefit. Once Guanxi is
recognized between two people, each can ask a favour of the other with the
expectation that the debt incurred will be repaid sometime in the future’ (Yang
1994:1-2). It was by entering into a reciprocal relationship of obligation and
indebtedness, then, that I gained access to the field.
Once established in the Town Offices, I saw that Guanxi was a frequent element in
daily interactions. For instance, a Graduate Village Official named Tian, who had
been posted to Dong, was brought to our offices by her father who asked my superior
Pan to take care of her because ‘she is young and inexperienced’. Through private
communication and a small gift, her father sought to build Guanxi with Pan. I was
standing nearby at the time, and Tian’s father remarked to me that ‘parents are
always worrying about their child. 1 brought her here to see whether the working
environment and security conditions are good enough.’86

s<’ Through this case we also can perceive that, as noted in Chapter 2, family still plays a cultural role
as a domestic collectivity. Tian and her father operate as a unit in the Guanxi network. The
individualisation of Chinese society is less marked inside the household. Family could be taken as
an individual cell of the living community. Space does not permit the in-depth exploration of family
dynamics in this work, however.
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If Guanxi could build relationships, the fear of exclusion from Guanxi could damage
them. Another Graduate Village Official to whom I chatted, Zhang, had worked for
an insurance company before becoming a Graduate Village Official. I asked why she
had changed her occupation and she explained that her job in that company had been
to collect and organize data, but that her leader did not trust her, and so refused to
give her enough data to finish the work. I sensed that she had fallen foul of her
superior because she was a novice, inexperienced with unwritten rules. Such
confrontations were common: indeed, I had a similar experience myself. On 9th
November, I met Secretary Xia in the morning before other colleagues came in.
We took the opportunity to chat about the Chinese education system, following
which 1 sent him an academic article on the topic by email. The following Monday
afternoon, my superior He, Vice-Director of the CCP Committee department,
assigned me abnormally unpleasant duties, such as cleaning the conference room and
carrying water containers: tasks which were normally performed by contracted
cleaners. I was confused by her anger until I met Secretary Xia, who thanked me for
the article and told me that he had asked He to print it for him that morning.
When I discussed this experience with my parents at the weekend, they pointed out
immediately that 1 had misbehaved. Vice-Director He was displeased because I
appeared to be forming a connection with Town Secretary Xia. In the hierarchical
office setting, I was subordinate to He and He was subordinate to the Secretary. If I
aligned myself with the Secretary, my status might increase, potentially eclipsing He.
He might fear that through by-passing her, I might seek privilege that would enable
me to ignore or disrespect her. Similar issues could have arisen on the day I
interviewed Town Director Chao. My parents, who were more alert to such social
dynamics than I, asked me whether anyone had seen me in conversation with the
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Director. They pointed out that my colleagues, particularly those between me and
Chao in the hierarchy, might fear that I was trying to bypass them, or even that I
might be acting as Chao’s spy. This guidance from the elder generation alerted me
that actions which I had seen as of little importance might be full of delicate offstage
cultural meanings within the hierarchy. Guanxi in the bureaucratic system is
inseparable from power stratification.
In the previous chapter, I showed that the power of local political leaders has few
constraints other than factional struggles. This situation keeps junior officials, such
as Vice-Director He, in a state of constant anxiety and insecurity, at the mercy of
superiors and always alert to the possibility of being excluded from factional
alignments. Accordingly, Chinese individual politics is necessarily founded on one
substantial value: alignment with power. Since alignment with power can only be
achieved by service to power, such a community is likely to develop what I have
referred to as a ‘slave culture', very far from Weber’s rational bureaucracy. In
practice, this means that subordinates compete against each other to ‘serve’
superiors. Though new social participants, such as Graduate Village Officials, are
always seeking to understand and conform to workplace discipline, they also tend to
be sensitive to the connotations of ‘slavery’ and their reflections upon their position
are influenced by the increasingly individualistic modem environment, with its high
valuation of‘independence’. Such negative perceptions of the individualised politics
of servitude prompt internal struggles between the individual politics of structure and
the individual politics of desire.*7
The following analysis of the place of newcomers in the bureaucratic environment
derives both from the experiences of my workmates, and reflexive consideration of
87

See Chapter 1 ‘Introduction’ for explanations of these concepts.
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my own experience as a junior official. Newcomers to the bureaucracy tended to
encounter two different issues. Firstly, new officials, who had usually come directly
from a relatively egalitarian educational environment, felt confined by the strict
hierarchies embedded in the collective patterns of official workplaces. Many daily
conversations in which 1 participated showed that Graduate Village Officials found it
difficult to make the psychological adjustment to being routinely and openly
subordinated through engaging in behaviours ranging from respectful utterances,
such as avoiding official terminology when conversing with leaders, to sequential
routines, such as acting as ‘background’ at

dinner.**' The ‘rational bureaucracy’

assumes that hierarchy can ensure officials do what is expected by leaders for
workplace efficiency. The principle of obedience is supposed to be cultivated into
the individual’s mind and properly expressed in interactions in order to ensure that
the state’s plans are effectively carried out. In the Chinese case, however, the
immense personal power of leaders engenders internal struggles within subordinates
at different levels including ethics, self-esteem, and habitual behaviours. Whilst the
elder generation who had experienced totalitarian socialism took a more positive
perspective — my cousin’s mother, for example, declaring that subordinates should
appreciate leaders for giving them a chance of getting close to them offering the
possibility of acceptance into a faction and future promotion, for the younger
generation who have embodied very different values in their youth, learning to
conform to their parents’ perspectives involves a process of ideological turbulence.
The second problem for newcomers is that actual power relationships were
commonly invisible to them. Power does not always lie where the rational
bureaucratic structure, organised by the ideology of collectivism, says it should.
88
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The operations of Guanxi and other forms of social capital may, in practice, create
different hierarchies. New officials may sense the presence of unwritten rules; and a
mature socialised man in the Chinese workplace is recognised as a person who is
aware of these unwritten rules and engages with them effectively. Graduate Village
Officials conceptualised the most significant element in the socialization of
newcomers as the learning of unwritten rules as an individual politics of structure.
This was apparent in semi-structured interviews, in which Graduate Village Officials
were asked ‘what drove you to come to becoming a Village Official?’ The answers
ranged from ‘want to become a social participant’ to Teaming about personnel and
Guanxi’. My informants all seemed clear that social preferment belongs to those who
can respond correctly within Guanxi ties. For this reason, if I had aligned with Town
Secretary Xia successfully over the heads of my superior He and other colleagues, I
would have been credited with being a ‘mature social participant’ and my status
would have increased within the workplace. It is through Guanxi that officials
connect themselves to power cliques in the hope of securing a successful career, and
these connections are accepted and valued within ordinary life. It is individualised
relationships, rather than collective organisations or sects, which are fundamental to
the forging of social connections in contemporary China.
The strict hierarchy and the more subtle exclusions of Guanxi were the chief cause of
complaint for those around me in the Town Offices. There was another, less
commonly talked about problem for newcomers, however, namely, the accumulation
of capital for exchange. Normal graduates rarely had sufficient capital to enter into
the Guanxi process. The fact that I did have sufficient capital to secure my position
in the field shows that I was more privileged than many. The following section will
focus on capital and exchange as central to the Guanxi process.
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Scope and Uses of Guanxi

Broadening our view from the official workplace to wider society, the ubiquity of
Guanxi in China has spawned a significant number of academic studies.
Networking theories, such Wang’s (2007) work, asserts that Chinese people tend to
be deeply psychologically dependent on Guanxi, and are therefore committed to
dynamically cultivating and manipulating relationships to achieve their objectives
within society. Guanxi, as a form of networking, draws its cultural components from
a resurgence of tradition. People in the past were stratified by power and status under
the Confucian system, Guanxi fulfilled the function of facilitating beneficial
collaborations between individuals outside the hierarchy of domestic/ totalitarian
collectiveness (Gold 2002). And to some extent, 1 concur with Yang (1994) that
networks became part of the ideological furniture of Confucianism. The influential
Confucian principles conceptualised Chinese society as a web of relationships. Since
Confucius struggled with Fajia (legalism) at the beginning of the state’s ideological
control, succeeding Confucian discourses of the ritualised state and society set the
hierarchy of social relations above all else (Yang 1994). Amongst various social
roles in their situated statuses, the favour system of Guanxi develops and bonds
people together as a social network. In most circumstances, favours are expected to
be returned, creating relationships between givers and receivers. Mutual relationships
provided people with a means of engaging in in practical social activities internal or
external to domestic collectivism. It is culturally significant that traditional
meaningful networks determined social beings with obligations, reputation and
favours. These social tendencies, Yang (1994) claims, shaped Chinese social
practices in the long term.
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In the Maoist era, the rationale of reciprocal obligation was undermined in that the
state required all obligations and responsibilities to be organised through and for the
national collectivity. Guanxi, as a connection between individuals was delegitimised,
but Yang (1994) has shown that it continued to function offstage, for instance, in the
allocation of ration tickets for food or commodities.84 Drawing on interviews and
observations from the establishment of the PRC in 1949 to the introduction of the
Openness and Reform policy in the 1980s, Yang showed that Guanxi supplied
people with means of obtaining jobs, housing, medicines, train tickets and other
resources by means which bypassed the official structures.
When the market economy was instituted and developed from the late 1980s onward,
Guanxi widened to include more material exchanges, most significantly, of money
(Keister 2002). Yang and Wang (2011:493), drawing upon Lo and Otis (2003)
explain that ‘Extending from traditional Guanxi, which is based on family and
friends, business Guanxi evolves from an initial rigid interpersonal relationship to
voluntary, flexible application’, so that benefits accruing, particularly in the
economic area became significant. Here, I must note that the cultural aspect of the
socio-economic transformation was important in the expansion of Guanxi. ‘Offstage’
aspects of life outside the state realm, characterised by individuals and individual
connections, proliferated and strengthened within the complex modem socialeconomic structure.40 Despite the social transformation from totalitarianism of the
state still monopolised many aspects of meaningful circulation. The propagandist
state, however, became increasingly deficient in its ability to integrate people into
collective commitments as the political collectivity became less authoritarian and
allowed a growing space for one-to-one interactions.
.v.

See Chapter 1 ‘Introduction’.
See Chapters 1 & 9.
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Whilst a number of scholars have explored the characteristics of the Chinese network
mode through literary, historical and sociological research, this work does not
capture all aspects of Guanxi. At this point, 1 must emphasise that the term Guanxi is
used in two different ways in everyday speech in the workplace. Firstly to signify the
process of exchange, but secondly to describe the capital that is exchanged. In other
words, one can engage in Guanxi (as a process) or one can have Guanxi, the capital
that is exchangeable.
These characteristics of Guanxi are compatible with conceptions of Chinese society
as largely instrumental or utilitarian, such as Pye’s (1968:173-4) assertion that
‘Chinese tend to see the manipulation of human relationships as the natural and
normal approach for accomplishing most things in life.’ Beyond the domestic scope,
Guanxi, as a functional relationship pervades Chinese society, being widely
recognised as a universal feature of the ‘business’ sphere.
The first characteristic of Guanxi that I have identified, exchanges amongst
individuals, underscores that exchangers, such as the official who allocated me work,
operate as individuals, rather than as embodiments of their collective departments.
The ethnographic exploration of workplace competition in the previous chapter
showed that the individualised exchanges between the Town Secretary and his two
new supporters took place in private. Workplace power differentials and exchanges
of interest accentuate dyadic relationships and prioritise them over governmental
structures.91 Similarly, the Town Director was the former assistant of the ViceMayor, which suggests that he might be able to share in the Vice-Mayor’s power
through Guanxi. As a result of such relationships, the work assigned personally by a
high-ranking individual to one of lower rank is likely to be handled much more
See Chapter 4.
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effectively than works allocated purely by bureaucratic routine. Lower-ranking
Chinese officials tend to be most motivated by a sense of pleasing their superiors
with the aim of establishing a form of intimate private relationship with them. It is
the social capital of Guanxi exchange that facilitates the process of government,
rather than rational bureaucratic operations.
The fact that Guanxi functions as capital for individuals has two implications. Firstly,
the accumulated reservoir of hierarchical connections may be utilised to gain
reputation and influence, climb the social ladder or translate status into material
rewards. The influence of Guanxi is not confined to politics but may be extended
into cultural and economic domains. Guanxi, hence, becomes symbolic capital in
Bourdieu’s (1984) terms, in that it provides an individual with the traditional frame
of honour, prestige and even authority; it is ‘the form that the various species of
capital assume when they are perceived and recognized as legitimate’ (Bourdieu
1989:17). Therefore, in accounting for the multiple roles of Guanxi in politics,
economics and culture, I concur with Lawler (2011:1418) that ‘symbolic capital is
not a different form of capital, but rather should be seen as the legitimated,
recognized form of the other capitals’. Guanxi occupies a special place in the social
scale in its ability to deliver meaningful commitments and valued relationships with
powerful individuals. We can see Guanxi as accumulated symbolic capital which
may be traded for economic, political, or social capitals. In contemporary China, a
resurgent Guanxi flourishes as an efficient tool of social interaction, producing
behaviours, disciplines, and standards of social participants, and embedded in both
the material world of global economic rationalisation and the societal structures of
culture and politics. To this extent, Guanxi is symbolic capital which is the legitimate
form of capital in individual life. At the same time, however, its legitimacy is always
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in doubt in regard to the state collective. I will demonstrate the problematic nature of
Guanxi in the state context later in this chapter.
The second implication of viewing Guanxi as capital is that Guanxi requires
resources -- various forms of capital that can form the basis for exchange. These
materials for Guanxi exchange may include what Bourdieu (1986:248) describes as
political, economic and social capital. Social capital, for example, Bourdieu
(1986:248) defines as
the aggregate of the actual or potential resources which are linked to
possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalised relationships
of mutual acquaintance and recognition - or in other words, to membership in
a group - which provides each of its members with the backing of the
collectivity - owned capital, a ‘credential’ which entitles them to credit, in
the various senses of the word.
In the case in which I endeavoured to construct Guanxi with a powerful official for a
position in the field, the social membership 1 had previously acquired by studying
abroad was one source of social capital for exchange. Once Guanxi relationships are
established,

connections with powerful

leaders:

‘mutual acquaintance and

recognition' (Bourdieu 1986:248), may themselves become a display of social
capital which could advantage an individual in competition with others of similar
rank.
Academic Theories of Guanxi
I will now turn to examine academic theories of Guanxi, focusing on the three
dominant perspectives in the literature: Guanxi’s relationship to Ganqing, or
emotional connection, Guanxi as social institution, and Guanxi as a form of
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exchange. I will show that the first two are limited in their ability to explain my
ethnographic observations, and that Guanxi within Chinese government bureaucracy
is best conceived as a form of exchange.
Guanxi and Ganging
A popular perspective taken by scholars concerned with Guanxi has been to focus on
the relationship between the instrumentalism of the Guanxi relationship and
Ganqing: the sentimental or emotional quality in the interactions. In Guo’s (2001)
study, four dimensions of Guanxi were identified: instrumental, etiquette, moral and
emotional.

‘The

instrumental

dimension

primarily

involves

self-interested

motivation: the desire for repayment of favours and for achieving personal
advantage’ (Guo 2001:72). ‘The emotional dimension is evident when friendship
plays a central role in regulating interpersonal relationships’ (ibid). The etiquette
dimension ‘involves the use of social rituals to establish and maintain harmonious
human relations with one's acquaintances, co-workers, colleagues, superiors or
subordinates’ and the moral dimension was ‘established and maintained by following
a traditional system of ethics that morally obligates oneself to those within one's
guanxi network’ (ibid). When different dimensions coexist harmoniously, they
would reinforce one another to create reliable relationships. When they do not,
individual pursuits in certain directions would be valued more than others. If we
explore the interior motivations of these four dimensions, self-fulfilment, in both
material and emotional respects, appears central. My own observations, however,
suggest that the emotional dimension of Ganqing should not be overvalued. Often,
emotional connections appeared shallow and little more than a superficial cover for
utilitarian exchange. Since the etiquette dimension relates mostly to front of stage
activities away from the private dyadic interactions in which real connections are
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built, I also consider it to be of little importance in the ethnographic setting of the
Town Offices. I will, therefore, leave the discussion of etiquette until my
examination of state collective disciplines and the individual, later in this chapter.
The moral dimension of Guanxi as a reciprocal obligation certainly exists in practice,
but can be subverted or devalued by the ethical state, so Guanxi participants may
have to keep their relationship secret, and may sometimes, therefore, be able to
ignore or escape obligations incurred under its moral code. The moral dimension will
be discussed when I examine the negative side-effects of Guanxi. The two
dimensions of Guanxi with which I am primarily concerned, therefore, are the
instrumental and the emotional.
1 will delineate these dimensions ethnographically. The practical emotional quality of
Guanxi is, ironically, most often emphasised in cases of power abuse. Because my
colleague Pan had good Ganqing with Director Pan, for example, some of her duties
were allocated to me instead of her. Similarly, because my colleague Guo had good
Ganqing with Director Pan, he was free to use an official car as transportation
between workplace and home.

It is true that Ganqing emerges naturally in long

term cooperation or the sharing of similar experiences, such as ritual (Kipnis 1997).
People may make decisions because emotion subconsciously highlighted some
options and influenced value measurement (Damasio 2005). Ganqing as a basic
element of human nature can obligate people to maintain social connections. It may
work through diverse connections, including gender, race, age and even amongst
classmates, military comrades and, most fundamentally, domestic households.
Whilst I accept the pervasiveness of Ganqing, I saw no evidence in my ethnography
that Ganqing was the initial stimulus within subjective agents to enter into dyadic
exchange relationships or power cliques. Moreover, separating sentiment from
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Guanxi is important since Bourdieu (1986:248) has identified such examples of
social capita! as durable existence. My ethnographic observations suggested that
emotion was not a stable basis for such commitments; the contours of emotion are
always unpredictable beyond the immediate horizon. An ethnographic vignette
provides an example of the reasons that emotional connection needs to be
analytically separated from Guanxi relationships.
My department had three offices, two for female clerks and one for men. Within the
female offices, colleagues constructed a community based around ‘dressing nice’,
rumours and gossip. One behavioural pattern was noticeable: when one female clerk
wanted to go the restroom, she would invite her favourite colleague of similar status
to accompany her. The closer the relationship, the more responsibility the invitee
would feel to accompany her friend. Going to the restroom together could enhance
emotional interaction through private connection, and was also a statement of
intimacy. 1 was initially a lone newcomer, with no colleagues of similar status until
the new intake of Graduate Village Officials took their posts in October. I
complained to my host family that I lacked company and had nobody to go to the
restroom with me. They responded that there was no need to worry because this kind
of office relationship was superficial, and would likely not outlast real competition
for promotion. Their words proved prescient: in December 2011 the annual work
prize was allocated. As suspicions grew that certain members of the office had
secretly built Guanxi with superiors to achieve rewards, my colleagues suddenly
found their ‘real face’4', patterns of restroom partnership shifted visibly.

92 Zheng Mianmu in Chinese
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The kind of emotional connection that is displayed in the practice of going to the
restroom together is not recognised as Guanxi by Chinese people. Although it crafts
communal connections, Ganqing is too weak to develop into utilisable capital for
exchange. Significantly, sentimental quality is rather enacting mutuality through
being a member of the community than identifying special relationships with
commitments or exchange responsibilities in the process of reciprocity.
When Guanxi came into the land of Ganqing, it provoked discussions of individual
subjectivity, the conclusions of which are captured in the phrase, ‘feelings and
instrumentality are a totality’ (Kipnis 1997: 23). For reasons I have demonstrated,
this is not a viewpoint which I can accept. Instead of concentrating on subjective
discourses on human nature, I will pay attention only to observable actions within the
bureaucratic scenarios.

Reciprocity in the official environment is fundamentally rooted in power,
competition and distribution of benefits amongst individuals. It produces the
unspoken rules of the game and limits the scope of sentimental values and
judgements. As a consequence, the official workplace has greater potential to
undermine the function of Ganqing in exchange than environments such as the
school, the military or gender-based communities. We can see cases when official
leaders were outmanoeuvred by their political rivals; their cliques abandoned them
without sentiment. There have also been cases where a vulnerable individual has
been unsentimentally encouraged to commit suicide to protect their clique by the
assurance that their family will be cared for.

In short, Ganqing and Guanxi are

very different phenomena, and the former is not necessary to the latter.

See discussion of the Bo Xilai case in Chapter 8.
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Guanxi as a Social Institution
I now turn to another popular perspective within Guanxi studies: the idea that
because Guanxi produces one of the fundamental principles of social interaction, it is
comparable to a social institution (Scott 2008). Smart (1993: 404) concludes that:
the stability of interpersonal relationships, even those implicated in capitalist
relations of production, is supported by the utilisation of an idiom capable of
encompassing divergent motivations and forms of exchange. This idiom is
the vocabulary of Guanxi, of Ganqing (emotion), of accomplishing tasks, and
of long- term social relationships.
Furthermore, Pye (1995) and Yang (1994) argue that Guanxi may be defined as an
operational mechanism of social life in contemporary China. Guanxi forms
rhizomatic networks (Deleuze & Guattari 1984) growing within private sector
activities and associations to tie people from individual level to a wider scale of
institutions and society. I accept that Guanxi may be conceptualised as a method of
interaction with observable social effects, as noted in my discussion of the cultural
setting of the historical transformation in Chapter 1. The fact that Guanxi has social,
practical and material effects is undeniable. 1 stress, however, that Guanxi is one of
crucial elements reflecting traditional ideology rather than the structure itself. In
Bourdieu’s (1984) terms, Guanxi interactions may be seen as part of the ‘field'
placing specific limitations on individual strategies and uses of capital, rather than as
the ‘habitus’ supported by the structure. Guanxi needs to be emphasised more as a
part of the ‘unstructured quality of social relationship’ (Mitchell 1974: 281) which
may motivate individual behaviours, but whilst these individual relationships might
construct a social norm they are unable to develop into a social structure.
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Whilst Pye (1995) and Yang (1994) have implied that Guanxi is a social institution, I
emphasise that, particularly in the contemporary' setting, Guanxi is too personal,
individual and private to be considered as such. Although utilisation of Guanxi
involves social commitments, it is neither sufficiently public nor sufficiently
legitimate to be characterised as a social structure or institution. The Guanxi
exchanges I observed are qualitatively different both from traditional prestations to
authority, and to the equal exchange of an idealised market system. Rather, Guanxi is
an intermediate network of exchange practices deriving from the disjuncture between
the established collective hierarchy and the rising individualised market economy.
Pursuing this point further, modem market relationships corrode traditional mutuality
and forge a form of Guanxi focused on material values. The social prestations of the
past, which were linked to traditional standards of morality, reputation and
communal mutuality are relatively less significant. As a result of increasing
marketisation which has given meaning to material capital, Guanxi is now seen as a
means to maximise self-interest: increasingly signified by material calculations of
personal gains and losses.44 Money, property and capital accumulation have become
one of the criteria determining social status and influence. In fact, urbanisation and
globalisation 1 suggest, are leading to the emergence in China of a new form of
‘offstage legitimacy’, based on material accumulation
Guanxi as Exchange
In this section I will first examine the Chinese concept of Quanzi, then consider the
relationship of exchange to social hierarchy, before moving on to relate Guanxi to
exchange theory. Lastly, I will briefly discuss the comparative literature on
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‘patronage’ and show why this concept is of only limited use in understanding
Chinese social dynamics.
As material gain has increasingly become the active motivation for Guanxi
exchanges, Guanxi has become a central topic for business studies in China. Gold,
Guthrie and Wank (2002) have concluded that whilst the commercial system in
China is still significantly different from Western rational-legal economies, the role
of Guanxi continues to expand in association with the expansion of market
economics.
In order to understand the nature of this connection, 1 will introduce another Chinese
concept: Quanzi — which, literally translated, means a circle.95
The term Quanzi is widely used in the contemporary Chinese context to characterise
a close web of relationships. Cai’s (2008) study of leadership in China draws on
concepts such as ‘norms of reciprocity’ (Gouldner I960), ‘social exchange theory’
(Blau 1964) and ‘leader-member exchange theory’ (Deluga 1998) to understand
Quanzi. I conceptualise Quanzi as a network of individuals across both government
and private sectors, with adequate political, economic or cultural capital to co
ordinate and conduct exchanges within the mono-polar Chinese power-structure. In
some circumstances, Quanzi may be seen as fulfilling the role of ‘civil society’, but
only for the benefit of a highly privileged minority, because China remains a
hierarchical society and connections between people are still mostly initiated and
limited by the powerful state collective.96

Quanzi'. (H T )
0 Quanzi will be explored ethnographically in the analysis of village petitions in Chapter 7, and the
case of Bo Xilai in Chapter 8.
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The obligations, rewards and emotions of Guanxi exchanges are not the product of
equal relationships, but tend to follow the pattern of the publicly legitimated
collective hierarchy. The practices of Guanxi exchange tend to conform to the
patterns of ‘slavery culture’: the weaker side endeavouring to form connections or
initiate exchange with the more powerful. In economic terms, the supply of willing
subordinates exceeds the demand of powerful patrons. Hence, the individualised
hierarchical relationships of Guanxi lead to the decline of mutuality and solidarity
between subordinates. Powerful individuals with significant social resources are
seldom motivated to seek out social connections with those below them. Rather, they
find a ready supply of subordinates seeking their patronage, and they are in a
position to turn such relationships on and off at will. Such flexible reciprocation of
Guanxi may result in the vulnerability of collaborative tasks and the feeling that
long-term social relationships are always at risk. This flexibility, and the insecurity it
produces, results fundamentally from the fact that Guanxi can only happen in
offstage interactions. There is always the possibility that the ethical state could use
its authority to disrupt the reciprocal obligations and moralities which Guo
(2001:72), in his discussion of the moral dimension of Guanxi, asserts is ‘established
and maintained by following a traditional system of ethics that morally obligates
oneself to those within one's guanxi network.’ Mutual morality is fragile in the
context of state collectivism, in which private commitments must be totally
concealed and cannot, therefore, be policed. In such a system, subordinates are
always vulnerable to the withdrawal of patronage by the powerful, and the perceived
moral failures of the powerful may lead to potential social instability. Here, I stress
the instability of Guanxi, and people’s awareness of their vulnerability to this
instability. Something so unstable, I suggest, cannot be conceived of as an institution
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or structure. The utilisation of Guanxi is striking as a component of traditional
institutions, but, subordinated as it is, to the state collective, this individual
instrument is insufficient to bear the weight of structuralised authority with
responding meanings, authority, values and moral judgements. I will turn then, to the
final prevalent academic discourse in regard to Guanxi, the concept of exchange.
The concept of exchange requires that those involved have a shared standard by
which to judge each other’s work, duty and rewards. Consideration of exchange must
start from the work of Adam Smith (1970), whose economic rationale is built upon
the idea that every individual is engaged in an effort to maximise self-interest. In the
anthropological arena, the study of exchange has been founded on Mauss’s seminal
(1969) work which pinpoints social reciprocity as mutual obligation among
respective bodies. A gift offered demands an eventual return, thus creating an
ongoing relationship. Let’s locate this perspective in Chinese culture. Yang (1994)
quoted one of Liji’s Confucian principles of behaviour:
in the highest antiquity they prized (simply conferring) good; in the time
following this, giving and repaying [bao] was the thing attended to. And what
the rules of propriety (li) value is that reciprocity. If I give a gift and nothing
comes in return, that is contrary to propriety; if things come to me, and I give
nothing in return, that also is contrary to propriety.l)7
This Confucian expression accords with Mauss’s assertion that total prestations were
the origin of social mutuality. Levi-Strauss (1969:76) developed Mauss’s discourse
of the gift, asserting that reciprocity between partners has three feamres. Firstly, rules
of the game, secondly, ‘integrating the opposition between self and others and finally
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The Book of Rites, concluding Confucian ideologies of social forms, governmental systems and
ceremonial rites of the Zhou Dynasty (c. 1050-256 BCE)
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the synthetic nature of the gift’ Levi-Strauss stressed that reciprocity is universal and
forms the basis of human society. I accept that the role of the gift in reciprocity is
complex and may include probing, defending, securing and expanding the borders of
the community (Mauss 1969; Levi-Strauss 1969; Polanyi 1968; Gudeman 2001).
Analytically, however, 1 will separate gift-giving from Guanxi because the gift is not
obligatory in Guanxi unless it is valuable enough to constitute economic capital.
Rather, gifts in most occasions are performative stage properties or ritual objects
used to signify authenticity and good faith in communication. The resources
exchanged in Guanxi are not gifts, but different forms of capital. In the case of the
annual inspection of the Town Office, discussed in the previous chapter, every
inspector from the higher level of government received a gift from the Town Offices
after the inspection. My colleague Dong did not consider the gifts of agricultural
products to be related in any sense to Guanxi or corruption. Rather, she described the
gift-giving as a subtle form of communication. Officials understood gift-giving as a
way making a good impression on the higher administrative body. Material gifts, in
this circumstance, were used to show personal ability in communication through
culturally approved behaviours. We can perceive gift-giving as probing, defending,
securing and expanding borders in the routines of different levels of government.
This kind of gift-giving, however, is better understood in terms of cultural custom
than in terms of exchange or Guanxi. As Dong put it ‘all other offices in other areas
had this kind of habits’. In the four dimension of Guanxi identified by Guo
(2001:72), social etiquette means ‘the use of social rituals to establish and maintain
harmonious human relations with one's acquaintances, coworkers, colleagues,
superiors or subordinates’. I argue that this dimension extends Guanxi to an
organisational principle of ritual which, as an offstage, and potentially illegitimate
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activity, it can never be. Rather, routines of etiquette such as gift-giving between
different levels of government are better understood in the context of the more solid
routines of the state collective hierarchy, than the flexible exchange of Guanxi.
Therefore, to return to discourses of the gift, Polanyi’s (1968) argument
demonstrates this case much more systematically. Rather than individual reciprocity,
redistribution is happening through the political or religious structure. Such gift
giving functions as an element of the hierarchical system rather than the
individualised exchanges of Guanxi. Even if giving gifts to inspectors in exchange
for a better score was practised, both town leaders and my colleagues at a lower
level, would share the collective rewards. The process operates in the realm of the
collective behaviours of government hierarchy, and outside the individual dimension
in which Guanxi functions. To summarise, 1 agree that exchange is a basic
characteristic of human nature, and Guanxi can certainly be related to reciprocity but
it is significantly different from the group exchanges theorised by Mauss and LeviStrauss, and indeed from the gift-giving I have described between different levels of
government, because it does not involve group agency. Rather, Guanxi is
characterised by its individual utility. Only individuals engage in Guanxi exchanges
of different forms of capital.

Guanxi exchanges, then, can be seen as associated

with individualisation and the individual politics of desire.
Guanxi may be seen, then, as related to patronage, on which a significant academic
literature already exists. The three qualities of patron-client relationships identified
by Gilmore (1982:193) in the Meditteranean, inequality, reciprocity and informality,
are identical with the qualities of Guanxi relationships. Firstly, the superior or patron
is always more powerful or influential and is able to deny the establishment of
Individuals may sometimes act on behalf of close family members, e.g. Tian’s father.
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dyadic ties with lower ranking persons. Then, as Gilmore notes, there is always an
element of reciprocity: the patron needs something from the client, most often labour
sometimes votes. Wolf (2001:180) further observes that in patron-client relations,
‘Some degree of obligation, ethics and mutual benefits may be achieved through
reciprocity which can reach the level of ‘instrumental friendship’ This is also true of
Guanxi. Thirdly, there is an element of informality about the relationship. Patronage,
like Guanxi, is not solidly structured into society.
The social consequences of patronage, like Guanxi, are contested. Wolf (2001:168)
asserts that the ‘formal framework of economic and political power exists alongside
or intermingled with various other kinds of informal structures that are interstitial,
supplementary, or parallel to it.’ Piliavsky (2014:6), taking a similarly positive view,
claims that in India, ‘Ties of patronage might assist the poor to wrest resources from
the elites or help immigrants access state services’ whilst Hillman (2014) takes
Chinese patronage as an infonnal framework supplementary to the political system,
and suggesting

that such an ‘institution’ helps governmental function and

efficiency. I, in contrast, would emphasize that corruption, power abuses and
autocratic domination are key characteristics of Guanxi ties." In China, if not
elsewhere, the expansion of such offstage ties excludes and supresses the genuinely
disadvantaged, who lack the capitals necessary to build Guanxi or to become a
client.100 For instance, villagers and some ordinary officials I encountered in the
field were unable to provide the ‘labour’, ‘votes’ or other benefits required to form a
relationship with a powerful patron and were thus excluded from these networks.

99 See below and Chapter 8.
100 See Chapter 6.
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Whilst there are obvious similarities between Guanxi and the forms of patronage
discussed above, there are also significant differences between Guanxi and patronage
in the Meditteranean or even south Asia, resulting from different contexts. The key
element is the existence in China of a strong state. Gilmore’s (1982:179,192)
research in the Mediterranean was conducted where social mobility is rare, very
small groups of people hold power, and ‘bureaucracies are weak and do not survive
strong leaders’, whilst in India, supply-demand political relationships justified
patronage in election periods (Gupta 1995) and ‘the formation of a body of clients
would increase the ability of patrons to influence institutional operations’ (Wolf
2001:182). Guanxi, on the other hand, operates secretly beneath the coercive state. It
is subtle, illicit or even illegal, violating the precepts of the ethical state. Members of
the Communist political structure avoid exposing their dyadic connections in order to
maintain their roles as representatives of the collective ethical state. State authority is
a strong counterforce preventing the justification or development of legitimate
patronage relations in China. As previously described, then, political power networks
inside the bureaucratic workplace are private and necessarily offstage.
A significant distinction between Guanxi and the forms of patronage discussed
above, therefore, is the membership of public collective parties. The majority of
Chinese lack the type of civil culture which enables overt affiliation with a particular
patron. In a context in which an image of the state as father to everyone is central to
the official propaganda of state legitimacy, there is no room for any other legitimate
patron. With no possibility of public legitimation, Guanxi, unlike patronage, only can
be seen as motivated by personal interests, and must remain an unspoken tie within
the meaning vacuum of the offstage realm. The concept of patronage, therefore, is of
limited use in exploring Chinese societal dynamics. The ethnography shows that
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certain features of patronage, such as the social particularity among cliental
membership (e.g. amongst the Mafia in the Mediterranean), or overt in-group
identity (e.g. ethnic affiliations in south-Asian elections), are significantly different
to the backstage individualised links based on covert forms of reciprocity which
underlie official power structures in China.
Stemming from my participation in official life, I conclude that Guanxi is part of the
‘“stock knowledge”... of Chinese adults in their management of everyday life’ (King
1985: 63). Social newcomers then, must pay attention and acquire this stock
knowledge if they are to prosper. Since Guanxi is a very individual mode of capital
utilisation, it is without a sense of obligation to the institutional settings within which
it functions. Its unavoidable pervasiveness is an outcome of the lack of public
legitimacy for modem individualism, and the fact that reciprocity at the civil level is
subordinated to the overbearing state collective. In the next part of this chapter, I will
consider Guanxi within the state, as a stepping stone to the exploration of the
negative consequences of Guanxi in individual politics. My standpoint is that
individualised bureaucratic officials, skilled in Guanxi, are able to effectively further
their own individual interests at the expense of state interests in their workplaces, in
which they harness Guanxi to the individual politics of domination.
The State and Guanxi: The Dark Side of Exchange Relationships in the Town
Office
In this section, I pull together the threads of the arguments made in the previous
chapter with those of this chapter in regard to the opposition of individualised
political space and state collective. I show that the individual politics of domination,
enacted by the powerful through Guanxi, has a damaging effect on social cohesion
for three reasons. Firstly, because the power that derives from Guanxi operates
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unseen, behind the back of the state and out of sight of the population, the public
political forum of authority, ethics, justice and all the positive qualities that the
bureaucratic system is supposed to represent is undermined. Secondly, in China,
where politics remains the centre of legitimate meanings, the spoiled bureaucracy
may be seen as equivalent to the decaying of civil principles, because the unequal
allocation of social resources can be concealed by powerful Guanxi operators.
Thirdly, abuses of power within individualised officialdom are spreading their
domination over a widening sphere of civil life. In this binary opposition between the
state collective and the individual, Guanxi is a significant practical manifesto of the
individual.
If we see structures as frameworks setting a limit to ranges of choices in behaviour,
in a bureaucratic state system it should be the state that designates the limits of
individual or group behaviours. It is through this role that the ethical state legitimises
official activities in administering public resources and privileging bureaucratic roles
above others. The state should support its official identity as the legitimate source of
authority through everyday social practices. Inside the governmental system,
however, we have seen that the legitimate identity of the state only emerges from
educational descriptions in official meetings, classes and documents.101 In everyday
workplace interactions between superior and subordinates, and in other workplace
relationships, the state ideology of duty is rarely referred to, rather, it is Guanxi
which is the guiding principle of behaviour.I0" My superiors in town government
rarely required subordinated officials to be dedicated to the state or to anybody other
than themselves. Although, pervasive official education has successfully influenced
and even standardised official language, in practice, officials tended to embrace a
See Chapter 3 ‘Political Terminology’.
See Chapter 4 ‘Town Office’.
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shared perspective that the state was located in the Central Government, which was
far away in Beijing, and need play no part in daily power interactions. When some
official, such as Town Director Chao, spoke using official political terminology and
attempted to represent the state in my interviews and in daily conversations,
colleagues such as Jiang regarded such expressions as somewhat dishonest,
inauthentic, or as a refusal to engage in genuine communication. Jiang, and all who
v/ork in the Town Office, are well aware that it is Guanxi that forms substantial
connections amongst officials, and that the dominance of Guanxi intentionally
renders state institutional power indistinct.
Individuals evaluate their daily practical interactions in tenns of personal
advancement. People may adopt both official political language and the language of
Guanxi on different occasions, but self-interest remains the primary motivation.
Whilst the state and its language has claimed the high moral ground of the collective
good, Guanxi is a very adaptive tool to meaningfully locate specific private
interactions. Even as officials may utilise official language to seize the ethical
surface, they may also utilise Guanxi to define individual territories built upon the
official scheme of meanings. Consequently, the Chinese bureaucratic system fails to
display itself effectively as the embodiment of the state, to say nothing of delivering
justice and equality for civilians. Because the state power structure is corroded in the
individualistic interactions and instrumental exchange of Guanxi, officials can act
without any consideration of their duty towards the local community whom they are
supposed to serve. Their consciousness as representatives of the state is limited to a
display of their own power and privilege to the public.
Regardless of the efforts of the Central Government to uphold interpersonal
relationships modelled on state ideology and to order the collective hierarchy
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through the legitimate bureaucracy, my ethnographic observations tend to support
Pye’s (1995:52) assertion that ‘state authority is going to depend more than ever on
the personal power and status of a self-perpetuating elite’. The individual has
colonised the state terrain of officialdom to the extent that, in practice, the state
process is marginalised by Guanxi. My ethnographic findings, therefore, are in
agreement with Yang’s (1994:285-6) point that Guanxi may be a significant threat to
the Chinese state:
the increasing pervasiveness of guanxi practices throughout the 1980s can be
seen as a mounting pressure toward a social molecularisation that would
reduce or dissolve the carefully constructed state edifices of segmentation,
individualisation, classification, and rigid organisation and return to a more
basic level, to the very fabric of society, the warp and woof of interpersonal
relations.. .The still incompletely formed individual subject must confront the
megalithic state head-on as a visible threat to a force that overpowers it.
Guanxi subjectivity, however, does not oppose the state directly, but forges a
multiplicity of links through and across state segments. Where the state
creates atomised individuals through mutual surveillance, guanxi joins these
individuals together in relationships of exchange. Where the state binds
persons together into collective state segments, guanxi subjects form
networks that cut across such divisions. Thus guanxixue (Guanxi study)
poses a more effective challenge to state power than a collection of
individuals, for guanxixue subverts state power but individualism must
confront it.
Building on Yang’s perspective, I assert that the monocentric society forges the
relationship between the individual and the state; meanwhile Guanxi enacts the
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relationship from individual to individual. Whilst state-centred relationships still
occupy the front of stage, their dominance has been eroded since 1980, as
individualised relationships have proliferated across more areas of life. This
individualised domain, however, has no space for committed relationships between
individual and group, individual and community or individual and society.
Ordinary life in the Town Offices demonstrates the negative impacts of Guanxi in
practice — this offstage communication can hide the operations of power regarding
social resources from the public, leading to multiplying power abuses. I will illustrate
this dynamic with two ethnographic case studies.
Case Study 1: December 2011 — The ‘Advanced Official’ Awards
The week before New Year, winners of the ‘Advanced Official of the Town’ awards
were publicised on the Town Office notice. The Advanced Official is recognised as
the official who works best and hardest, and the award brings material benefits to the
winners in an end-of-year cash bonus. Because there were no specific criteria for
determining who had worked best and hardest, however, the awards evoked intensive
discussion and a depressed atmosphere in the Town Office as disappointed officials
came together to question, ‘why not me?’ Li, Chun and an official from another
department grouped together in the office to tell each other how hard they had
worked during the year and complain of the unfairness of being denied an award.
Those who had received awards, such as Lei became the immediate target of gossip,
on the assumption that these awards were entirely a product of offstage Guanxi.
Case Study 2: Mutual Assessment Exercise
At 2 pm, 22 December, all clerks in the town office entered a conference room to fill
in a form marking every colleague in the town office anonymously for their
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performance over the year. It only took ten minutes for officials to finish the
marking. My office was responsible for calculating the scores, and on inspecting the
papers, it soon became apparent why the process had been so quick. Most officials
routinely gave everybody in the office the maximum score: 100%. There were a
small number of exceptions to this, however: a few officials received very low
scores. A woman in the Financial Department received the lowest score. According
to one of my colleagues, this was because she ‘only complimented her leader and
built good relationships with her leaders’, whilst acting arrogantly towards her
colleagues and other Town Office officials. 1 did not know the official in question:
indeed, according to my colleagues, she was rarely seen in the Town Office because
she was not required to arrive and leave on time. According to office gossip, her
privilege resulted from being involved in a sexual relationship with her leader. Her
colleagues claimed that she acted ‘like the boss’s wife’ in the department.
The discourses surrounding the position of this financial official again assert the
importance of close dyadic relationships with superiors to status and personal
advancement. The requirements for building such relationships are not obvious,
however.
In this competition for favour, officials need to figure out what their leader wants in
order to satisfy them, and different leaders may have different requirements.
Despite Guanxi’s apparent universality in the political arena, officials struggled to
understand the rules of the game. Because Guanxi is an offstage activity, the
requirements for selection or advancement are largely invisible. In the case of the
‘Advanced Official’ awards, nobody knew the precise conditions for determining
who had ‘worked best and hardest’. Consequently, people both fear and believe that
onstage rewards result from power abuses growing from offstage relationships. In
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those processes, power abuse and inequality inter-relate and co-effect through
Guanxi relationships. Both the winner of ‘the ‘Advanced Official’ award and the
female financial officer were rumoured to be enjoying distinction or privilege as a
result of Guanxi.
The operations of Guanxi become visible in social inequality. Although Guanxi is
culturally accepted in most spheres of life, not everyone can join the exchange. As
noted above, the rules of the game and mode of exchange were only initiated by
those with significant resources. In the official space, they are the leaders, and only
people provided with adequate exchangeable capitals to be appreciated by leaders
can engage in Guanxi construction. In my own case, I had sufficient exchange
potential to engage a political leader in an exchange relationship. Not only would
many other Graduate Village Officials be unable to engage in such a relationship, but
they would also never know that there was a deal between the powerful leader and
me. In longer term workplace relationships, the forum of exchange is more
restrictive. Some leaders preferred to treat their subordinates as servants or as
sources of money (for instance through small-scale gambling through card games),103
some leaders favoured women subordinates whilst others chose men. We could see
no clear standard by which Guanxi could be understood as a standardised category.
The criterion of exchange is largely individualised. Individuals’ attempts to enter the
game may be rejected because of material, cultural or ideological constraints,
sometimes, access may depend on no more than the leaders’ mood. In the case of the
young Town Director, his age proved a significant constraint on his ability to
construct an effective network. It was assumed that ‘the Advanced Official’ must be
favoured by the leader although precisely why remained opaque, whilst the case of
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In China, such games are not described as ‘gambling’ because this term is stigmatized and the
practice of gambling is illegal.
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the female financial officer suggests that gender can be another significant factor
when considering concealed inequality in the bureaucratic world.
Let’s look specifically at the case of the female financial officer. A crucial point
needs to be stated again: the workplace evaluations paid little attention to
considerations of job performance, as was apparent from the fact that most officials
casually gave almost all their colleagues 100%. Moreover, the officials of the CCP
Committee office who collated the marks all knew that it was no more than a
procedure; the scores would have no impact on any practical outcomes. The results
of the evaluation remained in the CCP Committee office and no one showed any
interest in them after their completion. In this sense, the woman with the lowest score
was special.
Regardless of whether there was any substance to the rumours of a sexual
relationship between her and her superior, her boss had shown her preferment in the
workplace by allowing her to work flexible hours and allocating more work to other
officials rather than her. Through her relationship, the woman has been able to access
power and privilege inside her department. Similarly, all my colleagues and I had
experience of receiving an increased workload as a result of the favouritism shown to
my colleague Pan. Pan was promoted earlier than her more experienced competitors,
Jiang and Dong, apparently as a result of her relationship with Director Pan. The
individual polities of domination, enacted through the mechanism of Guanxi,
produces privilege for the successful, and resentment amongst the subordinated.
In the case of female financial officer, the inequality produced by the individual
politics of domination can be comprehended in two dimensions. On one hand, the
female financial officer is privileged above other officials in her office as a result of
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her Guanxi. On the other hand, for the woman herself, the exchange was not equal
because her superior held the power to initiate and set the terms of the interchange.
There is little space for demands for fairness in Guanxi exchanges, due to their
secretive nature. Although rumours were widespread, and many officials believed
themselves sensitive enough to detect intimacy between the female financial officer
and her superior, extensive interviews produced no real evidence to substantiate the
rumours or form a basis for judgement — in effect a meaning vacuum prevailed.
Guanxi’s offstage quality prohibits meaning circulations in the public sphere. The
meaning vacuum resulted from more than just lack of evidence, however.
Contemporary China is full of competing meanings. From a traditional perspective,
the female financial officer could be condemned because a ‘good woman’ should
keep her distance from a predatory leader. In today’s more individualistic China,
however, sexual relationships are understood as being a private matter. Considered
as a matter of Ganqing, emotion or sentiment, such a relationship could not be
condemned, even in the name of state and duty — for intimate relations are another
area in which individualism has taken terrain from state communalism.
There is a more substantial reason, however, why people may express resentment at
the ‘arrogance’ of specific privileged individuals, but are unable to condemn the
system of privilege: they are all playing the same game. They cannot criticise the
leader who abuses his political power, because they are all in competition for the
rewards from such abuse. No one seems innocent in these circumstances. People may
express their resentment of the female financial officer, but none can condemn her
for doing what they are trying to do themselves. Her Guanxi has proved an extremely
stable exchange making her a winner in the game.
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Digging deeper into the roots of inequality in the bureaucratic system, it is clear that
it derives from the abuse of power. My ethnography suggests that such abuse has
come to be taken as a norm through the widespread acceptance of Guanxi. Even in
the extreme case of the female financial officer rumoured to be acquiring privilege as
a result of a covert sexual relationship, the processes of Guanxi, and the woman
herself, were not openly challenged. Resistance was limited to personal attacks
through the medium of offstage rumour. Competition for the favours of superiors is
perceived as the national political game, normalising Guanxi ties and empowering
leaders to exercise absolute authority over subordinates. As a result, officials rarely
dare to challenge those who are favoured by leaders because those favoured
individuals may use their access to the leader to the detriment of those who challenge
them. My colleague Guo, for example, was free to use an official car for
transportation between workplace and home. Other colleagues surmised that Guo
had good Guanxi, in the form of Ganqing (sentiment) with Director Pan. From my
observations, Guo had an agreeable, even charming personality. He visited Director
Pan every day and ensured he took care of her needs, significant or trivial: for
instance, cleaning her desk during the busiest work periods, or delivering documents
before she asked. This personal service seemed to work successfully in the
accumulation of social capital which, through Director Pan’s favour, raised his status
in the workplace. Such processes are far from transparent, however. As social
newcomers, other Graduate Village Officials, such as Tian and I, were at first
puzzled by Guo’s free use of state resources, and his superior attitude towards his
colleagues given his lack of formal rank. Just as in the case of the ‘Advanced
Official’, the criteria for preferment were neither obvious nor standardised. As we
learnt to fit into office routines, we realised that officials must pay close attention to
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offstage relationships and act sensitively towards them. Even though we came to
understand that Guanxi was the principle underlying most workplace social
dynamics, it was never possible to become completely at ease within a system in
which all the most significant interactions are concealed.
Conclusion
To summarise, Guanxi is ubiquitous within the bureaucracy but its presence is
always offstage. Because Guanxi is therefore free of surveillance or supervision, its
implicit moral code of fair exchange is unenforceable, and it works to reinforce the
autocratic power of the privileged. Official elites engage in Guanxi, but they never
talk openly about their own exchange relationships. Nevertheless, officials may learn
how to read their own status and that of others through practical metonyms. For
example, the fact that the Town Secretary always sat close to Flower District
Government leaders in meetings or dinners; or that my colleague Pan often borrowed
Director Pan’s computer to play games, implied that intimate personal contacts were
taking place offstage. Not only were all officials familiar with Guanxi, they also all
regarded it as a useful and indispensable tool. All sought to engage in such offstage
interactions in order to secure personal advancement. Such operations and negative
reactions to them may routinely violate wider codes of public morality and fairness.
The extremely low score given to the female financial officer in her colleagues’
evaluation had little to do with her actual performance of her work, but much to do
with the sense of injustice experienced by her colleagues. The legitimacy of Guanxi
is a subject of ethical dispute and moral confusion within Chinese society and indeed
within every individual.
Guanxi nevertheless appears indispensable because there is no ‘front door’ access to
social resources for most people in most circumstances. Guanxi participants feel
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compelled to engage in such exchanges, which can produce significant rewards, but
when they consider their situations, they are aware of the dangers of engaging in
potentially illegitimate interactions or of falling victim to the arbitrary power of
authoritarian bodies: the state or its agents. As elaborated in the previous chapter,
meanings in the public arena are mostly monopolised by the state, which, in practice,
gives political leaders a wide range of options in justifying the manipulation or
abandonment of subordinates.
Chinese individuals who enter the indispensable but amoral world of Guanxi, then,
are aware of the vulnerability that results from the fact that their security depends not
upon institutional laws, but on their connections to state agents and the extent to
which they can be good servants to power holders. Guanxi blurs the formal
institutional disciplines of society extremely rendering official life an amoral game
of power.
The reduction of state operations to such amoral power games means that for many
Chinese people, the state is experienced primarily as an oppressive force. The lack of
an independent judiciary and restrictions on free expression prevent legitimate
representation of resistance to power, and erode public faith in the systems of
meaning and ethics propagated by the state, yet any alternative platform for
constructing legitimate social commitments is lacking.
Although individuals may engage in Guanxi as a form of resistance to state
collectivism, the offstage discourses of Guanxi cannot provide an appropriate
meaning scheme through which to forge resistance to abuses of state power which
are largely a product of Guanxi itself. As Alexander (2004:528), referencing
Goffman (1967, 1974), points out ‘There is a continuing symbolic intensity based on
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repeated and simplified cognitive and moral frames that continues to mark all sorts
of individual and private relationships.’ These ‘repeated and simplified cognitive and
moral frames’ are a product of the underlying meaning vacuum. Only, I suggest,
when a platform emerges to ‘exert(s) a collective pressure and obtains objective
results in the form of an evolution of customs, ways of thinking and acting, morality,
etc’ (Gramsci 1971 2006: 76), can the meaning vacuum, stemming from the
incursion of the state, be filled. Only then might Guanxi be able to manifest as an
equal, safe and stable social relationship validated in front stage interaction.
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Chapter 6 the Local Economic Development
Programme

Having focussed so far on dyadic relationships inside the administrative body, I now
turn my attention to the present economic development plan of government in the
Sandland area. In order to develop this work’s central argument regarding the
relationship between the state and individual politics, this chapter will examine three
sub-themes: the developmental state, individual and corporate agents in processes of
development, and the practical separation of onstage and offstage discourses and
interactions in the developmental process. Ethnographic evidence, encountered in my
empirical official context, will include official documents, interviews, meetings and
communications, and the expressed perspectives of policy-makers, bureaucrats,
planning experts, investors and residents. Because this local programme was only at
the planning phase, I will endeavour to avoid speculative analysis concerning the
uncertain future. It is important to recognise, however, that current plans in progress
have already engendered social imbalance on the ground, stemming, on the one
hand, from the failure of the institutional power of the state to adequately govern the
transforming society, and on the other, from the voicelessness of the powerless.
The Interventionist State and Economic Development — A General Overview
Contemporary China is a typical field of social transition for anthropological study.
Threatened by the influences of globalisation and the state’s dramatic modem
orientation, grassroots rural villages have been subjected to rapid development in the
last decade.
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In the town office, I interviewed numerous officials about the present phase of the
local economic development. The director of the Planning and Construction and
Environmental Protection Bureau, Bao, who was appointed to be the central
organiser of the projects, supplied me with the most thorough answer.104 The
quotations from the interview on 6th December, 2011, specify the approach being
taken at that stage:
‘Generally speaking, the orientation of our development was to urbanize the
whole area. Flower district in Lake City can be separated into three regions:
firstly, the urban area; secondly, the suburban area; thirdly, the rural area —
Sandland. Lake City Government and Flower district government define
them respectively as the CBD (Central Business District), the Asian
Technological Novel region, and Ecological Tourism Experimental area.
Sandland occupies 70% of the land of Flower District. Thus, compared with
the developed urban area, Sandland is a significant developing or
undeveloped section in the process of the urbanisation of the whole area, hi
the (official) meetings I attend in the Flower District Government, the tactical
importance of Sandland for the future development of Lake City, now in the
twelfth National Five-year Development Plan, was emphasised several
times.’
As Bao described, Sandland project is under the Flower district development
planning and covered by Lake City level, provincial level and national level of the
twelfth Five-year Development Plan. In pursuit of national economic integration,
every level of government receives economic missions from higher administrative
Bao left his post as Development Coordinator following the 2012 Spring Festival, as a result of
power struggles between Town Director Chao and Town Secretary Xia. See Chapter 4 for an
account of these struggles.
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levels, and distributes them to peripheral offices at lower levels. From top to bottom,
economic development, in this sense, could be considered as planned by the state;
and the National Five-year Plan determines most of the practical administration of
local economic development. For this reason, it is important to review the literature
regarding state roles in development. The notion of the interventionist state may be
considered primarily in regard to legitimacy within the collective economic setting.
In Gramsci’s (2006:80) terms, the interventionist state:
is of economic origin, and is connected on the one hand with tendencies
supporting protection and economic nationalism, and on the other with the
attempt to force a particular state personnel, of landowning and feudal origin,
to take on the protection of the working classes against the excesses of
capitalism.10'
The claims to legitimacy of the ruling elite, such as the ‘Three Representations’,106
have attempted to confirm the interventionist role of the state in managing economic
development since the 1978 Openness and Reform policy. The previous socialist
totalitarian state from 1949 to 1979 had already established state intervention in the
economy as legitimate through a developmental method originally adopted from the
Soviet Union.107 Through overall ‘rational planning’ over annual, five-yearly or tenyearly periods and the propaganda that supported such plans, development became
the instrument by which government achieved comprehensive control of the
economic realm.
Hence, state authority over economics, associated with validation of the
interventionist role of the state, is widespread and deeply-rooted in China. As the
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See also, Chapter 1, “Introduction”, this work.
See Chapter 3.
1(1 See Chapter 1.
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principal device by which the state transforms society in order to bring the economic
prosperity on which its claims to legitimacy depend, the development programme is
essential to the regime’s public justification of its right to rule.I0X
The conception of development I prefer to adopt, therefore, derives from Aoki et al’s
(1997) study in East Asia, which ‘in contrast to the traditional view that regards
government and the market as alternative resource allocation mechanisms’, instead
treats ‘government as integral element of the economic system... ’ (Aoki et al
1997:vii). This conception is strengthened by Qian et al’s (1997:254) assertion that:
A host of recent accounts by economists and political scientists argue that an
activist state underpins the growth of the East Asian Miracles: government
policies and bureaucracies not only promoted market success, but were
essential to it.
Similarly, an understanding of the interventionist state is useful in interpreting
Ferguson’s (1994) case-study of the Thaba-Tseka project in Lesotho. When the
fundamental agency in the development process derives from the state, lower-level
implemented are supposed to ‘present the country’s economy and society as lying
within the control of the neutral, unitary and effective national government, and thus
almost perfectly responsive to the blueprints of planners’ (Ferguson 1994:178).
Where the state has ultimate control over the developmental process, it ‘is seen as an
impartial instrument for implementing plans and the government as a machine for
providing social services and engineering growth’ (Ferguson 1994:278). In the
Chinese case, the presentation of authoritarian government as the driver of economic
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see Chapters 1 and 3.
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growth serves to validate development projects from the national to the local level.
As Huntington (1968: 8) has pointed out,
The one thing communist governments can do is govern; they do provide
effective authority. Their ideology furnishes a basis of legitimacy, and their
party organisation provides the institutional mechanism for mobilising
support and executing policy.
Whilst this may be seen as true in the context of contemporary economic
development, we may question whether authoritarian power can substitute for a lack
of effective and accountable institutions. In the first chapter of this work, 1 have
claimed that China lacks the kind of economic and political tradition, such as private
property (Macpherson 1978:1), which formed the structural basis for the western
economic model. In the contemporary Chinese case, it is the interventionist power of
the state, rather than possessive individualism, which is the motivation and
foundation of contemporary economic mechanisms. As Wang (2014: 2) observes,
‘there were weak formal institutions in place during China’s transition ... In
historical retrospect, authoritarian government played a pivotal role in economic
development ...’ . Wang (2014: 2) goes on to claim that:
a government with a high level of autonomy and state capacity is more likely
to foster economic development through interlinked relational policies, to
address the missing markets problem. In this sense, the form and extent of
economic organisation and government intervention is a function of
economic development stages.
The interlinked relational policies refer to the different agencies who participate in
the projects. Despite its strong operational authority, it is difficult to maintain that the
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Chinese state has an outstanding institutional framework through which state agency
can be effectively exercised so that each administrative level performs in ways
consistent with the state vision. If we consider the history of state planning in China,
the Great Leap Forward failed in its aims and cost thousands of lives. Fifty years
later, as Chinese economic improvement has created a legend in the international
media and state development has been enthusiastically measured by GDP, many
questions regarding planned development remain unanswered. The consideration of
the Sandland case in this chapter will seek to expose a small piece of the iceberg,
with the aim of reflectively reviewing the virtues of planning in national economic
development.
My interview with Bao went on to address the detail of development in Sandland.
Concerning my question about Sandland’s definition of itself as an ‘Ecological
Tourism Experimental Area’, Bao replied with three points: firstly, official
administration would provide great support for investors, even simplifying land
purchase applications for them; secondly, the policies of higher levels of government
will be incorporated in the plan; and thirdly, the content of the plan in general is
based on future predictions and the government’s current missions. Here I will set
out each part of Bao’s answer with explanations of its implications:
‘The “experimental area” should be interpreted through three points. Firstly,
“go ahead, try and be brave to act before other people do”.l(|t) It means, to
some extent, Sandland government can make the game rules (of economic
planning) by itself and officials would try to simplify all the administrative
process for development, such as simplifying the application process of
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Here Bao is quoting a policy slogan regarding development, extracted from Deng Xiao Ping
Theory, which was introduced following the Openness and Reform Policy.
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investment, or the Flower district government would approve all documents
with the Sandland official seal, which is called “see seals, give seals”.
Formerly, the trading of significant amounts of land required approval from
senior levels of government, and town offices could not sell land. “See seals,
give seals” reveals that if Sandland Town submits a document of land
trading, higher government in most cases will approve. Most of the investors
Sandland was seeking to attract were based in richer areas of China.
Secondly, we would experiment with the newest policy mentioned by the
Governor of Mountain Province in 5 September 2011, that of “protecting
basin area fields and building mountain area towns”. The importance in this
act is that eight to twenty five angle slope region would be designed to be the
town construction land, while zero to eight angle slope region would be left
to be the agricultural fields. In the case of Sandland, the agricultural
production is required to be modernised with beautiful scenery and ecological
urbanisation mode.
Thirdly, we, the government, are going to play three cards in tourism —
culture, ecology and ethnicity. Based on the wonderful natural resources,
such as hot springs, grottoes and the landscape here, we will take some
actions. For instance, each project coming into Sandland has to tie in closely
to ecological tourism. It must be without any pollution to the environment.
Then, local government should try best to overcome the fundamental limits to
construction — the problems of water, gas and electricity, and most
importantly, transportation. Next year, two highways will be in use from
Lake to Sandland. They will magnificently enhance the local development
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and attract more social attention and tourists. Afterward, different levels of
government will promote outside investment. Vigorous efforts should be
made to improve our investment environment and standardise procedures in
administration. The price of each field, which can be separated by farmland,
the woodland and construction, will be set before the middle of 2012 to
facilitate investment. The first stage of the whole project will take eight to ten
years.’
The notion of development is tied up with a range of diverse ideological dimensions.
Most frequently, economic expansion in modem societies is unavoidably linked to
the conditions of globalisation, modernisation, urbanisation and individualisation. As
articulated by Bao, even the political process could be condensed to stimulate
investment. In such a new economic structure, the tendency to pursue economic
growth seems not
necessarily the consequence of any kind of conspiracy to aid capitalist
exploitation by incorporating new territories into the world system... The
result can be accomplished, as it were, behind the backs of the most sincere
participants. It may just happen to be the way things work out. (Chhotray
2011: xx).
In this social environment, the amelioration of poverty may be presented as a
rationale in the propaganda of development, but it is not the crucial issue.
Development itself is the reason for developmental projects within the ideological
logics of the state. Bao accepted the need for development and social change as a
matter of course without feeling any necessity to explain its advantages. In other
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words, the global ideological politics of economic growth have been extensively
individualised.
Nevertheless, the collective state plays a significant role in this ideology of
development. The fact that Bao began his answer with the political slogan from Deng
Xiaoping’s national reform exposes a conspicuous feature of the concept of
‘development’ — it is only feasible on a collective scale. When accumulation of
property and subsequent wealth are identified globally as the universal value of
obtaining pleasure (MacPherson 1978), the state is required to engage with general
commerce. Leaving aside Chinese state propaganda, it appears to be a widespread
social knowledge that development and its projects are objectively premised on the
need of the state because only the state can accomplish the complex process of
organising great numbers of people, resources and activities over long durations.
Thus, even in the international arena, when politicians in various countries seek to
represent the state, the discourse of development allows them to present themselves
as legitimate agents of the common good.
The state and the individual are ideologically united in agreement that development
is the path to prosperity in contemporary China, as I suggested at the beginning of
this work. Similarly, within the Chinese political landscape, Sandland style
developments could be included in the realm of the collective state. Government can
claim credit for the magnificent collective future envisaged in the discourse of
development, and the missions of official, such as Bao, are legitimised, reinforcing
state and bureaucratic power. Ordinary individuals confronting such collectively
justified projects may find they have few options in how they respond. Whilst the
propagandist state seeks compliance from the population, there is little in the way of
a genuine public forum in which real desires or complaints can be openly expressed.
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The perspectives of development, then are more powerfully validated by the state
than the individual needs deriving from the global values of materialism. The
symbolic meaning of development have been thoroughly monopolised by state
onstage discourses. People who actually experience developmental projects,
however, may be substantively invisible and muted in the face of such projects. I will
focus upon such groups in the later sections of this chapter, and in the next chapter.
In accordance with the state’s interest in development, then, Bao’s, use of the official
slogan, ‘go ahead, try and be brave to act before other people do’ shows that
development is conceived in the bureaucracy in ways compatible with the official
political terminology. This symbolic system (see chapter 3) legitimised state power
through the promise that the state controlled national resources for the future good of
all the people. In practical terms, planning delivered promises concerning the future
without considering the concrete and complicated reality, and the monopoly of state
power meant that the vision of the future that was pursued was determined only by
the state. As a result, there is only one way for people to think through what the
future will look like, what choices should be made, what path is most feasible and
what possibilities should be considered (Waterston 1965). This is the real meaning of
slogan ‘go ahead, try and be brave to act before other people do’ as manifested in
individual behaviours. Other practical knowledges, whether deriving from
economics, statistics, demography, geography, even sociology and anthropology are
marginalised by the authority of planning. Such knowledges may not be accessible to
the public, yet failure to consider them may undermine the effectiveness of
development. I will illustrate this form of political meaning control ethnographically.
The Sandland area was deemed as a location needing urbanisation, industrialisation
and modernisation. The plan for economic growth within Sandland was inextricably
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linked to the plans of higher levels of government, and ultimately, to national
policies. These large scale projects, however, embraced various agencies, both
individual, such as investors or experts, and groups of individuals, such as officials
or villagers. Moreover, within this hierarchical national framework, policy-makers,
officials, investors, experts and villagers all had their own individual purposes and
roles in development projects. The ethnography presented below will show that
whilst in some cases, agencies tactically seeking to maximise their own profits
collaborated very effectively, as in the case of local government and outside
investors, on other occasions real conflicts of interest made collaboration unrealistic,
as in struggles between planners and local villagers. Furthermore, even at the
preliminary scheduling period, decision-making processes had already been shortcircuited by offstage deals between powerful actors seeking to determine crucial
issues for their own benefit, rather than for the collective benefit of those who, in
onstage interactions, they claim to serve.
To fulfil its legitimising claims of collective benefit, the development process should
not simply ‘entertain the tourist’, but should safeguard the local economy, balancing
agricultural sector, industrial sector and service sector to construct a sustainable
economic system. Any prospect of fulfilling this promise, however, was pre
emptively compromised by offstage interactions, setting the stage for confrontations
of individual politics in battles between onstage and offstage meaning circulations.
Policy and Policy-makers

Provincial Governor: New Governor, New Policy. “People Move to Mountains,
Field Lands to Basins ”
Provincial governors were sworn in for a new term at the end of 2011. New leaders
usually seek to legitimise themselves by the implementation of new policies.
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‘Housing goes up to the mountain and agricultural field goes down to the basin’ was
one of them. In my workplace, when I interviewed colleagues about the policies in
the economic programme, everyone could clearly point out this policy from the
provincial government. The conversation with Town Director Chao could be cited
here as the explanation of Bao:
‘It (the policy) can be seen from the documents of December 2011 about the
supportive notices from Flower district government. The programme (of
Sandland) is the pilot area for the “mountain region” political direction.11(1
The testing area is selected by higher level of government to test the policy of
‘protecting farming fields in basin region, constructing cities and towns in
mountain area’ within the context of “Whole Area Urbanization”.111 Under
such policy orientation, the Town Offices received the documents from
higher government and were supposed to take on the mission of protecting
local agricultural fields.’
Lake City is in a mountainous province. Most demographic concentrations are in the
basins and Sandland is typical of these. In past decades rural factories and private
houses had proliferated occupying many agricultural fields. The new policy from the
provincial government put a considerable burden on local government to make major
changes in land use, yet no substantial financial support was forthcoming. It was
easy to observe that my colleagues regarded the new policy, therefore, more as a
slogan than as a practical programme. Sandland officials perceived the policy as
likely to be drawn-out, challengeable and subject to negotiation between diverse
groups in society. Jiang told me that
1:0
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‘the key to everything is money. Policy orientations like this “People Move to
Mountain, Field Land to the Basin”, is a very typical spending money task, a
very long process needing a great deal of money and facing so many
predicaments. It contains many impossible elements. As far as the Sandland
development is concerned, it all depends on whether the investing company is
rich enough and honest enough, and whether the leader who initiated the task
is shifted to another province or retires. If the leader is changed, the task will
be forgotten.
City Mayor: Sell all lands for local exploration and economic development
On the way to the workplace from 19 September 2011, the popular topic of
conversation among my colleagues was Mayor Quang of Lake City, and his policy of
strengthening commercial development. Famous for his ruthless approach to
economic policy, Quang commented,
‘how could we not use coercive political power? China has only 50 years to
complete development that took the west 300 years — how?

It can only be

pilot biscuit style development.”.1
One of the policies Quang implemented in city government was the separation of the
City into the three regions described by Bao in his interview, the CBD, Asian
Technological Novel Region and Ecological Experimental Area. The policy led to
large-scale demolition of many old housing concentrations in urban areas, the
payment of compensation to house owners, financed by bank loans, and the sale of
the land to capitalists from rich areas of China to build commercial estates. Quang
was a controversial figure both in Lake City generally, and among Sandland
112

Pilot Biscuits are a type of hard, condensed biscuit used by the army, symbolising ascetic
fr ugality. From ‘Classical Words of Mayor Quang’, internet article.
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officials, some of whom expressed approval for rapid urban transformation whilst
others commented negatively on the fact that people were forced to leave their
homes or business. As a result of Quang’s policies, urban real estate prices had risen
dramatically, and he was rumoured to have already spent the money earmarked for
the next twenty years development, and, moreover, to have put the City Government
heavily in debt.

Sandland, despite its small population, had not been unaffected: a

factory owner had set himself alight in protest at the demolition of his business.
Quang’s policy required every level of government below the city to attract
investment to finance extensive local construction projects. Sandland area is one of
them.
My Sandland colleagues disliked Quang very much, not only because he required
officials to work seven days a week and be on duty at night without practical work
content or call-back fee but also because officials at grassroots level felt that this
radical economic development policy made their work in dealing with villagers more
difficult. This difficulty is exemplified by a case that occurred in Sandland Dong
communities. Some villagers were living in dilapidated buildings of mud and wood
construction and at least 40 or 50 years old. Some house walls had collapsed, and
residents had only cloth awnings to protect them from the strong wind and heavy
rain. They were not permitted to rebuild or repair their homes, however, and officials
actively prevented them from so doing. The reason for this was Mayor Quang’s
blueprint: Sandland was designated for Lake City’s real estate development projects.
If villagers’ houses were new, the government would have to pay more money to get
the land when investors came. Quang’s order aimed at preventing villagers from

Regardless of citizen’s opinions, Quang’s high profile gained him enough political capital for
bureaucratic promotion He was promoted to Vice Provincial Secretary in 2012.
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taking advantage of increasing their compensation in this way. The order caused
many local complaints and conflicts. Most awkward for the officials charged with
implementing the order was that no one really knew when the investors would come
and the local economic design could be achieved.
As noted above, the Chinese ruling structure is forceful in implementing
developmental projects. It exerts its power upon the various sections of government
and the respective provinces or cities, towns, village level government. Since the
1980s, responding to national five-year economic plans, leaders at all levels have
been obligated to undertake regional economic developments. This proliferation of
local projects has prompted public scepticism towards their professionalism,
because, as Jiang comments, Tt (the policy from provincial level) contains major
elements which are impossible such as 'People Move to Mountains, Field Land to
Basins’.
Whilst national plans may be based on scientific studies of economic structure and
the careful calculation of costs and rewards, such considerations become less visible
as plans are implemented at lower levels of government, as will be shown below by
the ethnographic examples of the agency of experts and operators. The
implementation of development policies is a complicated and hazardous business for
every official leader, even at the level of Provincial Governor and Mayor. Lower
level officials such as my colleagues, therefore, had little confidence in them.
Rather than seeking to implement such policies effectively, therefore, most devoted
themselves to the personal service of leaders and the building of offstage
relationships of patronage.
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Another problem for local officials is inconsistency in policy, illustrated in the
proposed development of Taoyuan, the closest region of Sandland to Lake city. A
company has planned to buy the entire village of Taoyuan to build a theme park for
children. If the project proceeds, no agricultural fields will be kept; in contravention
of the Governor’s “People Move to Mountains, Field Land to Basins” policy. In this
case. Mayor Quang’s policy of selling land for commercial activities seems to trump
the Governor’s environmental aims. Those who suffer the most from this kind of
political inconsistency are local villagers. With no say over which policies are
implemented, they may lose their land and be forced to change their way of life.
Moreover, even if government policies seem positive for those at the grassroots, the
implementation of these policies may become an entirely different story.114
Inconsistency in policy may be associated with the lifespans of political posts. As
Jiang pointed out, leaders at provincial level only stay in post for a five year term,
but economic programmes are usually scheduled over at least ten years. In Sandland,
Bao asserted that The opening stage of the whole project would take eight to ten
years.’ Whereas lower-level officials tend to remain in position as representatives of
the state for longer periods, the governors may shift to other positions and their
policies may be abandoned after they leave. Even though economic projects may
have strong support from the current government, their future may still be extremely
uncertain.
Last but not least, although opinions may vary as to the qualities of an individual
leader or the merits of any particular development policy, there is a widespread
assumption that progress must be built upon individual sacrifice, and these sacrifices
fall hardest and most frequently upon the lowest social classes. Regardless of
The agency of villagers will be explored in the final part of this chapter.
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whether the effects of the policy are positive or negative for the majority of people,
the fragility of life and livelihood amongst the lowest strata of society renders them
at greatest risk from any structural transformation. Like the poor villagers of Dong,
the lower classes generally have few choices of action or protections from the actions
of government. Mayor Quang’s uncompromising policies in pursuit of economic
growth are built upon the sacrifices of large numbers of his most vulnerable citizens,
and run the risk of engendering deep social conflicts. Whether considered in relation
to socialist conceptions of equality, individualist conceptions of liberty, or ethical
schemes derived from either framework, such policies appear to fashion a dangerous
social tendency.
Officials
Director Chao: (the development) should closely follow the city government
Leader Bao: no interest in working under a youth
Colleagues: leaders force us to submit the reports as soon as possible
In the previous chapters, 1 have drawn attention to the behaviour patterns of officials
in town government. In this section, I will show how such behaviour patterns impact
on official capability in the substantive work of local economic development.
Under policy orientations from the Province Governor, the City Mayor and the
District Governor, there was a highly pressurised working atmosphere in Sandland
Town Office towards the end of 2011. My leaders and colleagues were the agents
engaged in the practical exercise of launching the programmes. On 8th December
2011, a new formal town department focused on local development was established,
and I was posted to it. My task was to attend planning meetings and write daily
progress reports for leaders.
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The Local Development Department was led by Town Director Chao, assisted by
two vice directors: Bao, the director of the Planning, Construction & Environmental
Protection Bureau, and Z. Ping, a Vice-Secretary of the Town Offices. Before
coming to Sandland, Town Director Chao had been the assistant of the Lake City
Vice-Mayor, and was part of a powerful bureaucratic clique.115 Chao’s appointment
to the head of the prestigious Sandland economic development project effectively
raised him above all other local officials, even the Town Secretary. If Sandland’s
programme developed well, his political prospects would be bright.
The content of the first meeting for officials of the new department focused on four
essential points:
1 .Vice-Director

Bao

and

his

department,

the

Planning,

Construction

&

Environmental Protection Bureau, took responsibility for writing up the draft of the
preliminary plan, then collected the reflective opinions from different official
departments in Sandland Town and Lake City government; and then submitted the
final detailed draft to the Town Offices (implying Director Chao) before the 23rd
December.
2. There would be a clear division of labour within the department. Vice-Director Z.
Ping took charge of the negotiation between departments; Vice-Director Bao took
the duty of the Offices of the Instruction, responsible for producing progress reports.
3. Every mission should be detailed to everyone with obligations within the system.
Office of the Instruction (consisting of a male clerk and I) should report everyday
concerning what work had been done, while the Director and Vice-Directors would
discipline and supervise the programme and issue new orders based on our reports.

See Chapter 4 for an account of factionalism within the bureaucracy.
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4. The Planning, Construction and Environmental Protection Bureau had the duty to
organize the clerks in the department to study ‘three disciplines’: the laws and
political disciplines referring to the land, forests and other resources, which would be
necessary for the completion of the task.
The new department was founded in an atmosphere of urgency that required all the
clerks to be totally focused upon the task. Director Chao told us that at a meeting in
the Lake City government the previous week, he had found himself held responsible
for the slow progress of economic development in Sandland compared to other
regions of the province. Chao asserted many times in meetings that ‘we had to catch
up with the steps of other economic regions and follow the orders of City
Government closely’. The pressure from higher levels of government was palpable in
the Town Office, and was experienced by me and my colleagues as a heavy
workload allocated by Bao, as he strove to catch up with other regions.
From the perspectives of my colleagues, work in the development programme was
intensive and strictly organised, totally different from our previous low-intensity
working routines. At 8.00am on the first Saturday after the foundation of the
department, for instance, a meeting was held concerning one of the local construction
plans. Attendance was compulsory for all members of the new department. The
purpose of the meeting was to coordinate the actions of government and investor in
the ‘Pretty Water in Red Valley’ programme. The company seeking to buy the land
was from Sichuan province. The project was blueprinted to build a holiday resort
including a rest home and golf course. The investor’s representatives showed us the
details of the Ecological Valley Tourism Programme, whilst Vice director Bao
replied that ‘every official should try their best to help the programme, provide good
service to company’ so on and so forth. Following the meeting, all concerned drove
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to view the valley the investors were proposing to buy. It was a very cold day, and
my colleagues complained continuously about this boring activity, asserting that the
work of bureaucrats should not be like this. In our official report, however, we noted
in official language that ‘an excellent negotiation between the government and the
developers had made a great step forward for the local development’. After the
investor’s representatives left, another formal meeting was held at 4.00pm by ViceDirector Bao, for the purpose of training us in the policies and trading conditions in
economic administration. The construction data, such as land measurements, the
Provincial governments’ ‘People Move to Mountains, Field Land to Basin’ policy,
Lake City’s ‘Three Region Separation’ scheme were explained. Bao set out the
following requirements:
1. There should be no be absences from work for any reason. No excuses could be
accepted.
2. The targets of all the missions should be detailed and supervised through everyday
report writing.
3. The preliminary plan should be submitted to him before the next Monday,
December 12, 2011.
From December 2011 to May 2012, my work schedule was full of similar meetings.
Their purposes included organising elements of the plan and preparing the planning
document. For such a plan to have a realistic chance of success, hard data and
scientific analysis were needed. In order to translate the political vision into reality
on the ground, we were supposed to produce specific detailed plans: the Urban
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Construction Land Plan,116 the Predicted Scale of Development,117 the Utilities and
Public Services Plan for Agricultural, Residential, Industrial and Community
Areas,1 ls the General Transportation Plan,119 and the Specific Landscape Plan.10 I
and my colleagues, however, as well as our leaders, lacked both the necessary
information and the economic or scientific expertise required to produce realistic
plans of this type. As a result, when reports were completed and work allocated day
after day, there was a massive deficit in information and technical knowledge.
Whilst we tried our best to collect statistics, establish the extent of land sales, and
estimate population growth, available local resources, potential investments and
historical rates of commercial development in different areas, in order to forecast the
phases of growth and change in different sectors, in our private conversations, we
admitted that the risks of failure were huge. We lacked the necessary specialised
skills, and no technical, economic or marketing experts who could provide this kind
of information and knowledge were brought into the project. Moreover, other
governmental departments from which we were seeking information proved
surprisingly uncooperative. Our contacts with the departments for district commerce,
forests and woods, agriculture and land elicited no constructive responses, but were
usually ignored. My colleagues often questioned ironically ‘Who will come to buy
houses in Sandland? Who believes people in Lake City are all waiting for our
programme?’
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Whilst our leaders were always dissatisfied with the documents and reports which we
produced, the experience of working long hours of overtime without any visible
achievement or material reward was also deeply demotivating for me and my
colleagues, and eventually we lost all patience with the process. My colleagues
complained that ‘no one gets extra payment to work overtime’. All my colleagues in
the new department were under thirty years old, and were aware of the norm that
young people were deemed to be of lower status and should work harder than the
elders. With this culture of age classification, leaders found it convenient to use
young officials, but when they became tired and demotivated under the pressure,
they received no support and rewards from their superiors. After the Spring Festival
in February, Vice-Director Bao, left the Sandland office and transferred to Lake City,
in part because he resented serving under a younger superior, particularly in such a
demanding programme, contrary to traditional norms. The departure of Bao, whose
leadership role was central to the work of the Local Development Department,
deeply discouraged all my colleagues, especially Town Director Chao.1"1
Eventually, the Town Office hired an economic planning and design company to
take on the work.1"" To our relief, we were released from the demands of the project.
With the exception of Town Director Chao, who wanted to keep the project within
the remit of the town government in hopes of furthering his career, the officials
around me no longer cared about the programme, and were fulfilling tasks only
because superiors required it.
In part, this was because the planning proved to be much more complicated and
difficult than any official expected.
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Both Bao and my colleagues lacked the

See Chapter 4 for an account of the power struggles which led to Bao’s departure.
Mountain Province Planning and Design Company,
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professional knowledge and experience required to execute the plan effectively, and
as a result, they easily lost interest in the later phases. There was little sense of
responsibility for projects within the bureaucratic community. The projects were
seen as a product of higher levels of government with little responsiveness to the
needs of people at the lower levels of society, and it was not officials who would feel
the worst consequences of botched development plans, as will become apparent in
the final section of this chapter, dealing with the experience of villagers.
Investor
Sell the land to me cheaply. No competitive bidding in the market.
This part of the chapter examines offstage activities among political and economic
power holders. The focus is not on the forms of capital they utilised, but on the
effects of unrestrained Guanxi exchange on the process of development.
Successive meetings, nearly every day, filled my work schedule during early 2012.
‘Pretty Water in Red Valley’ was the first project in the whole economic programme.
The investor wanted to buy an isolated valley where no villagers were settled,
enabling the Town Office to avoid spending time and money on relocating villagers.
Instead, the Office planned to sell the land directly to signal the start of the
programme. The process of preparing the official administrative documents required
all our participation. Director Bao made an inspiring speech at nearly every meeting
exhorting us to finish all the preparatory work before July 2012 and spend one year
from 2012 to 2013 to fully implement the programme of the ‘Pretty Water in Red
Valley’. ‘This would surely be a demanding year,’ he admitted, ‘but everyone should
think about their mission and the meaning of life. As a civil servant, what you should
do?’ In practical terms, it was apparent that ‘what we should do’ was to serve
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investors, since it was only when investors materialised that our superiors gave us
real work to do, and took a real interest in how we did it.
Besides those meetings, we also liaised among other governmental departments,
including the Land Resource Bureau, the Agricultural Bureau, the Forest Bureau and
the Commercial Bureau, collecting official policies governing trade between local
government and commercial companies. This experience supplied vivid examples
that showed that, in practice, the government did not follow its own protocols, but
serviced specific investors out of the public view. Commercial law requires an open
bidding process when national resources are sold. The Commercial Bureaus,
however, instructed us and the representatives of the investing company to hide all
land documents to prevent other investors joining the bidding. When the open
bidding was publicly announced, documents would be handed into the Official
Assessment Office. A clerk employed by investors could stay in the assessment
offices 24 hours a day to guard the documents, effectively preventing free market
competition and ensuring that the land would be sold to the appointed company.
Again, the outstanding prerequisite for acquiring the land was clear: Guanxi. I
privately asked Vice-Director Bao about the background to the Guanxi operating in
the case of the ‘Pretty Water in Red Valley’. He guessed that the ‘investor would
have good Guanxi with City government, because they were introduced by the
leaders from the urban office’. Then, I asked whether this company had sufficient
assets to actually pay the price bid. ‘Who knows,’ Bao replied, ‘but normally when
they get the land, they can borrow a great deal of money from the bank on the
strength of the construction project, then pay us the price of the land. Investors were
able to profit here: the land was acquired below market value, by the avoidance of an
open bidding process, and all money was from the bank. ’ It might seem that the state
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itself lost out, by not receiving the full value of the land. In China, however, there is
little conception of the state, which remains the owner of all land, being able to
iose’. Bao added, ‘as far as we (officials) were concerned, the investment was made,
investor got the land, things were done.’ It seems officials benefited through the
establishment of a Quanzi circle associated with a highly profitable enterprise, and
vice versa.
It is important to note the uncertainty in Bao’s statement — he did not have personal
knowledge of these transactions, which neither he nor I were sufficiently privileged
to have access to.

His statement was necessarily speculative, therefore.

Nevertheless, it was informed speculation, for he was a very experienced official,
and the extent of these underhand backstage manoeuvres surprised me. If Bao’s
assessment was correct, serious commercial investment could come from nothing but
Guanxi. There seemed to be no effective limits on the abuse of political power in
these plots involving politicians and capitalists. National resources simply became
one more form of capital within the scope of Guanxi exchange. In the three decades
of market development since 1979, then, the political power which is supposed to
regulate such development for the common good paradoxically seems to have
become another source of social imbalance and conflict.
Expert Consultants
Is it okay for us to build a museum in Sandland?
No, museums provide little official income, we need industry.
There is no doubt that expert consultants are significant agents in planned
development, which needs thorough consideration from both scientific and
humanistic perspectives. In practice, however, the relationship between officials and
consultants can be problematic. Two ethnographic vignettes presented below will
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describe how, on one hand, officials may act like consultants, whilst on the other, the
presence of a professional consultant in itself may not be sufficient to deliver
successful development outcomes. Economic planning and local development are
complex processes which easily slip out of the control of bureaucratic leaders and
local officials.
A very formal conference was held in City government in January in order to
orientate the entire area programme in Sandland. Vice-Director Bao gave a
presentation, following which other experts and leaders from different governmental
departments gave their responses. The central part of the plan was to design the basin
area, the former Sandland town district, as a concentrated industrial region. The
discussion mainly focused on choosing between a focus on IT or cultural creation
industries.The agreed theme would eventually be used to advertise Sandland
district as a significant industrial section of the province. In my later interv iew with
Town Director Chao to discover how leaders justified their decision between these
two choices, I asked whether there was a possibility that, if certain land was prepared
for an IT factory but no investing company came forward, the plan might be
changed. ‘Not entirely,’ he replied.
‘If the land was designated for a certain kind of industrialisation, and some
companies for their own subjective reasons no longer want to come in, other
companies can replace them. Once the industrial orientation has been
decided, the investing bodies must comply with it in order to gain access to
the land. Investing is not open to any company, but only to those who can
buy the land and comply with the development plan.

In practice, this meant a choice between computer companies on one hand, or design and
advertising companies, on the other.
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The Sandland development plan, for example, in compliance with the
national industrial orientation, required the government to both build an
industrial sector and construct the commercial buildings and dwelling houses
to attract companies and citizens in city come in and purchase houses or
offices. Whilst some companies might propose their own plans for
purchasing land, in the majority of cases, programmes are orientated by
offices through a process of negotiation with investing bodies.’
The central duty of political leaders and planners, as agents of the interventionist
state, is to ensure that their decisions maximise public benefits. Keeping ideological
consistency with the national plan. Town Director Chao expressed in the interview
that he preferred to locate industry in the Sandland town area, deeming it as the
fastest way to bring wealth into the locality. The developmental plan would combine
agriculture, tourism projects and industrialization in different regions in a
comprehensive modernisation process. As is apparent in the interview with Bao,
officials conceptualised themselves as extremely privileged as a result of their
control over national resources such as land. They had no need to consider the
markets, everything would be easily developed. The choice between IT and cultural
creation industries started from a point of departure that Sandland was the Ecological
Experimental Area. Protecting the environment could be highlighted in official
construction reports to the credit of officials. If local prosperity was the primary
motivation for bringing industries into Sandland, however, the plan was less
effective, for the new jobs would not go to local people who did not have the skills
required by either IT or cultural creation companies. Local employment, then
became an issue that economic planning could not address, and plans could not be
justified on the grounds that they would employ locals. Throughout the conferences
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and meetings, however, no persuasive reasons based on either commercial or
humanistic assessment were put forward. Whilst the plan was clearly deficient in
terms of achieving its goals, the only legitimacy it needed to drive it forward was the
requisite political support. The decision regarding which industrial sector to prioritise
was not based on any expert advice, but on a presentation delivered by an official:
namely Bao.
Secondly, besides lacking scientific assessment of development inputs and outcomes,
there was an unavoidable offstage pressure from leaders to generate more tax income
for the Town Offices. ‘Sandland Office,’ in the Town Secretary’s words, ‘is very
poor’. The only enterprises leaders wanted, therefore, were industrial. At one stage,
former Zhiqing (intellectual youths) applied for land to build a museum of Zhiqing
history. Leaders refused the application on the grounds that the museum would not
bring higher taxes to government. Similarly, ‘cultural region’ designs, put forward
many times by designing companies were rejected for the same reason. At the time I
finished my fieldwork, the planning and design company Province Plan and Design
Company, hired by the Town Office had still not submitted a proposal that satisfied
the government, increasing scepticism toward the project and an increasing
assumption of probable failure. The presence of experts did little here to advance the
project, since, as noted at the beginning of this chapter, development is ultimately a
notion defined by politics and regardless of the means of planning, programmes are
ultimately decided only by political leaders.
The problematic relationships between political leaders, expert consultants and
officials charged with implementing plans are also apparent in the example of the
tourist industry plan.
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Tourism Planner
Regarding places of tourist interest: ‘all things came from nothing’}14
A Local Economic Development Training Day was held on 14th November, which
was attended by the Town Secretary, Town Director and seventy to eighty clerks.
Xiong, a commercial planning specialist invited by city government, gave a
powerpoint presentation of the tourist plans his company had created for a number of
counties and cities. In one example, a county government in Jiangsu province invited
him to plan their tourism industry. Because there was a local lake called Tianmu,
which means ‘eye of the sky’, his company designed a tower close to the lake with a
laser eye on the top to attract tourists. When they found a mountain close to the lake
which looked like a ‘Buddha face’, this was advertised as another tourist attraction. I
was unable to discern the ‘Buddha face’ in his powerpoint slide, and one of my
colleagues laughed out loud at the suggestion.
Another example he presented was in a small agricultural town in Hunan province,
from which a famous Chinese myth had originated. A couple had fallen in love with
each other but had been separated by a river created by girl’s mother, who was a
powerful goddess. Xiong used the myth as the theme for local tourism and planned a
series of interactive attractions designed to attract loving couples.

For instance,

tourists could carve their lover’s name on a padlock which they then locked to a red
fence by the river to symbolise love; or they could craft their lover’s picture into a
concrete wall, which was called the wall of love (this idea derived from the Wailing
Wall in the Old City of Jerusalem). After the fence and the wall of love were built by
local government, private enterprises invested in a purpose-built romantic site for
wedding ceremonies. The myth was used to propagate the idea that lovers who
124
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visited this county would stay together forever. At the same time, both government
and private enterprise benefited by making significant charges for this romantic
experience.
Xiong’s slogan was, ‘I give you a special plan, you give people a miracle’. 125
Xiong was explicit that such miracles were produced ‘out of thin air’: that ‘all things
came from nothing’,

a derogatory phrase in Chinese, and that creating tourist

attractions involved ‘exaggerating a minor issue’.

Wherever possible, Xiong tried

to connect his tourist attractions to religion or myth, as in the examples of the
‘Buddha face’ and the myth of the separated lovers. In this, he was tapping into a
widely shared Chinese perspective on the supernatural: that ‘to believe in something
is better than to believe in nothing’,l2N that ‘faith cannot hurt’, or that it is ‘better to
be safe than sorry’. Such perspectives can be traced back to the agnostic Confucian
attitude towards ghosts and gods, summarised in the phrase: ‘I do not talk about the
power and mystery of ghosts, spirits or God'.1"4 Xiong summed up his fundamental
business philosophy in a single phrase: ‘a lie, told a hundred times, becomes truth’.
In conversation after the completion of the training, it soon became clear that my
colleagues and I were disturbed by Xiong’s message. We all agreed that, if Xiong’s
vision was implemented, Sandland people would find themselves abusing religious
beliefs in order to sell visitors inauthentic stories. Such a strategy was unlikely to be
sustainable. Dong as a local person, expressed her outrage strongly:

In Manderin, ffelh rTIS, fT'di nfisS
In Manderin, ;£ cf3 5?.^
In Manderin,
In Manderin,

l£r CTfiR^,

In Manderin,
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‘This kind of design is cheating travellers. People would have a very bad
impression of Sandland and feel that people here are intent on nothing but
profit. I only hope local residents will not be harmed by these plans. You
know, those programmes rarely think about local people. Most of us do not
know anything about local programmes and governmental behaviours. We
may hear some rumours, but no one explains to them until the last minute
when they are already changing our lives.’
Looking at Xiong’s proposals from a broader perspective, Jiang observed that:
the programmeme is large and empty with many unknown elements in the
future. The kind of training this specialist is spreading, and its content, is
actually on the way to leaving Chinese people bankrupt of trust.
Whilst my colleagues and 1 had little faith in the capabilities of the commercial
specialist, we also knew that it was the City Government that had introduced him as
an expert to the Town Office. We understood that he had authority as a result of
Guanxi within the bureaucratic system. One week later, we heard that Xiong had
found a small mountain in Sandland which looked like the Buddha sitting on a lotus
flower. Whether or not this mountain would eventually become a tourist attraction,
Xiong had been able to charge the government commercial rates for both the training
and the idea or ‘creative input’ of making the mountain an attraction. The agency of
experts such as Xiong seeks no input from local people regarding their religious or
cultural traditions or the kind of tourist industry they would like. It is oriented
entirely toward the official domain from which its monetary rewards come. As a
result of the unhealthy relationship between political power and commercial
‘experts’, the development programmes that are produced may lack maturity and be
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ultimately unsustainable, because the most important stakeholders, the local people,
have no voice in the process.
Villagers
No way they can make us sell our land cheaply
I do not believe this programme can work
Villagers are the most significant agents in the development programme for it is they
who are most deeply impacted. Officials in town government sense this from
collective actions taken by villagers, such as those described in the next chapter. In
order to publicise the programme, a major development conference including 11
administrative village offices and 117 production groups was held on 3rd January.
It aimed to communicate the substance of the programme to villagers through
production team leaders. The crucial content and key issue concerned the relocation
of villages according to land plans covering the whole economic programme. The
plan required 117 villages within Sandland to be gathered into 28 newly built
communities. The villages were to be tom down, and fields planted in all basins
would be divided up and sold to different investing programmes.
Villagers would be forced to abandon their agricultural way of life for employment
in industry or tourism. Vice-Director Bao knew that resistance was likely, and that,
therefore, the terminology used in the meeting had to be tactical. Using a great deal
of official language to emphasise his role as the embodiment of the state, he stressed
firstly, the current problems in Sandland, such as insufficient water for living and
irrigation, insufficient gas and electricity, and the threat of landslides. He used a
powerpoint presentation to contrast this problematic present with idealised images of
the future urbanised Sandland. He made the point that ten construction projects with
government investment of a billion RMB had been planned, using Dong village
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(where I was resident) where a five-star hotel was to be located, as an example of
such improvement. Bao also promised significant improvements in water resources,
education, medicine, and welfare as well as economic growth. Finally, he delegated
the task of explaining the Sandland plan to villagers to production team leaders, in
the hope that they would be able to ameliorate resistance when demolition actually
began.
In fact, Bao’s presentation was unrealistically optimistic in its projections of the
future. At this time, only the preliminary stage of the Taoyan area project was
underway and ‘Pretty Water in Red Valley’ had barely commenced. No projects had
reached the stage of full official approval, like a billion RMB.
The responses of villagers were mainly negative. I mentioned the project and the
prospect of a ‘better environment’ to my host family in Dong village. Mr. Shi replied
scornfully: ‘One billion RMB, how little it is!’ Mr. Shi did not believe the
government would give them sufficient compensation to enable them to move from
their houses and successfully establish a new life. In daily conversation in Dong, it
was clear that villagers were generally unwilling to move from their independent
houses and land to urban apartment blocks. They directly expressed deep negative
emotions towards such an environment, commenting that such government-built
housing must be low quality and crowded. In contrast, their old houses were where
their ancestors had lived and were conveniently close to their fields. The villagers
felt no desire for change. Nevertheless, money was a key factor. As Mr Shi implied,
the rate of the compensation could provide the motivation to change villagers’
attitudes. If political pressure resulted in enough money being offered, villagers
would move eventually. Even with substantial compensation, however, villagers
would remain anxious about their futures. Deprived of the means to utilise their skills
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as farmers, and lacking suitable education for new forms of work, they feared falling
into poverty and joining an army of urban unemployed. The promises of improved
public services were not sufficient to overcome this fear of a loss of self-sufficiency.
To return to the conference, the official language used by Bao represented the state
as being primarily concerned about the well-being of the people. Bao used the
authority of the state, manifested in this official language, to disguise the real
uncertainties surrounding the development projects, and to persuade villagers that the
promised improvements were not only beneficial but necessary to their lives. In
private, Bao referred to this process of persuasion as ‘advertisement’. The use of the
official language of collective benefit had another useful effect for officials such as
Bao: it cast those who might oppose such projects as selfish individuals going
against the common good. The official political language expelled all competing
meaning concerning what is really good, right, positive or advanced, even in the area
of economics. The local populace had no access to other resources for meaningproduction with which to challenge the validity of official development discourse.
In official eyes, therefore, villagers tended to be seen as a passive mass to be
subjected to education and rationalisation through the delivery of state schemes of
meaning. In the final analysis, whether individuals genuinely accepted state
meanings or not was of little importance, because they were subject to absolute
political power, and there were no arenas for them to assert their views. After the
conference, villagers were officially conceptualised as ‘knowing deeply’ the
economic planning of the officials. In regard to communicating the development plan
to the masses then, it was officially understood as a case of‘mission achieved’.
To sum up, development planning is ‘a political process, a pattern of relationships
between states and subject populations. It involves an exercise of power, and it
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ultimately depends on the compliance of ordinary people’ (Robertson 1984: 86).

In

Sandland, state projects intended to introduce new form of economic production and
new social relations in the process of modernisation. The interests of the populace,
however, tended to be severely neglected even in planning phases by the local
administration. Because the local community has no voice in the planning, and no
right to participate in, or react to, local economic projects, there is little likelihood of
them deriving any benefit from development. On the contrary, they are most likely to
find themselves deported from their homes and traditional way of life to an uncertain
future which they fear will end in impoverishment and marginalisation.
The claims of politicians and officials that development will result in ‘economic
growth' does not impress villagers, because it is apparent to them that growth will
not be equally distributed. The needs and desires of the majority of people are simply
not considered in the planning process.
From an anthropological perspective, we can see that this lack of consideration of the
humanistic aspects of this transformation, and a reliance upon coercive political
power, may result in failure. Residents are unconvinced of the benefits of
‘modernisation’ and may even be prepared to oppose ‘modernity’ because it
excludes them. Idealistic visions of the future carry little weight with villagers who
can see that there is little or no room for them in the plans envisaged. Contrary to
official pronouncements, the mission of persuading the populace is very far from
accomplished, and the plans run the risk of being derailed by mass non-compliance.
This theme will be examined more deeply in the following chapter which examines
the ‘petitions’ of local residents.
Conclusion
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Supported by the interventionist state and its apparatus of meaning control,
development projects are presented as a collective good and as a road to prosperity.
In practice, however, development tends to act primarily to expand bureaucratic
power and benefit power-holders rather than to benefit the broad majority as claimed
in official presentations. The gap between onstage developmental goals and offstage
practices tend to be extreme.
Since Sandland officials could not work effectively as assumed by the blueprint, it is
unlikely that the projects will be completed as planned. Ferguson (1994) noted,
economic development programmes may bring a host of side effects, including the
growth of riches for some grounded on the impoverishment of others, and the
expansion and legitimation of bureaucratic power; moreover,
a development project can effectively squash political challenges to the
system not only through enhancing administrative power, but also by casting
political questions of land, resources, jobs or wages as technical "problems”
responsive to the technical “development” intervention. (Ferguson 1994:
180).
In explaining the actions and strategies of individual or corporate agents of economic
development, it was clear that the expansion of individualised political or economic
power was the primary consideration for politicians, investors and consultants. The
offstage activities of powerful elites may be able to hijack resources which are
claimed to exist for the benefit of all. The cooperation of agents with political power,
such as official leaders, cultural power, such as consultants, and economic power,
such as investors reveals the effects of the Quanzi explored in Chapter 4, in civil life.
These agents exchange capitals through Guanxi in order to monopolise public
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resources for private profit. Because plans are based as much on offstage Guanxi
exchanges as on genuine studies of what is feasible or desirable, large-scale projects
may rest upon the most dubious foundations, for instance, simplistic assumptions
such as: ‘if we build an IT industrial park, private IT enterprises will develop there’,
or ‘if we invent tourist attractions, visitors will flock to Sandland’.
Development programmes are top-down projects originated by the interventionist
state, but implementation at lower levels depends upon the cooperation of
individualised agents within and outside state structures. It is the powerful who are in
the best position to ensure that development is oriented toward their benefit. In the
planning phase, officials play the role of experts; whilst commercial consultants
orient their advice towards those bureaucratic elites who can ensure them a
continuing flow of profit. Planning then is not ‘rational’ in Weber’s sense, and the
last to be considered are ‘the people’ in whose name development is justified by the
discourses of state collectivism.
We cannot simply assume that the next reality we will see in Sandland’s economic
programme will be unavoidable failure, but the programme operates through sets of
social interests so complex that outcomes are likely to be problematic. At the heart of
the matter is the persistent contradiction between the onstage and offstage roles of
state agents, between collectivism and the common good onstage, and the pursuit of
individual self-interest offstage, and ultimately, between the onstage state with its
collectivist ethical scheme and interventionist powers and the offstage individualised
society guided by radically different values.
In next chapter, I will focus on local petitions by villagers to examine the
communication between the sometimes uncertain face of local government, and
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villagers who have their own strategies. I will show how social discontent with state
development processes is expressed through different forms of individual and group
visitations to the Town Office.
I will focus, in particular, on the issue of land, in a legal framework where the
separation of land-use rights from ownership empowers state-agents at the expense
of villagers, and offers the representatives of the ethical interventionist state
extensive opportunities to

pursue individual

interactions and corruption.
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self-interest through

offstage

Chapter 7 Petitions

This chapter explores onstage and offstage aspects of individual politics by
examining inconsistencies between the idealised state and its concrete embodiment
in state agents, and conflicts between state agents and the agency of the people that
the idealised state claims they serve. 1 will show that the state seeks to use its
absolute authority to maintain its image as the ‘ethical’ and ‘interventionist’
representative of the common good (Gramsci 1971). In accordance with this official
representation, bureaucrats, as the embodiment of the state, are supposed to resolve
injustices for the common people. In practice, however, they are often unwilling to
do so. Although public ideology presents the state process as a dynamic interaction
between people and officials, common people are often frustrated in interactions with
local administrations — government officials manage the meanings of ordinary life,
monopolise material resources and work exclusively for the benefit of superiors and
themselves. The ethnography presented in this chapter will reveal the conspicuous
helplessness of rural communities confronted with ‘development’ driven by powerful
state actors, and the deep concern for security that this produces when faced by the
coercive administration.
Villagers are outside the governmental community as the subjects of the state, but
they are not without agency. Ethnography in this chapter will show how they have
petitioned using different methods: as individuals, as a group, and through Guanxi,
and on different grounds: appealing to the ethical state, the interventionist state, or
private Guanxi, in attempts to protect their vital interests.
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I will argue that for most villagers, there is no access to administrative power or the
public sphere of meanings, because they have no exchangeable capital. Lacking
legitimate options, they can only express themselves or protect their property by
threatening direct action. For local entrepreneurs, however, economic power can be
utilized in exchange for political power through individual connections. This chapter,
then, builds on the previous chapter which

introduced the contrast of

onstage/offstage interactions. Onstage negotiation between villager and officials may
be seen in the individual visitor to the Town Offices who seeks the idealised state
that exists in their mind, and the visiting group which questions the extent of political
power,

particularly

in

household

economic

affairs.

Offstage

activity

is

ethnographically visible in processes of Guanxi and individual exchanges.
The Ethical State
During my fieldwork, individual villagers regularly brought concerns to the Town
Office. I observed one to two visits every month. I recorded two cases in October, in
which the villagers based their claims on an appeal to the idealised state, representing
ethics, justice, and sentiment: the image that was disseminated by state propaganda,
and which these villagers appeared to have internalised.
Case l

My first experience of an individual visitor from the local village occurred on
Saturday 8lh October. At lunch time, a woman about thirty to forty years old came to
our department regarding the domestic violence which she had suffered. She narrated
how, on 2nd October, her husband had beaten her and their son. The hospital verified
that her arm was broken. I asked about the details of the incident. She told us that
money was the cause of the dispute. On the morning of 2nd October, she passed
clothes with 2000RMB (£200) in the pocket to her husband, who was going to the
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market in the City. When her husband reached the market, her husband did not find
the money. He returned home and searched, but they were unable to find the money.
Her husband beat her and their son mercilessly because he believed that either she
had lost the money before passing the clothes to him or that their son had stolen that
money. She repeatedly and emotionally explained that it was not the first time her
husband had beaten her. When their first child, a daughter, was three years old, her
husband started beating her; however, because she thought her children were young
and should not experience family breakdown, she had suffered the violence without
complaint. This time her arm was broken and her fifteen year old son had been
harmed, so she said that she could not bear it anymore and would consider divorce.
My office (the Party Committee) included the department of the Women's
Federation, which had been launched at the time of the establishment of the New
China in 1949. The woman knew of the existence of the Federation and thought they
would be of some help. My colleagues were not very interested in her case, I was the
only one listened carefully. After her narration, I asked my colleagues what we
would normally do. They replied to the woman that all we could do was to give her
some advice her on marital law. In her case, she could divorce her husband and gain
custody of her children. If her husband refused to sign the document of divorce, she
could pay 50RMB, sue in the court, and would certainly win. The problem, the
woman told us, was that her husband had the Hukou: the household registration
document required for all marriage or divorce applications, and she could not gain
access to it. Moreover, her daughter was threatening to commit suicide if her mother
applied for divorce. It seemed, therefore, that divorce was not her real intention in
coming to the Town Office. Rather, she was seeking help and support to deal with
her situation. According to Dong, giving legal advice was all the Women’s
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Federation could do. In fact, offering such advice was the only work the Women’s
Federation did, other than typing reports regarding the activities of its leaders. Dong
added that domestic violence had been frequent cases in her ten years working
experience, remarking that ‘domestic violence is not rare at all. Just not every
woman who suffered it would go outside to talk about it.’
After the woman left, in answer to my question about our duty and what the woman
wanted from us, Jiang complained
the government wants to take charge of everything in China, but it in fact
cannot arrange the things well at all. Taking myself as an example, I am
responsible for three areas, Women’s Affairs, Scientific Development and
Worker’s Unions. In cases like the woman visitor’s, the Women's Federation
did not really function to address the problem and change any present
condition as the woman had hoped. It is the same with the work in the
Worker’s Unions.
It was true that the registration of Worker’s Unions on which I had assisted Jiang had
proved an impossible task and much of the data had ended up fabricated, as
described in Chapter 4.
In fact, bureaucratic missions, as Chapter 4 showed, were entirely oriented towards
serving higher level offices and leaders. The needs of ordinary citizens were largely
ignored. Jiang’s complaint focused on the impossibility of the all-powerful, ethical
interventionist state of official propaganda manifesting in real life. The woman who
had come to the office, like many others before her, expected the ethical and
interventionist state to manage the domestic realm to prevent further violence.
Officials such as Jiang and Dong did not feel they had the capability to play this role,
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and were not prepared to try. In their responses to my questions, they distanced
themselves from the state that they were supposed to embody. Such detachment, I
learned from experience, was a regular response to complaints from citizens that
officials did not feel equipped to deal with.
Case 2
I recorded another visit to the Offices on Monday, October 24, 2011, by a female
villager of about forty years who had been beaten by a Production Team Leader, the
effective head of her village. She shouted loudly, calling attention to her injuries, and
disturbing the officials in the office. She had returned to Sandland after twenty years
away to find that her farmland had been used as a rubbish site, and that her toilet was
being used by all the villagers. She had negotiated a contract with the village head,
renting the field for 600RMB as a collective rubbish site. A conflict had arisen over
the toilet, however. Whilst the villagers considered the toilet to be included in the site
for which they had paid, the woman denied that she had rented the toilet and
padlocked it. This led to recurring conflicts, and she reported that on Sunday,
October 23, she had been beaten by the Village Head and a group of people from
other villages whom she did not know. After escaping from her assailants, she had
called the police, but, she said, they had not helped her because they had a secret
relationship with the Village Head. After having her wounds treated at the hospital,
she had come to our office seeking the Town Secretary, who, she believed, was
powerful enough to ‘give her justice’. In her words, she wanted the Town Secretary
to ya (literally push or press) the Village Head. In this context, ya from a superior to
subordinates implies orders, or even official punishment.
The woman was unsuccessful in her attempts to meet the Town Secretary. Instead,
she was dealt with by Guo, a lower ranking official, whose main aim was to prevent
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her from shouting. Guo listened to her account of events, but refused to contact the
Village Head or town leaders, rather advising her not make her relations with other
villagers worse. Guo added that ‘town officials knew beating people was very wrong,
but we did not have power to handle those kinds of physical conflict, which
definitely belonged to the affairs of the police.’ On one hand, he tried to mollify the
woman, on the other, he directed her to the police and sought to make her leave. The
woman sensed that she was being brushed off and that Guo did not want to get
involved in the issue. She threatened to appeal to a higher level of government for
justice, at which point Guo lost patience and said ‘do what you want’. Then, the
woman left.
Guo explained to me afterwards that even if the town director had been here, no one
would really contact the Village Head or police to solve such a conflict. ‘We just
heard the woman’s story’, Guo went on: ‘we do not know precisely what happened.
There are a lot of similar events, we do not have enough energy to take charge of
everything. We actually have no need get involved in it.’
Guo’s final assertion that ‘We actually have no need get involved in it’ is similar to
Jiang's attitude in the domestic violence case, implying that anything less than major
public disorder was of no interest to the Town Offices. The unspoken rules tend to be
that no official wants to offend someone else for a stranger if there is no benefit for
themselves. Indeed, the woman’s role, as a stranger in the village, determined that
she had no access to networks through which to influence officials. Contrary to the
official picture of the ethical, interventionist state, the woman had no chance of
achieving ‘justice’ through the institutional structures alone, and with low social
status and few social resources, she lacked capital with which to appeal to Guo to
build a Guanxi exchange relationship with her. In shaip contrast to their response to
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demands from higher levels of government or leaders, officials felt no sense of duty
towards ordinary citizens.
The woman’s threat to take her complaint to higher levels of government is closely
related to the official symbolic role of the state, much at variance with the actions of
officials such as Guo and Jiang. Wright’s survey showed that 78% of Chinese
petitioners ‘agreed or strongly agreed that “the centre is willing to listen to peasants
who tell the truth and welcomes our complaints” and 87% agreed or strongly agreed
that “the centre supports peasants in defending their lawful rights and interests’”
(2010 cited in O’ Brien & Li 2003-4:119). In this illusory image of the state, farmers
persisted in believing that central government was sympathetic to peasants or
victims. The weakness of residents confronting problems was their hope that the
authority of the state would support them and that their problems could, therefore, be
resolved within the state system. In the two cases examined above, as well as the
land petitions which will be examined below, it was apparent that for peasants, the
ethical state remains the meaningful summit of moral authority, and each layer for
government is assumed to have a stronger ethical framework than those beneath
them. Even when peasants failed to get help, therefore, they tend to express the belief
that there would be genuine help from a higher level of government. Like other local
villagers, the woman beaten by the Village Head believed that the town officials
would be obliged to act in the interests of justice when conflict occurred. Such faith
in the ‘higher level' may derive in part from the much more interventionist approach
during the Maoist period, when there were, for example, state officials specifically
responsible for resolving domestic disputes. Moreover, the personality cults
surrounding Communist leaders in China, as elsewhere, encouraged faith in the
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father-like state (see Tumarkin:1983). In the contemporary context, however, my
colleagues showed no such sense of duty.
The Interventionist State and the Land Issue
In this part of the chapter 1 will consider group visits, by which I mean a group of
villagers assembling at the Town Office as a petitionary form of direct action. I will
show that villagers are prepared to take risks in negotiating for individual property
against state collective rationalisation. The agricultural land issue, in particular, led
to a new and remarkable social struggle in the current process of developmental
urbanization. Property as a crucial battlefield is the departure point from which I will
consider the issue of land compensation in this chapter. Because a coercive
collectivism remains the mainstream political ideology, the state process, on the
grounds of representing the collective interest, can abrogate the justification of
individual interests. The individual politics of desire, however, aligned with the
increasing civil validity of widespread social individualisation, inspired villagers to
challenge state collectivism and contest the shape of modemisation.
Group Visit ofLongqin Villagers

—

December

On the 10th December, more than twenty female villagers from the second
production team of Longqin village came to the Town Offices to raise the issue of
compensation for their fields. Some of their lands had been occupied by the
construction of a new 154 km highway connecting Lake City to a new mountain
tourist resort. These villagers had already been to the Office once in October asking
whether their compensation money was ready to collect. The money had been paid
into the collective bank account of the Administrative Village in early November,
whilst the Village Head was responsible for distributing it to every household. On
this day, however, the villagers assembled at the Office again because they had heard
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that the Village Office would take some percentage of the money as administration
fees. The details of money arrangement were as follows: a total 3,926,020 RMB
compensation fee (for 22.6 Mu of land) was shared by 198 people. 512,090RMB had
been paid in taxes or administrative expenses. Of the remaining 3,413,930RMB,
2,599,650 had been distributed to the villagers, giving 10,000 to 15,000 per person,
leaving 814,280RMB which was in dispute. While the Administrative Village Office
wanted to keep 20% of this amount as a construction fee, villagers wanted to share
among themselves all of 814,280RMB. I had heard that other Village Offices in
Sandland had charged different percentages in similar events. Like the job
descriptions of civil servants, such payments tended to be ad hoc, with no clear
procedures or logic behind them, and little transparency in accounting.
Picture 5 Petition

The Longqin villagers were extremely displeased about the 20% charge, which, for
each household, amounted to a very significant amount of money. They said ‘we do
not trust the Village Office, because we do not know where that money would be
spent. We would be unable to check and supervise official bank accounts.’ The
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villagers went to several offices during the morning, but all claimed that the issue
was not their business and refused to discuss it. The villagers then blocked the gate
of the office yard, preventing any car passing through. After more than an hour had
passed, a male financial official appeared and promised the villagers that he would
contact the Longqin Village Head and give them a response very soon. The villagers
accepted these assurances and left the Town Office.
I tried to interview the villagers during their protest in the yard as part of my
ethnographic study. This was something of a mistake, as they assumed that I was the
official coming to answer their claim. They gathered round me, all speaking at the
same time, and ceaselessly complained about the unreasonableness of their village
officials. I dared not ask sensitive questions which might have stimulated greater
emotion. 1 was struck by the fact that all the protestors were middle-aged women, so
I asked why only women had come, and where their husbands were. One replied that
‘our husbands are working away from the village because the family have few fields
to plant and men need to take wage labour jobs’. Chatting with my local colleague,
Dong, later, 1 asked if the all-female composition of the protesting group meant that
women took charge of these significant affairs. She replied that women were better at
conversation and non-violent negotiation, and could use strong emotional expression
to put pressure on officials. Men, in the same position, she suggested, would fear
‘losing face’ and the dispute could then easily escalate to physical conflict. Women
were weak, but strong in these kinds of tasks. Their husbands might have persuaded
or permitted the women to come, or the husbands might indeed be working outside
the village.
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I subsequently interviewed the male official from the department of Village
Financial Management who had met the protestors. He responded that:
This kind of task is a normal event. At the end of the year, everyone wants
more profit before the Spring Festival. It’s fine because it is only when they
come to us that we can know what they think and desire. Actually, although
it is inconvenient for villagers to supervise the Village Office bank account,
the Town Office will definitely keep an eye on every expenditure. Because
the Village Financial Management Department of the Town Office manages
all administrative money, the Village Office does not have the power to hold
a great deal of money in the bank account.
The officials in the Village Financial Management Department had assured me on
many occasions that Village officials did not have the power to withdraw money by
themselves. For the villagers, it was certainly not a transparent process, however, so
distrust was understandable. When 1 tried to ask why villagers had no power to
decide where their compensation went, a village official from another village in
Sandland joined the conversation, saying:
I can understand the behavior of Longqin Village Office. They want to keep
some money in the collective account to make it easier to handle collective
business. In my village we asked the peasants to contribute some money to
the village account to build a “water net”: a running water system of the type
used in cities, which would give them water on tap, which would be
convenient especially in the current dry weather. Most residents are very
willing to do so. But some excuse themselves due to poverty or claim that
they don’t need tap-water, so refuse to take part. This is unreasonable
because the “water net” has to cover the whole village: people with a
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rejectionist attitude were under pressure from public anger. Thus, our work
is very difficult and we regret having distributed the compensation from an
earlier similar event to every household. Having some money in the
collective account would make it easier to solve such future issues.
Group Visit ofLongqin Villagers — January
In January, the Longquin villagers returned to the Town Office, still concerned about
the same issue: land compensation for the construction of the highway. The villagers
had not received the official response that they had been promised during their
December visit. Therefore, on 20th January, two days before the Spring Festival
holiday, both men and women assembled and blocked the gate of the town
government again. This time the number of people had doubled to fifty people, each
of them representing one family. Fortunately for the demonstrators, the Town
Secretary and Town Director were at the Town Office and decided to meet three
representatives of the villagers. Following the meeting, the Secretary and the
Director went to Longqin to hear the Village Office’s side of the story, and the
villagers also returned to their homes to await a response. The Secretary and Director
returned to the Town Offices after 1.00pm, but it was now clear to all that the case
would not be dealt with before the official holiday, and villagers would not receive
any of the compensation in time for the festival. Nevertheless, throughout the
afternoon, officials of different departments showed great concern about the matter,
in contrast to their disinterest during the December protest. They sought out legal
documents and political policies in order to determine what percentage of the money
the administrative office could keep in the collective account and how much should
be distributed. It seemed clear to me that the difference in attitude and increased
motivation was a result of the presence of their superiors.
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As a result of negotiations following the January visit of Longquin villagers, a
settlement of the highway compensation issue was arrived at. The Village Office
would keep 8% of the total rather than the 20% they had initially proposed to put into
collective account. The Town Secretary described to me how he had visited Longqin
and secured agreement from the villagers, telling them that:
Firstly, according to Chinese Village Law, the Village Office can keep some
money in the collective account, but having examined all the documents, we
found that the precise percentage is not specified. Secondly, money in the
collective account would be supervised by the Town Office. If the village
needs that money, village officials have to come to the Town Office to apply
for it. Village leaders cannot use this money as they like, as some villagers
feared. At the same time, the money in the collective account is very useful
for village construction.
Although similar issues sometimes arose in other villages, none of them inspired the
passion evident in the Longqin dispute. Director Pan, other colleagues and I
subsequently visited Longqin to discover why the dispute had escalated to such a
degree. The Village Director told us that it was because the leaders of the villages
Production Teams had a reputation for corruption, and that this had corroded trust in
the village leadership.1,0 The Village Director’s explanation seemed credible to me,
in that the villagers had expressed a lack of trust in their leaders from the outset, and
they had been satisfied when they achieved both a substantial reduction in the
percentage of compensation kept in the collective account, and assurances that this
money would be closely supervised by the Town Office.

1

Each village contained four to six Production Teams.
during the Great Leap Forward of 1958-60.
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This rural structure had been introduced

Group Visit ofLongqin Villagers (Production Team 4)

—

February

Surprisingly, a week after the deal between the Town and Village offices and the
Longqin villagers had been agreed, a different group of Longquin villagers, mostly
women and numbering about a hundred, arrived to demonstrate at the Town Office.
It transpired that the agreement had been made with villagers from Production Team
2, whereas these villagers were from Production Team 4. On this occasion, the town
leaders were away, but several officials assured them that the deal agreed with
Production Team 2 would also apply to them.131 The demonstrators listened to the
assurances, but insisted upon staying, blocking the gates of the Town Office and
complaining about the small amount of compensation they received, and the
perceived past record of corruption and bad behaviour by production team and
village leaders. It became apparent during this demonstration that the villagers did
not know the precise amount of the compensation money. It also became clear,
however, that they had not come just to seek a solution to this particular issue, but to
put pressure on the village leaders, whose power they wanted limited and supervised
by the Town Office. The reason that assurances did not end the demonstration was
that its real aim was to publicly shame village officials in order to bring pressure
from superiors to bear on their behaviour. The underlying issue, it seemed to me, was
not the particular issue of monetary compensation, but a demand for access to
participation in the administrative process.
My colleagues’ analysis, however, was very different. In their eyes, the incident was
a result of the over-lenient treatment of the earlier protest, as a result of the
inexperience of town leaders. A director in the financial department described this

Other production teams at Longqin Village did not receive the same deal.
action of Production Teams 2 and 4 that secured these assurances.
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It was only the direct

new group of demonstrators as ‘stepping off the nose onto the face’, 132 a Chinese
saying equivalent to the English ‘give them an inch and they will take a mile’. Whilst
the repeated demonstrations did have some success in achieving their concrete aims,
they did not appear to have any effect on the conscious or subconscious modes of
thought and action of bureaucrats.
In the late afternoon, two local policemen came into the yard and ordered the
villagers to leave, which they did. They did not return during my fieldwork period.
Afterwards, in discussion among colleagues, my leader, Director Pan, commented:
In solving cases such as the distribution of money to villagers, we, as
officials, have to be careful. Its not a good idea to hide the figures from
everyone. Villagers are not idiots. They will guess a figure, perhaps an
incredible figure, and will believe and fight for it. If you do not want to be
bothered by them every day, you’d better not do so.
Pan’s comments contained an implied criticism of the Longquin village officials,
who had not handled the issue appropriately. In turn, she might have a bad
impression towards the production team leader. However, she, as a superior of the
Village Office, still had no real interest in the conflicts, and was primarily concerned
to avoid inconvenience for herself. The Town Secretary and Director, on their return,
also chose not to involve themselves in this dispute. In contrast to Production Team
2, Production Team 4 got no further response from the offices.
Analysis
In analysing these group demonstrations, it is important to emphasise that group
visiting was a high-risk activity for participants. Such actions challenged the
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den bi zi shang lian.
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collective values advocated by the state and the image of the state as the embodiment
of the collective good, and also broke the law that collective assembly was only
permitted once participants had registered their activity at the police station. The
ethical state could condemn group visitors as antisocial, or even as criminal. Unlike
individual visits requesting communication with the government, villagers’ group
visiting tends to be threatening and their purpose was not just to seek help, but to
negotiate for their interests. Rather than just appealing to the ethical state for support,
they could be seen as challenging the ethical claims of the state. My observations,
then, are in accordance with Perry and Selden’s (2010) assertion that local protesters
mostly aimed at changing the behaviours of local administrations in regard to
economic arrangements, such as excessive local taxes and fees, unpaid grain
purchases by the state, and uncompensated land seizures. In the demonstrations 1
have documented, a challenge to the ethical claims of the state is implicit in the
villagers’ understanding that policies such as development may exclude them from
potential benefits and produce the possibility of corruption.
The outcomes of petitions in China vary. Wright (2010: 120) notes that
Heurlin and Whiting’s 2005 survey of seventeen provinces found that in 68
percent of petition cases (virtually all of which

concerned

land

compensation), the government either refused to increase the peasant’s
compensation (36 percent) or took no action at all (32 percent). Li’s 2003-5
survey ... uncovered ... over 60 percent of petitioners had been subjected to
one or more forms of local repression, including being subjected to fines
(28.2 percent); having their homes demolishes or destroyed (21.8 percent);
having their homes ransacked, properties confiscated, and valuables taken
away (31.4 percent); being beaten, or having their family members beaten
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(46.8 percent); and being detained, arrested, and sent to labor camps (41.1
percent).
The Sandland villagers seem to have fared well in comparison with the statistics
above and villagers withdrew when the police became involved. But if we compare
the number of visits required to elicit an official response, the number would not be
significantly different from Heurlin & Whiting’s (2005) survey. The fact that rural
demonstrators in Sandland did not suffer the unreasonable repression documented by
Li may be due to Sandland’s situation on the outskirts of Lake City, where it would
attract more public concern than more remote rural areas. Nevertheless, group
petitions were still a potentially dangerous challenge to government, and a difficult
choice for local residents.
At this point in my analysis, two significant themes set out in the Introductory
chapter will be revisited. The first is the individual politics of desire, associated with
individualization and economic modernization, which underlies villagers’ petitions.
The second is the absence of an adequate institutional framework for a material
individualism which can provide a legitimate context for this new kind of individual
politics. The institutional deficiency is most apparent around land ownership and use,
in which the collective ownership of all land is manipulated in processes of
development to benefit some individuals at the expense of others.
As a result of this institutional deficit, the propaganda of the ethical state struggles to
convince in regard to the economic issues that are arising in an increasingly
individualist modernity. The very fact that villagers chose direct action to demand a
just settlement from the state suggests that in the contest of meanings within liquid
modernity, the meaning system of state collectivism had already lost. Villagers were
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well aware of the pervasive state slogan: ‘do everything for social stability'.1" They
fully understood that group visitations were not only unwelcome to the state, but
illegal. They understood the risks of such a course of action, and adopted strategies
to lessen these risks, for example, by sending only a small group of women in the
initial instance. When this initiative produced no response, however, they returned
with men and with significantly larger numbers. Faced with the unequal outcomes of
‘economic development', they refused to accept that the collective state always acted
ethically and in the best interests of all.
In the successful resistance of villagers to state control, it could be argued that the
state and its collective process have given way, to some extent, to the individual
politics of desire. Through practical processes of individualisation within liquid
modernity, state and collectivism is gradually becoming a secondary source of
authority, with primary authority increasingly lying with the new economic
structures. Social individualisation since 1980 had offered villagers a new meaning
scheme which justifies the pursuit of individual prosperity. In this process, villagers’
acts of decollectivisation, such as withholding household money from the collective
account, were deemed reasonable even by the bureaucratic representatives of the
collective, especially when their argument was presented in terms of justice for the
poorest in society. In this sense, villagers did not feel themselves to be acting against
justice, morality or legality when they stood together to protest against the state
collective. Moreover, in this case at least, they achieved their objectives without
being regarded as ‘greedy’ in the eyes of the public, or condemned as ‘against
society’ by the state.
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See discussion of'the harmonious society’ in Chapter 3.
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It is significant that it is only economic issues around which villagers choose to
mobilise against state authority. As Perry and Selden (2010) point out, most protests
concerned economic administration. Other demands, such as for legal equality,
personal rights, institutional limitation, or the social supervision of power-holders,
have found it harder to contest the state monopolisation of meanings and have rarely
been able to hold groups together for very long. The individuals who sought the
enforcement of state discipline in regard to issues of domestic violence and police
corruption got little response. Moreover, if we consider the demonstration mounted
by Longqin’s Production Team 4, it is apparent that they were as concerned with the
abuse of power by local officials, as they were with the economic issue of
compensation. Whilst the local government soon conceded to their economic
demand, when they attempted to extend their demands beyond this to challenge the
corruption within state processes, the demonstration was confronted with state power
and easily collapsed. The appearance of the police prompted an immediate tactical
withdrawal. 1 suggest, therefore, that whilst group mobilisation around individual
politics may be able to deliver limited but concrete economic desires, there is no
legitimate route by which the coercive power of the interventionist state can be
challenged at a deeper level. It therefore makes strategic sense for villagers to focus
their demands on concrete economic issues.
This reality brings us back to my second theme, the institutional deficit in the
Chinese political economy. Building on the previous chapter’s discussion of local
development, I will here explore material individualism through the issue of land
ownership. The growth of the urban zone around Lake City underlies increasing
conflict between Sandland peasants and officialdom. The Longqin dispute was one
of a number of similar issues which had arisen around highway construction in the
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past, and intensifying urbanisation which is officially projected to continue for
another twenty years is likely to lead to many more such public protests. It is
unsurprising, in this kind of turbulent social environment, that ‘official and scholarly
reports (in 2005) estimate that approximately 60—80 percent of these petitions were
initiated by peasants and related to land disputes’ (Wright 2010:118).
Crucial to understanding such issues is the realisation that in contemporary China,
the collective state retains ownership of all land. Individual ownership, which
underlies the whole concept of a ‘property market’, has never been officially
legitimised. Nevertheless, the practical privatisation and individualisation of much
economic activity since 1980 has also led to some decollectivisation of agriculture.
In the mid-1980s, there was a legal separation of use-rights and management-rights
from ownership in regard to agricultural land. Land previously held by production
teams was distributed to households, each receiving two to three acres. The
household now has the right to use the land, but no right to sell or otherwise transfer
ownership which remains with the state. Moreover, production teams still have
management rights over the land, subject to the decisions of higher levels of
government which retain effective control over land sales. Depending upon the size
of the plot concerned, Sandland Town Office would have to seek approval from city,
district or provincial authorities in order to alienate any land. If a leader is powerful
enough to initiate development, however, he will also be powerful enough to
authorise large-scale changes in land use. The land compensation paid covers the
loss of villagers’ use-rights, but administrative fees and taxes can be deducted which
may become a significant source of income for local government. Lin and Ho
(2005:411), drawing on studies by Wang and Zhao (1999) and Guo (2001) assert
that: ‘With land sales contributing an important part of local revenue, local
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governments at various administrative levels have every motive to engage in land
development legally or illegally’. Guo’s (2001) study in northeast Yunnan showed
that 60—70% of compensation for agricultural land in processes of urban
development went into the pockets of town and county government.
The freedom to dispose of land was described by Ho (2010: 103) as a ‘deliberate
institutional ambiguity’. In his study of Chinese land disputes, Ho (2010: 117)
showed that the state did not fully clarify land rights in its policies, so that ‘local
governments have frequently sought to deny the land ownership rights of the natural
village altogether’. Ho further remarks that ‘the vague land ownership structure has
... created ample opportunity for the trampling of villagers and collectives legitimate
rights by the local and central state’ (2010: 104), and that ‘The weak protection of
land rights frequently gives way to illegal expropriation’ (2010: 101). Similarly, Lin
and Ho (2005) relate compromised land development to ambiguous property rights.
In the light of my own ethnographic experience, I reassert that the role of the state in
processes of economic development is overbearing in the context of unsatisfactory
institutions for the protection of individual property. I showed in Chapter 1 that
private property is the material basis of individualism in social modernity and I
showed in Chapter 6 that the state is a powerful agent controlling all social resources.
As a result of this institutional deficit, political and economic capital holders
impoverished local residents through dyadic exchange in private even at the planning
phase of the development. The state process, even when concretised in policy or
manifested in a leader’s proclamations, may be fragmented or disintegrated by these
agents’ pursuit of their own gain. The practical programme, rather than
implementing rational designs and collective goals, may instead become an
opportunity for Quanzi construction serving private goals. In Sandland’s economic
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planning process, as a typical case, economic planning often transferred agricultural
land to private owners regardless of the interests of peasant families on one hand, or
national strategic goals such as food security on the other.
Clearly, the process of urban sprawl initiated by economic and political capital
holders jeopardises the subsistence of farmers. Lacking the skills for industrial
employment, rural residents may find that even if they receive some compensation,
the destruction of their way of life, which has lasted for thousands of years and has
fed one sixth of the global population, will consign them to a life of poverty and
alienation as part of the urban unemployed. Yet in seeking to resist such processes,
villagers may find themselves tamed and trapped by the propagandised claims to
legitimacy of the ‘ethical state’. The ability of villagers to articulate their grievances
and assert their interests is limited by the ‘meaning vacuum' produced by the
disjuncture between onstage discourses and offstage practices, and the coercive
power that discourages direct challenges to dominant onstage discourses.
The highway construction was just one of many development projects which had
been imposed upon the rural villagers of Sandland. I heard many similar stories,
including a highly polluting waste storage and incineration plant moved to Dong
Village by the City Government, and water sources used for the irritation of peasant
fields sold to a private agri-business by the Town Offices. Villagers never tired, in
interviews, of telling me of the destructive effects of local government. The
propagandised ‘ethical state’ was absent from these accounts of conflict, and
villagers blamed bureaucrats’ lack of concern for farmers and other ordinary people
for the increasing threats to their way of life. Villagers felt they had no access to
decision-making and no way to negotiate when major projects were dictated by
higher levels of government. One channel of communication did exist, however.
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between local residents and officials, ironically, through the same processes that
caused so many of their problems: that is, Guanxi and Quanzi. In the next section of
this chapter, I will show how, whilst social resources ranging from land
compensation to food distribution were monopolised by the state administration,
subordinates could still gain access to power through private exchange, on one
condition: that they possessed the necessary capital.
Guanxi in two Distribution Practices of Local Administration
Beneficial distribution for individuals: Charity
A couple of days before the Spring Festival 2012, the Lake City Walmart
supermarket came to Sandland to distribute charity donations of rice, flour, sugar and
oil to the poorest villagers. One week previously. Director Pan had notified each
administrative village that they should invite a certain number of poor, aged or
disabled people and impoverished diligent students to sign up for the event in
advance. They would then be entitled to collect a donation in the Town Office Yard
in front of newspaper journalists that Walmart had invited.
On the 18th January, a man with a limp, who had not signed up during the previous
week, also joined the meeting, but because there was insufficient food, the man was
unable to get a donation. He responded by loudly condemning the Walmart staff and
cursing the local government officials as corrupt, telling them to ‘go to hell’. The
chaos in the yard was heard by most of the officials inside the building. 1 went out
and asked him whether the administrative village officials had intentionally avoided
telling him about the event, hoping to establish whether there were unequal
distributions as a result of private relationships between village officials and those
applicants invited to receive a donation. He did not reply, however, just continuing to
curse. My colleagues later asserted that there had indeed been ‘black box
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manipulation’,134 but became mute when questioned about the evidence and details
of such Guanxi. With experiences of official community, it is not hard for me to
believe the existence of such ‘black box manipulation’ in selections as well.
Later exploration of the topic among my host family and neighbors in Dong village
also suggested behind the scenes manipulation. According to the villagers, although
the applicants were indeed in poverty, there were many poorer villagers, who were
not informed about the charity. My village informants went on to voice doubts about
the definition of ‘poor’. They remarked that although villagers may generally know
each other’s economic situation, no one really knows how much any individual has
in bank their account, or can compare it with others. People may claim to be rich for
certain purposes and poor for different aims on various occasions. For instance,
during a wedding, villagers may show off in front of new family members, but they
may plead poverty in refusing to contribute to a collective irrigation fund. Moreover,
local government did not operate any kind of means-test, and villagers who claimed
poverty were not required to prove that the claim was genuine.

Effectively, then,

when Walmart came to town, local government officials held the absolute power of
deciding who was ‘poor’. Whilst it is hard to find objective data of abuse of power,
there is certainly widespread subjective belief in such abuses. With the meaning of
‘the poor’ monopolised by the state, however, villagers have no means to challenge
the legitimacy of political decision-making. As in the case of local economic
development, opposition is muted and resistance is stifled by a meaning vacuum.
The distribution of ‘charity’ then, like the process of ‘development’, might unfold
through individualistic dyadic relationships according to the offstage principles of

134 tHHi, Heixiang, or ‘black box’ means a system or apparatus which only shows input and
output relationships and hides the interior structure.
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Guanxi. All villagers around me assumed that the selection of recipients of charity
was not a result of genuine need, but of connections to power-holders in the
administration. The existence of this functioning network is a widely shared
assumption which underlies villagers’ analysis of all interactions with officialdom.
The mother of my host family, Mrs Shi for instance, suggested speculatively in
casual conversation that perhaps in selecting recipients of charity inside the Village
Office, three may have been nominated by the Village Secretary, three by the Village
Director, two each by those in ‘Vice’ positions and one each by other officials. When
1 asked for details of these connections, however, villagers found them harder to
identify. One villager pointed out that a student applicant was the niece of the
Village Director, but another informant argued that due to dense kinship ties, most
villagers in the area were relatives of the same man. The fact that Guanxi
connections are hard to identify is hardly surprising, however, for Guanxi’s offstage
character is an essential element in its effectiveness, and nobody involved in these
relationships advertises them.
Whilst everyone in the village knew there were ‘black box’ stories around Walmart’s
charity event, few seemed seriously concerned. Most regarded the donations as too
small to be worth worrying about, and the mother of my host family described the
limping man who had cursed the Town Office officials as a ‘crazy person’, because
he had acted so emotionally about such a minor issue.
When the limping man refused to engage in conversation with me, but continued to
curse, I sensed that he was genuinely poor, yet that it was at least as important to him
to register his outrage with the Town Office as to secure a donation. It needs to be
underlined, however, that again, it was an economic issue which inspired this
outrage. For more affluent villagers such as my host family, they are aware that the
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power maybe abused, the exact details in regards to this small donations is of little
concern. Yet they too may be driven to protest by economic issues of greater scale,
such as land compensation. Individuals make their own calculations as to the rewards
and risks of direct action, and it is precisely at the point that they sense potential
harm to themselves that they begin to engage in such rational agency. Such
calculation is made necessary by a pervasive sense of insecurity resulting from
villagers’ awareness of their own lack of power in relation to the overbearing state.
Furthermore, by assuming the roles of guardian of morality, justice and economic
wellbeing, the propagandised state incapacitates local citizens in their attempts to
construct their own meanings. The pervasive dominance of bureaucratic power and
the official meaning system renders individualisation always problematic.
Dining Out in November 2011
During November, colleagues in the CCP Committee Office were invited to attend
four banquets at which all food and drink was supplied by the hosts. The first of
these was organised by Xia, the female owner of a local entertainment park, which
contained a swimming pool, fishing pools and hotel. This businesswoman wanted to
build a good relationship with Director Tian, of the Agricultural, Forest and Water
Department, and we were asked to accompany Tian. On the second occasion, we
were invited to accompany the head of the Military Department when officials from
a higher level of government came to Sandland for the new term of military'
recruitment. My female colleagues and I were invited to create a good atmosphere,
we were effectively a kind of furniture at the dinner like my cousin.1^ On Tuesday
22 November we accompanied my colleague Jiang to a banquet organised by the
head of Xin Village for six local company owners, all of whom ran pig farms, the
1 35

See discussion of‘background’ attendees at official functions in Chapter 1.
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largest of which had 800 animals. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss labour
union affairs, for which Jiang was responsible. Her task was to encourage local
companies to establish their own labour unions.
I will focus now on the last of the four events which took place on 25 November, an
expensive meal hosted by one of the largest factory-owners in Sandland, a company
which recycled construction materials. We accompanied Director Pan and Jiang to
this event and again, Jiang’s responsibility for the labour union was the focus of
discussion. A new government policy meant that if the company established and
contributed financially to a labour union, they would get a tax reduction, and would
be eligible for a financial award for contributing to good labour relations. The
company-owner, therefore, was keen for Jiang to help create a union in his factory.
He was also aware that Jiang, and her superior. Pan, had the power to decide which
companies qualified for such rewards, and was eager to build a good relationship
with them. Director Pan promised the company-owner that when new policies or
financial support became available, he would be informed immediately. The
company owner toasted us with a glass of traditional Chinese liquor, and said, ‘we
are very delighted to cooperate with the government, while we also would like some
care and favours from local government, both political support and financial
support’. The officials replied: ‘Surely, no problem at all’.
Two week later, 1 heard that this company had received a 100,000RMB award for
building a ‘good’ labour union. I knew that nobody from the Town Office had
actually visited the company to ascertain the state of the labour union.
100,000RMB was too small an amount to need approval from higher levels of
government, so the decision was made by Jiang with Director Pan’s approval.
Jiang’s logic appeared simple. Since the Town Office had no interest in investigating
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every company, it made sense to give the award to the company who had made the
effort to demonstrate interest in it and establish a relationship through inviting us to a
meal. So far as 1 was able to establish, there were no ‘backhanders’ other than the
meal itself. Guanxi is not the straightforward buying of favours, but the
establishment of ongoing relationships based on the stability of familiarity, and
symbolic exchange. Through such interactions, Quanzi, the ongoing circulation of
benefits between economic and political power-holders, is established.
Yang & Wang (2011: 493),

in their study of marketing management, describe

Quanzi as a form of networking, ‘similar to an ego-centered social network’, which
‘may serve functions beyond socialization, such as resource sharing, interorganizational learning, knowledge transfer, and other cooperative activities’.
Director Pan’s promise to inform the company owner immediately of any
government policies or financial supports, enabling him to steal a march on his
competitors, is certainly an example of the benefits of information sharing. What 1
want to stress, however, is the importance of Guanxi exchange in constructing
Quanzi. Quanzi may, in fact, be regarded as an extension of Guanxi. I seek to go
beyond the understanding of Quanzi in the networking-theory of business
management, which assumes that Quanzi partners are equal market participants, to
show that Quanzi is a specific form of collaboration between privileged holders of
economic and political capital. The final aim of constructing Quanzi in the case
above is not information sharing, but the implied understanding that the enterprise
would gain official rewards, and vice visa. Information sharing is merely one step in
creating the intimacy of a Guanxi relationship, in preparation for the next step of
capital exchange leading to the establishment of a mutually beneficial long-term
group relationship.
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Building Quanzi with government officials is always necessary for private business,
since most economic activity is initiated by the interventionist state and under the
control of bureaucratic power. Local government can easily intervene in the
operations of commercial bodies, through labour unions, policy directions or taxes
and awards, and can deliver more resources to certain enterprises, such as the land
investors discussed in the previous chapter, who were able to gain preferential access
to land resources without necessarily being qualified according to official criteria.
Such private collaborations between officials and enterprises will be unfolded further
in my examination of the Bo Xilai case in the next chapter.
The key point, in regard to these offstage relationships, is the institutional deficit in
the Chinese political economy. As Gray (2007: 77) points out:
China ... promotes market reform ... without allowing the emergence of the
institutions of a western style civil society. In addition, unlike Russia, China
has not adopted any Western-based model of economic policy in which
government relinquishes control of overall economic development...’
Lacking a context of free marketisation, economic resources are still mostly
controlled by government, and the power of particular leaders can monopolise
various aspects of private commercial activities. For local companies in Sandland,
building stable Guanxi and relying on Quanzi, rather than any institutional
framework, is likely to be absolutely the right business decision and most probably
an essential survival strategy. Indeed, visible evidence of Guanxi with political
leaders may even serve as symbolic capital and as a social signal of capacity and
potential for businesses.
Conclusion
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To summarise the chapter, we can see the state process remains central to civil life,
claiming the role of guardian of ethics, justice and sentiment. In practice, when
approached by individual petitioners, for example, state officials may be reluctant to
fulfil this role, but its symbolic assertion still serves as a source of authority which
limits the ability of villagers to legitimately contest state policy. The individual
politics of domination is enacted through the functional illusion of the father-like
state derived from the historical personality cult around totalitarian period ,136
Whilst the state collective remains symbolically dominant, villagers, as ordinary
people, are engaged in processes of decollectivisation and are seeking rewards
through individualisation. They boldly stand together to force local government to
play the role of the ethical state in economic administration. The economic
motivation behind the individual politics of desire is undeniable, but the ambiguity
and vacuum of meanings produced by the deficit of social institutions, such as land
ownership as a form of possessive property, renders individual life permanently
unstable. The powerful grasp of state agencies on social resources only provides
greater opportunities for the privileged holders of capital to increase their economic
or political dominance. As Whyte (2010:148) states, 'market reforms have had quite
different implications for individuals who had different locations within the socialist
bureaucratic hierarchy.’ In particular, bureaucrats with high status within the socialist
state are able to use such status to freely obtain influence and material rewards in the
new structures of economic stratification. Their power is extended significantly by
exchanges behind the back of the state. This was vividly illustrated by a range of
ways in which Sandland local officials were monopolising the distribution social
resources on a significant scale. Public perceptions of official abuse of power led to

136 See chapter 1.
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ongoing peasant discontent and feelings of injustice, and provoked demands for
greater economic equality, stimulated by the fact that the role of the authoritarian
state in engendering inequality in processes of development was a direct
contradiction of its claims to political legitimacy.
The petitions I have examined, ranging from individual appeals for the ethical state
to intervene in familial or local disputes, to group demands for economic justice and
widespread scepticism over the fair distribution of ‘charity’ reveal the degree of the
crisis of legitimacy facing the propagandised ethical and interventionist state. The
opaqueness of the state process leads to loss of faith and public condemnation of
local administrations, and such critiques may be logically extended to higher
embodiments of the state. Shue’s (2010:52) study of charity in China arrived at
similar conclusions:
official claims to be carrying out the business of the state in the spirit of
humane and magnanimous charity have almost always been contested in the
Chinese people’s critiques of their rulers, where cynical reference is so
readily made to the corruption, the venality, and the self-serving behavior of
sitting officials. That officialdom can and must be expected to be shot
through with nepotism and corruption is, in fact, an axiom of Chinese popular
political culture. But when ordinary people in China allege, as they so
frequently do, that corruption is rampant, they are not merely pointing the
finger at some particular guilty officials; they are challenging the authority of
the entire state system that stakes a claim to legitimacy on the basis of official
selflessness and benevolence.
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If we accept that the state claims to legitimacy set out in Chapter 3 are unsustainable
in the modem Chinese context, it is perhaps time to consider what the alternatives
might be. Rather than accepting the Hobbesian view that the common good requires
submission to an absolute sovereign, I align with Foucault’s (2006) assertion that:
government is defined as a right manner of disposing things so as to lead ...
to an end which is “convenient” for each of the things that are to be governed.
This implies a plurality of specific aims: for instance, government will have
to ensure that the greatest possible quantity of wealth is produced, that the
people are provided with sufficient means of subsistence, that the population
is enabled to multiply, etc. (2006:136)
to govern a state will therefore mean to apply economy, to set up an economy
at the level of the entire state (2006:135).
Consequently when peasants lost the land vital for their subsistence as a result of
obscure administrative activities justified by modernisation and urbanisation, should
the government not take on the obligation of equalising social resource distributions
and protecting the interests of the poorest and weakest people? If the state is to
reestablish popular legitimacy in the condition of modernity, the answer must be
‘Yes’, but in the ethnographic cases examined, we see a contrasting story. Associated
with the process of individualisation, we see political power proliferating to
dominate economics both through front-of-stage collective state development and the
offstage pursuit of individual self-interest. It is through the offstage interactions of
Guanxi and Quanzi that the benefits of economic development are primarily
distributed, but the state’s ongoing monopolisation of onstage meaning systems in
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the name of the collective good was used by privileged bureaucrats to make such
self-serving processes almost unchallengeable.
The widening social gap between the powerful minority and the voiceless majority
creates significant imbalances in cultural, economic and political power. Such
imbalances, I suggest, corrode the cohesiveness of Chinese society and may
ultimately render the Chinese modernisation project fundamentally unstable.
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Chapter 8

The Bo Xilai Case

When we consider bureaucrats as both agents of the state and as independent
individuals, one topic is unavoidable: corruption. The final part of my research will
address this topic through examination of the widely publicised corruption scandal
involving Bo Xilai, the high-profile Secretary of the CCP in Chongqing, through
which the offstage interactions of Guanxi and Quanzi erupted into the Chinese and
international public sphere in the most dramatic way between 2011 and 2013.
This part of my research involved a change of location and of scale, moving from the
Town Office of a rural area to the metropolis of Chongqing City, in south-western
China, and from the interactions among junior officials to those close to the highest
levels of the CCP. 1 chose to move to this case study from my actual field of
Sandland community because the higher levels of the bureaucratic system are part of
the picture of any official workplace. The Bo Xilai affair broke in 2012 and thus was
a hot topic among my colleagues. It also resonated with my observations about my
official environment about the state, individual, Guanxi and Quanzi, but in a much
higher level of bureaucracy. Connections and conflicts among powerful leaders like
Bo Xilai and their patrons, which most of time were concealed, now became
thoroughly exposed to the public in a most dramatic way.
My account of the Bo Xilai scandal will draw upon archival material gleaned from a
variety of sources, both Chinese and international, and this material will be
illuminated by four in-depth interviews with senior CCP officials from higher levels
of government, including a senior police officer and a propaganda officer. I was able
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to gain access to these senior figures through long-standing personal connections and
networks involving together my parents, relatives and friends. As a result of these
connections, my informants regarded me as trustworthy, and were prepared to speak
openly and honestly to me, on the condition of total anonymity. The most
informative of the interviewee, whom I interviewed on 28th August, two days after
the end of Bo Xilai’s trial, I have given the pseudonym of ‘Bhang’, and I will lay
most emphasis on his perspectives.
Before commencing my account of the events leading to Bo Xilai’s trial, I will
underline some of the key theoretical concepts introduced in earlier parts of the
thesis, which will be central to my analysis of the Chongqing situation. These are,
the state, the individual, Quanzi, and the meaning vacuum.
The public face of the state is visible in its roles of collective ethical arbitration and
economic intervention (Gramsci 1971), through which the regime claims legitimacy
on the basis of its ability to provide ‘ethical judgments’ and a better material life for
all its citizens through collective action. Through coercive propaganda, the state
defines and limits ecological meaning circulations within civil life. The widespread
existence of corruption, however, is a straightforward challenge to the conception of
the state as embodiment of the collective good, provoking resentment and
undermining the hegemony of state narratives.
The second crucial concept relating to the new socio-economic structure is the
individual. The individual as social agent has become increasingly important as a
result of new material relations and social norms associated with the marketisation of
the economy. The turning away from the collectivist norms of totalitarian socialism
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See Chapter 4, this work.
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toward the possessive individualism of a marketised society means that people now
relate to each other primarily as property owners (see Locke, in Macpherson 1962),
yet all onstage discourse must still be couched in the language of state collectivism.
This fundamental shift creates conflicts of meanings both between and within
individuals. For those with official power, possessive individualist desires to
maximise personal wealth and influence clash with their collectivist duty to act in the
common good. Frequently, the result appears to be onstage lip-service to
collectivism and offstage corruption.
The product of this conflict of meanings is the offstage dyadic relationships of
Guanxi which create the circles of common interest known as Quanzi. Quanzi has
been theorised as a marketing strategy in Chinese economic field (Yang &Wang
2011). In the previous chapter, however, I showed that Quanzi relationships were
much more profound than such a characterisation implies. Based on my ethnography
in the office, I develop Quanzi as an exclusive circle of relationships involving
privileged holders of economic or political capital. Fundamentally, Quanzi works to
link political cliques to wealthy capitalists for mutual private advantage. To a
considerable extent, Quanzi has become normalised as an inter-personalist means of
linking economic and political capital. Cai, in his (2008) study of leadership,
suggests that Quanzi can be related to leader-member exchange theory (Deluga
1998), the norm of reciprocity (Gouldner 1960) and social exchange theory (Blau
1964). I accept Cai’s suggestions: if we consider the banquet held by the recycling
plant owner discussed in the previous chapter, we can see that the circle of Quanzi
was based on Guanxi style reciprocal exchange. Pan and Jiang were treated to a
lavish meal, offered tax information to the host, and on delivery, would expect
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further reciprocation in the future. 138 In this chapter, I will examine Quanzi at the
highest levels of the Chongqing metropolitan.
Finally, the meaning vacuum will display the gap between public onstage and private
offstage. People would confront various interactive structures of the state and
utilization of political power as well as Guanxi and Quanzi, those unspoken rules of
the society through which a deficient communal sense of security subtly elicits the
social appeal for public ethics and justice, both in economics and in mainline
politics.
The Bo Xilai Scandal: Archival Research
I begin with an account of the timeline of the Bo Xilai case from the BBC: 139
14 Nov 2011: Neil Heywood (a British businessman with links to Bo Xilai
and his wife, Gu Kailai) dies in a Chongqing hotel room.
2 Feb 2012: Chongqing city government announces that its popular police
chief, Wang Lijun, has been shifted to another job. It is a demotion — and is
the first public confirmation that the policeman has fallen out with
Chongqing's Communist Party boss, Bo Xilai.
6 Feb: Wang flees to the US consulate in Chengdu, near Chongqing. Many
believe he went there to seek asylum. He spends the night at the consulate,
which is surrounded by Chinese police.
7 Feb: The police chief is persuaded to leave the consulate after Chongqing's
mayor rushes to the scene to talk to him. Wang emerges into the waiting arms
of the law and then disappears.

See Chapter 5
BBC Bo Xilai scandal: Timeline, 19 August 2013 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-china17673505 accessed in Feb 2014
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8 Feb: The Chongqing government says that because of overwork Wang is
suffering from stress and is now receiving "holiday-style medical treatment".
In fact, he is under investigation and in detention.
5-14 Mar: Bo Xilai takes his seat at China's annual parliamentary session in
Beijing. He keeps an unusually low profile amid rumours that Mr Wang's
actions have tarnished his chances of promotion to the party's Politburo
Standing Committee later this year.
14 Mar: At a news conference, Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao indirectly
criticises Bo Xilai for his handling of the Wang Lijun incident. It is the first
comment from a senior national leader on the issue, and shows Mr Bo is in a
precarious position.
15 Mar: China announces that Bo Xilai has been removed from his post as
party chief in Chongqing. Officials confirm that this is because of the Wang
Lijun incident. He disappears from public view.
20 Mar: A leaked audio recording suggests Bo Xilai and his police chief fell
out when Wang told his boss of an investigation into Mr Bo's family. Another
rumour suggests Mr Bo could be linked to the death of a British businessman,
Neil Heywood, who died in Chongqing last November.
26 Mar: UK government confirms it has asked China to re-examine Neil
Heywood's death.
10 Apr: China announces that Bo Xilai has been stripped of his Communist
Party posts and that his wife, Gu Kailai, and an orderly are being investigated
in connection with Mr Heywood's death.
16 May: A group of veteran Communist Party members write to President Hu
Jintao, asking him to sack known Bo Xilai supporter Zhou Yongkang. They
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allege that Mr Zhou, currently in charge of China's security apparatus, is part
of a movement to revive the China of Mao Zedong.
23 May: Bo Xilai's name is not included on the list of delegates for the
municipality's party conference, an indication of an imminent major
reshuffle.
18 June: Chongqing's new leader, Zhang Dejiang, tells a municipal party
congress that the Bo Xilai scandal ‘gravely damaged’ the image of the
country and the Communist Party.
26 July: Gu Kailai and her aide Zhang Xiaojun have been charged with
‘intentional homicide,’ China's Xinhua state news agency reports.
20 August: Gu Kailai given a suspended death sentence for the murder of
Neil Heywood. Zhang Xiaojun is given a nine-year prison sentence.
5 September: Wang Lijun charged with defection, power abuse and bribe
taking.
24 September: Wang Lijun is convicted and jailed for 15 years — a more
lenient sentence than expected because he co-operated with the police
investigation.
28 September: Bo Xilai is expelled from the Communist Party, and will face
justice, according to state news agency Xinhua.
26 October: Bo Xilai is expelled from parliament - removing his immunity
from prosecution.
25 July 2013: Bo Xilai is charged with corruption, bribery and abuse of
power.
18 August: China sets Bo Xilai trial on 22 August 2013 at the Intermediate
People's Court in Jinan, Shandong province.
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22 August: Bo Xilai trial begins in Jinan.
26 August: Bo Xilai trial ends.
22 September: Bo Xilai found guilty on all charges and sentenced to life by
Intermediate People's Court in Jinan.
For the public, the Bo Xilai affair started on 6 February 2012, when Wang Lijun,
former police chief of Chongqing City, disguised himself as a woman and fled to the
US consulate in nearby Chengdu City. Roughly 24 hours later, officials directly
dispatched from central government took Wang to Beijing. Many people witnessed
the US Consulate in Chengdu City being encircled by police from Chongqing, and
rumours began spreading on internet, although there was no reliable information as
to what was happening. The public responded with huge curiosity: a variety of
stories quickly circulated in my field site, fuelled by second-hand information from
those who know how to circumvent Chinese internet censorship to access foreign
websites. Bo Xilai was soon implicated in the rumours: he was Wang's direct
superior, and was shortly expected to participate in the 18th Central Conference of
the CCP to select state leaders for the new term. My colleagues all assumed that the
incident was a symptom of a major political struggle.
From February to mid-March the news gradually emerged that Wang Lijun had fled
to the US consulate, but there was no clear information coming from central
government as to the significance of this event. Bo Xilai freely visited other
provinces following the Wang Lijun incident, and attended the 2012 National
People's Congress in Beijing from 5 to 14 March. My colleagues and the wider
Chinese public remained unsure about the nature of any connection between Wang’s
act and Bo Xilai. On 14 March, the last day of conference, ‘Chinese Premier Wen
Jiabao indirectly criticised Bo Xilai’ (BBC 2013), asserting that Chongqing City
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Committee and Government should engage in self-examination and learn from the
Wang Lijun incident (Wen 2012). The BBC remarked that ‘It is the first comment
from a senior national leader on the issue, and shows Mr Bo is in a precarious
position’ (BBC 2013).
More than one month after Wang’s flight to the US Consulate, and one day after
Premier Wen’s criticism of Chongqing City government, I saw an official statement
posted on the Chinese government website, Xinhua, announcing the dismissal of Bo
from the post of Chief Secretary of Chongqing City. For the my colleagues and the
Chinese public, this statement clearly implied a hint that Bo’s clique had been
engaged in underhand dealings which they were no longer able to conceal, and that
something was about to be exposed in the following days.
At the same time, foreign media continued to report sensitive political developments
in China. On 15 March 2012, the British newspaper, the Daily Telegraph, published
a feature on the power struggles of the previous month, in which Bo’s words
following Wang’s defection were quoted .l4°
“T felt like it came out of nowhere [...] I put my trust in the wrong person as
a manager,” he [Bo Xilai] said last week, while insisting that he himself was
not under investigation and had not offered to resign.
But support for Mr Bo within the Communist party evaporated, with no one
quite sure what information Mr Wang might have passed to the Americans.
... Ahead of the leadership transition, it is more evidence of jockeying among
the various factions within the party.
'40 Malcolm Moore, Telegraph, Top Chinese leader Bo Xilai purged, one day after criticism, Beijing
6:48AM GMT 15 March 2012(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/china/9144860/TopChinese-leader-Bo-Xilai-purged-one-day-after-criticism.html accessed in Feb 2014
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Mr Bo is part of the faction headed by Jiang Zemin, the 86-year-old former
president who remains a highly influential elder. His replacement is also a
protege of Mr Jiang, suggesting a compromise has been struck to allow Mr
Jiang’s supporters to remain in control of Chongqing.
Mr Bo’s departure, just one day after a thinly-veiled criticism of him by Wen
Jiabao, the current premier, suggests that the current generation of leaders
still have a sting in their tail, despite being on the brink of retirement (Moore
2012).

The news of Neil Heywood’s death on 14 November 2011 finally leaked out,
initially just as a rumour, on 20 March 2012. The rumour only started to spread after
Bo had been publicly criticised by Premier Wen: in other words, after he had lost in
the power struggle. According to Chinese common knowledge, had Bo Xilai
succeeded in his power bid, the rumour would never have emerged. On the other
hand, it was normal in China for the losers in games of political power to face
damaging stories following their fall from grace.141 Some journalist, like Bristow
and Patience (2012) reflected this social view:
“The source, who did not want to be identified, said the allegations against
Bo Xilai were "preposterous". Mr Bo was sacked from his job in charge of
the city of Chongqing after his police chief fled to a US consulate, causing
major embarrassment to Beijing. Since then, a steady stream of damaging
stories about Mr Bo have emerged.’’142

See Chang's interview, this chapter.
I4“ Michael Bristow & Martin Patience 29 March 2012 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-china17545410 accessed in Feb 2014
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In China, it was difficult to gain access to western media such as the BBC. During
the events, almost all media output was rigidly controlled by government. Large
websites reporting this news were obstructed and no results could be found from web
search engines. Whilst very few comments related to the affair appeared on Weibo:
the Chinese equivalent of Twitter, and those that did were confusing, inconsistent, of
dubious authenticity and usually disappeared very quickly. Nobody could be sure
whether these posts were from Bo’s supporters or opponents. Nevertheless, it was
through the blur of rumour on Weibo that the murder of a foreign businessman first
emerged into the public domain. The story that eventually emerged was as follows:
Wang Lijun had fled to the US Consulate because Bo’s family had been involved in
the death of a foreign businessman. Wang had knowledge of this involvement, and
Bo did not trust him to keep silent. As a result, Bo removed Wang from his post of
Police Chief on 2 February, and initiated a corruption probe against him. My
colleagues and I, then, understood that Wang had fled to the consulate because he
feared not just for his reputation, but for his life.
The official investigation of Bo Xilai family was formally initiated on 10 April the
same day that Bo was dismissed from his post, implying that the high-stakes game
was over. Later, thousands of officials, seen as Bo’s followers, were sacked or
moved to less significant posts.i4:!
During July and August 2012, Bo’s wife, Gu Kailai, and her aide, Zhang Xiaojun,
were tried for the murder of Neil Heywood in November 2011. Gu was given a
suspended death sentence for murder, and Zhang a nine year prison term. Wang was
tried separately for defection, bribery and abuse of power, and received a fifteen year

143 I found the precise number of dismissed officials listed on the internet, but the page could not be
accessed one week later.
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prison sentence, although he was praised for his cooperation with the police
investigation. None of the trials were open to the public.
A year later, in August 2013, Bo Xilai was brought to trial, in a process surprising in
its openness. The trial proceedings were transcribed and posted on an online court
blog. Bo was convicted on three counts: abuse of power, embezzlement and bribe
taking. Regarding the final charge, he was found to have accepted 21.79 million
RMB from businessmen Xu Ming and Tang Xiaolin. Xu Ming, known as the eighth
richest man in China was a key prosecution witness, as was former police chief
Wang Lijun.144
In the eyes of the public, Xu and Wang were typical members of a high-level Quanzi
circle: Wang, representing the supposedly loyal subordinate and Xu the economic
power-holder engaged in offstage Guanxi exchanges outside the bureaucratic system.
Bo’s circle was seen as particularly powerful, as evidenced by its inclusion of a
foreign businessman. It was surmised, however, that Heywood might have been
unfamiliar with the unwritten rules and hierarchical roles of Chinese life, which may
have led him into conflict with Bo and his family.
Interviews
The interviews with senior CCP bureaucrats, which I carried out in August 2013,
clarified perceptions amongst China’s elite as to what truths had emerged in the trials
surrounding the Bo Xilai scandal, and what had not.

Xu Ming’s profile in BBC , http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-china-17752064, ‘In 2005 Forbes magazine named Xu
Ming China's eighth richest man. Mr Xu amassed his fortune in the city of Dalian, where Bo Xilai was mayor from 1993-2001,
through his company Dalian Shide, a conglomerate with wide-ranging interests. But Xu Ming went missing in March 2012,
around the same time Mr Bo fell from grace. The Wall Street Journal, citing an unidentified company official, said Mr Xu had
called his brother in May to say he was under investigation. Mr Xu testified in court during Mr Bo's trial. Prosecutors said Mr
Bo had accepted bribes from Mr Xu and another businessman, Tang Xiaolin. According to court transcripts, Mr Xu said he
gave Gu Kailai money to buy a villa in France, and paid for some of Bo Guagua's expenses including a trip to Africa and a
credit card bill, accessed in Feb 2014
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My first informant. Mu, pointed out that whilst businessman Xu Ming, who had
testified at the trial, was the eighth richest man in China, he was still a ‘small shrimp'
compared to the primary business participant in Bo’s circle: Wang Jianlin, the richest
man in China according to Forbes (2013).U:' Mu asserted that because Wang Jianlin
was sensitive and had ‘smelled something’ when Wang Lijun had fled to the US
Consulate, Wang had quickly entered another Quanzi circle at the highest levels of
the regime, and had thus avoided being named in Bo’s trial.
After the interview, 1 googled Bo Xilai and Wang Jianlin’s names together, and their
cooperative relationship was revealed through many media outlets. The relationship
between this billionaire and Bo seemed to be widely known. Journalist Wen (2013),
for example, reported that Wang Jianlin’s ‘rise has not gone unquestioned in China,
particularly his relationship with fallen Communist Party star Bo Xilai. Wanda
(Wang’s company) got its start in the north-eastern city of Dalian, where Bo was
mayor between 1993 and 2001.’ (Wen 2013) IJ<1. Following Bo’s fall, Wang Jianlin
insisted that his association with Bo had been purely a legitimate business
relationship. Three of my four interviewees believed the ubiquitous rumour that
Wang Jianlin had escaped prosecution by entering another Quanzi circle, but none
could verify the claim.
Mu refused to believe that monetary gain was Bo’s primary motivation, noting that
the 250 million RMB Bo was accused of amassing through bribery and
embezzlement was a small amount to the businessmen he was dealing with. Mu
suggested that with Quanzi partners such as Wang Jianlin and Xu Ming, economic

145

http://www.forbes.com/profile/wang-iianlin/ accessed in Feb 2014
146 http://www.smh.com.au/world/chinese-mogul-wang-iianlin-lavs-down-challenge-to-hollvwood20130923-2u8u2.html accessed in Feb 2014
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gain would not have been Bo’s primary concern, for his political capital enabled him
to live a billionaire lifestyle without actually owning billions himself.
My second interviewee, Shang, put forward a similar perspective, remarking that:
250 million — it means, Bo doesn’t like money. His pursuit is power. If you
have power, the state will serve you all your life — why do you need money?
This 250 million, to be honest, is just improperly handled. That money
impacted his political career very much... You could see at his trial, he did
not want to admit to handling that money and pushed all the guilt onto his
wife. Those powerful leaders have no need to consider money because
billionaires are always so glad to run after them.
Shang’s points were stimulating and worth further exploration. 1 go on record how
our conversation continued:
Interviewer: ‘What do you think about the court being open to the public this time, is
it fair enough?’
Shang: ‘There were definitely Maoni (concealed stories). Experts did not expect the
extent of the openness. It really is a big step. But! There were two things avoided,
you see, no mention of them at all. The first is the Dahei in Chongqing.147 Bo Xilai
mistreated hundreds of officials who did not follow him closely and some
businessmen were imprisoned as criminal gangsters. During the process, those
people were tortured and definitely there were many false sentences. Why did the
judge did not mention this at all?’

14 The Dahei (Strike Black) campaign was an assault on organised crime and corruption initiated by
Bo Xilai and implemented by Wang Lijun. The second Maoni was the involvement of other
billionaires besides Xu Ming, as Shang had stated in the earlier part of the interview.
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Interviewer: ‘Is it because of Wang Lijun (taking responsibility for those crimes)?’I4X
Shang: ‘No, it is because of political necessity. If all is exposed, foreign media would
have more things to say, (like) “you see the CCP: where is the law?” Government
has to sustain their image. If I say you are corrupt, it is only a matter of ethics and
personality. But if the Dahei is brought to court, it is a major matter of power, a very
corrosive politics, totally opposite to modem (politics). Therefore, the trial has to
consider the conversational direction in relation to state image and institutional
image and hide some things. Here is Maoni. In Bo’s argument in the court, why did
he slander his wife by wearing a green hat for Wang Lijun — normal people would
not do so — (it is because) he wanted to fight back.144 “My wife was persuaded to
inauthentically accuse me of corruption.” And some things he might really not have
known (because his wife did not tell him that she took some bribes). All the attention
of the public was drawn to corruption: his dismissal is the result of corruption rather
than the political stmggle between Xi Jinping and him. And he slandered the
personality of his wife to fight against the convictions. This is a fight.’
Interviewer: ‘So it means there is political struggle at the top?’
Shang: ‘Definitely, every event, there was a political stmggle behind, like the US
Watergate scandal, Hacking scandal and ****** (not clear on tape) all is rooted in
political fighting. You stare at me, I stare at you. Where is clean? Nowhere...’

148 Although one of the crimes for which Wang Lijun was indicted was ‘bending the law for selfish
ends’, the trial was closed to the public and media, so Dahei was never publicly mentioned.
‘Wearing a green hat’ is a Chinese figure of speech symbolising a cuckold. Chang is suggesting
that Bo claimed that his wife had an affair with Wang Lijun, and that this was her motive for
testifying against him. Bo did not actually wear a green hat.
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Shang went on to use the example of the Italian Prime Minister, Berlusconi, as a
further example of the inseparability of corruption allegations from political struggle,
before I brought him back to the Bo Xilai case:
Interviewer: ‘How about Wang Lijun fleeing to the US consulate, is this also related
to the political struggle in the central government? ’
Shang: ‘No, for Wang Lijun, it is because of the sense of security. He knew Bo Xilai
was angry with him, had slapped him; he knew nothing could stop Bo punishing him,
and he knew it would be extremely easy for Bo to take care of him (silence him by
imprisoning him or making him disappear). He was scared and brought documents
and evidence to the US consulate. It was self-protection. Consequently it causes the
following events. So in the court Bo said he had made a misjudgement, which means
Bo also thought that his opponents were behind Wang Lijun and wanted to trap and
drag down Bo’s whole family.10 Rather, Wang was only interested in surviving.
Thereafter, Bo sent police cars which surrounded the US consulate and tried to
kidnap Wang.’
Interviewer : ‘This is the reason!’
Shang: ‘Yes, in Bo’s defence in the trial, he said that he made a serious wrong
estimate during the investigation of abuse of power. This error of judgment led to the
subsequent major event of surrounding the US Consulate. Otherwise, if a DeputyMayor of a city (referring to Wang Lijun, because the Police Chief also takes post of
Vice-Mayor) flees to a foreign consulate, there would be nothing wrong with
stopping him. This major event leading to “kidnapping” resulted in his collapse.’

Bo Xilai’s father, Bo Yibo, was a high status in the top power circle before he passed away, which
contributed to Bo’s career.
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Interviewer: ‘When Bo’s family was implicated in Neil Heywood’s death, it gave
people an impression that leaders’ have enough power to kill someone secretly. Do
you agree?’
Shang: ‘Surely, taking care of someone is easy for sure.

No only among us, you see

so many political discussions, like ‘Confessione di un Commissar’ (Confessions of a
Police Captain, Italian movie 1972), ‘Enemy of the State’ (US Movie 1998). Every
country... The US is better than us in taking care of someone. How could it be
difficult for a country to do something like this? A car accident — how hard it would
be?

You see Princess Diana. An ex-princess wanted to marry a Muslim, it is

definitely not allowed, a humiliation to the Royal Family. You see ‘Enemy of the
State’, all those resources of the state were able to be utilized for surveillance on the
town.’
Interviewer: ‘If Wang Lijun did not flee, the event would not have been covered?
No one would know of the murder?’
Shang: ‘Yes, it’s true. If Wang insisted the death of this British citizen was from
natural causes, that would have been it’.
Interviewer: ‘No one would know?’
Shang: ‘Beijing might know it was not natural causes. But it would not be open to
the public. Maybe Bo’s opponents would hold it as Bo’s pigtail (weakness), but they
would not open it up to the public. Like “don’t worry, we will keep it only among us
confidentially, not make public, just for making deals in private.” The implication is
that you are not to compete for the top or even member of the standing committee...
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At this point someone came in to the office, and Shang said ‘wait a minute’, before
the person left and he resumed his narrative:
Those things were kept private. Wang’s flight brought the conflict to front of stage.
But it is not allowed to discuss political struggles onstage.151 (The trial) is limited to
economic corruption. So you see (in the court), the lawyer narrated political
materials (motivation and influence) many times but was stopped immediately by the
judge: “focus only on this case”. The same happened in Bo’s self-defence, once he
mentioned things other than the economic issue; he was interrupted “focus on the
case” “not relevant to the case”. It is the direction (discipline) of the open court.’
Interviewer: ‘From the transcriptions of the trial?’
Shang: ‘Yes, you can read the blog of all this. (It seems) the rehearsal of these judges
took half a year. They were so familiar with the materials, and the keys are just
those. It is similar to the trial of the “Gang of Four” in past days. When they (the
“Gang of Four”) mentioned Chairman Mao (in the court), “Stop!” (when they)
mentioned Premier Zhou, “Stop! no mention of Premier or Chairman”. Jiang Qing 152
became angry in the end: “Chairman’s signature was just there on the desk, go to
see! It is signed, and with signature of Premier Zhou!” In the injustice case of Liu
Shaoqi153, Premier Zhou signed the document. (Jiang Qin said) “Just go to see, I
even remember the date!” The judge said “Stop! Jiang Qing, it is not relevant to great
Premier Zhou, who would despise you.”154 The entire world is the same. Backstage

151

Shang used the Chinese word Qiantai, which means ‘front stage’.
Chairman Mao’s wife, and member of the “Gang of Four”.
153 Chairman of the CCP after Mao
134 Shang’s narrative describes the trial of the ‘Gang of Four’: a political clique operating during the
Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) and involved in a series of political struggles in China. It was
composed of four senior officials, one of whom was Mao Zedong’s wife, Jiang Qin. Because great
numbers of people died or were harmed in the Cultural Revolution, the Gang of Four faced criminal
charges, of which they were convicted, after Chairman Mao died. It is still arguable whether many
152
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deals are not allowed to be publicised. As a result, people who took part in politics
hope their offspring keep away from politics: too dark. (He means he doesn’t want
his daughter to be an official like him.) This kind of deals in the back, this kind of
deals in human society ... (Shang pauses, maybe wanting to suggest that such deals
are too common). So, regarding Communism, on one side I feel confident that
current education, the development of the material and culture will make people
prosperous. (On the other side), 1 am lacking confidence because those back
processes are so black and dirty in the darkness.’
Interviewer: ‘So discipline is needed?’
Shang: ‘Impossible. All institutions are weak and have side effects. Impossible!’
Interviewer: ‘Thank you so much.’
Shang’s knowledge of other countries may derive largely from movies, and not all
his assertions regarding China are easily substantiated, but he has not reached his
current high position in the bureaucracy without a firm grasp on the realities of
power in China, and much of what he said resonates with what other intendewees
told me, with foreign media reports and with academic research. 1:0 I understand the
sense of insecurity he attempted to make me aware of in this conversation. The
interview with Shang allows a comprehensive and logical interpretation of the Bo
Xilai power struggle. The following analysis will outline three aspects in which the
fundamental themes of this work will be reemphasised.
The first issue is that corruption is a consequence of individualisation and the pursuit
of economic self-interest within the modem setting. I have shown in previous
appalling decisions, such as Liu Shaoqi’s unjust sentence, were made by Mao Zedong or by the Gang
of Four. Shang remarked that in the trial, the judges wanted to attribute all crimes to the Gang of Four,
preserving the reputation of Chairman Mao. Jiang Qin, therefore, was angry that she was not allowed
to mention Mao Zedong.
153 See the Quanzi with businessmen and ‘Strike Black’ activity below.
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chapters that in the context of rapid economic growth and increased marketisation,
individualised activities with private motivations have a tendency to overload
Chinese state institutions
The second issue is the relationship between dyadic Guanxi exchange, Quanzi circles
of privilege, and political power struggles. By means of dyadic offstage exchange
relationships between economic and political capitals, power and resource holders
came together in competing groups.
The third issue, in which I seek to expose the roots of the Quanzi edifice, is the way
the privilege which stems from the fact that officials represent the state collective is
used for private self-interest. This abuse of official privilege can have significant
detrimental effects on the lives of large numbers of ordinary people, who may pay
the cost in lost homes and livelihoods for the enrichment of the privileged.
The final layer of this discussion, therefore, will be on the meaning vacuum created
by the state monopolisation of the moral high ground, which creates a gap between
onstage and offstage actions and discourses, a lack of discipline in regard to the
offstage activities of the privileged, and pervasive insecurity for all, both privileged
and underprivileged
Motivations for Corruption
It is interesting that Wang Lijun’s flight to the US Consulate was due to a legal
investigation of corruption directed towards him. Wang disguised himself like a
woman, because, according to rumour, his residential area was under police
surveillance. He brought documents relating to the homicide of Neil Heywood, and
sought asylum in the USA. In Shang’s view, the initiation of an anti-corruption probe
against Wang was an indication that Bo intended to Take care of him’, in the same
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way that Wang himself had ‘taken care’ of many of those who had disobeyed Bo’s
authority during the Dahei campaign.1^6 Shang had no doubts that Wang had good
reason to be frightened, given his own record of using anti-corruption probes as a
political weapon and his awareness that Heywood had been killed when he posed a
threat to Bo. Wedenman’s (2012:12) study of the relationship between Chinese
economics and corruption showed that anti-corruption investigations are mainly
‘structured in ways that work best at detecting and deterring low-level corruption...’.
The effect of this emphasis on low-level comiption is to confirm the absolute
authority of senior leaders.
Does this political use of anti-corruption probes mean that Wang was innocent of
taking the 3.05 million RMB in bribes of which he was accused? The court
proceedings were not made public, and there is little hard information on which to
base an assessment, but few experienced observers of Chinese politics are likely to
answer ‘yes’. With the development of globalisation and marketisation within China
since the 1990s, there is an increasing assumption that everybody has adopted an
individual political philosophy of maximising self-interest.
Within both capitalist and non-capitalist societies, wealth has often been viewed as a
crucial motivator of human activities, and this understanding is central to modem
marketised societies. MacPherson (1962), for example, argues that accumulation of
property has been identified as the universal value of obtaining pleasure. In Wang’s
case, the logical perception would be that since Wang was powerful and privileged
due to the support of Bo Xilai, there were few constraints that would prevent him
from using his privileged position to reap material rewards. My informants, like
many others in China, applying their own experience, assumed that individualist
156 See below.
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modernity justified accumulation of property and money, and that powerful state
agents such as Wang benefited from impunity which allowed them to engage in
corrupt practices with little fear of consequences.
It is true that when the modem commercial market releases people from the structure
that relates one to another solely through state collective organisations, there is a
justification available for relationships of material exchange in the norms of
possessive individualism.1^7 Sharply contrasting with the communist mode, this new
social format elicits different horizons of desire enacted through new forms of
individual politics. Status and identity can now be based on one’s property
accumulation rather than only on the political capital granted by the state. The state
collective, which the Chinese government originally stood for and propagandised,
was effectively defeated within the scope of private relationships. In these
circumstances, it is little surprise that the officials obligated to present the public face
of the collective state turn from their duty to the pursuit of individual gain. Yang and
Broadhurst (2013:3) point out that ‘Bo’s case revealed the prevalence of corruption
among government officials...’. Officials like Bo Xilai and Wang Lijun understood
themselves as individuals than exclusively as state agents, reinforcing my earlier
claims that the institutionalisation of ethics, justice and truth in the form of the
collective state is deeply compromised by offstage individualisation.
Quanzi: Offstage Political Struggles
Crucial to the understanding of political struggles in China is the phenomenon of
Quanzi: circles of mutual interest formed through dyadic relationships which link
political cliques to private capital. Wang’s flight was a product of the breakdown of
his Quanzi ties to his patron. Bo Xilai, and this is how the event was understood by
See Chapter 1, this work.
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the Chinese public. Shang, for example, asserted that ‘every event, there was
political struggle behind...’ It was widely understood amongst ordinary Chinese
people that, first of all, Bo was ambitious for a crucial post in the Politburo Standing
Committee, the most powerful decision-making body in China. Bo’s major opponent
was Wang Yang, who was a loyal member of President Hu Jintao’s clique, that Hu,
following his retirement in November 2012, wished to insert into the new
administration of President Xi Jinping.
Figures Quanzi of Bo Xilai
Premier

President

Wenjrabao

Jiang
Zeming
(retired);

Member of
Standing
Committee

Current
President

Secondly, both Xi Jinping and Bo Xilai himself were outstanding members of the
‘princeling generation’, the offspring of the early rulers of the PRC. When ‘New
Leftist ’ Bo Xilai flagged the ‘Chongqing Model’ as a way to successfully restrain
the wealth gap (Cheng 2013), this was seen as a challenge to the ongoing market
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reforms championed by central government. ‘There were even suggestions that Bo
had been bargaining for an influential and prestigious position like the premiership or
vice-presidency of the state in the top leadership line-up’ (Cheng 2013: 412).
Scholars like Broadhurst and Yang (2013:6), therefore observed that, ‘ the conviction
of Bo Xilai was vital for Xi Jinping to cement his formal transition to power and
ensure the continued support of the departing leaders’, whilst reporter, Anderlini
(2013), writing in the FT magazine, suggests that Bo’s most significant crime was
that he posed a threat to the established elite in central government. 158
The media reports I have quoted show that for some weeks following Wang Lijun’s
flight to the US Consulate, the attitude of central government was quite unclear.
Approximately one month after Wang’s flight, some members of the Politburo
Standing Committee were still praising Chongqing’s government publicly. On 8
March, for instance, Zhou Yongkang made comments favourable about Bo. At this
point, it appeared that Bo's grasp on power was still secure and that he might be able
to distance himself from the Wang incident. On 14 March, however, Premier Wen
publicly remarked that ‘some comrades had engaged in improper actions’, which was
widely understood as an attack on Bo. On the following day, the official press bureau
reported Bo’s dismissal. Whilst there is little hard information, Cheng (2013: 413)
notes that ‘There were earlier speculations that Chinese leaders had decided not to
prosecute Bo, but simply expel him from the Party. Apparently, the Chinese
leadership had engaged in a long process of lobbying and bargaining with some
twists and turns.’ One rumour asserted that Wang Lijun had been taken to Beijing
from the US consulate by Zhou Yongkang, Bo’s patron, and that Premier Wen had

158 , http://www.ft.eom/cms/s/2/0cd44efa-l f40-l Ie3-b80b00144feab7de.html#axzz2fREkPk 1 o accessed Feb 2014
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then used military force to abduct Wang. According to this rumour. Wen, therefore,
already had control of Wang when he made his speech denouncing ‘some comrades’.
One year later, the figure within the Standing Committee who had spoken for Bo,
Zhou Yongkang is no longer heard of in Chinese official media, as well as other
powerful central leaders such as Xu Caihou. It was an easy assumption for me and
my colleagues that they were members of Bo’s Quanzi, and that his downfall had
also been theirs, as was true of hundreds of more junior officials.
Relationships inside Quanzi circles are always opaque. Broadhurst and Yang
(2013:7) quoted an article in the Wall Street Journal suggesting that:
When Wang Lijun secretly reported the involvement of Gu Kailai in the Neil
Heywood murder case to Bo, Wang apparently hoped to trade this
information for a promotion or at least to divert an investigation into alleged
corruption while serving in Dalian but instead was allegedly slapped,
punched and threatened.
The hierarchical nature of such relationships was apparent from my interview with a
police chief, who refused to allow me to tape record his frank answers to my
questions. The police chief stated that Wang Lijun was not a ‘good dog’ because he
‘betrayed his master’. A good dog, the police chief asserted, should always be loyal
to his superior no matter what happened. It was Bo Xilai, the police chief went on,
who had granted opportunities, power and resources to Wang Lijun. Wang had been
Bo’s follower from the time that Bo had been Mayor of Dalian City, and unusually,
when Bo had been promoted to become Mayor of Chongquing, he had secured
Wang’s transfer with him, demonstrating his mastery of the system. The police chief
went on to observe that when Wang had found that Bo’s wife was implicated in the
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death of Neil Heywood, as a ‘loyal dog’, he should have kept it from the ears of his
‘master’, protecting Bo from any involvement in the case. Instead, Wang had
recorded his conversation with Bo’s wife and presented the recording to Bo,
implicitly stating that he ‘had Bo’s pigtail’, or was aware of Bo’s weakness. This
implicit threat was what had motivated Bo’s anger towards Wang.
The police chief, in my interview with him, emphasised the fundamental value
system of Quanzi: loyalty to the patron. For the police chief, such loyalty should be
unconditional, trumping any wider considerations of justice or the common good.
Even in the case of murder, the discipline of Quanzi should not be compromised, and
a policeman such as Wang should put loyalty to his patron ahead of loyalty to the
state law he was supposed to uphold.
Because the disciplines of Quanzi conceal the real nature of power dynamics in
modem China behind the official language of state collectivist propaganda, Chinese
people are always seeking to elucidate and inteipret the unspoken stories behind the
official news. Praise of Bo Xilai by two Standing Committee members during early
March was interpreted as meaning that Bo was still in power, whilst Premier Wen’s
bland statement that ‘some comrades had engaged in improper actions’ was
understood as meaning that Bo had lost the struggle. The Bo Xilai case was unusual,
however, in that power struggles of a type that are normally concealed erupted into
public view. My final interviewee, Wang Lao, observed that ‘the more careful
central powers are (in controlling the news), the more aggressive is the struggle
between them’. It was the involvement of foreigners, through the death of a British
businessman and Wang’s flight to the US Consulate, that attracted the attention of
media outside China, and made it impossible for the power struggle to be concealed
in the usual way. Wang Lao observed that:
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‘Wang Lijun’s action attracted public attention at that time; the succession of
central political power from old term to new term leaders was questioned by
all the Chinese masses; the involvement of the US Consulate, suggested the
potential implication of foreign governments, and the foreign media became
interested. These three elements were the cause of the final openness of the
event.’
Wang Lao’s perspective is similar to Shang’s analysis: that the events became widely
known because of the involvement of open media, both foreign news outlets and
Weibo inside China. Once the cat was out of the bag, the Chinese leadership had to
publicise a credible account of events, although my informants emphasised that there
were still hidden dimensions of the story, or Maoni that were not revealed.
Three of my informants mentioned the most conspicuous absence from the official
story: the role of billionaire Wang Jianlin. Mu observed that Wang Jianlin had earned
his first barrel of gold from land exploitation in Dalian initiated by Bo when he was
the mayor of that city, and claimed that following Wang Lijun’s flight, Wang Jianlin
had abandoned Bo and joined the Quanzi circle of Premier Wen.159 Despite Wang
Jianlin’s absence from official accounts of the scandal, he did attract the attention of
foreign media (e.g. Wen 2013), and was forced to respond with several public
denials of any improper dealings with Bo Xilai and a claim that their relationship had
ended some years previously.160 Phoenix media of Hongkong, for example, reported
Wang’s claim on 10 October 2013 that ‘(we) could stay close to the government, but
not attend to politics and clique struggle’161, whilst Sina web media reported Wang

Mu was the only one of my informants to explicitly make this claim, which without access to the
highest circles of power in China, cannot be easily verified.
160 E.g.: http://finance.sina.com.cn/leadcrship/crz/20131212/093517611942,shtml accessed in Feb
2014
161
httD://news.ifeng.com/shendu/sdzb/detail 2013 10/10/30186653 O.shtml accessed in Feb 2014
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Jianlin’s assertion that ‘my relationship with Bo was only business’. 162 It was clear,
therefore, that Wang Jianlin found it necessary to defend himself from public
suspicion. In a speech he gave at Harvard, Wang even advised that one should: “Stay
close to the government, stay away from politics”.163
Since Wang Rongli, a Shenzhen lawyer described by the media as ‘the first person in
the study of civil anti-corruption’, published ‘Crime Cases of Chinese Entrepreneurs’
on his blog, corrupt connections between entrepreneurs and official leaders,
especially those above provincial level, have been in the public eye in China.164
Wedeman (2012:13), in his discussion of Chinese corruption asserts that, the
cooperation between entrepreneurs and some official leaders has become an
organised relation that stay ‘predictable and reliable in the sense that businesses are
increasingly able to engage in “one stop” bribery rather than having to run a gauntlet
of corrupt mid- and low- level officials.’
Quanzi, and the dyadic Guanxi exchanges through which such circles are built, are
not solely the preserve of the highest echelons of society, however. 1 have showed in
earlier chapters that such relationships are widespread and permeate all levels of
administration.

Indeed, Quanzi circles may be seen as fulfilling certain functions of

civil society (Ma 1994), organising people at an individual level in ways which may
enable them to protect their own interests in relation to the state collective.
Individuals may be seen as exercising choice in deciding whether to join a particular
Quanzi circle. Yet Quanzi is also different from civil society, as usually
conceptualised, both because of the hierarchical nature of relationships inside Quanzi
circles, and the fact that the effectiveness of Quanzi circles ultimately derives from
l<>‘ http://entJlish.sina.com/china/2013/0911/627766.html accessed in Feb 2014
163 http: 7biiJ5.qianzhan.coin/people/dctail/268/120920-e0bl42a3.html accessed in Feb 2014
164 http://news.sina.com.en/c/sd/2010-01-21/124219516447.shtml accessed in Feb 2014
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their appropriation of the power of the state. Whilst Quanzi circles may include
participants from diverse backgrounds and differing levels of power, it is always
powerful political leaders who are central to such hierarchical associations. Even
though Quanzi functioned in like an institution of civil society to benefit participants,
those participants were a small and exclusive group, whose existing privilege was
enhanced by involvement in Quanzi. The majority of ordinary citizens who lacked
the necessary capitals for Guanxi exchange or refused to participate in such
hierarchical relationships were largely, if not entirely, excluded from the rewards of
Quanzi, and could find themselves materially disadvantaged by its operations.
Quanzi then, generally works in ways that reinforce privilege amongst those with
access to its circles, such as bureaucrats and capitalists, and increase marginalisation
and deprivation amongst those who do not, such as the villagers of Sandland.
Autocratic Power and the Meaning Vacuum
In Chapter 4, 1 systematically examined autocratic power inside the town
bureaucratic system and showed how it led to a cynical distancing from official
collectivist discourses in both superiors and subordinates. I will now consider similar
dynamics within the higher level of officialdom, by examining the Bo Xilai case.
Two specific aspects of the case will be discussed. Firstly, the fact that the losers of
political power struggles are subsequently designated as criminal and immoral, and
secondly the fact that political power is largely unconstrained in determining the
fates of ordinary people, as exemplified in the Dahei, or ‘Strike Black’ campaign.
In regard to the first issue, of the blackening of the names of the defeated, the rumour
implicating Bo in Neil Heywood’s death was leaked on 20 March, only after Bo had
been dismissed from his post on 15 March. Although rumours had been circulating
on Weibo prior to Bo’s sacking, neither I nor most of those I knew had given much
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credence to this extraordinary story, dismissing it as an improbable concoction by
Bo’s political enemies. It is through the blackening of the names of political
opponents that factional struggles becomes visible to the mass of the population. In
this case. Bo’s wife was convicted of murder, whilst Bo, as is more usual for the
losers of political power games, was convicted of corruption. Their fates can be
related to WittfogeTs (1957:356) assertion in regard to despotic systems that:
A member of the capitalist class who in a property-based industrial society
makes a basic mistake in his professional field of action may lose his
property; but he does not necessarily lose his life or his good name. A
member of a feudal aristocracy who makes a basic mistake in his field of
action — the battlefield — may lose his life, but not his property or good
name. A member of a ruling bureaucracy who makes a basic mistake in his
field of action is apt to lose his position, his life, his fortune, and his good
name. His destruction is as total as the system of power to which he owed his
former distinction.
Bo Xilai lost his career, his wealth, his freedom and his good name, whilst his wife
faced the death penalty. Yet Bo had handed out similar treatment to his aide Wang
Lijun, who, when placed under investigation for corruption by Bo, clearly feared not
only for his wealth, position, good name and freedom, but also for his life.
Ultimately, Wang seemed happy to escape with a prison sentence of fifteen years.
Assessments of guilt or innocence seem almost irrelevant in a context where all
players are engaged in the same game, using authoritarian power to bring destruction
to their adversaries. Whilst the demonisation of the defeated renders power struggles
visible to the public, the extent of the public view is deliberately limited. ‘Political
necessity’ dictates that only economic crimes, characterised as corruption, are
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exposed to scrutiny.1^ Shang noted that such constraints prevented a full picture of
the nature of power in contemporary China from emerging into public view: when
Bo sought to widen his defence beyond specific economic issues, the judges stopped
him immediately.
One of the crucial aspects of the story, which Shang emphasised was not revealed in
any of the trials surrounding the Bo Xilai case, was the abuse of power by officials
and police officers during the Dahei campaign. According to Shang, the Dahei
campaign, characterised, typically, as an anti-corruption drive, was used by Bo to
punish hundreds of officials and entrepreneurs who refused to join his hierarchical
networks on his terms. Officials were imprisoned for corruption, entrepreneurs had
their property confiscated and were imprisoned as gangsters, and many were
believed to have confessed to false charges under torture. Whilst the moral and
ethical failure of Bo and his wife, as individuals, were exposed through charges of
corruption and the murder of a corrupt co-conspirator, the Dahei campaign, in which
the legitimacy of the state in its ethical and interventionist roles was used to justify
large-scale power abuses, remained concealed. I sought to use documentary evidence
and the statements of other interviewees to verify Shang’s claims.
The Dahei campaign lasted from 2009 until 2011, and approximately 6000 people
were charged with crimes by Police Chief Wang Lijun. By March 2010:
officials claimed that 63 criminal syndicates and their protectors had been
“crushed” and 3,348 people arrested. Some 2.1 billion yuan of assets were
seized. The crackdown ended with an announcement that all mid-level police

165

Zhengzhi Xuyao , political necessity’ is an official term, used by Chang
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positions were declared vacant; officials were allowed to reapply for their
positions, but there was no guarantee (Fewsmith 2010: 3).166
Cheng (2013:425) argued that ‘Bo’s “Strike Black” campaign did not significantly
deviate from the central policy line. In fact its priorities were more in line with
Chinese people’s concerns.’ Whilst Bo’s assault on the real problem of organised
crime does appear to have been popular in Chongqing, it is clear that the campaign
also served his own political agenda. Many lower level police officers, for instance,
as well as judges, officials and businessmen were removed from their posts or
arrested, as Bo Xilai consolidated his hold on power by filling official posts with his
own followers. Bo moved his protege Wang Lijun into the position of Police Chief,
replacing the long-serving Wen Qiang, who was first moved to another position, and
then arrested, accused of acting as a ‘protective umbrella’ for organised crime in
Chongqing. Wen’s trial exposed massive corruption by him and his family, for which
he was sentenced to death. The police chief who I interviewed added a detail that
was not part of the official accounts of Wen’s downfall, insisting on the truth of his
anecdote. Before his execution. Wen Qiang told Wang Lijun: ‘my today is your
tomorrow’.
Evidence of false confessions appeared when Li Zhaung, a lawyer who claimed that
his client had confessed under torture was himself convicted of fabricating
evidence.107 After his release in June 2011, Li collected evidence of other false
confessions under torture and posted them on line. The blog was swiftly blocked by
Bo’s police force, but following his disgrace, was made available to the public for a
short period, before being again removed.
166 http://www.hoover.org/publications/china-leadership-monitor/article/5353 accessed in Feb 2014
167 Many available materials, such as
http://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E6%9D%8E%E5%BA%84%E6%A1%88 accessed in Feb 2014
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Cheng (2013:421) notes that the Dahei campaign served another purpose: ‘especially
in view of the limited financial resources of Chongqing’. A great deal of money was
confiscated from businessmen accused of involvement in organised crime, and
subsequently disappeared without official explanation.

Whilst some of those who

lost money, such as construction tycoon Yuxi Bandao, have had it quietly returned to
them since Bo’s fall, they are unable to enjoy their wealth since they are still in
prison (Moore 2013).164
The Dahei campaign shows the extent of the autocratic power of senior political
figures, which included the ability to determine legal judgements. Not only has Bo’s
fall damaged public confidence in the legal system by exposing extensive abuses of
power under Bo, but such damage has not been remedied by Bo’s removal, because
it is apparent that government still seeks to sustain its image by limiting the flow of
information.1 0 As a result, whenever there is a shortage of information, people tend
to assume the worst. The case showed that whilst the state still justifies its actions in
the name of the collective interest, state agents, whether members of the earlier
administration such as Wen Qiang, Bo himself, and perhaps his successors, are
concerned primarily with their own self-interest. The attack on organised crime and
corruption has been demonstrated to be inseparable from political struggles between
power-holders. The loss of credibility for the justice system which has resulted
threatens the claims of the ethical state itself, since it has shown that law and morals
themselves are subject to the massive resources of dominant Quanzi circles. The fact

l6S http://chinadiiiitaltimes.net/2012/07/dark-find-froi'n-chongqings-beat-black-campaign/ accessed in
Feb 2014
169
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/china/10457357/China-pavs-back-millions-ofpounds-to-Bo-Xilais-victims-but-keeps-them-in-iail.html accessed in Feb 2014
170 Also see Chapter 3
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that state meaning systems remain dominant, but not credible, produces the vacuum
of meaning, to which 1 now turn.
I will examine two aspects of the vacuum of meaning. Firstly, I will show how the
monopolisation of meaning by the rigid propaganda of the state limits and controls
the circulation of meanings with any real ethical content. Secondly, I will show how
the dominance of the state-centred ethical scheme and the absence of any realistic
alternative produces a clear gap between onstage and offstage discourses, which I
will exemplify through the case of Bo Xilai's trial.
The CCP’s claim to legitimacy in government is founded on its ethical and
interventionist

roles.

Through

official

discourses

such

as

the

‘Three

Representations’, ‘Scientific Development’ and the ‘Harmonious Society’, the
regime seeks to project an image if itself and the China it governs as rational and
ethical, and a consequential assumption that the state always acts for the benefit of
the people. 1 1 This ideology penetrated all public space through pervasive
propaganda and coercive censorship of any alternative schemes of meaning. As
demonstrated in my earlier discussion of WittfogeTs (1954)

characterisation of

the culture of state bureaucracy in China, the state depends upon coercive measures
to ensure that its claim to ethical authenticity is unchallengeable. Contemporary
China, however, is experiencing a massive expansion of economic resources.
Control of these resources by the interventionist state forms the basis for its ethical
claims to legitimacy in this changing environment. In these circumstances, as my
interviewee, Shang pointed out, maintaining the unchallengeable ethical state as a
functional reality requires the deployment of massive resources to supervise the

171 See Chapter 3
See Chapter 4
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public. On one hand, propaganda attempted to instil the official collective valuesystem into personal identities, through propaganda such as the story of Yang
Shanzou, who donated his life and property to the state, showing a loyalty that
effectively embodied the state in the individual.17. More significantly, on the other
hand, coercive control sought to ensure that the shortcomings of state institutions
were kept out of the public sphere. Bo Xilai’s crimes during the Dahei campaign, for
example, were expunged from his trial in order to sustain the image of the state.
Similarly, according to Shang, political struggles and backstage deals threatening the
well-being of ordinary citizens were always hidden.
The most profoundly destructive quality of the meaning vacuum, I suggest, is the
incapacitation of ecological life meanings in the public sphere. In the process of
meaning monopolisation by the state, a solid range of language, behaviours and
perspectives

in

onstage

interactions

is

delimited

and

concretised.

State

monopolisation of meaning resources short-circuits ecological meaning circulations
in significant ways. Not only is public refection on the legitimacy of the state made
impossible, but reflection on economic values is also closed off. The justification of
the unequal process of economic development by the ‘Three Representations’, which
asserts that the CCP represents the most advanced economic forces in society, makes
it just as impossible for people to challenge capitalist consumerism as it has long
been to challenge socialist collectivism. Whilst few Chinese would wish to turn their
backs on economic accumulation as an element of Chinese modernity, their dilemma
is their inability to reflect upon the nature and purposes of the processes of which
they are subjects or participants. To take Bo’s case as an example, how could any
meaningful insights regarding corruption emerge, or effective lessons be learned,
173

See Chapter 3 official language. Yang Shanzhou
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when the truth is eroded by coercive censorship and ultimately determined by the
winners of a political game? As I asserted in my examination of Guanxi in Chapter
Five, a vigorous civil community cannot appear in the circumstance that Quanzi
players are impoverishing communities, such as Sandland, under the protection of
the image of the collective state. Unavoidably, people find themselves ideologically
trapped by such a meaning vacuum, with few options to protect themselves other
than entering into the process of corruption and power abuse themselves, or engaging
in the high-risk alternative of protest and petition against it. 174
Returning to the Bo Xilai case, if crime is a complete meaning scheme, like many
other aspects of life, then values, ethics, justice and other diverse meaningful clusters
cannot be separated without a substantial loss of meaning. What we see, however, is
disruptions in communications: in Shang’s words, ‘once Bo mentioned other things
rather than the economic issue in self-defence; he was interrupted and told that this
was “not relevant to the case” and he must “focus on the case”.’ In the onstage
environment of the open court, the limitations on Bo’s defence revealed a clash
between front and back horizons, which Shang was able to observe and interpret.
Many Chinese, like Shang, clearly perceive the divergence of onstage and offstage
arenas in describing their ordinary lives meaningfully. The offstage: what Shang
refers to as ‘Deals in the back’ appears frequently in Shang’s responses. So what we
see in the trial process is an enlarging gap, filled with opaque mists of unexpressed
meanings, between the onstage state and the offstage terrain of the individual.
When the ecology of meaning circulations is blocked as in Bo’s trial, propaganda
and censorship act as an ideological dam keeping sensitive subjects out of public
awareness. Without meaningful schemes around which to mobilise collectively,
1 4 Chapter 6 Petition
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ordinary citizens are left with no alternative other than

their own strategic

individual politics, which accepts and perpetuates the damaging meaning vacuum
emanating from the autocratic state.
The disjuncture between the collectivist structure of the state and individualist desire
for private economic gain is manifested in the lives of ordinary people by the
paradoxical split between onstage and offstage social interaction. What was special
about Bo Xilai’s case was that Wang’s flight brought offstage actions to the front of
stage, where they could not be concealed from citizens.17:1
For the reason above to conclude this section, the offstage is the target I intend to
attack.

When 1 asked Shang, ‘If Wang had not tied, would the event have been

covered — would no-one have known of the murder?’ Shang had replied that ‘Even if
Beijing knew of the murder,...it would not be open to the public. Maybe Bo’s
opponents would hold it, but would not open to the public. Like “don’t worry, we
will keep it confidential, just for making deals privately.’” It is a side-effect of the
coercive monopolisation of the public sphere that the offstage arena is both
unwatched and unwatchable. This mode of govemmentality (Foucault 2006)
stimulates diverse responses such as Wang Lijun’s escape, civil petitions by villagers
and a ubiquitous sense of insecurity, and constitutes

daily dilemmas for ordinary

Chinese performativity.
Conclusion
In China, bureaucratic corruption is seen as a widespread social characteristic in
most people’s eyes. Shang, for example, remarked that ‘I feel confident that current
education, the development of the material and culture make people prosperous. (On
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See Chapter 9 conclusion
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the other side), 1 am lacking confidence because those back processes are so black
and dirty in the darkness.’ Despite the offstage nature of corruption, government has
been unable to keep the gap between state claims to legitimacy and the illegitimate
actions of state officials out of the public consciousness. Citizens, such as the
villagers of Sandland, experience the unequal distribution of social resources in local
administrative processes, whilst also hearing the news that high-level anti-corruption
crusader Bo Xilai was himself involved in large-scale crime. As Yang and
Broadhurst (2013:3) point out, ‘Bo’s case revealed the prevalence of corruption
among government officials and how anti-corruption drives can also be selectively
used to target political rivals’. When significant leaders at provincial or state levels
are convicted of astonishing amount of graft, the state process may corrode its image
of father-like for ordinary people (see Tumarkin 1997).
Bo’s trial showed the public that anti-corruption drives could themselves be tools for
organised corruption. As Wedenman (2012:11) remarks, ’the corruption can
overwhelm the regime's anti-corruption abilities and corruption will spiral out of
control’. Moreover, ‘Many Chinese citizens felt that ‘the CCP’s endless verbal
attacks on corruption and its occasional campaigns are little more than carefully
scripted and staged political theater designed to create an illusion of a determination
to fight the problem but in reality achieving little.’(Wedenman 2012:142).
Although Wedenman adds quantitative data to support his claim that ‘the regime’s
anticorruption efforts ... appear to have been more minimally successful in the sense
that they kept corruption under control’, statistical studies of rates of corruption in
China, 1 suggest, must be regarded as superficial. Such statistics cannot be regarded
as reliable, because officials are in a position to ensure that genuine data do not
become available. As I have stated, the broad extent of the offstage terrain is both
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unwatched and unwatchable by the public. Lacking effective ways of resisting their
impoverishment by powerful interests, people appeal towards the ethics, equality and
justice for which the state claims to stand whilst simultaneously seeking to protect
themselves through their own pursuit of individual politics. Because the state is
unable or unwilling to genuinely fulfd its role, what is really needed is a forum in
which equal participation and communication are possible.
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Chapter 9 Conclusion

Individual Politics

I started this work by setting out a theoretical framework of binary opposition
between the collective state and the individual in contemporary China. I focused the
work on individual politics, identifying three modes of such politics: those of
domination, structure and desire.16 My methodology of working as a Graduate
Village Official placed me in a position where the binary opposition constantly
presented itself in the course of everyday life.

Through my daily work, I

encountered the collective state’s claims of legitimacy in its interventionist and
ethical roles, manifested in mundane forms ranging from civil service examinations
to the cliches of official speech and routine documentation.
The ubiquitous nature of official propaganda limits possibilities for open resistance,
but its overbearing nature does provoke widespread resentment against the coercive
collectivity of the state. Whilst people do not openly resist the hegemony of the
official meaning system, they do seek to escape from its oppressive effects through a
widely shared social pattern of individualised relationships through which power and
meaning is pursued and contested.

This pattern was vividly present in the Town

Office, which, whilst officially comprehended within the vertical hierarchy of the
state collective, actually constructed its power through dyadic relationships and

See Chapter 1
See Chapter 2
See Chapter 3
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cliques which subverted the collective state structures.179 My consideration of
Guanxi examined the dichotomy of the ‘onstage’ discourses associated with the state
collective, and their ‘offstage’ counterparts in the interactions of ordinary lives
proceeding within or alongside state structures, but operating by quite different
principles. 1 made the crucial point that the ‘offstage’ realm is not itself a structure,
but a forum which allows the private contestation of meanings.180
Following a detailed specification of the local government administration, 1 went on
to examine the operations of the Local Economic Development Plan, which both the
interventionist state and the individual voices of villagers seemed powerless to
control. Rather, from its initial planning stages, individual and corporate agents in
the bureaucracy and the private sector channelled resources for personal advantage,
muting dissenting villagers, and eroding trust in the state process.181 I then described
how villagers responded through petitions, particularly regarding land and
compensation, grounded on an idealised view of the collective state derived from the
state’s own official propaganda. The machinations around land and compensation
showed the significant social separation between capital holders able to participate in
Guanxi exchange, and those without such exchangeable capital. 182
Through the examination of the conviction of senior political figure, Bo Xilai, for
corruption, I showed how powerful Guanxi factions could impoverish and
marginalise those excluded from their networks, not only on a local level, but on a
much larger scale, and also how even when the offstage dealings of the powerful
enter public awareness, the state uses coercive censorship to block meaning

See Chapter 4
180 See Chapter 5
181 See Chapter 6
l8~ See Chapter 7
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circulation. By rendering some testimonies at Bo Xilai’s trial unsayable, the state
sought to marginalise or erase certain discourses that exposed not only individual,
but systemic corruption.
In all the ethnographic contexts I have described, individual politics emerges in a
complementary relation to the idealised state. Because it is those who are given
power by the state who have the greatest exchangeable capital, however, it is the
individual politics of domination which has been privileged. State representatives are
able to draw on their monopoly of meaning to exercise almost unconstrained power
for their own ends. For those socialised within the pervasive propaganda of state
collectivism, which marginalises all other meaning schemes, confining them to
‘offstage’ terrain, conformity may seem the obvious path. Yet, as individuals
encounter diverse structural patterns, overlapping, supplementing, or conflicting with
each other in the liquid processes of modernity, the two faces of the state may
become visible. Awareness of the difference between the onstage idealised collective
protector, and the offstage facilitator of individual exploitation, may provoke a desire
for change, rather than simple acceptance.
The individual politics of desire may both drive the individual politics of domination,
and the individual politics of structure, and be subjected to them. The individual
politics of desire, based on essentially liberal ideas of choice, has underpinned the
Chinese social transformation in a variety of complex ways. Within the field of
officialdom, desire for economic capital, associated both with Chinese processes of
de-collectivisation and the global capitalist economy, was a driver of the behaviour
of individual officials. In seeking to realise such an individual politics, however.

See Chapter 8
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officials had to confront conflicting schemes of meaning, which they dealt with by
consciously and strategically separating onstage actions from offstage interactions.
1 conceive individual politics as being enacted in both onstage and offstage contexts.
Individuals pursue their own notions of ‘self-interest’ strategically, drawing on
resources from both on and off stage but using them in different ways in different
contexts. For example, officials may use approved state terminology to gain credit in
examinations, reports and meetings, gaining political capital by identifying with the
onstage presence of the state process. Similar language may also be used in offstage
private interactions to refuse the construction of Guanxi. Such a refusal may be seen
as conserving social and economic capital by avoiding partnerships not seen as
potentially gainful. The different ways ‘official language’ may be used is a signal
that a process of liquidity is under way: the role of official language in propagating
the ideology of ‘living only for the state’ is losing its force. Instead, official language
serves as a meaning reservoir which may be selectively, or even ironically used in
offstage interactions for very different puiposes to those for which it was developed:
those of Guanxi, for example. Steinmuller (2013) has noted the presence of irony in
the speech of a gangster in his study of a Hubei village community. In early
encounters with the ethnographer, the gangster stressed his identity as a free man, but
after observing that the ethnographer was staying with local officials, he emphasised
his domestic qualities. The morality ‘instantiated in structure’ (Stafford 2013:4)
pushed him into conformity. The irony which Steinmuller sees in the gangster’s
changes of roles, arises from the clash of different ideological structures within his
body — he consciously sought recognition for desires which are accepted within
some local schemes of morality but are illegitimate within others. It is from this clash
that individual politics arises: disciplined by embodied structures but motivated by
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embodied desires. In China, the official meaning scheme, whilst still dominant, is
only one of the competing meaning structures in the lives of ordinary people.
Turning back to my ethnography, the ways that official language moves between
onstage and offstage contexts suggests that self-serving bureaucratic identities are
personally embodied through interactions in the processes of representing the state
(Giesen 1998; Spillman 1997; Chan 1999; Alexander 2004). The state collective is
practically individualised in offstage meaning circulations which are motivated by
self-interest. The civil commitment of both high and low classes, central to the state
ideological domain, is, in fact, a fabrication to which all defer in onstage contexts,
but by which none are genuinely convinced. The fact that the official meaning
scheme monopolises the public domain, however, deprives individualism of both
legitimate expression and of public regulation, confining it to the shady and
unregulated offstage realm. As a result, not only do people say one thing in official
contexts and do another unofficially, but the bureaucrats who are the embodiment of
the state pursue individual self-interest through the abuse of power in the name of the
collective. This is the bitter irony which effectively mutes those in subordinate
positions: evident when a bureaucrat uses official language to distance himself from
a supplicant,184 constructs exclusive offstage networks to further private interests
using public resources,188 initiates ‘economic development’ without consideration of
those most affected by it,186 or utilises anti-corruption laws to destroy political
rivals.187

See Chapter 3
See Chapter 4
See Chapter 6
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We can see that the strategy of separating onstage from offstage behaviours is part of
a habitus which uses the mechanisms of the coercive collective state to maximise the
individual self-interests of those in the ruling political classes. This habitus is not
dynamic and ecological, because the free flow of meaning schemes is dammed by
the solid wall of hegemonic state ideology.
Onstage State Collectiveness
The state’s domination of the onstage forum can be understood through reference to
theories of despotism and hegemony. 1 have referenced Wittfogel (1957) to stress the
powerful penetration of the Chinese bureaucratic system into social life, whilst
another aspect of the state process — ideological control, can be examined through
classical Marxist acounts of hegemony such as those of Gramsci (1971) and Scott
(1985):
Hegemony is simply the name Gramsci gave to this process of ideological
domination. The central idea behind it is the claim that the ruling class
dominates not only the means of physical production but the means of
symbolic production as well. Its control over the material forces of
production is replicated, at the level of ideas, in its control over the
ideological “sectors” of society — culture, religion, education, and the media
— in a manner that allows it to disseminate those values that reinforce its
position. What Gramsci did, in brief, was to explain the institutional basis of
false-consciousness. (Scott 1985: 315)
Chapter 3 of this work ethnographically illustrates how the dominant class in China
uses the ‘ethical state’ and the ‘interventionist state’ (Gramsci 1971) to assert the
legitimacy of their rule through the exercise of hegemonic meaning control in the
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onstage arena. Some ‘raw material’ (Scott 1985: 336), such as the use of the vague
term, ‘China is big’ is processed through state terminological education and inputted
into daily communication as an explanation or justification for all kinds of
contradictions in the state system. Crucial to Scott’s (1985:316) argument is that
hegemony does not necessarily produce either active commitment or total obedience,
but rather, passive acceptance: ‘the critical implication of hegemony is that class rule
is effected not so much by sanctions and coercion as by the consent and passive
compliance of subordinate classes....’ Scott (1985:316) made it clear that such
passive compliance could be limited to onstage contexts, offstage could be a site of
resistance and the production of alternative meaning systems. He developed this
thought further in his later (1990) introduction of the concept of ‘the hidden
transcript’.
Like most Marxian theorists, Scott’s discussion of class divisions is predicated upon
access to material wealth. Throughout my study, in contrast, 1 have emphasised the
importance of political control through the monolithic state. Throughout Chinese
history and up to the present day, economic stratification has never been able to
compete with political stratification in producing effective social classifications, and
a coercive onstage propaganda which monopolises the public realm has been central
to the maintenance of such political hegemony.
If the UK may be experienced as a nanny-state, the Chinese state would be a
patriarchal father-state: its symbolic existence seen as a product of historical identity,
with no tolerance of dissent, and an unchallengeable ethical assertion that all
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property is family property, ultimately under the control of the patriarchal ‘head of
the family’.188
The advent of eco-social globalisation, producing new forms of hierarchy and new
meaning-systems through which to justify or contest them, has produced a
psychological reversal. Even those ruling class officials who are most benefited and
privileged by the state’s hegemonies have become equally concerned with personal
and economic capitals. Whilst individual officials may lack psychological
identification with the collective state and even feel their individuality is constrained
by it, rigid control ensures that not only is the dominance of the state meaningsystem accepted, but it is also accepted that, in a subtle exchange, those who overtly
conform to that meaning-system will be granted privilege.189 The high proportion of
graduates who annually participate in the Civil Service Examination, for example,
are making a practical commitment to the onstage meaning-system of the state.
Lacking the practical or symbolic means to challenge the state-meaning system,
individuals see no alternative but to socialise themselves into it. This individual
politics of structure effectively maintains the autocratic authority of the regime.
Since the ‘golden bowl’ is seen as delivering privilege and the potential to maximise
all forms of capital, bureaucrats are regarded as the highest status individuals in
Chinese society. Importantly, however, in the minds of individuals, state meanings
and resources serve as exchangeable capitals which mediate relationships between
the state and the individual, in the form of political capital, as well as between
individuals themselves, in the form of Guanxi exchange resources. In practical terms,
then, the collective state and its authority is subject to constant dissolution, seeping
away through the channels of individualised terrain.
188

See Chapter 3 Yang Shanzhou case
See Cassirer (1944) on human qualities and Rapport (1997) on individuality.
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The Offstage Individual Domain
Whilst the onstage domain is monopolised by the monolithic state collective, the
offstage realm encompasses a shifting variety of fields and habituses, powers and
capitals. Since society is in the throes of dramatic changes, experiences of
transformation and shared instability are prior to all other features of contemporary
Chinese society. Individual lives face pressing challenges in coming to terms with
these new emergences and disappearances. A rapidly changing economic landscape
in the context of long-established cultural meaning-systems under an authoritarian
political system which, nevertheless, has insufficient institutional power to
effectively govern the transformation process threatens everyday lives, including my
own, through dilemmas of ethics, values and social actions. Alexander (2004: 528)
observes that in the processes of modernity:
... contemporary societies have opened themselves to processes of
negotiations and reflexivity about means and ends, with the result that
conflict, disappointment, and feelings of bad faith are at least as common as
integration, affirmation, and the energising of the collective spirit.
Throughout the different chapters of this ethnography, I have shown how
subordinates, once content or resigned to be the passive recipients of meanings
passed down from above, now find themselves compelled to participate dynamically
in the cultural creation of meanings. The middle-class produced by the economic
stratification of the transforming system has no alternative but to become active
strategists and negotiators in the forum of meaning. Such active negotiation can be
seen in phenomena ranging from my parents’ encouragement of my study of the
state, to my colleagues’ subversive explanations of official policies. Yet because
such negotiation must take place entirely offstage, the gap between onstage and
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offstage realities grows ever wider, creating multiple potential instabilities, as the
offstage meanings generated in the ecological meaning circulation of daily
communication corrode the credibility of the coercive symbolic claims of the state.
To elaborate the concept of public ecological meaning negotiation in relation to the
ideological construction of the state and political system, I draw upon Alexander’s
(2004: 544) discussion of social performance:
When society becomes more complex, culture more critical, and authority
less ascriptive, social spaces open up that organisations must negotiate if they
are to succeed in getting their way. Rather than responding to authoritative
commands and prescriptions, social processes become more contingent, more
subject to conflict and argumentation. Rationalist philosophers (Habermas
[1962] 1989) speak of the rise of the public sphere as a forum for deliberative
and considered debate. A more sociological formulation would point to the
rise of a public stage, a symbolic forum in which actors have increasing
freedom to create and to project performances of their reasons, dramas
tailored to audiences whose voices have become more legitimate references
in political and social conflicts.
In Alexander’s formulation, the forum as a medium of ecological meaning
circulation is supposed to be open to both individuals and organisations at the civil
level. In China, as this work has shown, however, such forums only exist in closed
and exclusive offstage contexts. Insofar as we can talk about a civil forum in China,
it must be overlap with dimensions of Quanzi, and is perhaps better understood
through theoretical tools such as a ‘community of complicity’ (Steimuller 2013) or
the ‘intersubjectivity of feasting’ (Harmon 2014) as well as the Guanxi studies to
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which I have previously referred. Such a community of complicity and
intersubjectivity might include elements of domestic and totalitarian communal
habitus,190 but familiarity, shared identity or recognition form the basis for
temporary private interactions which are primarily aimed at reciprocal benefit within
the network. Such a community is bounded in time and space and makes no attempt
to participate in wider society on an equal basis. It is therefore constantly at risk of
ethical devaluation and consequent legal proscription by the state collective.
The offstage scenario can be seen as a response to the state process, when individuals
find that they are unable to incorporate the state ideology into their sense of
themselves, as merely cells in the legitimate collective. Faced with this symbolic and
practical repression, people turn to the offstage intimacies of Guanxi, for redress. In
contrast to the monolithic and hierarchical state, dominated by political capital, the
offstage tenitory of individual relationships formed through dyadic interactions such
as Guanxi and Quanzi is broad and differentiated, encompassing diverse structures
and capitals, and may, therefore, be experienced by participants as relatively equal.
The offstage meaning scheme, in contrast to that of the monolithic state, conforms to
the tendency of modernity to value individual diversity.
Theoretical Perspectives on the Offstage
James Scott (1985, 1990) in his studies of domination and resistance, distinguished
the public transcript, which is "the open interaction between subordinates and those
who dominate’ (1990: 2), from the hidden transcript, which refers to ‘discourse that
takes place 'offstage', beyond direct observation by powerholders’ (1990:4). In this
sense, offstage, in Scott’s (1990:18) understanding, is:

See Chapter 1
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where subordinates may gather outside the intimidating gaze of power ...
Slaves in the relative safety of their quarters can speak the words of anger,
revenge, self-assertion that they must normally choke back when in the
presence of the masters and mistresses.
The most striking differentiation between such offstage and the offstage I described
is that Scott sees social classification as the precondition of the offstage forum. There
is a clear division between the dominant and the dominated, and the offstage forum
is part of the realm of the dominated. I argue that whilst this may have made sense in
the particular historical conflicts in which Scott’s research was located, this limited
view of the offstage cannot be generalised to contemporary China, where class
stratification is a product of multiple criteria which produce diverse and cross-cutting
conflicts, most observably, between bureaucratic power-holders and ordinary citizens
in processes of political stratification, and between rich and poor in processes of
economic stratification. These different stratifications can conflict with one another,
making a unified dominant transcript, or indeed, a unified hidden transcript
practically impossible.
Because resource exchanges take place across many diverse fields, Guanxi
connections may frequently bridge stratifications and deconstruct class definitions,
through interactions between superiors and subordinates. Ultimately, the only
classification that matters is that between those who have exchangeable capital and
those who do not, but since processes of exchange are highly individualised and
temporary, groups may not outlast particular interactions, so again, classes are hard
to define. Individual preferences or structures in the offstage realm lead to
cooperation within exclusive communities of complicity and intersubjectivity such as
Quanzi circles. The same preferences and structures also stimulate conflicts such as
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political struggles between different circles, and generate a meaning vacuum
resulting from the incompatibility of the real lives constructed in these offstage
interactions with the values and morality emanating from the onstage state.

In

practice, it is the offstage realm in which the real meanings which motivate
behaviour and construct society are produced, and the raw material for such meaning
circulation is individuals and their respective transcripts.
Harmon (2014) gives an example of civic collectivity in his study of toasting rituals
during Guanxi related feasts in Sichuan province. Harmon questions the extent of the
individualisation identified by Yan (2003, 2009, 2010), suggesting that established
models of collective-oriented behaviour continue to play a de-individuating role, and
claiming that ‘individuation in China today remains a largely nominal and
aspirational. . . project’. I would respond that whilst established domestic and
totalitarian forms of collectivism may still influence formations of social
interdependence (Kipnis 2012), only the state collective has the coercive authority to
demand compliance. Moreover, Harmon admits that those ‘who feast most are those
with official positions...’ (2014:

12), showing that the free expression of

individualism is the reward for obtaining power within the collective hierarchy. In
fact, the scene he describes is thoroughly permeated with individual politics: the
individual politics of domination, in that more choices and influence are available to
those with privileged status; the individual politics of structure, in that aspirational
actors must socialise themselves by learning the skills of feasting ritual; and the
individual politics of desire, in that actors hope that their participation in the ritual
may lead to private economic opportunities in the future.
If Stemmuller’s (2013) work locates the moral structure of rural society within
everyday individual ethics, mine resonates with his ordinary ethics in relation to the
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other side of the ethical state in the workplace. Officials negotiate their desires
between the structure of the ethical state and ‘unethical’ economic drives.
Economic self-interest is unethical in China because the moral framework of
possessive individualism is materially and ideologically absent. The pursuit of
economic self-interest lacks an adequate legal structure and is subject to the ongoing
collective claims of the state. The ethical status of the state itself, however, is also
undermined by the

individualism which

has accompanied

the economic

transformation. Whilst the state is always portrayed in official discourses as ethical
in its work for the collective good, the failure of bureaucrats to either transcend their
own pursuit of self-interest, and their attempts to conceal such interests, has been
widely exposed in cases such as that of Bo Xilai. Although the performance of Bo’s
trial sought to demonstrate that guilt should be attributed to an unethical individual,
rather than to the state system, it is widely assumed that all state agents are immoral,
because who is seen as ‘the embodiment of the ethical state’ and who is seen as ‘the
corrupt individual’ is detennined by the winners of political struggles. Regardless of
the pervasive state propaganda, therefore, ordinary people form their own
perspectives from which to pass moral judgement, as Stemmuler (2013) and Stafford
(2013) have argued.
The separation between onstage and offstage realms which I explicate here goes
beyond dramaturgical approaches to daily performance such as Coffman’s (1956),
because fundamentally different values, morals and schemes of meaning operate in
the two different contexts. When background and foreground of the performance
share the same script audiences are able to judge its authenticity. In

the

Chinese

context, however, both onstage and offstage performances are understood as having
dual or multiple meanings, so no judgement of authenticity is possible. Official
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language, used in different fields, whether official meeting or Guanxi interaction,
implies different individual desires. When such language is used in state
performances, such as the trial of Bo Xilai, in an effort to reinforce the legitimacy of
the ethical state, audiences are aware that there are other concealed stories.
Importantly, however, the onstage/offstage dichotomy is analogous to the
foreground/background split in regard to the strategic selection of meanings by
audiences. ‘Individuals ... strategically direct their actions and mobilize all their
available resources, but their instrumental power usually depends on success of a
cultural kind’ (Alexander 2004: 565). The ‘success of a cultural kind’ in my
understanding includes the successful negotiation between desire and structure.
The scale of subsequent social commitments decides the validity of the different
structural systems and civil compliance with them. The state in China is not such a
‘success of a cultural kind’, but no alternative answers would be accepted onstage,
for instance, in civil service examinations. Yet, the fact that hopeful applicants have
to memorise large quantities of official rhetoric which they regard as largely
meaningless means that it is at precisely such points that social resentment against
the hegemonic ideology may occur.
Lastly, the onstage/offstage separation could be put into a global context that the
penetration of political propaganda into civil life through mass media is not a
phenomenon unique to Chinese society. Poole (2007), for instance, studied the ‘art’
of political language in the English-speaking world and pointed that westerners could
be tricked by ‘public diplomacy’ (Poole 2007: 9) using persuasive terms such as
‘pro-choice’ ‘pro-life’ ‘tax relief ‘friends of the earth’ and even ‘ethnic cleansing’.
Those terms, used by politicians, faced their opponents with ‘unspeak’, which serves
as a means of muting ‘— in the sense of erasing, or silencing— any possible opposing
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point of view, by laying a claim right at the start of only one way of looking at the
problem’ (Poole 2007:3). Poole’s concept of ‘unspeak’ resonates, to me, with
Chinese political concepts such as ‘Harmonious Society’, which implies that any
opposition to the government is anti-social behaviour.191
A shared feature of official language, both eastern and western, is the use of vague
expressions to hide offstage realities for political purposes. In the English-speaking
world, however, the disjuncture between onstage and offstage does not appear,
because public forums are available in which opposing points of view can be debated
and contested. As Poole observed, people are able to identify politicians’ real aims
by studying their declared aims. By expressing disagreement or even creating ‘a
permanent culture of war’ (Poole 2007:12), open forums allow individuals to
challenge the power of politicians in a way which is simply not possible in China.
Whilst the English-speaking world therefore, sees ongoing contests of meaning, in
China, what is produced is a meaning vacuum. The result of this vacuum is a
widespread sense of insecurity.
The Meaning Vacuum and Social Insecurity
I have shown throughout the chapters of this work that the separation between
onstage and offstage schemes of meaning means that neither the state discourse nor
the morality of a civil community can be effectively enforced. On one hand, the
collective hegemony is in conflict with the social reality of contemporary China and
no longer, therefore, offers a credible guide to behaviour. On the other hand,
individualised behaviour patterns are insufficiently institutionalised, and therefore,
insufficiently regulated, to prevent the free abuse of power by the privileged whose
offstage strategies remain unwatched and unwatchable. As a result, Chinese society
191 See Chapter 3, this work
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has lost cohesion, as individualism has reinforced the gap between the powerful and
the voiceless which was the legacy of the Confucian and Communist bureaucratic
states. A stable civil community in which the well-being of all residents is protected
seems more problematic than either a totalitarian state or a traditional domestic
society.
Ideologically, the current transitional state, in which the institutions of the state
collective are losing their effectiveness, but there are insufficient individualist
institutions to replace them, results in the experience of a meaning vacuum in which
citizens lack the symbolic resources to assess their situations and guide their actions
(Cassirer 1944).
An ecological meaning circulation animates the intersubjective quality of human
social life (Bloch 2005, Bauman 2000, Rapport 1997, Bruner 1990, Cassirer
1944).1'" The meaning vacuum has a diametrically opposite effect. The individual
desire to fill the vacuum with meaningful commitments draws attention to the
vacuum, but the ability to fill it is stifled by the weight of coercive propaganda.
Such disabling of ecological meanings in civil intercourse, including the hijacking of
collective ethics to support individual self-interest, mutes the powerless, but also
fuels their anger. Consequently, Chinese society during this period of rapid practical
individualisation confronts a sharp dilemma in that the absence of any open forum
for negotiation of a new social imaginary including values, ethics and disciplines,
produces, not stability, as those in power might hope, but an ongoing and pervasive
sense of insecurity.

See Chapter 1 Introduction, this work
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Social stability and cohesion, however, requires such a unified collective imaginary,
such as an ideal state or a civil society. The former seemed to exist during the early
Maoist period when there was widespread faith in the state, but it has now largely
decayed, and China seems unable to give birth to the latter whilst still dominated by
the structures of the former. Breaking the separation between the onstage and
offstage realms in order to allow the free flow of meaning circulation and negotiation
is essential, I suggest, to the emergence of a new collective imaginary that offers
legitimate routes to equality, justice, morality and well-being.
The confrontation between collectivism and individualism in contemporary China
cannot be separated from economic modernisation and globalisation. As possessive
materialism is gradually normalised by economic stratification, and societal attitudes
are influenced by increasing access to material wealth, economic gain is increasingly
seen as a path toward human happiness, whilst, self-fulfillment is hardly and
exclusively equal to the material prosperity. Without an ecological meaning forum,
the society tends to be entirely subject to the pursuit of individual interests. A society
in which material prosperity has come to be seen as the ultimate truth and faith for
life is likely to be a cold and isolating society. Whilst alienation leads to conflicts
among structural powers, it also challenges social cohesiveness.
A sense of insecurity is emerging, captured by Shang’s vision of the contemporary
China as: ‘too dark,.i',’ The United Nations Development Programmes Report
(1994) defined ‘security’

as

a

‘combination of economic,

food,

health,

environmental, personal, community and political security.’ (Ryngaert and Nortmann
2014: 24-25) As stated in previous chapters, the sense of insecurity regarding

193
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economics, environment, personal, community and political well-being has aroused
civil reflections and opened a space for independent interrogation and speculation.194
People are motivated to solidify social commitments, establish meaningful dialogue
with national and international ‘others’, and make sense of the social transformation.
Individual politics has been the basis of this anthropological study because Chinese
confront the individual in a range of contexts arising from the social transformation.
These contexts include the appearance of material individualism in association with
a consumer economy, the practices of individualisation accompanying the rise of the
middle class, and the growth of ideological individuality, manifested in resistance to
coercive state power whether in the form of propaganda or of economic programmes.
I started this work with an account of my cousin’s personal conflict when the
unreasonable demands of her official superior overrode her individual desire to enjoy

free time with me, in a manifestation of the individual politics of dominance. The
individual politics of structure made my cousin, and to a greater degree, her mother,
want her to conform to the norms of the collective workplace. The individual politics
of desire made her want to choose how to spend her own time. This minor drama
was one example of the internal conflicts with which Chinese bureaucracy is riven, at
every level, from the Politburo to the most junior Graduate Village Official.

194 See chapter 6 and 7
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Appendix 1 The Questions of Graduate Village
Official Exam in Textbook

Question:........emerged at the foundation of Marxist philosophy? Choose one of the
answers below to fill in the blank.
A. the opposition between Historical Materialism and Historical Mentalism
B. the opposition between Dialectics and Metaphysics
C. the opposition between Materialism and Mentalism
D. the opposition between Knowability and Agnosticism
Correct Answer: A. the opposition between Historical Materialism and Historical
Mentalism
Analysis from Textbook: The question emphasizes that Historical Materialism (the
Materialist conception of history in Engels’ work) was the keystone of Marxist
Philosophy. It emphasized the significance of economic life and conditions under
which people produced and reproduced their means of subsistence. The economic
base, which consisted of the means of production or economic system, set or
determined the ideological and political superstructure. Marx asserted that the
economic struggles of opposed classes could explain historical development in
different societies. Later Marxists described it as a “mechanical relationship”,
asserting that historical tendencies resulted from broad economic forces rather than
the actions of individual human agents.
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Question:

The philosophical underpinning of ‘The Great Strategy of Developing

Western Regions’ is central to guiding overall policy planning. The philosophical
underpinning is that......

Choose one of the answers below to fill in the blank.

A. the two sides of the same contradiction are not balanced in their stations and
functions.
B. in the process of a complex event, different contradictions with respectively
different stations and functions are unbalanced.
C. contradictions are universal; all problems need to be seen as dichotomies.
D. everything is in process; issues should be looked at from a developmental
viewpoint
Correct Answer: B. in the process of a complex event, different contradictions with
respectively different stations and functions are unbalanced.
Analysis from Textbook: The question is rooted in the theory of ‘dialectics’.

Marx

and Hegel stated that dialectics, a process of interaction between opposing and
competing forces, was the driving force of historical transformation.

Marx’s

‘dialectical materialist’ perspective claimed that it was the internal contradictions
within a ‘mode of production’ manifested in social class antagonisms that led to
consequent historical change. The Marxist perspective sees dialectics as an
impersonal force determining both natural and social processes.
ECONOMIC ELEMENTS OF POLICY: DENG XIAOPING THEORY
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Question: The reform of Chinese economic system began after the Third Plenary
Session of the 11th Central Committee. The core of the reform was .......

Choose

one of the answers below to fill in the blank.
A.

reform of property of state-owned enterprises

B.

reform of ownership and distribution

C.

reform of the relationship between planning and marketization

D.

reform of the development of the Public Sectors of the Economy and the Non-

Public Sectors of the Economy
Correct Answer:

C.

reform

of the

relationship

between

planning

and

marketization
Analysis: The question directs attention toward the ‘socialist-market economy’
reforms in China which pragmatically suggested that the Chinese economy should
compete where possible, plan where necessary.

The new approach was initiated by

the Economic Reform and Openness Policy introduced in 1978 by General Director
Deng Xiaoping and the General Party Secretary Jiang Zeming, and involved the
decollectivizing of agriculture, the opening of the country to foreign investment and
international trade, and permission for the establishment of corporate and individual
businesses. Although, most industry remained state-owned, three different forms of
state-market relationship now ran concurrently within three different sectors: the
state owned sector, the directed sector and the private sector.

The reforms

encouraged the dramatic economic growth rates of the post-Maoist periods, lifted
general living standards for many Chinese and created market opportunities that did
not exist in the past.
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NEW POLITICAL THEORIES: a) The ‘Three Representations'
Question:
Whether a social regime is advanced or not should be tested from the aspect of........
Choose one of the answers below to fill in the blank.
A.

whether it encourages the development of productivity

B.

extent of public ownership

C.

extent of marketization

D.

quality of citizens

Correct Answer:

A. whether it encourages the development of productivity

Analysis from Textbook: this question draws attention to the ‘Three Representations'
theory:
1.

The party should represent the advanced productive forces in society

2.

The party should represent advanced modem culture

3.

The party should represent the interests of the vast majority of the people

Put forward by the CCP General Secretary, Jiang Zemin, in speeches in 2000 and
2001, the ‘three representations’ ideology justified divergence from the MarxistMaoist orthodoxy regarding party recruitment that only workers, farmers and other
proletariats could become poliical cadres. The ‘advanced culture’ and ‘advanced
productive forces’ referred to here represent ‘modem’ economic participants, and
this discourse is used to legitimise opening the Communist Party to all kinds of
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elites, especially commercial elites. In 2002, the ‘Three Representations’ was added
to the CCP Constitution at the 16th Party Congress along with Marxism, Leninism,
Mao Zedong Thought, and Deng Xiaoping Theory.

NEW POLITICAL THEORIES', b) Scientific Development Concept
Question: From the point of view of scientific talent, implementing.......

was the

inevitable choice of our party and government in order to adapt to the tendency and
development of economic globalization and to cope with competition from
international talent.

Choose one of the answers below to fill in the blank.

A.

educational strategy

B.

reform and openness project

C.

developmental point view

D.

the strategy of reinvigorating China through human resource development

Correct Answer: D. the strategy of reinvigorating China through human resource
development
Question: In October 2008, the third Plenum of the 17th Communist Party of China
Central Committee adopted the ‘Decision of the Central Committee of the CCP
concerning Many Significant Issues of Progressing Rural Reform and Development’
and pointed out that in the new circumstance, the fundamental requirement of
progressing rural reform and development is ........
below to fill in the blank.
A.

the establishment of the Socialist new rural village
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Choose one of the answers

B.

going through agricultural modernization with Chinese Characteristics

C.

to accelerate the integrated development of urban and rural areas in economic

and social aspects
D.

industry should feed sustenance back to agriculture, with urban areas supporting

rural areas, giving more, taking less and loosening control.
Correct Answer: C.

to accelerate the integrated development of urban and rural

areas in economic and social aspects
Analysis from Textbook: These two questions focus attention on the expressed
intention of present CCP General Secretary, Hu Jintao, is to create a ‘harmonious
society’.195

The central feature of his theory is the ‘Scientific Development

Concept’. In the speech of September 2003, Hu founded his theory on two core
concepts: ‘taking people as the basis’196 and ‘comprehensive development’.147
The former stresses the importance of the broad masses and expresses awareness of
the problematic consequences of income disparity and social stratification whilst the
latter implicitly criticize the unbalanced growth which has seen eastern areas develop
faster than interior areas, urban areas become more affluent than rural areas, and has
led to the neglect of agriculture and the damaging of the environment.

‘Scientific

development’ towards a ‘harmonious society’ aims to reduce the social and political
frictions created by the rapid development of recent decades.

In 2005, Hu detailed

this scientific development as an ambitious project including:
improving the rural situation; accelerating economic growth; overcoming
energy bottlenecks; efficiently using resources; fostering competitiveness and
195

The notion of a ‘harmonious society’ will be examined in more detail below, this chapter.

196 (&AW)
197

a culture of innovation; reforming the administrative system; improving
government transparency and introducing electric-government; continuing
the transformation of state-owned enterprises without allowing asset
stripping; breaking up pricing and production monopolies; controlling
pollution and environmental degradation; continued openness

to the global

economy; developing high-quality talent; improving public health and safety;
increasing employment, job retraining and reemployment; opening up the
labor market; solving the internal migration problem; constructing new social
security systems for basic services and pensions; improving tertiary and
secondary education, particularly in rural areas; deepening poverty relief
programs; improving workplace safety standards; dealing more effectively
with social unrest; improving relations with ethnic minorities; and
undertaking a series of measures to strengthen the party apparatus from top to
bottom.” (trans. Shambaugh 2009).m

NEW POLITICAL THEORIES', c)

the Socialist Harmonious Society:

Question: The keystone of constructing the socialist harmonious society is to ........
Choose one of the answers below to fill in the blank.
A.

provide the most caring, most straightforward and most practical solutions to

the problems of the masses.
B.

create a common path to prosperity

I have used Shambaugh’s translation of this speech. The original Chinese version appears in this
speech also appears in The Orientation of Mountain Province Village Official Exam in 2011’
(2010).
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C. impel the harmonizing development of social construction, economic
construction, political construction and cultural construction
D. develop social undertakings, accelerating social justice and constructing
harmonious culture.
Answer: A. Provide the most caring, most straightforward and most practical
solutions to the problems of the masses.
Question: The basic condition of social harmony is ........

Choose one of the

answers below to fill in the blank.
A. Development
B. Stability
C. Social fairness and justice
D. Humanism
Answer: C. Social fairness and justice
Analysis: These two questions again draw attention to CCP General Secretary Hu’s
exposition of new socialist theory in February 2005, ‘The harmonious socialist
society we want to build should be a society featuring democracy, the rule of law,
fairness, justice, sincerity, trustworthiness, amity, full vitality, stability, orderliness,
and harmony between mankind and nature.’
explaining that

Hu expands upon this argument,

‘democracy and the rule of law mean that socialist democracy

should be fully developed, the general plan for running the country according to law
should be seriously implemented and the positive factors of all social sectors should
be extensively mobilized; fairness and justice mean that the relationship of interests
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between various social sectors should be properly coordinated, the contradictions
among the people and other social contradictions should be correctly handled and
social fairness and justice should be earnestly safeguarded and realized; sincerity,
trustworthiness, and amity mean that members of society should help each other, be
honest and keep their word, and all people should be equal and amiable and get along
with each other harmoniously; full vitality means that all creative desires that are
conducive to social progress should be respected, creative activities should be
supported, creative ability should be brought into play and creative achievements
should be affirmed; stability and orderliness mean that social organization
mechanisms should be good, social management should be perfected, social order
should be good, the people should be able to live and work in peace and
contentment, and the society should be able to maintain stability and unity; harmony
between mankind and nature means that production should be developed, people
should be able to live a prosperous life, and the ecology should be good.’
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